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Introduction
Aims
Grammar for English Language Teachers has two primary aims:

• to help you develop your overall knowledge and understanding of English
grammar
• to provide a quick source of reference in planning lessons or clarifying
learners' problems.
The book provides a broader perspective of grammar than that presented to
students in course materials. It encourages you to appreciate the complexity
(and, where relevant, the ambiguity) of grammatical description, and to
recognise the limitations of the 'rules of thumb' presented to learners in course
materials.
It also seeks to nourish a love for and fascination with English grammar.

Who this book is for
This book is intended for:
• prospective and practising teachers studying language as part of a degree
in English or on courses such as those leading to teaching certificates and
diplomas
• teachers who want to continue learning and exploring the grammar of
English on their own
• teachers who do and teachers who do not speak English as a first language.

Content and organisation
People sometimes associate the term 'grammar' with the different parts of
speech or 'word classes' that words can belong to (adjective, noun, preposition
etc.). Materials produced for studying English over the last three decades
have, however, reflected and promoted an obsession with another aspect of
grammar - the verb phrase (tenses, conditionals, etc.).
The chapters in Part A look at grammar from the starting point of word class,
and those in Part B deal with the verb phrase. Parts C and D, however, look at
more neglected aspects of grammar, and you may want to take more time to
work through these parts of the book progressively and systematically. Each of
these four parts begins with a general introduction to the topic.
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I Introduction
Each chapter in Parts A-D begins with a review of 'Key considerations' relating
to its topic. It explores the topic in depth in the subsequent sections, including
the 'Typical difficulties for learners' that this area of grammar causes.
Each chapter ends with exercises to help you consolidate what you have learned.
These 'Consolidation exercises' use real texts, transcriptions of conversation
and examples of learners' writing; possible answers to each of the exercises
are also suggested. Part E ('Researching language') encourages you to research
how language is used in different contexts, and to evaluate classroom and
reference materials. More detailed chapter-by-chapter 'Extension exercises' (and
comments on these) can be found on the Cambridge University Press Website
http://www.cambridge.org/elt/gelt/extension/.

The second edition
The second edition of Grammarfor EnglishLanguage Teachersincorporates a
number of innovations, additions and changes.
Access to The Cambridge International Corpus has enabled the author to
modify many of the explanations given and to provide new examples. The
Cambridge Learner Corpus, similarly, has led to modifications and additions
to the ''fypical difficulties for learners' sections of each chapter, and has again
furnished additional examples.
Thanks to the invaluable feedback from users of the first edition, substantial
changes have been made to the organisation of material in the book: the index
has been extended and definitions of all key terms have been incorporated into
the text. Cross-referencing within the text has been substantially expanded. In
recognition of recent changes in emphasis in linguistics and teaching, Chapter 9
is entirely new. New sections have also been added within several chapters.

Language varieties and language change
The pronunciation and vocabulary of English vary both from region to region
of tlle English-speaking world, and between communities within the same
region. To some extent the grammar also varies.
In this book, the main model used is that of educated speakers in the southeast
of England. However, this choice is a pragmatic one and is not based on an
assumption that this variety of English is superior to others. Without wanting
'to burden or confuse the book's users, reference is made to other varieties of
English (social or geographical) where this seems to be useful.
Like all languages, English is in a constant state of evolution. It is easy enough
to look back over the past and to identify which changes were lasting and

Introduction

significant, and which were ephemeral. However, it is much harder both to
identify changes taking place at the present, and to identify how lasting and
significant they may be.
As far as possible we have tried to reflect contemporary usage, but a health
warning is perhaps necessary. Many people dislike language change and
regard innovations in a negative light. In teaching for written examinations, it
is generally advisable to avoid recommending learners to adopt recent changes.
Thus we will probably teach that criteria is a plural form (singular: criterion)
(seep 13) even though learners may come across criteria used as a singular
noun. Where such a conservative approach may be the safer option, this is
flagged up in the text.

Asterisks
Throughout the book a single asterisk at the beginning of a word, phrase or
sentence is used to show that it is an example of incorrect use (e.g. *a rubbish's
pile, *I don't know how you to respond). An asterisk in brackets is used to show
that something is unnatural, unidiomatic or of dubious correctness.
(*) Have you lunched yet?
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PART A

Words

Introduction
to PartA
Words and grammar are often thought of as being separate entities. In fact, in
learning any word we are also learning something about its grammar.
Words belong to different grammatical classes (e.g. noun, verb, preposition),
and the class of a word determines:
• what other kinds of words we can combine with it.
Example:

a beautiful day

Explanation:

We use adjectives not adverbs to qualify nouns.

NOT

*a beautifully day

• the order in which we combine words.
Example:

a beautiful day

Explanation:

We normally put adjectives before the nouns they qualify.

NOT

*a day beautiful

Grammar also determines, for example:
• which form of a word we choose.
Example:

two days NOT *two day

Explanation:

Afternumbers greater than one we use a plural form ofthe noun.

Example:

more beautiful

Explanation:

We use more to make the comparative form of long
adjectives and add er to make the comparative form of short
adjectives.

NOT

*beautifuller

As teachers we need to know and to be able to explain and illustrate:
• the grammatical class of words: beautiful or beautifully?
• the grammar of words: day or days?
• the implications of 'word grammar': We can't say: *a beautifully day, *a day
beautiful, *two day, *beautifuller.
In Chapters 1-8 we look at words that belong to the following grammatical
classes:

6

Nouns

book(s),child(ren),information,life

Articles

a, an, the

Quantifiers

any,every,a few,some

11
2

-----

3
----·--~

Words

Adjectives

easy,old, open-ended,possible

4

Adverbs

easily,sometimes,very

5

Comparative forms

more beautiful, easier,fewer

6

Superlative forms

most beautiful, easiest,fewest

6

Prepositions

at, in, on top of, since

7

Verbs

speak,go, can, will, drinking, been

8

We look at pronouns in Part C (pp 304, 371-2) not Part A. This is because
learners' difficulties are closely related not only to decisions about number and
gender but also to:
• judgements about how much information needs to be stated explicitly, and
how much can be left out.
• issues of grammatical function (e.g. subject or object).
Chapter 9 focuses on the ways in which words of different grammatical classes
combine in use.

Recognising word classes
In some languages the word itself tells us a lot about what class it belongs to (for
example, the spelling and pronunciation of the end of a word may show that it
is a noun). In English there are very few clues in the word itself, and we usually
have to look at the context. The following gives examples of different parts of
speech:
noun

adjective
The

~old

/

woman

walked

slowly

\

adverb

up

another

~

quantifier

hill.

I7
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I Words

Words that belong to more than one word class
A lot of words can function as a member of one word class in some contexts and
as a member of another word class in other contexts.

abstract,adult, antique,green

nouns,adjectives

wonder,rupture,sequence,drive,play, function nouns,verbs
fast, hard

adjectives,adverbs

around, down, up

adverbs,prepositions

come, given, considering

prepositions,verbs

boring, open,locked

adjectives,verbs

All quantifiers apart from no can also function as pronouns.

I saw severalkangaroos. He askedfor a volunteerand
got several
I don't know manygirls.

Teachersare poorly paid ...
manyleavethe profession.

Single words and multiword items
The simplest way to define a word is by looking at the written language. If there
is a space before and after a group of letters, this group of letters constitutes a
word.
If we look at meaning rather than at form, we see that some combinations of
two or more words are equivalent to single words. These are multiword items.

fed up (adjective= unhappy)
give up (verb= stop)
with regard to {preposition = about)

Grammar in course materials and in academic grammars
Theoretical or academic grammars use different terms, classes and distinctions
from those found in most course materials. While most academic grammars
consider articles and quantifiers within the wider class of determiners, and
adverbs within the wider context of adverbials, in this book we follow the
pragmatic approach of course materials. Thus articles and quantifiers are
dealt with separately, in Chapters 2 and 3. We look at single-word adverbs in
Chapter 5 but at longer phrases {adverbials) in Chapter 20.

1 Nouns

cat cats elite
capacity dustbin steak
people Wednesday

Key considerations
Most learners are more concerned with the meaning of nouns than with
their grammar. However, in learning to use a noun, they need to pay
attention to a variety of grammatical factors. In particular they need
to know whether a noun is countable or uncountable, and if countable,
what its plural form is. More generally, learners also need to be
able to:
• use nouns to modify other nouns.
• choose and construct appropriate possessive forms.

What are nouns?
What do they do?
The popular definition of a noun is that it 'describes a person, place or
thing'. In fact we use nouns to express a range of additional meanings
such as concepts, qualities, organisations, communities, sensations
and events. Nouns convey a substantial proportion of the information
in most texts.
In the previous paragraph, the following words are nouns:
definition, noun, person, place, thing,Jact, nouns, range, meanings, concepts,
qualities, organisations, communities, sensations, events, Nouns, proportion,
information, texts.

What do they look like?
Endings

A small proportion of nouns have identifiable 'noun endings'. These include:
tradition, ability, excellence, significance, factor, rigour.

Many plural nouns end ins, e.g. cats.
Proper nouns and capital letters

Words which begin with capital letters and are not at the beginning of
sentences are often the names of people, places (towns, countries, etc.) or
institutions. These are also called 'proper' nouns.
Lauren and Jack

Africa

rJrOtl\lfiCid!10n

an(l (~rx.:l!ir;p
pp 1h-1B

International House
9

10

I Nouns
We also use a capital letter in days of the week, months of the year and the
names of nationalities, ethnic groups and languages.

Tuesday

August

Swahili

Where do nouns come in sentences?
Nouns can:
• act as the subject of a verb: Cats kill mice.
• act as the object of a verb: Cats kill mice.
• act as the complement of a verb: Theyare men.

.......
,'
Jrticles
pp 25-6
qua11tifiers
p 36
JdJectives

p 51

They often end a phrase which begins with an article such as a(n),or a
quantifier such as either,any, or many. They also often follow adjectives.
a drunk

either way

a much older elite

largemice

Countable and uncountable nouns
What are countable and
uncountable
nouns?
.,
.
Countable or 'unit' nouns ([CJ)have a singular and a plural form, e.g. book=}
books. Uncountable or 'mass' nouns ([U])have only one form, e.g.furniture
NOT

*furnitures.

I . . · Singular /

~~other biscuit

three apples not much success

The distinction between countable and uncountable is based on whether or
not we can count (1,2, 3, 4 ...) what the nouns describe. Nouns which describe
separate and separable objects (e.g. book(s),centre(s),computer(s))are usually
countable, while those which describe liquids, materials, substances and
abstract qualities (e.g. milk, marble, putty, success)are characteristically
uncountable.
Although the distinction between countable and uncountable is based on the
reality of what the nouns describe, the distinction is a grammatical one rather
than a real one. Some learners of English are surprised to discover that, for
example, the following are uncountable:

accommodation, bread, hair,-information,money, news, rubbish,spaghetti,
travel, weather

Nouns

Closely related countable and uncountable nouns
Some uncountable nouns have a countable equivalent which is a different
word. In this case the countable noun usually describes something more
limited or defined.

work [U]:job [CJ

travel [U]:journey

[CJ

The things some uncountable nouns describe can be 'broken up' into countable
components.

money

pounds, dollars,yen

time

hours, minutes,seconds

furniture table, chair, desk

With some uncountable nouns we can use particular words to itemise or count
what they describe.

three blades of grass

an item of news

Nouns which can be countable as well as uncountable
Some nouns are countable with one meaning, and uncountable with a different
meaning.

We got lost in a wood.

[CJ

Wood burns more easily than coal. [U]

Sometimes countable and uncountable forms represent two closely connected
uses of one word.

I told her a Jew truths about herself. [CJ

We'll never learn the truth. [U]

Some nouns that were originally plural are becoming uncountable.

the data are ~ the data is

the media are ~ the media is

We can use a lot of generally uncountable nouns as countable nouns, for
example, to describe:
• a kind/type of something.

a new French cheese

a fresh orangejuice

• a quantity/unit of something.

a beer

two sugars
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Words which come before and after countable
and uncountable nouns
Whether a noun is singular (countable), plural (countable) or uncountable
determines, among other factors, which words we use before and after it.

indefinite articles

(a,an) a book

numbers

one book

certain quantifiers

each/either book both/manypeople much/a little interest

singular verb forms

a child has

agreement
pp 107-8

information

is

insects are

plural verb forms

····:=·

two people

Choosing a singular or plural verb form according to the kind of noun which
precedes it is an aspect of agreement. It is s·ometime~ confusing f~r learners that
plural nouns end in s and that singular verbs also end in

s.

Regular and irregular plural forms
Regular forms

····=··

pronunc1at1on
and spelling
pp 16-18

Most countable nouns have a plural form that ends in s.

Irregular forms
Many irregular plural forms involve a change in vowel.

tooth ~ teeth

man~men

foot~Jeet

Learners sometimes find it difficult to remember which form is singular and
which is plural.
Some nouns have the same singular and plural forms.

a sheep

~

two sheep

a series ~ two series

Several nouns which end in s fall into this category, e.g. a/various means of
doing something, a/some crossroads.
A few irregular plural forms are very different from the singular form. The most
common and problematic example is person ~ people.
Nouns which have been absorbed into English from other languages sometimes
keep their original plural form.

plateau

~

plateaux

cherub ~ cherubim

mafioso ~ mafiosi

Nouns

A few words can be treated as either uncountable or plural.
Politics is about people./Nobody knows what his politics are.

In these cases different shades of meaning may be involved. Politics, for
example, is more often uncountable when the word refers to the general science
of politics, and plural when it has a more specific reference.
A few nouns exist only in a plural form (e.g. arms (in the military sense),
arrears, clothes).

Language change
The standard plural form of some words, usually with a Latin or Greek root, is
changing from its original form to an anglicised one.
foci

=}

focuses

syllabi

=}

syllabuses

The original plural form of some words is coming into use as singular, although
not everyone is comfortable with this change and it should, perhaps, be avoided
in formal examinations.
a criteria

a phenomena

Using dictionaries
Because there is no way of telling whether a singular noun has a regular or an
irregular plural form, we need to encourage learners to use a dictionary as a
matter of course to check and learn the plural spelling and pronunciation of
words that they come across.

Quantifying phrases
A number/range/variety of ...
We use these expressions before plural nouns to express something about
quantity or diversity, e.g. a variety of issues. If the expression is followed by a
verb, this is also often in a plural form.
A wide range of people were invited.

However, some people prefer to use a singular form of the verb, particularly in
formal written English.
A variety of issues was raised.

Phrases which specify a container or grouping are usually followed by a
singular verb.
A bunch of flowers is like a kiss.
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A [small/large etc.) amount of ...
We use this phrase only before uncountable nouns. We usually qualify amount
with an adjective such as largeor considerable.Phrases including amount are
followed by singular verbs.

the right amount of pasta
A (small/large etc.) quantity/proportion/majority of ...
We can use these phrases before uncountable or plural nouns. We usually
qualify quantity with an adjective such as largeor considerable.

A pair of ...
Some nouns which exist only in a plural form can be qualified by a pair of
(e.g. a pair of trousers/scissors/glasses).

Collective nouns
Collective nouns are words which represent groups of people, e.g. the team, the
ConservativeParty. These nouns are singular in that we can talk about an awful
government or a bigstaff.
Some people believe that these nouns should always be followed by singular verb
forms (e.g. the staff was happy) and that singular pronouns should be used (e.g.
the team won its first match). However, many people use plural verb forms and
pronouns.

Themanagement team want to make themselves more accessible.
People sometimes choose either singular or plural verb forms according to
whether they are thinking in terms of a unified 'body' or of the various people
who make it up.

Thearmy provides an excellentcareer.
Thearmy are investigatingthe incident.
The names or initials of many organisations (e.g. WestHatch HighSchool,
NATO) also function like collective nouns.

CocaColaare rapidlyexpanding.
The UN are sending in peace-keepingtroops.

Combining nouns
Using nouns to modify nouns
We frequently use two nouns together.

an insect repellent

a computer virus

a daffodil bulb

Nouns

The first, 'modifying', noun, or 'modifier', usually tells us what kind of a thing the
second noun describes (an insect repellent is a kind of repellent; a computer virus is
a kind of virus). Teachers sometimes refer to the modifying noun as an adjective,
but this may confuse learners. Modifying nouns often end in -ing (e.g. drinking
fountain) and the second noun often ends in er (e.g. office manager).
When two nouns are frequently used together, they may be separated by a
hyphen(-), e.g. a battle-ground, or written as a one-word compound noun
(e.g. weekend, dustbin). Learners may want to use a dictionary to check this.
We normally stress the first, modifying, noun in these noun-noun combinations.
Combinations of more than two nouns also occur, frequently, for example, in
newspaper headlines.
London tax increase shock

Possessive forms
Possessive

~

We add 's to nouns or noun phrases (groups of words containing a noun that
can replace a single noun) to show that what follows belongs to them (e.g. the
teacher's car).
The last word in a noun phrase is not always a noun. However, we can still
attach 's to the last word in the phrase.
It's that girl I told you about's book.

Although we call this form the 'possessive 's ', we add 's to the end of nouns and
noun phrases to express a number of relationships as well as possession.
Possession:

Jackie's disk

Family relationships:

the other girl's twin

Parts of the body:

the patient's leg

Creation:

Van Gogh's 'Sunflowers: Einstein's theory

Places:

Asia's largest capital cities

Time:

two days' holiday

Category:

children's shoes

Attribution:

John's decision, the parents' fault

Native speakers as well as learners often have difficulty in determining the
position of the apostrophe (') in writing.
We place an apostrophe before the possessive's on singular nouns (e.g. a girl's
book, a man's best friend), and on irregular plural nouns (e.g. The People's
Republic, women's clothes).

I 15
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We generally add 's to singular nouns which already end ins (e.g. Bridget
Jones's Diary, St James's Palace).However, some people prefer to add just an
apostrophe after the finals (James' book).This is also correct.
The pronunciation rules for 's are the same as those for regular plural endings.
'Something of something'

We can use the 'something of something' structure as an alternative to 's,to
express family relationships, creation and place.
Family relationships:

the twin of the other girl

Creation:

thefifth symphony of Beethoven

Place:

the largestcapital cities of Asia

We generally choose this alternative when we want to draw attention to what
we put at the end of the phrase (e.g. Beethoven,Asia). It is also more common in
formal and written English.
When we are concerned with abstract and inanimate things, we can't use 's- we
say the depths of despair and a pile of rubbish or a rubbish pile, NOT *thedespair's
depths or *arubbish'spile.

. quant1fy1ng
phrases
pp 13 14

We also use this structure in expressions of position (e.g. at the side of the house)
and quantity .
We generally don't use this structure to express possession (e.g. Jackie'sdisk NOT
*thedisk of Jackie).

Pronunciation and spelling
Pronunciation
Regular forms

The regular plural ending has three possible pronunciations.
+ lizl

We add !Iz/ to singular nouns which end in the following sounds.

/tf/ churches
!JIwishes

/03/judges

Is!passes

/zl mazes

/3/ rouges

+ Is/

We add /s/ to singular nouns which end in the following sounds.
/p/ lips

It/ parts

/k/ locks

Nouns

The sounds /p/, It/, /k/, /8/ and /f/ are all voiceless, i.e. we say them without
making a 'humming' noise in the throat.
+ lz/

We add /z/ to words which end in all other sounds.
/n/ tons

lg! frogs

/v/ waves

/~m/toes

At some point everyone needs to learn when we pronounce regular endings
as IIz/ (e.g. oranges).
Words that end in /f/ and /0/

Singular nouns which end in /f/ or /8/ have a tendency to change their
pronunciation in plural forms. Sometimes this is optional.
/f/ =>/v/
101=>101

roofs: /ru:f s/ or /ru:vz/
baths: fbo:8s/ or /bo:oz/

However, some words that end in /f/ and /8/ never change their pronunciation in
the plural form. This includes all singular nouns that end in.ff.
puff=> puffs: /pAfs/
cloth=> cloths: /klo8s/
Teaching

Although course materials often also pay attention to the distinction between
/s/ and /z/, many learners automatically make this distinction. Even if they
don't, this rarely leads to misunderstanding - teachers sometimes choose to
gloss over this distinction in practice.
Using dictionaries

Learners need to use a dictionary to check the pronunciation of plural forms of
words that end in th andf

Spelling
Regular plural forms end in the letters. Sometimes we just adds to the singular
form (pen=> pens), but we also sometimes add es and we change the spelling of
some singular words which end in y to ies.

+es
We add es to singular nouns which end in the following letters or combinations
of letters.
eh: churches

s: passes

x: boxes

sh: wishes

z: buzzes
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We also add es to some singular nouns which end in o.

potatoes

tomatoes

y+ i+ es
We change y to i and add es to singular nouns which end in a combination of
consonant + y.

lady:::::}
ladies

party ::::}
parties

f(e} + v+es
Some singular nouns which end inf end in vesin the plural form.

loaf::::}
loaves

leaf:::::}
leaves

Most singular nouns which end in a combination of vowel +Je end in vesin the
plural form.

wife ::::}wives

lives
life ::::}

Using dictionaries

Learners need to use a dictionary to check whether we adds or esto any
particular words ending in o. They also need to check the plural form of
singular words that end in for fe.

Typicaldifficultiesfor learners
Comprehension
For many learners, not knowing the meaning of specific nouns they come
across is a major problem. Problems with the grammar of nouns, however,
rarely impedes understanding.

Speaking and writing
Word endings

Many adjectives have related noun forms (e.g.beautiful:beauty,cautious:caution).
Learners sometimes make plausible and intelligent guesses about the form of these
.·.nouns, but their guess may be mistaken (e.g. *jealousness,
*angriness,
*youngtime).
Capital letters

Mistakes vary and are often influenced by whether or not the learners'
languages use capital letters and how these are used. Learners whose first
language uses the same script as English often transpose rules from their
own language to English (e.g. *IspeakJrench).

Nouns

Countable and uncountable nouns

Learners sometimes use uncountable nouns as though they were countable
(e.g. *an information, *agood weather, *two inputs, *How many money?).
Uncountable nouns that end ins are particularly prone to being treated as
plural (e.g. *The news are good.).
Learners may be misled by their own language, e.g. the equivalent of an
uncountable word in English such as money may be countable, or something
may simply seem logical to them (e.g. information 'ought' to be countable).
They sometimes use plural nouns as though they were singular (e.g. *Thepeople
is kind.).
With people there are the additional problems that:
• the word doesn't look like its singular equivalent (person).
• some languages have a very similar word which is singular (e.g. French
peuple).
• with a different but related meaning, people can be singular in English
(e.g. The French are a people who enjoy good food.).
They sometimes use plural nouns as though they were uncountable (e.g. *Her
clothes was torn.).
Choosing the wrong plural form

Learners may make regular plural forms of nouns that are irregular (e.g. *a lot
ofwomans, *three childrens).
Using nouns to modify nouns

Many learners avoid placing two nouns together in any circumstances,
preferring to create (inappropriate) alternatives.
They sometimes over-use s (e.g. *a computers keyboard, *a wine's glass). They
sometimes use 'something of something' (e.g. *a siren of ambulance).
Learners who do use nouns to modify other nouns may make the modifying
noun plural (e.g. *some pencils sharpeners) when in fact (like adjectives) they
always remain singular.
Learners may construct these noun-noun combinations correctly but place the
stress on the second word of the pair. The listener will have to work harder to
understand and, in some cases, may fail to do so.
Choosing the wrong possessive form
Learners often avoid the form (e.g. *the book of my friend).

s
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The form this learner has chosen is used to express other kinds of relationship
in English (e.g. glassof water)and may be a translation of how possession is
expressed in her own language.
Unusual cases

Learners are sometimes puzzled by the very irregular forms and either are
reluctant to use them or make mistakes. An obvious example of this is the word
news. Because news ends ins, they assume that it is countable and plural
(e.g. *thenews are ...).
Quantifying phrases

Native speakers sometimes use amount with plural nouns but this is generally
considered to be incorrect (e.g. *amountof people).We usually tell learners to
use amount only with uncountable nouns.

Nouns I 21

Consolidation exercises
Pronunciation
1 Divide the following nouns into two categories:

a Those whose plural form is pronounced /s/ or /z/.
b Those whose plural form is pronounced hzl.
knife

lunch

orange

move

top

wedge

wish

2 What rule underlies your choices?

3 Divide the following nouns into three categories:

a Those whose plural form is pronounced /z/.

b Those whose plural form is pronounced Is/.
c Those whose plural form can be pronounced either /s/ or lzl.
bath
cloth
4

cough
growth

hearth
lock

mouth
pillow

pin
pit

room
scruff

What rule underlies your choices?

Language in context
Many nouns that are generally uncountable can often also be used as countable nouns.
e.g. Would you like a coffee?
1 Look at the nouns in the two boxes below.
fish, exposure, meat, steak,
breast, lamb

unhappiness, dissatisfaction, society, life,
understanding, misunderstanding, soil

a For each noun decide whether it is: generally countable [C]. generally uncountable
[U], or both [C, U].
b If you answered both for any of these words, how is the meaning affected by whether
the use is countable or uncountable?
2 Two texts follow. The first is from a cookery book and the second text is from a book that
is critical of psychotherapy. Read the texts and then answer the questions below.

Grilling is a fierce and uncompromising technique, since the food is cooked by
direct exposure to intense heat. Only prime cuts of meat can stand up to this
barrage of heat and still emerge tender and juicy. Thus steaks, chops and cutlets
are the obvious choice, although a cheaper cut like breast of lamb can be braised
first, then grilled. to give a crisp exterior.
Fish presents no such problems, however, since it is never tough. Even the
cheaper, oily fish such as sardines and mackerel are good cooked in this way.
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Most therapists believe that the unhappiness over which patients come to
therapy is not socially caused, but is self-created, that the patients are at least
partially responsible for the dissatisfaction that is felt. The therapist will often
state that he or she is not in a position to alter society, to change a patient's
past, or to intervene in the life of the patient. What the therapist claims to offer is
understanding. But implicit in this offer is the belief that the understanding is an
internal one, an understanding of what the patient has brought to the situation to
create unhappiness or at least to intensify it. Here we have a rich soil for creating
deep and lasting misunderstandings, and even greater misery.

a Check your answers to 1 a to see if you predicted the countable or uncountable uses
of the same words here.
b Explain any uses you didn't predict
c Underline all the nouns in the texts.
d Identify nouns which are used here as countable nouns.
e Identify nouns which are used here as uncountable nouns.

Changing attitudes
Look at the following and answer the questions about the underlined words.

I

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The media is becoming very interested.
Ipswich Town FC have finally made the top rank.
My criteria for making this decision is personal.
They have produced several syllabuses.

1 Do you use this form yourself?
2 Would you consider the form a mistake if produced by an educated native speaker?
3 Would you correct the form if produced by a learner of English?

Possessive forms
Study the student's composition on p 311 ( 'James knew very well .. .')
a Identify two instances where the writer has used a possessive form oddly or
incorrectly.
b Write out the correct forms.

Nouns

Answers to consolidation exercises
Pronunciation
1 a knives, moves, tops

b wedges, oranges, wishes, lunches
2 The singular form of the words in b above all end in one of the sounds which is followed
by !Iz/ in the plural form: wedge, orange: lcJ.,I;
wish: If!;lunch: /tf/.
3

a pins, pillows, rooms
b locks, pits, coughs, cloths, scruffs, growths

c hearths, mouths, baths
4 The singular form of the words in a ends in a voiced sound (i.e. one which is
accompanied by 'humming' in the throat), and those in b end in a voiceless sound. The
singular form of the words in c end in /8/. Some words which end in /0/ have two possible
plural pronunciations: /fJs/or /oz/.

Language in context
1

a The following is a possible answer to this question.
Generally
countable
breast

Generally uncountable

Both

1
unhappiness, dissatisfaction,
understanding, soil, meat

society, life, fish, exposure:--1
lamb, steak, misunderstanding

b The meaning of fife, fish, lamb, steak and misunderstanding as countable nouns is
closely related to the meaning of the words as uncountable nouns. On the other hand
a society is quite different from society. and an exposure is different from exposure.
2

a Understanding (second and third uses), misunderstanding and soil are all used as
countable nouns in the second text. Understanding and soil are countable to suggest
a kind of understanding and a kind of soil.
Misunderstandings is plural (countable) to suggest particular instances of
misunderstanding.

Countable nouns

!-------------------+-------------

technique, cuts, barrage, steaks, chops,
cutlets, choice, cut, exterior, problems,
sardines, fish (second instance), way

f------------------,---------·---·--·-·-·------"....,J

Uncountable nouns
·--·---

·-···-

..

grilling, food, exposure, heat,
meat, heat, breast, lamb, fish (first
instance), mackerel

therapists, patients, therapist, position,
unhappiness, therapy.
patient, past, life, patient, therapist,
dissatisfaction, society.
offer, belief, understanding (x 2), patient, understanding, unhappiness,
: misery
situation, soil, misunderstandings

~··------·----·---"-----~---·--~-------------·----·---

Some of the nouns in the 'countable' column are clearly countable (for example,
they are used in a plural form like problems or are preceded by a or an like a cut
and an understanding). Some of the nouns in the 'uncountable' column are clearly
uncountable (for example, they are followed by a singular verb but are not preceded
by a or an).
However, in other cases the text offers no conclusive evidence (and it makes no
difference to the meaning), e.g. the food, this barrage, this offer. The second instance
of fish and belief have been classified here as countable but it could be argued that
they are uncountable.
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Changing attitudes
(i)

Few people use media as the plural form of medium. We generallyuse it as an
uncountable noun meaning the press (particularly TV and radio).

(ii) This use is quite normal among native speakers.even in formal contexts.However,
learners preparing for conservative(written) examinationsshould considerthe names
of companiesand organisationsto be singular.
(iii) Although this is often heard, many people still consider this to be incorrect (we
generally still use criterionas the singularform. and criteriaas the plural).
(iv) Most people consider this the standard and correct form. Somepeople use syllabias
the plural of syllabus.

Possessive forms
a the character of Peter;the help of James
b Peter's character;James'help

2 Articles

a

an the

Key considerations
Every time we use a noun we have to decide whether or not to use an article,
and if we decide that an article is necessary, we then have to decide which
one. We base these choices on a complex interaction of factors including
meaning, shared knowledge, context and whether the noun is singular, plural
or uncountable.
In many cases, however, fixed expressions and idioms require us to use a particular
article (or not to use an article at all), apparently contradicting these 'basic rules'.
Knowing these expressions is a significant factor in using articles correctly.
In helping learners to understand and use articles (particularly if their first
language is a non-European language and does not have a broadly equivalent
article system), we need to focus their attention constantly on how articles are
used in texts they read, beginning with the most accessible and generalisable
principles. There is little point in correcting mistakes and giving learners
practice exercises and activities until they have developed a good awareness of
how we use articles.

What are articles?
What do they do?
Like quantifiers, articles belong to the wider class of 'determiner', words or
phrases that come at the beginning of a noun phrase and signal whether the
information is new or familiar, or which tell us something about quantity. We
deal with articles separately here because this is how they are normally taught
in course materials.

determiners
p 295

What do they look like?
The articles are:
• indefinite article: a and an.
• definite article: the.
We can think of a and an not as two words but as two forms of one word. This is
because fixed pronunciation rules determine our choice between them.
The term 'zero article' is sometimes used for instances where we leave articles
out (see [Jon the following pages).
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Idioms and other fixed expressions
In a lot of idiomatic expressions articles are used or left out for no apparent
reason other than that they belong or don't belong in the expression. Learners
need to learn these like items of vocabulary, and have to remember the whole
phrase, ignoring general rules or sub-rules (see below).

in a hurry

make a start

have a drink

on the coast

in the pink

off the record

do a turn

go to the wall

play the blues

through the nose

in [ Jdebt

on [] loan

out of [ Jaction

a

bit of

It has been estimated that idioms account for roughly 10%of instances of article
chunks p 124

use or omission. The use of the in approximately another 10%of instances
occurs in expressions of position such as the back, the centre,the beginning,the
end. Learners generally learn these as 'chunks'.

Where do they come in sentences?
Articles are part of noun phrases and come at the beginning of them, either
immediately before a noun or an adjective, or before a combination of adverb,
adjective and noun.

I heard a noise. (noun)
I heard an eerienoise. (adjective+ noun)
I heard the strangelymuffled noise (ofan animal in pain).
(adverb + adjective + noun)

How do we choose articles?
Singular, plural and uncountable nouns; other determiners
The kind of noun that follows the article affects our choice.
We can leave out articles before:
• plural nouns: [ JDreams often come true.
• uncountable nouns: Giveme [Jmoney.
We can only leave an article out before a singular noun ifwe replace it with
another determiner:
• possessive adjectives: her brother.
• demonstrative adjectives: that book.
• many quantifiers: any occasion,eachday.

Articles

This table shows the choices we can make.

a/an

a book

no article

the

the book

[] books

[] rice

the books

the rice

Basic rules, shared knowledge and context
Alan: introducing what is new
We use a/an with singular nouns to indicate that something is not common
ground, to announce that we are introducing something new, something
unexpected or something that our listener/reader is unaware of.

For example, imagine we meet by chance in the street. I'm upset and I blurt
out I've just seen an accident. I choose an (and not the) because this event is
something you don't know about. It tells you that I don't expect you to look
around you or to root around in your memory to identify which accident I'm
referring to. It's unfamiliar to you.
The: indicating 'common ground'

We use the to signal to readers or listeners that they know or will soon know what
we are referring to. It triggers the listener or reader to search for the most obvious
area of common ground in order to identify this. Context is usually the most
important factor in helping us to complete this search successfully.
We use the with a noun to refer backwards or forwards in a text or conversation,
and also to refer to our shared experience or general knowledge. In each of the
examples which follow, the (the children) signals that we know which children.
We use the context to help us to identify who they are:
• ref erring backwards.
When I was out I passed a young couple with two little girls and a boy.
I thought I knew the parents but I didn't recognise the children at all.
(i.e. the two little girls and a boy)

• referring forwards.
Take prizes for the children who win. (i.e. those children who will win)

• external reference.
Shouldn't we pick up the children soon? (i.e. our children - shared knowledge)
Herod killed the children. (i.e. the Israelite children in the Bible story general knowledge)
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We also use the when something is immediately defined.
The next-door children are a pain (i.e. those who live next door)
No article - generalisations

We leave out articles before plural and uncountable nouns when we are
referring to something general.
I usually have [ Jsandwiches for lunch.

[ JEnglish parsley has curly leaves.
Rules of thumb

Course materials often make little reference to these key basic rules, instead
providing more specific rules of thumb, particularly with regard to using a/an
and the. Some learners may find these helpful, but they can also make the basis
for choosing articles unnecessarily complicated.
They teach that we use a/an:
• with there is: There's a beer in the fridge.
• the first time we mention something: I bought a sandwich and a cake.
The cake was mouldy.
• after have and have got: Have you got a mountain bike?
• in naming things: It's a rhinoceros.
• with occupations: I'm a teacher.
They teach that we use the:
• when we have already mentioned what we're talking about.
I bought a sandwich and a cake. The cake was mouldy.

• when there is only one of something.

The Moon (i.e. the moon which revolves around our planet) Can you lay the
table? (i.e. the table in the room we're both in)
• with defining relative clauses.
Shoot the kid who derailed the train.

• with of- before something which is defined or restricted by a preposition
phrase beginning with of.
We're enjoying the benefits of early retirement.

• in superlative expressions: It's the best city in the country.
• in comparative expressions with same: Give me the same as usual, please.
• with particular adjectives: the first, the next, the last.

Articles

'Sub-rules' which contradict the 'basic rules',
The problem with the 'basic rules' for choosing articles is that there are plenty
of exceptions, and learners need to learn additional 'sub-rules' that may
contradict these.
Alan
We use a/an with the sense of'every' in expressions of time and quantity such
as the following:
Forty times an hour.

Thirty dirhams a kilo.

The
Leisure activities/forms of entertainment/travel
We use the in lots of fixed expressions, where there is no obvious element of
common ground at all. Learners may find it helpful to con,sider these in 'topic'
groups.

Entertainment:

I went to

Transport:

I arrived at

Musical instruments:
(British English only)

I play

the cinema.
the pub.
the shops.
the airport.
the bus stop.
the station.
the piano.
the violin.
the acoustic guitar.

Proper nouns
We use the in the names of items in the following categories:

Rivers:

the Ganges

Mountain ranges:

the Andes

Oceans and seas:

the Atlantic

Deserts:

the Sahara

Groups of islands:

the Maldives

Hotels:

the Hilton.

Cinemas:

theOdeon

Political bodies:

the Labour Party, the Government
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Countries whose names
include political terms
or plural nouns:

the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic,
the Philippines

Newspapers:

The 1 Guardian

The is part of the title of this newspaper and so is capitalised. When no
article appears in the title of a newspaper, we use one in referring to the
paper: I read it in the Daily Mirror.
1

No article

'Belonging' to institutions
We don't use an article before the name of certain kinds of institutions (hospital,
church, school, prison, college, university, sea meaning 'the navy', etc.) when we
want to show that someone is part of that institution.
Is she still in [ Jhospital? (i.e. as a patient)
He went to [ Jsea when he was only fourteen. (i.e. as a sailor)

Meals
We don't usually use an article in expressions which involve using the names of
meals to describe an occasion.
She came to [ Jlunch.

Time expressions
We don't use an article in most expressions of time.
next [ ]week

on[]Sunday

last [ ]year

at [] six o'clock

Work, home and bed
We leave out the after verbs of motion in expressions with work, home and bed
when we use these words to describe the concept rather than a particular place
or piece of furniture.
She left [ Jwork.

I got [} home.

She went to [ Jbed.

We also leave out the after be.
She is at [} work/home.

She is in [ Jbed.

Proper nouns
There is generally no article in the names of:
• people.

[ JDominique

[ JNelson Mandela

• places such as villages, towns, cities, parks, streets, woods, forests.

[JKnoxville

[ JParsonage Lane

[} Sherwood Forest

Articles

Pronunciation

a and an
Whether we use a I 'J/ or an I gn/ depends on the pro~unciation of the sound
which immediately follows. The key factor is whether or not this sound is
a consonant (/j/ and /w/ are considered consonants when they precede a
vowel).
The spelling itself is unimportant. Even though umbrella and union begin with
the same letter (u), and so do hour and horse (h), we say:
an umbrella (the first sound of umbrella is /A/)
a union (the first sound of union is /j/)
an hour (the first sound of houris /au/)
a horse (the first sound of horse is /h/)

Most people pronounce /h/ in hotel but some people say an hotel: /'Jn 'JUtel/.

the
We pronounce the according to whether or .not the word
which follows begins
. '
with a consonant.
Before a consonant we pronounce the /o-J/.Before a vowel we pronounce it /01/,
and sometimes add a linking /j/.
Before a consonant:

the problem: /o'J problgm/

Before a vowel:

the egg: /01 eg/ or /01 jeg/

Stressed and isolated forms
We don't usually stress articles but if they are stressed or if we are isolating the
word for some purpose, we also pronounce them differently.

a

an

the

Stressed or isolated form

/ei/

/am/

/oi:/

Neutral form

/g/

/gn/

/o'J/ or /01/

I didn't say two tickets, I said a (lei!) ticket.

You're not the (!oi:!) Tom Stoppard, are you?

Typical difficulties for learners
Many languages have no article system. Learners whose first language is
one of these usually find it particularly difficult to grasp how articles are
used in English.
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Comprehension
We often pronounce articles in a very weak form, and learners may fail to
recognise or distinguish them, even when they know and can predict where
they should occur. For this reason, learners who listen to a lot of spoken
English but who rarely read may be at a disadvantage in learning how articles
are used.
Serious misunderstanding is rarely caused either by failing to hear articles or
by not knowing the rules that govern how we use them. However, learners have
to work much harder to understand what other people say or write if they fail to
notice or understand the signals that articles give and the help they provide in
processing information.
We can help learners by drawing attention to articles and to their functions
in materials they use, and by guiding them to distinguish them in their very
weakened forms in rapidly spoken English.

Speaking and writing
How serious are problems with articles?
Individual mistakes in using articles rarely lead to serious problems of
communication. However, when learners consistently make mistakes in using
them, their readers or listeners have to work much harder to understand.
Reasons for making mistakes

Learners often make mistakes because they don't know or haven't internalised
the rules, or they haven't learned the fixed expressions. They may also transfer
rules for using articles in their own language, inappropriately, to English.
Missing articles out
Even when learners do know the rules they may miss out articles in the struggle

to communicate and to remember and use the correct information-carrying
words. Indefinite articles are particularly likely to get 'squeezed out' in these
circumstances.

*Haveyou got pen?

*I'dlike to buy new car.

Learners may also miss out articles in certain expressions where they are
missed out in their own languages. A/an before occupations is a frequent
casualty.

*Sheis tax inspector.

Articles

Using articles where they aren't needed

Problems arise because learners don't know fixed expressions or relevant
'sub-rules'.
*Ididn't have a lunch yesterday.
*I watched a television.

Learners may also use the in generalisations (in many European languages
definite articles are normally used for this purpose).
*She likes the sport.
*The international tourism has benefited many countries.

Other mistakes may be the result of not realising that a noun is uncountable.
Learners may treat uncountable nouns as though they are singular and
therefore require an article.
*She plays the tennis.

*She has a flu.

*It was a good Jun.

Mistakes in using an article before a possessive adjective are usually made by
people whose first language (e.g. Italian) requires this. This mistake is common
also among Turkish learners.
*Where is the my book?
Using one instead of a/an

In many languages the equivalent of one can be used to express indefiniteness
before singular nouns. Learners may transfer this to English.
*We went to one party last night.
Using a instead of an

Learners may forget to use an before a word beginning with a vowel.
*They reached a agreement.
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Consolidation exercises
Language in context
The text which follows describesan unreliableworkman.The numbersindicatewherearticles
have been used or left out. For each number explainthe use (or non-use)of the article.

He was a (1) glum, unsociable person with a (2) raucous voice and (3) very thick
eyebrows, and as a (4) mason he suffered from the (5) defect that he could not
be depended on. He would promise to start (6) work on a (7) certain day, all the
(8) furniture would be moved to the (9) far end of the (10) house, and then he
would not turn up.

Learners' English
In the first paragraph below, a learner of Englishhas written about a trip to the cinema,
and the second is about a TV programmeshe had seen.The numbers indicate mistakes
and especiallyinteresting instancesof how she uses articles. In each case identify correct
alternativesand speculateabout her use of articles.

The (1) last week I decided to go to a (2) cinema. It was difficult to choose an interesting
ftlm which I could understand without a (3) problem. I looked in a (4) newspaper and
found a fllm. It was 'Cinema Paradiso'. The actors played in (5) Italian Language. I don't
understand the Italian language but fortunately the subtitles were written in English.
It is a wonderful fllm about many interesting aspects of the world of cinema and the

(6) life.
I watched on a (7) TV about the (8) tuberculosis. It was (9) very interesting film.
Many years ago they had to go in the (10) hospital. It was like a (11)Jail. At this time
many people were treated among the (12) family.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
(1) This is introducing new information.The noun (person) is singular.

(2) This is introducing new information.The noun (voice) is singular.
(3) Although this is introducing new information,the noun (eyebrows)is plural and so no
article is needed.
(4) This is introducing new information and the noun (mason) is singular.In some
languagesa/an would be left out before the name of an occupation (mason).
(5) the signals that this is not any defect. but a particular one. Since no prior mentionhas
been made of defects,this alerts us to searchfor 'qualifying' informationwhich we
find in the following relativeclause (that he could not be dependedon).
(6) We leaveout articlesin manyexpressionswhich include work (e.g.begin/start/finishwork).
(7) on a certain day contains a fixed expression(a certain ...). We alwaysuse a certain
before singular nouns (e.g.at a certain time, in a certain place) and we do not use an

Articles

article when we use certain with this meaning before plural or uncountable nouns
(e.g. at [ J certain times; in [ J certain weather).
(8)

the signals that this is not any furniture, but particular furniture. Since no prior
mention has been made of furniture, this alerts us to search for 'qualifying'
information, and from the context we conclude that this is the furniture in the house
)
that he has been engaged to work on.

(9)

the far end of is a fixed expression. This use of the can also be explained by the fact
that the far end is qualified by of ...

(10) the signals that this is not any house; but a particular instance. Since no prior mention
has been made of houses, this alerts us to search for 'qualifying' information, and from
the context we conclude that this is the house that he has been engaged to work on.

Learners'. English
(1) The learner is referring to the previous_week and should have written Last week. The last
week would be appropriate in a context where she wished to refer to the final week of an
established period of time (e.g. We didn't have ve,y good weather on our holiday but the
last week was d,y). The learner may be translating literally from ti.er own language.
(2) This is not incorrect but it is unidiomatic. We normally talk of going to the cinema or
theatre, thinking of the act of seeing a film or a play.
This learner may, however, be acting on the principle that we use a before singular nouns
when the information is 'new'. After all, I decided to go to a museum is completely idiomatic.
(3) A teacher might be tempted to correct this to something like without any problems
or with no problems, both of which are more accurate in that she is unlikely to have
only one problem. However, the expression itself is an odd one and might be a literal
translation from the learner's first language. A more idiomatic way of expressing her
meaning might be something like without too many difficulties.·
(4) This is not incorrect but it is unidiomatic. We normally refer to the act of reading/
looking in/consulting the newspaper (fixed expressions). The 'common ground'
principle would lead a learner who didn't know this to use a/an.
(5) The learner probably wants to say that the actors spoke Italian or that the film was in
Italian. She may not know these set phrases and may not realise that Italian can be a
noun, acting as the name of the language.
(6) This is incorrect, at least if the learner intends to refer to life generally, in which case
no article should be used.
(7)

She wants to say that she saw a programme on TV about tuberculosis, but lacks the
knowledge and command of appropriate set phrases (e.g. watch [ J television and
on [ J television). In fact the meaning is quite clear, and her use of a follows the 'not
common ground' principle.

(8) This is general and needs no article. The effect of the is to alert our sensors for 'common
ground', and it is disconcerting to discover (from the context) that there is none.
(9) Given that the learner applies the rule for using indefinite articles before TV(albeit
inappropriately in this instance), it is perhaps surprising to find a singular noun
without any article (or other determiner) here. Perhaps she leaves out a because there
are already two words before the noun (ve,y interesting film).
(10) The learner probably doesn't know that we don't use an article when we describe
'belonging' to an institution. As in the case of tuberculosis she chooses the. Perhaps
she is influenced by expressions such as go to the cinema, the pub, etc.
(11-12) In these two instances the articles are used correctly. (12) is an idiomatic use (one
might expect among their families) and perhaps the learner absorbed this or picked it
up from the programme itself.
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all another any
both each either
enough every few
no several some

Key considerations
Choosing the correct quantifier is complicated, and learners often leave them
out altogether or choose the wrong one.
Each time we use a noun we have to decide if a quantifier is necessary and, if it
is, which one. This choice involves the meaning of what we want to express, a
range of grammatical factors and also formality.
Course materials usually introduce quantifiers systematically in small groups
(e.g. some and any, much, many and a lot of, a few and a little), and teach
different uses of the same quantifier at different times.

What are quantifiers?
What do they do?
Like articles, quantifiers belong to the wider class of 'determiner', i.e. words
or phrases that come at the beginning of a noun phrase and signal whether
the information is new or familiar, or (in the case of quantifiers) which tell us
something about quantity.

cJeterminers
p 295

What do they look like?
Quantifiers include the following words and expressions: all, another, any, both,
each, either/neither, enough, every,few/fewer/afew, little/less/a little, many,
more, much, no, several, some, a lot of.

Where do they come in sentences?
We use quantifiers at the beginning of noun phrases:
• before nouns: some thoughts.
• before adjective+ noun: many enterprising people.
• before adverb + adjective+ noun: any very good ideas.
We can use noun phrases in a variety of sentence positions.

How do we choose quantifiers?
Types of noun
Whether the main noun in the noun phrase is countable (singular or plural) or
uncountable limits our choice of quantifier.
36

Quantifiers

Singular nouns:

another book

Plural nouns:

a few drinks

Uncountable nouns:

a little interest
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pp 10-12

We use some quantifiers only when we refer to two things (e.g. both occasions,
(n)either solution).

Is the sentence affirmative, negative or a question?
We choose some quantifiers mainly in affirmative statements (i.e. neither
negative nor a question), and others in negative statements or questions.
Affirmative:

I've got some time.

Negative or question: I can't see any problem.

Do you have any ideas?

Course materials often suggest that this is a hard and fast rule, but as we see
below there are many exceptions to this.

Formality
How formally we are speaking or writing can affect our choice of determiner.
Formal style

Neutral or informal style

Much interest was shown.

A lot of interest was shown.

They made little progress

They didn't make much progress.

Position of the noun phrase in the sentence
We use much and many at the beginning of an affirmative sentence (in the
subject), but generally avoid them in other positions.
Much interest was shown.

(*)Theyshowed much interest.

Meaning
Meaning determines whether we choose a quantifier instead of an article, and
which of the possible quantifiers we choose.
Can you pass me the books? (i.e. the ones we both know about)
Can you pass me some books? (i.e. an indeterminate quantity of them)
Can you pass me a few books? (i.e. a small quantity of them)

Examples of quantifiers
Some (unstressed)
When some is unstressed it is pronounced less loudly and less clearly than the
words around it in the sentence, and the vowel is /~/: /s~m/. Both the meaning
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of this unstressed form and the kinds of sentence we can use it in are different
from the stressed form (see below).
General use

We use unstressed some:
• to suggest an indefinite quantity but not a large amount.

I taught them some vocabulary.
• to introduce new information.

He'sgot some money.
Compare He'sgot the money. (i.e. a precise sum we both know about)
We use some before plural and uncountable nouns, usually in affirmative
sentences.

obJects p 297

Learners generally learn this use of some at elementary level, when they learn
to use have (e.g. I have some cigarettes.)or there is/there are (e.g. Thereare some
eggsin thefridge.).However, we can also use some i.n the subject of a clause.

Some people came to seeyou.
Some in offers and requests

We can use some in offers even though the sentence is a question.

Wouldyou like some custard?(We can also say: Wouldyou like any custard?)
In requests we have to use some.

CouldI have some sugar,please?(NOT *CouldI have any sugar,please?)
Some (stressed)
When we stress some, in southern British English the vowel is /A/: /sAm/.
Stressed some can suggest a restricted or limited quantity or type of something.

I like SOMEmusic. (but by no means all!)
We use stressed some in questions and negative sentences as well as affirmative
sentences.

I can't eat SOMEtypes offish.
We also use stressed some to emphasise that precise identity is irrelevant. In
this case it is often followed by a singular noun.

I spoke to SOMEidiot in yourfront office.

Quantifiers

Any
General use

Before plural or uncountable nouns:
• we use any in questions to ask about the existence of something (quantity
is unimportant).
Do you know any good jokes?

• we use any after negative forms of the verb to indicate the non-existence of
something (again quantity is unimportant).
I won't bring any wine.

Learners generally learn this use of any at elementary level, as the question
or negative alternative to some (e.g. I have some cigarettes;I don't have any
matches).
We can use no instead of not ... any.
He has no interest in education. (He doesn't have any interest ...)

We tend to prefer no to not ... any in formal and written English, and we have to
use no as the subject of a verb.
No students offered to help with the cleaning. (NOT *Notany students helped ...)
Unrestricted or unlimited quantity
Stressed any suggests an unr~stricted quantity or unlimited choice.

I don't like ANY red wine. (I think all red wine is horrible.)
You can take ANY book. (The choice is entirely open.)

We use stressed any with singular as well as plural and uncountable nouns, and
in affirmative sentences as well as negative ones and questions.
When we use any as part of the subject of a clause, it suggests unrestrictedness
(the particular identity is unimportant) even if it isn't stressed.
Any music would be better than this horrible noise!

Much, many and a Jot of
General use

We use much, many and a lot of to suggest a large quantity.
Do you need much space?

I've lived herefor many years.

A lot of soft drinks contain sugar substitutes.
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We use much with uncountable nouns and many with countable (plural) nouns.
At elementary level we usually teach that we use much and many in questions
and after negative forms of the verb (although, as we see below, we can also use
much and many in affirmative sentences).
Uncountable:

Do they have much money?
I haven't got much time.

Plural:

Do you have many things still to do?
There weren't many trees left standing.

At elementary level we generally teach a lot of as a neutral, affirmative form for
both plural and uncountable nouns.
Plural:

There are a lot of people outside.

Uncountable:

They have a lot of charm.

Much and many after so, too and how
After so, too and how we use much before uncountable nouns and many before
countable nouns.

I've got so many things to do.

You're wasting too much time.

Tell me how many people have arrived.
Much and many in affirmative statements; a lot of in questions
and negative statements
We often use many in noun phrases that are the subject of an affirmative clause.

Many people arrived early.

complements

We can also use many in a noun phrase which is the object or complement of an
affirmative clause, particularly in formal and written English.

p 300

She felt many emotions. (complement)
People raised many doubts. (object)

We use much in affirmative sentences, generally only in very formal,written registers.
There has been much research into effective group behaviour.

We use a lot ofin questions and in negative statements to give extra emphasis to
the amount.
Do they have a lot of friends?

I don't have a lot of time.

Several, a few and a little
We use several, a few and a little to suggest a small quantity. Several implies
more items than afew.

Quantifiers
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I've sent out several cards but I've only received afew confirmations.
We use several and a Jew with plural nouns and a little with uncountable ones.
There are several/a few people waiting. (plural)
Just give him a little attention. (uncountable)
We tend to use these quantifiers in affirmative statements and questions, rather
than in negative statements.

Few and little
We use Jew and little (without a) to suggest a strong sense of reservation, with a
hint of 'not enough'.
Few people came. (plural)
He had little success. (uncountable)
We tend to use these quantifiers in formal, written English. We are more likely
to use not many/much informally.
Not many people came.

He didn't have much success.

More, fewer and Jess
These are comparative forms which correspond to a lot of/many/much, a Jew
and a little. We use more with both plural and uncountable nouns, while fewer
is used only with plural nouns and less is generally used with uncountable
nouns.
All, each and every
We use all, each and every to emphasise the 'completeness' of a group or class of
things.
We've considered all opinions.
They defused each bomb.

All wine contains alcohol.
Every night was the same.

All looks at things from a collective view and is followed by a plural or
uncountable noun. Each and every have a more individual, one-by-one point of
view, and are followed by a singular noun and verb.

Each and every are often interchangeable when they refer to three or more of
something.
They checked each/every table before the guests arrived.
We use every to refer to frequency and times.
everyday

every minute

every time the phone rings

····:=·
expressions
of quantity
pp 81-2
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We tend to use every for large numbers.
She had to greet every person in the room.

We can use each (but not every) to refer to only two things.
Did you examine each side of the coin? (NOT *everyside of the coin).

.......
,'
possessive
adjectives
pp 371-2

Unlike most quantifiers, all can immediately precede the or a possessive
adjective (e.g. all the time,· all my family).

Both either and neither
1

We use both, either and neither to refer to two people or things.
1hey examined both sides.

1hey made no attempt to rescue either dog.

1hey were able to make contact with neither parent.
Both looks at things from a collective view (x and y).
She betrayed both parents.
Either looks at things from the point of view of alternatives (x or y).
You can choose either option.
Both is followed by a plural noun (both sides) and either and neither by singular
nouns and verbs.
Either dog is ...

Neither parent has ...

We use either in questions and negative statements. Neither is in itself negative
(neither= not either).
We use neither in formal and written English. In informal contexts, we often
prefer not ... either.
1hey didn't like either film. rather than 1hey liked neither film.

Unlike most quantifiers, both can immediately precede the or a possessive
adjective (e.g. both the children, both my parents).

Enough
We use enough to emphasise that a quantity is sufficient for some purpose.
You haven't had enough lessons.

We use enough with plural and uncountable nouns.
I've been in enough hospitals to know. (plural)
Are you getting enough help? (uncountable)

Quantifiers

Another
We use another to emphasise that something is additional to an existing
number or quantity.
We're having another baby. {Thisbaby is not our first.)

We use another with singular nouns and with numbers followed by plural nouns.
Have another drink.

I've got another three days.

Overview
The table below provides an overview of the grammatical considerations we
take into account in choosing quantifiers.

,/

all
another

,/

All can immediatelyprecede
the or a possessiveadjective.

,/

We use this mainly in questions
and negativesentences.

,/

any (unstressed)

I,/

I
any (stressed)

,/

,/

,/

,/

both

We use this to refer to two of
something.It can immediately
precede the or a possessive
adjective.

each

,/

We can use this to refer to two
or more of something.

either/neither

,/

We use this to refer to two of
something.
,/

enough
every

,/

./

few/fewer/a few

./

little/less/a little
many

./

more

./

We use this mainly in questions
and negativesentences.
./

./

much

no

,/

(./)

./

We use this mainly in questions
and negativesentences.

.,/

several

.,/

some

./

,/

.,/

./

./

./

(unstressed)
some (stressed)
a lot of

./

_J

I
I
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Using quantifiers with other determiners
We generally don't use quantifiers immediately before or after other determiners.
However, all and both can immediately precede the or a possessive adjective
(and in this case they are known as 'pre-determiners').
They welcomed both the speakers.

All your students came.
We can combine the following quantifiers:
every+ few:

I travel every few weeks.

a few + more/less:

He needed a few more votes.

a little + more/less:

I received a little less money.

few/little + enough:

We getfew enough treats.

We can also link all the words and expressions we have looked at in this chapter
apart from every and no to nouns or pronouns by using of the or of+ possessive
adjective. In this case the words are classed as pronouns rather than quantifiers.
of+ the + noun:

Give it to either of the children.

of+ pronoun:

I didn't understand much of it.

of+ possessive adjective + noun:

Many of our friends came.

Quantifiers in conversation
In conversation, instead of constructing sentences beginning with a quantifier
(e.g. Many politicians ..., A lot of people in Britain ...), we often begin by identifying
a group and then narrowing this down by using a quantifying expression.
Politicians, many of them can't be trusted.
People in Britain, a lot of them long to live in warmer places.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
When learners don't know or don't notice quantifiers, this rarely leads to
significant misunderstanding.

Speaking and writing
It is relatively easy for learners to learn the meaning of quantifiers, but more

difficult for them to grasp and remember the grammatical restrictions that
control their use.

Quantifiers

Leaving out quantifiers altogether

Learners are particularly prone to leave out the more 'neutral' quantifiers
(e.g. some and any).
*Therearen't parks in the centre of my city.
*Could I have help?
Other and another

Confusion between other and another is very common. Speakers of European
languages tend to use another in place of other.

*... and another sports.
Speakers of non-European languages tend to do the opposite.
*Iwould like other chance to take the exam.
Inappropriate use of any

Learners sometimes use any in affirmative sentences instead of not ... any or no.
*Ican't pay. I have any money.
Over-using quantifiers

Learners also sometimes use two quantifiers together or a quantifier next to an
article.
*Doyou have enough some money?

*She is in the another class.

Pronunciation: stressed and unstressed forms of some and any

Learners sometimes stress some or any inappropriately, unintentionally suggesting
an element of restrictedness. This can give rise to damaging misunderstandings
about attitude. For example, in the first of these examples the stress on some can
give the impression that the speaker is only grudgingly allowing time. In the second
example, the stress on any can make the question sound demanding or whining.
I've got SOME time to spare.

Do you have ANY time to spare?

Using much and many instead of a lot of

Learners sometimes over-use much and many because they are concentrating
on whether the noun is countable or uncountable, and they forget that they also
need to consider whether the sentence is affirmative.
*Ihave much money.

(*)You'llbe sick if you eat many sweets.

Countable and uncountable nouns

Learners mistake uncountable for countable nouns and use many instead of much.
*Idon't have many money.
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Singular-plural confusion

Sometimes learners use plural nouns after each and every.

*Eachregionsare distinct.

*Everypeople are here now.

Learners also sometimes want to use a singular form of the verb after a lot of.

*Alot of animals is becomingextinct.
A lot of appears to be singular, but this use is incorrect.
Quantifiers and pronouns

Learners often use all as a pronoun (instead of everybody,everyoneor everything):

*Hegave money to all.
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Consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 The sentences that follow are from a lecture about managing change in education.

(i) All the references are on the handout.
(ii) All teachers have their own implicit theories of learning.
(iii) Most teachers in Britain resisted the National Curriculum.
(iv) Every teacher has a fund of experience and received knowledge.
(v) Few teachers would like to be typecast as the teachers who just repeat
what they do.
(vi) Some people are so resistant to change that they just throw up their hands
in horror.
(vii) He outlines a large number of steps which are concerned in change.
a Identify all the quantifiers.
b Identify any words or expressions that are similar to quantifiers or that can function
as quantifiers in other contexts.
c Comment on any instances where another quantifier might be used in place of the
one which is used here. What difference would this make, if any?
2 Read the following sentences.
sides accepted the decision.
European countries apart from Britain have gymnasia systems.
teachers refuse to abandon the belief that grammatical competence
is the essential component of communicative competence.
(iv) The Tyneside transport system was a source of
pride.
(v) She'll be with me and chase
spider away.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

a Choose the most appropriate quantifier to fill each of the numbered gaps.
b Explain/justify your choices.

Differences in meaning
Look at the following sentences. For each pair/group consider the questions that follow.
(i) Have you got any paint for concrete floors?
Have you got some paint for concrete floors?
(ii) I can't find it. I've searched through every drawer in the office.
I can't find it. I've searched through each drawer in the office.
I can't find it. I've searched through all the drawers in the office.
(iii) I can't find either of the books you told me to look for.
I can find neither of the books you told me to look for.
(iv) I don't have any more strength.
I have no more strength.
(v) Has he scored a lot of goals this season?
Has he scored many goals this season?
(vi) I think she's got some photos to show you. (some unstressed)
I think she's got SOME photos to show you. (some stressed)
(vii) He's got a little sense.
He's got little sense.
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a Are any of these sentences incorrect or inappropriate?
b What differences (if any) in meaningand effect are there betweenthe sentences?

learners' English
Look at the following sentencesand in each case consider the questions.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

She got much moneyfor her birthday.
She was given many presentswhen she left her job.
Many people congratulated her on her success.
They gave her a lot of opportunities.
(v) Much interest was shown in the project.
(vi) Neither children are going to know about it.
(vii) They invited all to visit them.

a Would this use be acceptable by a native speaker?
b Would you correct this if a learner of Englishwrote it in a composition?Why?

Answers to consolidation exercises
language in context
1

a The quantifiers are: all (ii); most (iii); eve!}'(iv); few (v); some (vi).

b all (i) is a pre-determiner (see p 60); a large number of (vii) is similar in meaningto a
lot of, and could be consideredas a quantifier.
c Every teacher has her own implicit theory ... would be similar in meaningto
(ii), but emphasisesthe teachers as individuals rather than as a collective
body. Conversely,all teachershave a fund ... could be used in (iv); not many
teachers ... could be used in (v) with little change in meaning, although it would
perhaps sound more colloquial; a lot of might be considered as an alternative to a
large number ofin (vii).
2 (i) a Both
b This has to be a quantifier that can be followed by a plural noun.Al/would also be
possible since there is not enough context to show how manysides are involved,
and many,a few, few, severaland a lot of could also be used.
(ii) a All

b This has to be a quantifier that can be followed by a plural noun.The context

makesit clear that both is not possible.Many,a few, few,severaland a lot of
could be used here, but the sentencewould then be ambiguous(it could then be
interpretedthat Britain also has a gymnasiasystem,i.e. apart from could mean'in
addition to').
(iii)

a Some
b Giventhe amount of context provided,manyor a lot of could also be usedhere.If
this sentencewere read aloud, somewould be stressed (implying'somebut not all
teachers').

(iv) a much
b This use of much has a formal ring to it, and a lot of might be predictedin its place.
Some(stressed)would also be possible,and would suggesta limiteddegreeof
pride.

Quantifiers

(v) a any

b Everycould also be used. Any adds the sense of 'if any spiders appear'.

Differences in meaning
(i) a Both sentences are correct.
b A simple explanation of the difference would be that the first sentence is an
enquiry and the second a request. However, many people feel that they use
these two forms interchangeably. Other people feel that they might use
some here because they are concerned with a restricted kind of paint
(for concrete floors).

(ii) a All three sentences are correct.
b The first two sentences are very similar in meaning, although some people feel
that the second puts more emphasis on the methodical, one-by-one attention
to the drawers. Many people feel that the third sentence emphasises the
completeness of the act, but it is still extremely close in meaning and effect to the
other two sentences.
(iii) a Both sentences are correct.
b They are identical in meaning. Many people feel that the second is less likely to be
used in spoken English.

(iv) a Both sentences are correct.

b They are identical in meaning. Some people feel that the second is less likely to be
used in spoken English.
(v) a Both sentences are correct (although learners are often encouraged to use
sentences like the second rather than the first).
b Many people feel that the first sentence expresses an interest in his having scored
a lot of goals, whereas the second expresses interest more generally in quantity.

(vi) a Both sentences are correct.

b The second sentence suggests that there are other photographs which she
doesn't have at the moment (restricted use).
(vii) a Both sentences are correct.

b The second sentence is less common than the first in informal, spoken English.
The second sentence suggests that he is lacking in sense (i.e. he doesn't have
enough). The first sentence does not have this suggestion of insufficiency.

Learners' English
(i) a It is difficult to imagine any context in which this would sound natural or correct.

b Most teachers would encourage learners to use a lot of before uncountable nouns
in noun phrases functioning as objects.
(ii) a This sounds very odd, but conceivably might appear in some kind of written
report.
b Unless the learner was a very sophisticated user of English who had chosen this
form for appropriate reasons, we would probably correct this and encourage the
learner to use a lot of.
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(iii) a This use of many (in a noun phrase functioning as the subject of the sentence)is
more natural than its use in (ii), eventhough it is still more a feature of the written
than the spoken language.
b We would probably mark this as correct (unlesswe particularly wanted the learner
to practise the 'rule of thumb' that 'we use a lot ofin affirmative sentencesand
before subjects').
(iv) a This is absolutely natural and correct.
(v) a The use of much in a noun phrasefunctioning as the subject of a sentenceis quite
natural, but this is still a feature of the written rather than the spoken language.
b We would probably mark this as correct (unlesswe particularly wanted the learner
to practise the 'rule of thumb' that 'we use a lot ofin affirmative sentencesand
before subjects').
(vi) a Most teachers would correct this, encouragingthe learnerto use a singularform
of the noun (and verb).
b Not everyone,however,recognisesthis as incorrect. and plural forms of the verb
are sometimesused after neither (Neitherside seem to be putting passengersfirstsaid in a report on a proposedrail strike).
(vii) a This sounds odd, but conceivablymight occur in speech.
b Unlessthe learnerwas a very sophisticateduser of Englishwho had chosenthis
form for appropriatereasons,we would probably correct this and encouragethe
learner to use everybody,pointing out that all is not normally used as a pronoun.

4 Adjectives

asleep boring
determined fed-up
old quick-witted
unhappy

Key considerations
Learners are generally more concerned with the meaning of specific adjectives than
with their grammar. When the grammar does cause problems, this is often related to:
• ordering two or more adjectives that occur together.
• constructing comparative and superlative forms.
• deciding what words or combinations of words we can use directly before
and after adjectives (e.g. where we can and can't use very, where we can
and can't follow an adjective with an infinitive such as to eat).

What are adjectives?
What do they do?
Adjectives are often called 'describing words' because they provide information about
the qualities of something described in a noun, a noun phrase or a noun clause.
Noun:

anoldfilm

Noun phrase:

an interesting experience for everyone

Noun clause:

it's unbelievable

p '.l98

that we haven't seen each other for so long

Adjectives provide much of the 'colour' in any description, as the following
passage illustrates. This text introduces the classic film 'Deliverance' to television
viewers. The adjectives are printed in italics.

John Boorman's provocative, violent and compelling thriller takes American
poet James Dickey's novel to giddy heights of suspenseful stress and proves
that Burt Reynolds can act. Central to the success of Boorman's culture
clash nightmare, and what makes it resonate with such a rare intensity, is
the powerful theme of red-blooded masculinity under hostile threat.

What do they look like?
Adjectives related to nouns or verbs

A lot of adjectives are closely related to nouns or verbs.
beautiful: beauty (noun)

dangerous: danger (noun)

drinkable: drink (verb)

talkative: talk (verb)

nouns ri 9
nou11plirnscs
p 295
llOllfl clauses
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These adjectives often have one of the following endings or 'suffixes'.Sometimes,
as in the case of impeccable,the adjective survives long after the noun or verb it
has been related to is forgotten.

-able:impeccable

-ent: intelligent

-ory:obligatory

-al:paternal

-ful:truthful

-ous: courageous

-ate:immaculate

-ist: Communist

-some:winsome

-an: Anglican

-ive:impressive

-wise:streetwise

-ant:fragrant

-less:useless

-y:misty

We can attach the prefixes non-, pro- and anti- to the beginning of some nouns,
and the suffixes -like and -friendlyto the end to create adjective forms
(e.g. a pro-I anti-democracy movement, a business-like manner, a user-friendly

computer manual).
Participle forms
In the following examples boringand bored are parts of the verb (to) bore.

Arn/ boring you?

present
participles
p 176
past
participles
pp 112-15

I haven't bored you, have I?

Boringis the present participle and boredis the past participle. Many adjectives
have the same form as participles (e.g. boring,bored, broken, closed,exciting,
excited).
Multiword adjectives

Multiword or 'compound' adjectives are made up of two parts (usually connected
by a hyphen). The second part of multiword adjectives is often a past participle
form.
Adverb and past participle:

well-liked,well-intentioned

Noun and past participle:

feather-brained,self-centred,people-oriented

We also derive adjectives from multiword verbs (e.g. wear someone out, tie
someone up). In this case the first part is usually a past participle form (e.g.

worn-out, tied-up).
Other multiword adjectives don't involve participle forms at all, e.g. two-piece,
birds-eyeand slip-on in the following description.

His two-piece birds-eye suit is impressive,his blue shirt with its rounded collar
immaculate, his thin,faintly Europeanslip-on shoes impeccable.
Adjectives don't change before plural nouns.

two green booksNOT *twogreensbooks

Adjectives

Comparative and superlative forms
We add er (I g/) to the end of most short adjectives to make the comparative form,

and to make the superlative form we add est(/ gst/ or /lst/).
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Comparative:

I'm older than you imagine.

Superlative:

Which city is the coldest in the United States?

superlatives
p 79

With longer adjectives we usually add more or most (e.g. more intelligent, most
beautiful).
Some adjectives have irregular comparative and superlative forms.
good
bad

better
worse

best
worst

Where do adjectives come in sentences?
Single adjectives
There are.two usual sentence positions for single adjectives:
• before a noun (within a noun phrase).
• after a noun (or pronoun) and a verb.

Before a noun
When we use adjectives before nouns they are usually the last-but-one item in
the noun phrase.

llOUllS

pU

flOllrl pill ilSf;S

p 29b

some

,a

ve,y

enchanted

evening

old

sto,y

We can usually leave adjectives out of a noun phrase without making
nonsense of the sentence. A few adjectives can only be used before a noun
(e.g. entire):
I watched the entire performance.

NOT

*Theperformance was entire.

Apart from central, all the adjectives in the film review on p 51 come before the
noun as part of the noun phrase.

After a noun or pronoun and verb
We also use adjectives after nouns ('predicatively'). In this case we use a
complement verb to link it to the noun (or pronoun) it qualifies.

complement
verbs pp 298 - 9
pronouns
pp 371 -2
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He is
It

cold.

s getting

dark.

When we use adjectives predicatively, they usually express the main point of
the clause, and we can't leave them out.
A few adjectives (e.g. alive,asleep,awake) are used only after nouns.

She'sasleep. NOT *Wefound an asleepchild in a basket on our doorstep.
We look at when adjectives can immediately follow nouns on p 56.

Using more than one adjective
Order
The following is a helpful rule of thumb to use when two or more adjectives
occur before a noun:
• general before specific: a largeFrenchcar NOT *aFrenchlargecar.
• opinion before description: a wonderfulhigh ceilingNOT *a high wonderful

ceiling.
Learners sometimes appreciate more detailed guidance such as the table below
(however, precise information like this is only a rough guide and is not foolproof).

white

a large

a

loaf

sleeveless blue
Small

woollen
Spanish

pullover
serving dishes

Punctuation
In writing we generally separate the adjectives in a list by commas when they
all qualify the same noun.
A terrifying, dark, gloomy clearing.
We leave out commas when one adjective qualifies another.

A pale blue vase.
Linking adjectives with and
In theory any number of adjectives can be used together, although most people
avoid long strings of descriptive words, particularly in writing and particularly
when they come before the noun.

Adjectives
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Before a noun, we don't need to use a conjunction to separate the adjectives we
put together.
They came to a terrifying, dark, gloomy clearing in the wood.
However, after a noun (or pronoun) we have to use and before the last of two or
more adjectives.
She was cold and hungry.

She was cold, tired and hungry.

We can choose to use and before the final item in a list of three or more
adjectives used before a noun. In this case and emphasises the final adjective,
and allows us to change the usual order of adjectives.
They came to a dark, gloomy and terrifying clearing in the wood.

Adverbs with adjectives
We often use adverbs of manner before adjectives, especially {but not
necessarily) those formed from present or past participles. These narrow down
the meaning of the adjective, making it more precise.

',
····;:

adverbs
of manner
pp 64-5

a rapidly degenerating condition
a carefully worded agreement

Adjectives followed by prepositions, infinitives and that
When we use adjectives predicativelywe can sometimes follow them with a
preposition, infinitive or that clause.
unaware of speaking
happy to learn
eager that you should go
Good, bad, easy, difficult, usual, unusual, wise and foolish (and adjectives
with similar meanings to these) are among those normally followed by an
infinitive.
We can help learners in our teaching by grouping together adjectives not
only according to their meaning but also according to the words which follow
them. Learners also need to develop the habit of using a good learners'
dictionary such as Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary to check
what can follow any particular adjective. Sometimes there is more than one
possibility.
A few adjectives can only be used if they are followed by a preposition, i.e. they
can't be used on their own.
I'm fond of him.

NOT

*I'mfond.

····:··
prepositions
pp 94-5
infinitives

p 170
thatclauses
p 399

patterns

pp 127-9
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Gradable and ungradable adjectives
Gradable adjectives
Gradable adjectives describe qualities that we can measure or grade in some
way. Things can be wet, cold,interestingor disappointing to different degrees;
we can say something is quite wet, very wet or terriblywet. Gradable adjectives
include calm,flexible, happy, ill and jealous.
We can use intensifiers (e.g. very)and downtoners (e.g.fairly,rather)with
gradable adjectives.

.......
.·

adverbs of
degree pp 69-70

A very irritating development.

She'sfairly certain.

Ungradable adjectives
Some adjectives express:
• extreme qualities: terrified,Jurious,starving.
• absolute qualities: alive,correct,dead, male, human.
With these extreme and absolute ('ungradable') adjectives we use only
intensifiers which stress the extreme or absolute nature of these adjectives, and
we don't use downtoners.

He'sutterly terrified.NOT *He'svery terrified.
She'scompletely dead. NOT *She'sfairly dead.

Exceptional sentence positions
Learners often work hard to remember that adjectives have to come before nouns,
and are then puzzled to discover that there are apparent exceptions to this rule.

ObJeCt-

complement
verbs

p 300

ellipsis
pp 429-31
ad1ect1ve
phrases p 345

After object-complement

verbs

Object-complement verbs are followed by an object (often a noun or pronoun)
and then a complement (often an adjective).

/ Don't

Imake

I

[!!'!__l!eft

J

me

angry.

I

' the door

open.

Here the adjective as complement describes something about the object.

Ellipsis
We also use adjectives immediately after nouns when we leave something out
of the sentence (i.e. when ellipsis occurs).

Adjectives

Usually what we leave out is a relative pronoun (e.g. who, which, that) and a form
of the verb (to) be. This kind of ellipsis is particularly common after pronouns like
something, someone, somewhere, sometime, and anything.

Youshould wear something
Takeme

warm.

somewhere nice.

(i.e. something[which is]
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relJt1vc
pronouns
pp407-10

warm)I

(i.e. somewhere[which is] !!}ce)j

Forms of the verb (to) be can also be left out to avoid repetition, as in the
description on p 52, where is has been left out before immaculate and are before
impeccable.

Adjective phrases
Learners may be particularly confused by cases such as the following description
of a musician's piano technique, where adjectives seem to follow a noun:
It has all the grip, technical and intellectual, that you would expect.

Here the adjectives form a phrase that extends the information in the noun, and can
followit (examples like this may also be classified as 'verbless clauses'). Although at
any level learners may come across and may need to understand examples like this,
it is probably only at very high levels that we would want to teach them.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
If adjectives usually follow nouns in the learners' first language, they may need
time and considerable exposure to English in order to become familiar with
the usual sequence of information in English noun phrases (adjectives before
nouns). Even though they may know and be able to verbalise the 'rule', they
may be wrong-footed by specific instances.
This may cause them difficulty in processing information, particularly in
listening to English (in reading, they have the opportunity to stop in order to
study phrases and work out how information is ordered), and particularly when
they come across a string of two or more adjectives before a noun.

Speaking and writing
Plural forms

Learners may create a plural adjective form.
*Theyare olds books.

This is particularly common among people whose first language has a plural
form of adjectives.

verlJless
ci3US()S

p 421

pnr\1c1plc
clJuses p 419
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Comparative and superlative forms
Learners may over-generalise the rules which determine the comparative and
superlative forms of adjectives.

*Sheis more old than me.
*1hatwas the reasonablestI've everseen her.
Sentence position
Some learners often place adjectives after the noun where this is inappropriate
in English.

*Itis a building very old.
This mistake is particularly common among learners whose first language
places adjectives after the noun as a matter of course.
Participle forms
Learners may use a present participle form instead of a past participle.

*Iam veryexcitingabout my trip.
Adjective order
Learners may use adjectives in a sequence that native speakers would
instinctively avoid.

*Itis an old beautifulbuilding.
Combiningadjectives
Learners sometimes use conjunctions (e.g. and) inappropriately in a sequence
of adjectives.

*Theywereplayingwith a bigand red ball.
Learners may be confused by the fact that the rule is different according to
whether or not the adjectives come before or after the noun.

1heball was big and red.
Gradable and ungradableadjectives
Learners may not know which adjectives we can (and can't) intensify.

*Shewas veryfurious when she heard the news.
Adjectivesand adverbs
Learners may use an adverb form instead of an adjective.

*Wewillplay somesoftlymusic.
This mistake is especially common among learners whose first language makes
no distinction between adjective and adverb forms (e.g. Chinese).

Adjectives

Consolidation exercises
Language in context
The passage which follows is from a novel. It describes London in the 1930sfrom the point
of view of someone who has just arrived in Britain, in winter, from India. Read the passage
and then answer the questions.

She hated London - hated it at the very first sight of the foggy streets filled with
drab crowds hurrying home, the shop windows glowing feebly in the misty twilight,
the huge buses reduced to dim red rumbling shapes that seemed to appear from
nowhere out of the smoke and fog. She particularly hated this dingy, dark, ugly
room, with its broken-down furniture and the hissing gas heater in the fireplace
that went out if you forgot to keep enough shillings to feed into the coin slot. She
thought about struggling into a heavy skirt and cardigan and pulling on a pair
of thick stockings: she hated the feel of wool against her skin. Her wool gloves,
which she disliked even more, were suspended from a wire in front of the paleblue flames of the gas heater, drying from another hopeless morning of job hunting
and giving off an odour which Queenie found loathsome. Everything in England
seemed to smell of damp wool, as if the entire population consisted of wet sheep.

a Identify all the adjectives in this passage.

b Imagine this passage without the adjectives. How much difference would this make to
the description? What kind of difference?
c Which of these adjectives are also participles?

d Which of these adjectives are derived from nouns?
e Which of these adjectives are derived from verbs?

f Which of these adjectives ar~ multiword forms?
g What does loathsomein the last sentence but one refer to? Account for its position in
the sentence.

h Identify any prefixes or suffixes which are characteristic of adjectives.

learners' English
The following was written by a learner. Identify and explain any mistakes in the form and
use of adjectives.

I am a person very working-hard and seriously. I am tall one metre thirty

nine and

I have blonds, longs hairs, blues eyes and a nose little and crooked. I like to wear
clothes with brightly colours so you can always see me and easy to recognise my
smilingly face. I wear make up with lips brightly reds and I am usually a character with
passionately.
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Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
a The following are adjectives: foggy,drab,misty, huge, dim, red, rumbling,dingy,dark,
ugly, broken-down,hissing,heavy,thick, pale-blue, hopeless,loathsome,damp,entire,
wet. Some grammarsconsider the following as adjectives: first, enough.
The passagealso contains a number of adjective-like forms. These includethe
participle forms filled, glowing, reducedand suspended,and the modifying nouns
shop, coin, wool,gas andjob.

b Without the adjectivesthis would be a characterless description. It is the adjectives
which, above all, create the pervasivefeeling of drabness, dampnessand cold.This
feeling is arguably more important than the details.

c Rumblingand hissingare also present participles. Broken-downis a past participle.
d Foggy,misty Hopelessis derived from hope,which can be either a noun or a verb.

e Rumbling,hissing,loathsome.
f

Broken-down(Although pale-blue is written in a hyphenated form here, it would be
more usual to considerpale as a separateword).

g Loathsomerefers to the odour.The final part of this sentence is a relative clause
(see Chapter 27) and the verb in this clause (found) is an object-complementverb.
We understandthe following: Queeniefound the odour loathsome.

h The only words in this passagewith 'adjective'suffixes are misty,foggy and
loathsome.None of the adjectiveshas a prefix.

Learners' English
The learner uses a number of adverb forms in place of adjectives:seriously,brightly(x2),
smilingly,passionately
She attempts to makethe following plural: *blonds,*longs, *blues, *reds.
She usesthe following after rather than before the nouns they refer to: (theseforms are
written in a corrected version) - ve,y hard-workingand seriousperson,a little crookednose,
bright red lips.
We needto use long, blond rather than blond,long (general before specific).
We would say a little crookednoserather than little and crooked.We might also choose
small rather than little to make it clear that this describesnose rather than crooked(her
nose is little and it is crooked;it is not a little crookedas opposedto verycrooked).
She mistakesthe form of hard-working.
She incorrectly constructs a numberof expressionswith with: *clotheswith brightlycolours
=> ve,y colourful clothesor brightly colouredclothes; *with lips brightly reds ~ bright red lips;
*/ am usuallya characterwith passionately=>I havea ve,ypassionatenature.
She needs either to write it is easyto recognise... or to use an adverb and adjectiveinstead
of an adjectiveand verb: easilyrecognisableface.
We use measurementsbefore adjectives- we say one metre 39 tall (also three feet long;six
centimetreswide etc.).

5 Adverbs

carefully wan1y
hopefully often soon
there now yet
very quite

Key considerations
The term 'adverb' refers to different kinds of words with quite different functions.
For teaching purposes it is generally necessary to specify particular types of
adverb (e.g. adverbs of manner), rather than refer to adverbs all together as
though they were a unified class of words.
Adverbs can occupy a range of positions in the sentence, and choosing where to
place them is often a major problem for learners.
The meaning of certain adverbs (e.g. yet, already, ever) is complex, and we may
want to avoid teaching these at the same time as other major grammatical
features (e.g. tenses).

What are adverbs?
What do they do?
The popular definition of adverbs as words that 'modify a verb, an adjective or
another adverb' is neither accurate nor very helpful. Whereas it is relatively easy to
define and describe what a noun or an adjective is, we can only usefully define and
describe different categories of adverb. It is sometimes helpful to think of 'adverb'
as a 'dustbin' term - all the types of word that don't fit neatly into other categories
such as noun, adjective, verb, preposition are lumped together as adverbs.
The following is a useful way of dividing adverbs:
Manner:

carefully, slowly

Frequency:

always, often, never

Time and place:

now, here

Relative time:

already, recently, soon

Degree:

extremely, rather, very

Quantity:

a lot, a little

Focusing:

even, also, only, particularly

Attitude markers:

apparently, fortunately

Focusing adverbs and attitude markers can also be classified as discourse markers.

····:.discourse
markers
pp 345-61

Many types of adverb can be seen in the following text, in which a family
therapist is being interviewed about jealousy. The adverbs in the text are
printed in italics. Each of them is classified below so that you know how these
terms are used in this chapter.
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John: So was jealousy a bit of a problem amongst you and your brothers?
Robin: Absolutely(1). Jealous squabbles were always (2) bursting out
between us, and our parents could never (3) find a way of handling it
successfully
(4). 'We can't understand why they're all so (5) jealous; they'd say
to people. 'We try to be fair:And they were. But because jealousy frightened
and worried them so (6) much (7), we never (8) got the chance of being
properly(9) jealous, finishing it, going through it, and letting the feeling find
its normal, natural place in our personalities.Still,I've learned from this, and
nowadays(10), when families I see complain of jealousy in their children
despite the fact that they always(11) cut the cake equally(12) with a ruler
and give everyone penicillin when only (13) one child has a sore throat,
I know what to do. I usually(14) tell them that, though they are such a nice,
successfulfamily in many ways, they're obviously(15) not very(16) good at
being jealous and need more practice before they come to see me next time.

(1) attitude marker

(9) degree

(2) frequency

(10) time

(3) frequency

(11) frequency

(4) manner

(12) manner

(5) degree

(13) focusing adverb

(6) degree

(14) frequency

(7) quantity

(15) attitude marker

(8) frequency

(16) degree

Grammars and dictionaries often disagree about what words are adverbs and what
aren't. One-word textual discourse markers such asfirstly,howeverand nevertheless
are sometimes classified as adverbs. Some grammars don't use the term 'adverb' at
all. This chapter followsthe way the term is used in most popular coursebooks.
We look at what specific adverbs and types of adverbs do on p 64.

What do they look like?
/y
We form a lot of adverbs by adding ly to an adjective (e.g. ably,busily,calmly,

oddly,probably,usually).
In most cases the meaning of the adjectives and adverbs are very close.
Adjective: He'sa careful driver.
Adverb:

He drivescarefully.

Adverbs

Although many adverbs end in ly, not all words which end in ly are adverbs. The
following are adjectives:friendly, manly, leisurely, likely.
These do not have a standard adverb form. Some people say, for example:
*Hesmiled at her very friendly.

However, most people simply avoid sentences like this. It is more usual to use an
expression such as the following: in a friendly I masterly I leisurely way.
Other adjectives (e.g. difficult) have no adverb equivalent (*difficultly).We use
the expression with difficulty in place of an adverb.
A few adverbs which are closely related to adjectives in form don't mean the
same as the corresponding adjective (e.g. hardly, hugely, simply). This can be a
source of confusion for learners.
Other adverbs
Some adverbs (e.g. often, very, even) can't be identified as adverbs by their
spelling or pronunciation.

A number of adverbs have the same form as adjectives and there is no ly
alternative (e.g.fast, hard, next,freelance).
Adjective: Afreelance designer
Adverb:

She's workingfreelance.

Other adverbs have two forms - one is the same as the adjective and the other
(which many people prefer and may consider to be the only correct form) ends inly.

Commonly used

Used formally and in written language

Hold it tight.

She held the bag tightly.

Come here quick.

She ran quickly.

Try to sing less loud.

He always spoke loudly.

Is the plug sold separate?

Additional RAM can be purchased separately.

Well is the adverb that corresponds to the adjective good.
He's a good driver. (adjective)
He drives well. (adverb)

Where do adverbs come in sentences?
General points
The rules which govern the position of adverbs in sentences are complex.
They take into account what kind of meaning the adverb expresses and what
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information the speaker or writer wishes to highlight. Some adverbs are an
intrinsic part of phrases (e.g. adverbs of manner, of degree, of quantity and
some focusing adverbs), and their position is relatively inflexible. Other adverbs
(e.g. 'attitude markers, adverbs of time and place, and adverbs of frequency)
may refer to whole clauses or to large parts of clauses, and their position is more
flexible.
We look in detail at the sentence position of specific adverbs and types of adverb
below. The following provides only a general overview of sentence position. The
examples are all taken from the text on p 62.
Before a whole clause:

nowadays, when families ... complain ...

Before the verb:

we never got the chance

Between the auxiliary
and main verbs:

could never find a way

At the end of a clause:

a way of handling it successfully

Before adverbials:

cut the cake equally with a ruler

Before an adjective:

properly jealous; very good

Before an adverb:

jealousy frightened and worried them so much

Typesof adverbs
Adverbs of manner
In the following text, the adverbs of manner are printed in italics. (Diana, Roger
and Snubby are children, and Loony is a dog.)

Diana and Roger had no wish to fling themselves joyfully on Snubby; but
Loony flung himself on them so violently that he almost knocked Diana
over. He appeared from under the table, barking madly, and threw himself
at them.
'Hey - wait a bit!' said Roger, very pleased to see Loony. The spaniel
licked him lavishly, whining joyfully. Miss Pepper looked crossly at
them.
'Diana! Roger!You are very late.'
'Well' said Diana indignantly ... 'It wasn't our fault!'

Meaning
Adverbs of manner usually express how something is done.
Open it quickly!

He hit me hard.

Adverbs
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They can usually provide one-word answers to questions beginning How ...
How did she approach them? - Warily.
Sentence position

The most common place to use adverbs of manner is at the end of a clause.
After a verb:

You spoke convincingly.

After an object:

You described everything convincingly.

After an adverbial:

You described everything to the board convincingly.

However, we can vary the position of adverbs of manner according to what we
want to emphasise.
Before a subject:

Carefully, she put it on the shelf.

Before a verb:

She carefully put it on the shelf.

Between an object
and an adverbial:

She put it carefully on the shelf.

We also use adverbs of manner immediately before past participles.
Thenew roof was carefully lifted into position.

We generally avoid placing these adverbs between a verb and its object or a
non-finite or that clause.
*She made quickly the lunch.

*Heopened cautiously the door.

However, this is not an absolute rule and learners will frequently come across
examples of the adverb in this position .
. .. by learning to change our use of the self we affect fundamentally
aspect of our experience.

every

Nonetheless, particularly in formal written language, many people disapprove
of placing an adverb between the particle and verb in a 'full' infinitive form.
Learners may be penalised in examinations if they do this themselves.
*Iwant you to carefully open the door. =>I want you to open the door carefully.

Adverbs which qualify adjectives
We can use adverbs of manner to qualify adjectives.
loosely assembled notes

a lightly poached egg

rigorously critical

In most cases - but not all - these adjectives are formed from the past participle
of a verb and it can be argued that these are not strictly adjectives at all.
A lot of adverbs of manner occur very frequently with particular types of verb
or adjective, and teachers often choose to teach these together. For example,

····;:·
past part1c1ples
pp i12-15
colfocat,on
pp 125-6
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flatly occurs most frequently with forms of say and with verbs which suggest
rejections (e.g.refuse,insist,repudiate).Passionatelyoccurs with verbs like kiss
and love,but also with a range of other verbs suggesting feeling or conviction
(e.g. dislike, care,believe).Urgentlyfrequently occurs with verbs suggesting
need: need itself, as well as requireand request.
Adverbs of frequency
Meaning

We use adverbs of frequency to indicate how often we do things or how often
things happen. Adverbs of frequency include: always, usually,often, sometimes,

occasionally,hardlyever,seldom,rarely,never.
Wealways/usually/never get up earlyon Sundays.
Sentence position

.....:·.
verbs
rn.J111

p 107

Before the main verb
We usually tell learners that we place adverbs of frequency 'immediately before
the main verb'. This rule of thumb describes most cases where the verb phrase
is a one-word form (e.g. goes,spoke)or where it comprises one auxiliary verb
and a main verb (e.g. has spoken,don't believe).

She never speaks.

Theydon't always believewhat I say.

1\vo auxiliary verbs
If there are two auxiliary verbs before a main verb (e.g. has beenspeaking,
wouldhave eaten),we generally place the adverb of frequency between the two
auxiliary verbs.

Theywould often have eaten beforewe arrived.

····;:·

(to)be
When we use one-word forms (am, is, are, was, were),we usually place adverbs
of frequency immediately before the complement.
I was always the beststudent.

ls she often ill?

Front and end positions
For emphasis we can also choose to place usually,often,sometimesand
occasionallyat the beginning of a whole clause.

Sometimes her attitude is ratheroff-putting.
We also place often and sometimesat the end of a clause, after the verb, object or
adverbial.
,I wash up sometimes.

I don'tgo out often.

Adverbs
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Phrases similar in meaning to adverbs of frequency (e.g. now and again, once in
a while, from time to time) usually occur only at the beginning or end of a clause.
We see her from time to time.

'Negative' adverbs and word order
Some adverbs can be preceded by not (not once, not often, not ever, etc.), and
others are intrinsically negative or restrictive in meaning (e.g. hardly (ever),
never, rarely, scarcely (ever), seldom).
When we place these at the front of a clause for emphasis, we use the word order of
a question form, i.e. 'inversion'. This is more common in writing than in speaking.
Not once did she call in to see me.

Adverbs of time and place
We use adverbs to specify both times (e.g. yesterday, today) and places (e.g. outside,
underneath). We also use adverbs to stand in place of adverbials (phrases such as
on Wednesday or at the bus stop) which make the precise time or place known.
The following four adverbs are very common: now, then, here, there.
I need to see her now.
I'm seeing him at 6.00. I'll tell him then.
While we're here, can we see the garden?
You can't stay there too long.

We generally place these adverbs at the end of a clause.
When we use adverbs of time and place together, we usually specify the place
before the time.
She's coming here now.

Words that we normally think of as prepositions are also sometimes used as adverbs.
He continued on down.

Adverbs of relative time
Meaning
These adverbs provide information about the time of an action or event in
relation to some other point of time (often 'now').
He's currently working in Namibia.
They'rejust coming.
I'll be there soon.

I lf'\Filrv<:
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Sentence position

Just
We use just immediately before the main verb or between two au xiiiary verbs.

!just saw him.
They havejust arrived.
I havejust been lookingfor you.
Afterwards and soon
We usually use afterwards and soon at the end of a clause.
We'releaving afterwards.
We'll be at the station soon.
Currently, presently and recently
The position of currently,presentlyand recentlyis more flexible. These adverbs
often:
• come at the end of a clause:

I'll be going out presently.

• precede a main verb:

She'scurrently tryingtofinish the book.

• come between two auxiliary verbs:

She has recently beengettingbacklate.

These adverbs can also come at the beginning of a clause, particularly in
written and more formal styles ofEnglish.

Presently, shegot up from the bench and wandered down to the edgeof the
stream.

Special adverbs: already, still and yet
Meaning
The meaning of these adverbs is difficult to tie down independently of
context - it often depends on assumptions we make about the knowledge and
expectations our readers or listeners share with us.
Consider the difference in meaning between the following sentences.

Is she here?(neutral enquiry)
Is she still here?(I thought she might leave before now.)
Is she hereyet? (We both know she is coming but I don't know if she has
arrived.)

Is she here already? (Has she come earlier than we expected?)
We need to pay particular attention to tone of voice in teaching these adverbs
as in questions they can easily be interpreted as criticisms (Haveyou finished

yet?=Hurry up!).
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In teaching these adverbs it is often helpful to refer to how these meanings are
expressed in the learners' first language(s).
Sentence position
We usually place already and still:

• immediately before the main verb.

I already know.

I am still using it.

• between the verb (to) be and the complement.
They're still teenagers.

We can also place these adverbs at the end of a clause.

I know already.

I am using it still.

We use yet at the end of a clause.
Has she finished yet?

They haven't eaten yet.

Already is generally used in affirmative statements but may be used in
questions, especially in American English.

Adverbs of degree
Meaning

We divide adverbs of degree into 'intensifiers' (e.g. extremely, very, really,so), which
make adjectives and other adverbs stronger, and 'downtoners' or 'mitigators'
(e.g.Jairly, quite, rather), which make them weaker.
Intensifiers:

We are very hungry.

I am totally confused.
Downtoners:

We ran fairly quickly.

Choosing an intensifier depends not only on the degree of intensification
(e.g. extremely is stronger than very) but also on the meaning of what we want to
intensify, the grammar of what is intensified (e.g. adjective or verb) and on style.
Some adjectives are gradable, and we choose intensifiers such as very or
extremely. With ungradable adjectives we choose intensifiers which express
absoluteness such as absolutely, completely or totally. Other intensifiers such as
largely and wholly comment on the completeness of something. We use some
intensifiers only to describe abstract qualities (e.g. massively successful, hugely
ambitious).
The intensifiers we use with gradable adjectives can also be used with. adverbs
(e.g. extremely badly, really soon), and we can use a few adverbs with verbs (e.g.
I really like it, I totally agree).

grndalilc
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Some common intensifiers such as awfully,reallyand terriblyare used mainly
in informal spoken English.
We use down toners only with gradable adjectives such as angry,cold, hot or
with related adverbs such as angrily.
We can use quite with both gradable and ungradable adjectives (and related
adverbs), and its meaning changes accordingly. Quitefunctions as a downtowner
with gradable adjectives and adverbs (i.e. quite=fairly), and expresses
absoluteness with ungradable adjectives (i.e. quite= totally).We also use
different stress and intonation with the different meanings of quite.

She was qitite t'u-ed.(gradable)
- exhausted.
\
She was quite
(ungradable)
Sentence position
We generally place adverbs of degree immediately before the word they qualify,
e.g. very old (adjective), terriblyquickly(adverb), reallylike (verb).
When the verb phrase contains a modal verb (e.g. can, may, might,should)we
can use the adverb before the modal verb or before the main verb according to
which word it qualifies.
Before the modal verb:

Youreally must look at the garden.

Before the main verb:

Youmust really look at the garden.

We usually place adverbs of degree immediately before the main verb when
auxiliaries are used to form the tense.

I have quite enjoyedthe holiday.
As well as placing verymuch before the verb, we can also place it at the end of the
clause.

I appreciateyour help very much.

Adverbs of quantity
A lot, a little and much tell us something about quantity. We consider the
expressions a lot and a littlein this chapter (which is mainly concerned with
single-word forms) because they have no one-word equivalent.
We generally use a littleonly in affirmative statements and much in negative or
question forms. We can use a lot in affirmative and negative statements and in
questions.

She crieda little/a lot.
She doesn'tgo out much/a lot.

Adverbs
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Do they complain about the service much/a lot?

We generally place these adverbs at the end of a clause.

Focusing adverbs
Meaning

We use focusing adverbs:
• to single out information (e.g. especially, even, particularly, specifically).
• to express some kind of restriction (e.g.just, merely, only, purely).
• to refer back to something (e.g. also, either, too).
These adverbs help us to structure what we say or write, and in this way they are
closely related to discourse markers.
The meaning of focusing adverbs is particularly dependent on the context we
use them in and the knowledge we share with our readers or participants in
conversation. Each adverb has its own rules about what kinds of words it can be
used with and where it comes in the sentence, and we can use a good dictionary
to check these factors.
In this section we concentrate on three examples of focusing adverbs: even, only
and also.
Even
We use even to indicate that something is unexpected or surprising, or that it
reaches an unexpected or surprising degree or extreme.
Everyone is lying to me - even you.
Only
We use only to express some kind of restriction.
I was only asking you a simple question. (i.e. I was asking you a simple
question and doing no more than this.)
Also
We use also to draw attention to the fact that we are adding information about
something.
You have to teach the affirmative form of verbs and also the question form.
Sentence position
The position of even, only and also in sentences is particularly flexible (although

different positions may change what the sentence means). We usually place
them immediately before the item they qualify.

discourse
markers
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Before the sentence subject:

Even the doorman smiled as they left.

Before the main verb:

Thedoorman even smiled as they left.

Before conjunction + clause: Thedoorman smiled even as they left.
Focusing adverbs can refer to single words, which may belong to any word
class, or to phrases or longer stretches oflanguage.
Pronoun:

She invited even me.

Verb phrase:

I also want to leave.

Clause:

She left only what she didn't need.

Attitude markers
Among the words that can function as attitude markers are: apparently,blindly,

clearly,hopefully,fortunately,frankly,naturally, obviously,ostensibly,really,
stupidly, surprisingly,unfortunately.
These are also sometimes called 'sentence adverbs'.
Meaning
We use attitude markers to interpret the events we describe or to convey our
attitude towards them. Attitude markers usually refer to a whole clause or
longer stretch of speech or writing.

I'll invite you, naturally.
Clearly, we'll want you to sign a contract.
Apparently they tried to call the doctorseveraltimes.
Most attitude markers can also function as an adverb of manner.

Thedog waggedher tail hopefully. (adverb of manner)
They'llbe here,hopefully, by 5 o'clock.(attitude marker)
Some people disapprove of the use of hopefullyas an attitude marker.
Sentence position
The position of attitude markers in sentences is very flexible. For example, we
can place them:
• at the beginning of a clause:

Obviously no one is goingto blameyou.

• at the end of a clause:

Theycalled the doctorseveraltimes,
apparently.

• before a complement:

She'sobviously a born teacher.

• between a subject and verb:

Younaturally want to get recognitionfor
what you achieve.

Adverbs

Pronunciation and spelling of ly adverbs
Pronunciation
Most people pronounce:
• ly (e.g. weakly) as /li/ i.e. a weak form of /li:/.
• cally (e.g. physically) as /kli/.
Spelling

+ly
Many adverbs are written in the same way as adjectives with the addition of the
letters ly.
absolute==>
absolutely

equally
equal ==>

obvious ==>
obviously

successful ==>
successfully

Also: professionally, properly, usually.
i+ /y
Sometimes we need to make other changes to the adjective in order to add ly. We
take off the final y on many adjectives and replace this with ily.

y~

happy ==>
happily

dry=>drily

gay==>gaily

There are some exceptions to this rule, e.g. coyly,wryly. Drily can also be written
as dryly.

e~ly
We take off the finale on some adjectives and add the letters ly.
true => truly

due=> duly

whole==>
wholly

We simply add ly to most adjectives which end in a consonant + e,
e.g. absolutely.

e~y
We take off the final e on adjectives that end in le and add the letter y.

capable ==>
capably

possible ==>
possibly

+ally
We add ally to most adjectives which end in ic.
intrinsic==>
intrinsically

fantastic==>
fantastically

There are a few exceptions, e.g. publicly.
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Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Not knowing or identifying adverbs often poses less of a problem to learners
than not knowing or not identifying nouns and adjectives, although occasionally
the meaning of an adverb may be crucial. For example, adverbs of manner can
convey essential information.

Open it gently.
Problems with the grammar of adverbs rarely impede understanding.

Speaking and writing
Using adjectives instead of adverbs
Learners sometimes use adjectives in place of adverbs of manner.

*Shepaints beautiful.

*Sheimproved rapid.

Over-using ly endings
Learners sometimes over-generalise the rule that adverbs are created by adding
ly to the corresponding adjective, not knowing or realising that there are a
number of exceptions to this.

*Sheworks hardly.

*Shespeaks ghastly.

Adjectiveswith no correspondingadverb form
Although in some varieties ofEnglish examples like the following are common,
most teachers would consider them to be mistakes.

(*)Shegreetedus reallyfriendly.

(*)Sheteaches very lively.

Sentence position
Learners very often place adverbs after a verb and before a direct object.

*Ilike very much music.

*Sheopened carefully the door.

Mistakes of this kind are particularly common among learners in whose first
language this would be the correct order.
Many other mistakes may occur where there are fixed, and seemingly arbitrary,
rules which govern the sentence position of particular adverbs.

*Ihave made also newfriends.
*Haveyou yet been there?
*Ihave too tried ice-skating.
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Learners may also be unaware or may forget that the subject and verb phrase are
inverted after a 'negative' adverb placed at the beginning of a sentence for emphasis.
*Rarely we ever saw him.
*Not often she managed to get here on time.

Not ... never
Never (=not ever) is already negative and in standard English we can't make it
negative again.
*Ihaven't never seen him.

Influenced by their first languages, speakers of Latin-based languages may also
use never instead of ever in affirmative sentences.
The most understanding person I've never met.
Using intensifiers with ungradable adjectives

Students sometimes use intensifiers inappropriately.
*I'm very starving.

*It's very excellent news.

Using intensifiers with verbs

In the following cases we can use really to intensify the verb, but not very or
extremely.
*I very Uke it.

*Doyou extremely miss me?

Mistakes of this type are particularly common among learners whose first
language is Chinese or Russian.

yet and already
Learners may not know or may forget that yet is normally used only in negative
and question forms, and already only in affirmative statements.
*Ihave yet finished.

*Ihaven't already done it.

The meaning of focusing adverbs

Since differences in meaning can be very subtle, learners are apt to make
mistaken (and possible confusing) choices.
*You can only sit at home and browse the Internet. (intended meaning: just sit
at home)
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Consolidationexercises
Language in context
1 The following text is from a 'circular letter' sent to old friends. The adverbs have been
printed in italics. Read the text and answer the questions that follow.

It's nearly Christmas - a time when I traditionally(1) make efforts to renew contact
with friends individually (2) and when I think about you all and about what is
particularly (3) special about each and every one of you.
This year, however, I am afraid I am writing to you collectively(4) - I'll be thinking
of each of you individually(5) as I sign and address your card. I hardlyever(6) seem
to have the time to sit down nowadays(7) and partly (8) I thought this would be
better than nothing and partly (9) I also (10) want to practise my word processing.

a What category of adverb (e.g. adverb of degree) does each of these items belong to?
b What alternative words or expressions could be used without changing the meaning?
c Which adverbs could be used in an alternative sentence position?
2 Look at the following brief texts and answer the questions.

He explains grammar effectively and simply.

I'm interested

in the quality

how many units

we can sell.

of the product

and not simply

I still make mistakes when I'm tired.

Woody Allen boldly goes into new territory - a Fatal Attraction-style thriller with
laughs - to produce an elegantly written, beautifully acted film.

Adverbs

The slight hum of a motor vibrates softly in the air as if the hospital was a huge ship
ploughing confidently through the darkness. We sit for a while in reception in the big
vinyl chairs and watch the revolving doors before going outside and taking a turn around
the empty visitors' car park, laid out like a huge hop-scotch.

a Which words are adverbs?
b What category of adverb (e.g. adverb of degree etc.) does each of these words
belong to?
c What effect would removing these adverbs from the texts have?

Changing attitudes
a Do you consider any of the following to be unacceptable?
b If so, why?

I

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Hopefully, it will keep dry for the match.
I want to further develop my skill.
The gradient descends very steep.
I can't walk as quick as her.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
1

Answers to questions b and c involve subjective considerations of style. Your own
answers may be different.
(1)

a attitude marker
b The following don't have so specific a meaning as traditionally but could be used
in its place: usually, conventionally, normally.
c traditionally could precede /with little change to meaning (although this would
give more emphasis to the adverb).

(2)

a manner
b on a personal basis and on a one-to-one basis are possible alternatives.
c individually could precede to renew or separate to and renew (although many
people would consider this 'splitting' of the infinitive to be unacceptable).

(3)

a focusing
b particularly can't be replaced (especially is similar in meaning but most people
would want to avoid putting this adverb together with special).
c The word order can't be changed.

(4)

a manner
b a// together is a possible alternative.
c The word order can't be changed.
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(5)

a manner
b one-by-oneis a possiblealternative.
c The word order can't be changed.

(6) a frequency.This can also be analysedas focusing adverb (hardly)+ adverbof
relativetime (ever).
b rarelyor seldomare possiblealternatives.
c The word order can't be changed.
(7)

a time
b at the momentand thesedaysare possible alternatives.
c nowadayscould precede I hardlyever.

(8 & 9) a focusing
b to some extentis a possiblealternative.
c The adverb could follow I.
(10) a focusing
b too could be used but would needto be placed after processing.
c alsocould follow want.
2

a, b

effectively(manner);simply(manner);simply (focusing); completely(degree
(absolute));still (relativetime); boldly (manner); elegantly(manner);beautifully
(manner);softly (manner);confidently(manner); outside(place)

c The texts still makesense (exceptthe Woody Allen extract where, placed
immediatelybeforepast participles,the adverbsare the main descriptivewords),
but the adverbsprovidea substantialamount of 'colouring-in' detail. Without
adverbsthe texts would be more straightforwardly descriptive.We would lose
much of the author'sopinion and attitude.

Changing attitudes
a, b

(i) Hopefullyis used as an attitude marker.(Hopefullyas an a.dverbof manneris

universallyacceptable,e.g. She waitedhopefully.)
(ii) This includesa split infinitive,i.e.the adverb further is placed betweento and

the baseform of the verb.
(iii), (iv) Adverbsof mannerwith the sameform as adjectivesare used in these
sentences./yforms also exist (e.g.steeply.quickly).
There is no real consensusas to what is correct in these cases,although learnerswho are
preparingfor conservative,accuracy-basedexaminationsshould probablyavoidthese uses.

6 Comparatives
and superlatives
"
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biggerthan
moreinterestingthan
muchmore manymore
far betterthan
the worst

Key considerations
The grammar involved in expressing comparative and superlative meaning
is more complex in English than in many languages. Not all languages make a
distinction between comparatives and superlatives, and some learners may find
the distinction an awkward one to grasp.
Learners usually like teachers to introduce this topic bit by bit, e.g. by initially
teaching comparative forms and superlative forms separately, teaching the use of
more separately from ... er, and most separately from ... est.
Course books tend to teach very idealised comparative and superlative structures,
to provide learners with a useful set of 'rules'. In fact, comparatives and superlatives
occur only rarely in these idealised patterns. In time learners will also need to
recognise the large variety of forms which occur, and to use some of the variations.

What are comparatives and superlatives?
At the simplest level:
• comparatives are adjectives and adverbs that end in er (e.g. bigger, richer,
faster).
• superlatives are adjectives and adverbs that end in est (e.g. biggest, richest,
fastest).
Learners need to learn not only when these forms should be used but also when they
can't be used (and what to use instead). Consequently, in this chapter we also consider:
• more or less followed by nouns, adjectives and adverbs (e.g. more time,
more successful, less attentively).
• most or least followed by nouns, adjectives and adverbs (e.g. most time,
most successful, Jeast attentively).

How are they formed?
long adjectives and adverbs

....
:··.
.
adwct1vcsp 51

We use more and most before adjectives and adverbs when these words are
long - almost always if they have three or more syllables (e.g. ex/pen/sive =
3 syllables; con/fi/dent/ly = 4 syllables).

Jciverhs p 61
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expensive:

It was the most expensive wine in the shop.

energetically: She talks more energetically when she's with people she knows.

Short adjectives and adverbs
We generally teach that we add er or est to the end of shorter adjectives and
adverbs - almost always if they have only one syllable (e.g.fast =I syllable).
fast:

He drovefaster this morning.

Although we may choose not to teach this, at least until a much higher level, in
fact we sometimes have to use more and most with one-syllable adjectives:
• with adjectives that are also past participles (e.g. burnt, drunk.forced, lost,
spoiled, tired, torn).
I'm getting more and more tired.

.....:·.

gradable and
ungradable
adJectives
p 56

• with adjectives that are not gradable (e.g. dead, male, royal).
!feel more dead than I did yesterday.
We also sometimes choose to use more and most with one-syllable adjectives:
• to make a specific contrast with less.
A: Did she say it was less cold in the north of the country?
B: No. She said it was more cold.
• 'one-off' individual choices.
Don't blame me ifyou feel more ill when you've eaten all that!

Two-syllable adjectives and adverbs
With many two-syllable words (e.g. able, clever, common.frosty, happy) we can
choose whether to use more/most or to add er/est to make the comparative and
superlative forms.
Are you feeling happier/more happy?
With other two-syllable words, we have to use more/most. Sometimes there is
nothing in the spelling or pronunciation of the word which helps us to know
this, but there are also a number of useful rules of thumb:
• adverbs that end inly (e.g. promptly, quickly, thinly).
She stood up the most promptly.
• adjectives that are the same as present or past participles (e.g. boiling,
boring, damaged,Jreezing, needed, smiling).
Today's lecture was even more boring than usual.

Comparatives and superlatives

• adjectives that have 'typical' adjective endings such as -al, -ant, -ard, -ate,
-ect, -ed, -en, -ent, -Jui,-id, -ite, -ive, -less, -ous, -some (e.g. crucial, dominant,
awkward, separate, perfect, gifted, wooden, recent, careful, candid, finite,
expensive, careless, gorgeous, loathsome).
1he most crucial thing is to arrive in good time.

Less and the least
We can use less and the least with all adjectives and adverbs, regardless of the
number of syllables in the words.
I was less free in my last job.

Let's pick the least complicated solution.

However, we often avoid using less, particularly in speech and more informal
writing. We tend to use not as/so ... as instead.
He isn't as/so keen as he used to be.

Irregular comparative and superlative forms
This table shows some of the most common irregular forms.

good

better

best

well

better

best

bad

worse

worst

badly

worse

worst

We can also say more/most badly.

far

farther
further

farthest
furthest

We use fartherand farthestusuallyto
refer onlyto distance.Furtherand furthest
can alsohaveabstractmeaning(e.g.
I don't wantto discussthisanyfurther).

old

elder

eldest

0/derand oldestarethe standardfonns.
Weuse elderand eldestonlyto talk about
familyrelationships,
and onlynonnally
beforea noun (e.g.we saymy elderbrother
but NOT• My brotheris elderthanme).

Expressions of quantity
We use more and most.fewer and fewest, and less and least to make statements
about quantity, in which case they clearly refer to something we can count or
measure. This is usually expressed by a noun.
There are more people in British prisons than there were in 1990.
Many European cities have problems of traffic congestion but Athens is
supposed to have the most. (problems)
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Fewer andfewer school leavers want to study classics.
I have the least financial expertise.
We can think of these words as the comparative and superlative forms of quantifiers.

a lot/much/many

more

most

a few

fewer

fewest

a little

less

least

We generally use most,fewest and leastin expressions with have (e.g. have the

leastfinancial expertise).
Although we usually teach that lessand least can't be used with countable
nouns (*lesspounds, *theleast books),this is very common in speech and
increasingly common in writing.

Groupsproduceless ideas, in total, than the individuals in thosegroups
workingseparately.
Some people consider this to be unacceptable in written English.

Pronunciationand spelling
Pronunciation
The following are normally 'weak', i.e. we pronounce them so rapidly and quietly
that they are only just distinguishable in the flow of speech. The vowel sound in
both cases is /-J/:

er (/-J/):

bigger/b1gg/

than (/oJn/ or even /{jg/):

biggerthan me /bigJ ogmi:/

The following is also normally 'weak'. The vowel may be pronounced /g/ or /1/:

est (!gst/ or /Ist/):

biggest/b19Jst/ or /b191st/.

We often leave out the final sound (It!) of ... est, most and least,particularly if it
is followed by a consonant:

Thebiggestprize:

/O'Jb1ggspra1z/

Themost carefully painted:

/OJ m-Jus kegfh/

Theleast practical suggestion: /OJ li:s prrekt1kl/
In words which end in the sound /TJ/,we add lg/ before the comparative or
superlative ending:

long/loTJ/==>
longer/lofJg'J/ (NOT /lDfJ'J/)
strong/strou/ ==>
strongest/strorJgJst/

(NOT /stroTJJSt/)

Comparatives and superlatives

Spelling
We often refer to er and est forms (e.g. older, oldest).However, in many cases we
need to add slightly different combinations ofletters.
+rlst

Words which already end in e: brave==}
braver,bravest
Y=> i

+ er/est

Words which end in consonant + y: dry==}drier,driest

+ consonant + er/ est
The final consonant of a one-syllable word is doubled where the word end is a
single vowel + single consonant:

fit==}fitter

thin ~ thinner

but NOT

calm==}*calmmer (two consonants)
green==}*greenner(two vowels)

Where do comparatives and superlatives come in
sentences?
At an elementary or intermediate level, course books usually present
comparatives as part of the following pattern.

They usually present superlatives as part of the following pattern.

If we look at how people really use comparative and superlative forms in

speaking and writing, we find examples similar to these. The following is from a
newspaper interview with a child who has just taken a national school test.

Science was easier than maths.
In the same newspaper article, however, there are more examples that don't
follow this pattern, and they are more typical of how we use comparatives and
superlatives generally.
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I thought theywouldbe a lot harder.

Themost brilliant thing is that now it's all over.

Theyseemedhard at first but easier Most important was to divide up the work sensibly.
asyou got used to them.
UsuallyI go to bed about 9 p.m. but

Scienceand spelling were easiest.

it was earlier duringSATS.
Maths started easybut got harder.

My mum said to me: 'Youjust try your best', and
that's what I did

These comparatives are not followed by a phrase beginning' than ...' because what the
thing is being compared with is clearly implied in the context. Equally,the superlatives
aren't followed by the type+ class because, again, the context implies the class that the
thing belongs to. Theis used before only one of the four superlative forms.
In teaching, we need to draw our students' attention to comparatives and
superlatives however they occur in conversations and texts, and to encourage
them to identify information that is only implied. We also need to ensure that
they practise these forms in simple statements and questions (e.g. It's hotter;
Who's the tallest?)as well as in the idealised patterns.

What do they do?
We use comparatives to compare some common feature of two or more things or
people in terms of degree or quantity. We use superlatives to single out one thing
or person as being special in relation to others on some kind of implied scale.

Coursebook examples
Coursebooks usually focus very heavily on the form of how we make comparative
and superlative statements, often taking the meaning of these forms for granted.
Course book examples usually suggest that we use comparatives to compare
two things.

ThePorscheis more expensive than the Toyota.
They often don't recognise that we use a comparative to compare something
with more than one other thing.

ThePorscheis more expensive than the Toyotaand the Renault.
ThePorscheis more expensive than all the other cars.
Coursebook examples often ignore that what we are comparing something with
is often left unsaid.

Carsaregetting more expensive(than they used to be).
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Coursebook examples usually suggest that we use superlatives to compare more than
two things. There may be three pictures of cars and a superlative example sentence.
The Porsche is the most expensive car.

We choose the superlative here because we aren't really interested in the other
cars, only in the Porsche. As we have seen, we could also say: The Porsche is
more expensive than the Toyota and the Renault.
The following sentences come from an advertisement for an ice cream called
'Indulgence' produced by the British supermarket Sainsbury's. Comparatives
and superlatives are used extensively in advertisements and, as we see here, they
are often very different from the examples found in coursebooks.
To complement its rich flavour, Sainsbury's Indulgence has a far denser texture
than ordinary ice creams.

The comparative is used to compare 'Indulgence' not with one other thing but
with all 'ordinary ice creams'.
Just like those rich American ice creams, Sainsbury's Indulgence is made with
real dairy cream and the highest quality, freshest ingredients.

The superlative is used to show that the quality and freshness of the ingredients
in this ice cream (and some American ones) could not be surpassed.
Coursebook examples also sometimes suggest that we use comparatives to
compare anything with anything, and exercises involve transforming sentences
like China is larger than India to India is smaller than China. In fact, the second
of these sentences is very unlikely as neither country is small. Coursebook
examples such as China is larger than Switzerland are even more unnatural as
we don't generally compare things at the opposite end of a scale.

Teaching
At low levels it is unwise to teach all the ways in which we use comparatives and
superlatives and to explore all the factors involved in choosing them. However,
ignoring meaning and focusing attention only on form is equally unhelpful, and
we need to draw students' attention to the contexts in which these forms occur,
and ask them context-related questions to focus on meaning (e.g. Are any of these
cars cheap? Are these countries both large?).

Other factors
Ways of intensifying and downtoning comparative forms
We use a range of words and expressions before comparative forms to make
them seem stronger or weaker. A bit, Jar and (quite) a lot are used mainly in
spoken and informal contexts.

mten:-:if:ersc1nd
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a bit

barely(any)

hardly (any)

a great deal

byfar

much

a little

considerably

slightly

(quite)a lot

far

scarcely(any)

Theprojecthas been a great deal less successful than we had hoped.
!feel a bit happier now than when I last spoke to you.
Ways of emphasising superlative forms
We use a range of words and expressions before the superlative form of
adjectives to make them seem stronger: altogether,byfar and away, easily,

quite, simply.
She'seasily the best candidate.
It was simply the most wonderful performanceI ever heard.
We generally don't use them before the superlative form of adverbs (*Sheran

altogetherthefastest).
We can also use a number of expressions after comparative and superlative
forms, particularly in spoken and informal contexts: by miles,byfar, by a long

way, by a longchalk.
HongKongis more humid than New Yorkbyfar.
We'vejust played our worstmatch this seasonby a long way.
. . .er and .. .er, more and more ...
We often repeat the same comparative form, separated by and. Usually this is to
emphasise the speed or inevitability of a process. We often use the expression

get ...er and ...er.
Thetraffic'sgetting worseand worse.
Exact measurements
We sometimes compare things in terms of exact measurements. In this
case we generally specify the quantity immediately before the comparative
form.

It's thirty per cent/twenty times bigger.
When we use a fraction on its own, we generally don't use a comparative form.
Instead we use as+ adjective.

It's half as big.
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Rules of thumb (and their limitations)
The with comparatives
'Don't use the before the adjective or adverb in comparisons' is a good rule of
thumb for elementary learners. At a subsequent stage, however, we need to
consider the following kinds of comparison, where the is used:

• where of the two of them is stated or implied.
He is the taller (of the two of them).

• in expressions which describe complementary processes.
(The+ comparative ..., the+ comparative ...)
The more you eat, the more you want.
The with superlatives
Elementary course books usually teach 'use the with superlatives'.
She's easily the most talented of this year's graduates.

There are also plenty of cases, however, where we don't need or can't use the:
• in the expressions try your best/hardest; do your best we have to use a
possessive adjective (my, his, etc.) instead of the.
She tried her hardest.

• when the specific instance belongs to a small, finite class of things that is
implied or understood.
Science and spelling were easiest .

• in expressions where we infer the ... est thing (to do) is ...
It's safest to leave before the rush hour.

• in superlative expressions within defining relative clauses.
Give it to the children who are oldest.

• where the superlative form is an adverb of manner.
Susie writes most clearly.

Beyond elementary level we need to take account of examples without the.

In and of
We generally use in to relate a superlative item to its 'class'.
The largest city in South America.

•,

····::
adverb'.,of

m,mner
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We need to be aware, however, that we use ofto relate a superlative item to
other items in its 'class', and at some point may need to teach this.

The largestof all South American cities.

....
:·.
,'
relative
clauses
pp 406-12

Relative clauses
We often use superlative expressions immediately before a relative clause .
The verb in the relative clause is often in the present perfect (or past simple in
·American English) or past perfect.

Tellus about the best meal you've ever eaten.
It is convenient to revise superlativeswhen we want students to practise relativeclauses.

Stylisticchoices
Adjectives in place of adverbs
In both written and spoken English many people use the comparative and
superlative form of adjectives in place of adverbs. This happens particularly with
the erI est comparative/ superlative form of one-syllable adjectives.

He walks a lot slower than he did. (a lot more slowly)
She escaped the quickest. (the most quickly)
Some people avoid this use of adjective forms, particularly in written English.

Pronouns
When we use a pronoun after than in comparative structures, this is usually an
object pronoun (me, him, us, them, etc.).

Theyare richerthan us.
Some people prefer to use the subject pronoun followed by an auxiliary verb (or
a form of be),particularly in written English.
I ranJaster than he did.

Theyare richerthan we are.

Typical difficultiesfor learners
Comprehension
In listening learners may fail to recognise comparative and superlative
forms, particularly if they are unaware of or unused to the way in which we
characteristically pronounce than and the er and est endings very weakly. 1hey
may, for example, hear biggerand biggestas big, and may hear than as the.
The final /t/ in words like biggestand the final /n/ in than often disappear
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before another consonant (biggest place: /b191sple1s/; than me: /o~m i:/). This
may also lead to students failing to recognise the forms.

Speaking and writing
Over-using more and most
Learners often use more or most when it would be more normal to add er or est

to the word.
(*)He is more tall than me.

They also sometimes use more or most in addition to er or est. Whereas more tall
than is only odd (rather than incorrect), the following is clearly wrong: *1hey are
more better than us.
Over-use of er and est

This problem is rarer than the over-use of more and most. Learners may not
know the appropriate irregular forms.
*Iam wearing my goodest pair of shoes.

*Idon't want to walk farer.

They may use er or est with long as well as short adjectives.
*Minsk is the beautifulest city in my country.
Omitting the

We need to use the in most superlative statements. Learners sometimes omit it.
*She's most important person in my country.
Using more in superlative statements
Learners sometimes use more instead of most.

*She's the more obstinate child in the class.

This is particularly characteristic oflearners whose first language is Latin-based.
Using of instead of in

Learners sometimes feel uncomfortable using in to relate superlative items to
their class or group.
(*)China has the largest population of the world.
Problems with than

Learners sometimes use other words instead of than. That is often used,
perhaps because the two words are so similar in appearance. As and of are also
sometimes used.
*I work harder that I used to.
*She's older of me.
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Consolidationexercises
Learners' English
What would you tell the learnerwho madethe following mistakes,so that she understood
the mistake and could avoid making it again?
(i) thinest

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

more bigger
happyer
more good
beautifulest

Language in context
1 Comparativeand superlativeforms havebeen indicated by numbers in the two passages
that follow. Study each of these and answerthe questions.

'... the bravest (1) and most correct (2), the firmest (3), the most loyal (4) and the
most ardent (5) national hero.'

Fast music makes you shop faster (6), classical music makes you buy moreexpensive(7)
wine and country music drives you to despair, psychologists said today.
'Certain types of music can influence the degree to which people are open to
persuasion,' Adrian North of Leicester University told the British Association Annual
Science Festival at Birmingham University today. 'Music tempo can influence the speed
of customers' activity.'
After a study that showed that fast music led to shoppers moving around a
supermarket morequickly(8) than did slow music, a follow-up showed that fast music
caused diners to eat morequickly(9).
Another study showed a similar effect with fast music in a bar - drinking was quicker
(10) than It was to slow music. In a cafeteria, diners took more (11)bites per minute
than they did to slow.
Playing classical music and a selection from the Top 40 in a wine cellar revealedthat
(12) bottles to classical, while sad music in a stationery shop
people buy moreexpensive
led to a bigger(13) purchase of greetings cards.
Sad music also led to people being morehelpful(14) than did other types.

a Is this form a comparativeor a superlative?
b Is this form an adjective,adverb or quantifier?
c Would an alternativeform (e.g.bravest~ most brave) be possible?Wouldthis
changethe meaningin any way?
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2 The following is an extract from a newspaper article, comparing Britain in the early 1950s
with Britain in the early 1990s. Read the passage and then answer the questions.

Deaths from cancer and heart disease were 3 0 per centlower(1). However, tuberculosis
claimed nearly 9,000 lives compared with 400 in 1991, infant mortality was more
than three times as high and people died, on average, sevenyearsearlier(2).
One myth is how cheap things were. Yes, a pint of beer cost only 6p (ls 2d)
a pint and the Ford Popular* cost £350 including tax. But the average industrial
worker earned £8 a week and would have had to toil for nearly a year to buy the
cheapestcar (3). Only 14 per cent of households ·had cars against 70 per cent today.
Air France advertised return flights to Paris for £16. That is more than £200
in today's money.
More people died in road accidents in 1953°(4,200) than they did last year,
even though there were far fewer cars(4).

* Ford Populars

were small and relatively cheap cars produced for the mass market.

a Explain what is implied but not made explicit in each of the phrases printed in italics.
b In the last sentence further information could be left out without harming the
meaning. Which two words could be left out?
3 a Identify and classify all examples of comparative or superlative structures in the following.
b

In each case comment on any features that distinguish these examples from the
'basic' patterns described on p 83.
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Men are three times more likely than women to bum out their brain tissue, according to a
study by the University of Pennsylvania.Apparently women are better able to control their
brain usage, while men 'overdrive' their brain cells, leadingto cell death. Men aged 18-45 lose
cells fastest in the frontal lobe area - the part responsiblefor mental flexibilityand reasoning.
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Answers to consolidation exercises
Learners' English
(i) Double the final consonant before est (or er) when the adjective has one syllableand
ends in a single vowel + consonant.
(ii) We don't use more and most in addition to er and est.
(iii) We change yto ibefore er and est when yfollows a consonant.
(iv) Good has completely irregular comparative and superlative forms (betterand best).
(v) With adjectivesof three or more syllableswe have to use more or mostto makethe
comparative or superlative form.

Language in context
1 a (1)-(5) are superlatives; (6)-(14) are comparatives.

b (1)-(5), (10), (13), (14) are adjectives:(6), (8), (9) are adverbs:(11) is a quantifier:(7) and
(12) maybe adjectivesor quantifiers,dependingon the interpretationof their meaning.

c (1)-(5): It would be unusualto use correctest, loyalest and ardentestin any
circumstances (becauseof these adjectives' endings: ect, al, ent); most brave
and most firm would be possible,although a little unusual.
(6): In this context faster is an adverb describing the manner of shop.
(7): Two meaningsare possible - the first may be more likely but there is no way of
really knowing which is intended:

• more wine (expensivewine): more= quantifier.
• wine that is more expensive:more expensiveis a comparative form.
(8), (9): Somepeople would use quicker in these contexts, but the adverbialform
more quickly is more generallyaccepted (describing the manner,respectively,of
moving around and of eating).
(10): Onlythe adjectiveform is possibleafter was.*More quick is not used.
(11): This is the only possibleform.

(12): See (7) above.
(13): This is the only possibleform.

(14):Thisis the only possibleform (we usemoreand mostwith adjectivesthat endin fut).
2 a (1) 30 per cent lower than todayin the 7990s
(2) sevenyearsearlier (i.e.younger)than on averagetoday
(3) the cheapestcar that wasavailableat that time
(4) far fewer cars than thereare on the roads today

b they did could be left out.

a

b

··--··-··-··-------.,..------·--l·------------------i

(i)

bettereducated II comparative/
adjective

Welleducatedis effectivelya two-word
J
adjective,and better educatedthe
comparativeform of this. It could alsobe
I
arguedthat better is the comparativeformof I
the adverbwell.
I
1

I
: (slightly)richer

1
1 co~p~rative~n
1

adJect1ve

the Robertsesis only implied.

I

I
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a

(ii)

---

more (holidays)

comparative/
quantifier

the strongest

superlative/
adjective

(three times)
more likely

comparative/
adjective

better able

comparative/
adjective

than men is only implied. better able is an
idiomatic expression, similar to more able,
but suggest ing that the ability is more
intrinsic.

superlative/
adverb

This is an adverb of manner, and the isn't
needed. We understand that men of this
age lose eel Is fast in all parts of their
brains - the frontal lobe area is singled out
for the priz e!

than the Robertses is only implied.

-fastest

----~·-

'

-! (iii)

I

l

b

-----

---------nastiest

--------superlative/
adjective

~~-·--·,-·-

·-·-·-~-

This is part of a relative clause (that can
be ... ). and the is not necessary. Since this
I
refers to refationships with two participants.
some peopl e would prefer to use nastier
ll:_~Jhan t~r:Jother person is implied).

I

---
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across at from in of
until after beyond despite
in termsof in spiteof
given regarding

Key considerations
Learners often see prepositions as a major problem. This is because:
• there are so many prepositions in English (many more than in a lot of other
languages), and learners often have to make choices and distinctions that
are not necessary in their own language.
• many choices have little or nothing to do with meaning, and are therefore
particularly difficult to remember.
Mistakes in using prepositions rarely cause problems in communication. Some
learners may choose to put up with making mistakes in prepositions in order to
concentrate their energy and attention on other aspects of English.
If learners really want to use prepositions correctly, good dictionary-using
habits may be as useful for them as classroom study. Nonetheless, we should try
to teach prepositions in longer phrases rather than as single words. We should
also teach dependent prepositions as far as possible linked to verbs, adjectives
and nouns, in groups which have related meanings.

What are prepositions?
What do they look like?
Many of the most common words in English are prepositions, and many of them
are very short words (e.g. at,for, in, to). However, longer words and short phrases
(e.g. despite,except,accordingto, out of, in terms of, in the event of) can function
as prepositions too. A number of participles (e.g. assuming,concerning,given,
granted, regarding)can be used as prepositions.

....
:·
.·.
participles

Givenyour schedule,I think you should book decent hotel rooms.
I wrote to you last week concerning your offer ...

pp 112-15. 176

We can't recognise prepositions just from the form of the words.

Where do they come in sentences?
General use

Prepositions:
• usually occur immediately before a noun or -ingform (e.g. to work,of
cooking)or at the beginning of a phrase including a noun (e.g. at the
cinema).These phrases can occur in various sentence positions.
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• often occur immediately after a verb (e.g. arrive at), adjective (e.g.fond of)
or noun (e.g. interest in).
When prepositions precede a verb, this is always an -ing form (e.g. I'm afraid of
crying).
In other positions

In the following cases we can use prepositions at the end of clauses.

which

What areyou staring at? Who do you live with?
Which one is it like?

Passive constructions

Everypossiblesurface had been drawn on.

Relative clauses

I don't know who you wereplaying with.

Infinitive clauses

It's a funny thing to ask about.

Questions with what, who or

We can also use prepositions before a question word in direct questions but this
is very formal and old-fashioned.
With whom did she come?
At what time did she leave?

Some learners make questions like this whenever a preposition is involved, in
which case we should encourage them to put the preposition at the end of the
question (e.g. Who did she come with?).
We can also use prepositions before a relative pronoun in formal contexts (this
may seem affected in speech or informal writing).
A company with whom we have successfully been conducting business.

Themaster under whose guidance he had been studying.

What do they do?
Place and time
Some prepositions have a concrete meaning that we can show or demonstrate.
These often define place, position or movement (e.g. between the columns,
towards the door).
Many of these 'place' prepositions can also refer to time.
Place:

at the bus stop, in the room,for 6 miles

Time:

at 10.00, in March,for 6 minutes

Prepositions usually have a similar meaning when they refer both to place and
to time. However, in expressions which refer to the future, in can mean 'later
than now' (e.g. in six months, in a few minutes).
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Learners may misunderstand this meaning of in when they first come across it
and often avoid using it.

perfect tenses
pp 235-42,

205-7, 220-2

Other prepositions (e.g. after, before,by, during, since, till, until) can refer to time,
but not usually to place (e.g. after Saturday,during the week).Sinceis used almost
uniquely with perfect tense forms.

At, to, in, into, on
These prepositions are frequently confused by learners, whose first languages,
even if they have the equivalent of prepositions, will make different distinctions.
For example, even languages closely related to English, such as Portuguese and
Spanish, make no necessary distinction between on and in.
Visual diagrams easily convey the basic, physical meaning of these prepositions.
However, their use is complicated by the fact that it is determined not only by
meaning but also by the verb which precedes them and by what comes after.

Go is normally followed by to or into.
At and in can follow most verbs apart from go. In suggests being enclosed or
surrounded, and at suggests a marginal position:
I am in Australia/Sydney/the bus. (at cannot replace in)
I am at the corner at the bus stop. (in cannot replace at)

We can sometimes choose between at and in. The choice may make little
difference in meaning: I work at/in a school. The words work and school
make the meaning clear. However, the choice can also be significant.

I'll meet you at the station. (outside/at the entrance)
I'll meet you in the station. (within the building)
We sometimes stress the preposition to make this clear.

I said at the theatre not in it!
Learners may (understandably) be confused by exceptions. For example, arrive
is usually followed by at or in, but reach is never followed by a preposition.

Wego home NOT *goto home.
logical relationships
A number of prepositions express key logical relationships.
• cause and effect (e.g. becauseof, due to, owing to, as a resultof):

I left as a result of his speech.
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• contrast (e.g. despite, in spite of): You slept despite the noise.
• exemplification (e.g. like, such as): Go somewhere like Crete or Corfu.
• exception (e.g. apart from, except): Ask anyone apart from me.
• service (e.g.for, on behalf of): He did itfor me.

Multiple meanings
A number of prepositions have several meanings. These are not necessarily
closely related.
They went for a walk by the canal. (i.e. near/along)
It has to be ready by the weekend. (i.e. on or before)
She made it with eggs and cheese. (i.e. using)
She went there with her mother. (i.e. accompanied by)

Dependent prepositions
After many adjectives, nouns and verbs, we need to use a particular preposition.
Often this preposition is just a linking word which contributes no meaning.
When learners learn these adjectives, nouns and verbs, they also need to learn
the correct 'dependent' preposition.
Adjectives:

afraid of, crazy about

Nouns:

process of, difficulty in

Verbs:

combine with, listen to, accuse someone of, protect someone from.

Where we can identify common patterns, however, we can group words
accordingly. For example, abstract nouns (e.g. possibility, idea) and those
which express likes and dislikes (e.g. hatred) are usually followed by of,
and those which express something about communication or relationships
(e.g. contact/communication/relationship)
are usually followed by with or
between.
Learners often find it difficult to use to as a dependent preposition (e.g. I've got
used to walking again.).
Common words and expressions with to are look forward to, (be/get) used to,
object to, (be) committed to, consent to.
Learners may hear native speakers use infinitives (e.g. object to see) instead of
to+ -ing, but this is generally considered to be incorrect.
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Idiomatic preposition phrases
We frequently use prepositions in fixed, idiomatic expressions containing a
noun. The noun may be singular, plural or uncountable, and may or may not be
separated from the preposition by a/an, the, some or an adjective (often good
or bad):at times, beneathcontempt,Jorthe time being, in (good)time, on good

terms, out of use, to some extent, under offer.
His behaviouris beneath contempt.
Let'sleaveit like thisfor the time being.
We'veneverbeenon good terms.
Learners need to learn these and similar phrases as complete expressions
which include prepositions.

Variation
Choice
We can sometimes choose between two prepositions without making any
difference to the meaning.

Comeand see me in/during the week.
I got coveredwith/in paint.

Style
Some prepositions are used primarily in a formal and generally professional or
academic context (e.g. notwithstanding).
Till tends to be a spoken form and until a written one.

Geographical,social and individualvariation
We use prepositions differently according to where we come from and what
kinds of people we usually talk to. What is standard in Britain is not necessarily
standard in other English-speaking countries - for example in the USA through
is used in place of till and until (throughFriday),than is often used after different
(differentthan),and often there is no preposition used before days of the week
(I'll seeyou Monday).In Australia on is the normal preposition to use before the

weekend(Let'smeet on the weekend).
Some people have very strong views about which prepositions are and are not
correct. Usually they object to social variants that are associated with workingclass rather than middle-class speech. They criticise the very common go up/
down town (instead of go into town)and get/step off of the bus (instead of off the
bus) but may (or may not) be more tolerant of variants which are less obviously
related to social class.
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Variant

Standard

different to

different from

speak with

speak to

similar with

similar to

oblivious of

oblivious to

intimidated

with

intimidated by

Some people make fine distinctions that aren't necessarily universal. For
example, some people distinguish between is made from and is made of. They
generally use of to describe simple 'source' materials (e.g. The table is made
of pine), and from when the materials are combined or transformed in the
production process (e.g. I make the cordial from raspberries, redcurrants, sugar
and a little lemon juice). Made from is also more common in American than in
British English. Such niceties may interest very advanced learners.

Word class
Some words can function both as prepositions and as adverbs.
Prepositions

Adverbs

They ran along the stream.

They passed it along.

He ran past the house.

He ran past.

A few words can function both as prepositions and as conjunctions.

····::

Prepositions

Conjunctions

advcr t)s p f, 1

They phoned after/before dinner.

They phoned after/before they got
home.

p 3il7

Several prepositions have 'conjunction equivalents' (e.g. despite/although,
because of/because, during/while).
Prepositions

Conjunctions

They went out despite the rain.

They went out although it was raining.

They stayed in because of the foul
weather.

They stayed in because the weather
was so foul.

Pronunciation
Unless they convey crucial information (this is unusual but possible, e.g. before
or after 1.00, above or below freezing point) we often pronounce prepositions so
quickly and softly that they are barely perceptible, particularly if they consist of

COflJIJf\CttorlS
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only one syllable. Vowels (i.e. sounds such as /I/ and /u:/ which involve no
'blocking' of the air flow) often disappear altogether, and some consonants
(i.e. sounds such as /b/ and If! which involve some 'blocking' of the air flow) may
also disappear, particularly if they immediately follow or are followed by another
consonant, e.g. of /g/ in Bottle of wine and for If/ in Theywentfor lunch.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Learners may not hear many prepositions at all, and so their knowledge and
memory of correct preposition choices are not necessarily helped by listening to
spoken English.

Speaking and writing
General causes of difficulty
When we look at the mistakes that learners make, it's often difficult to be sure
why they have made them - often there could be several reasons. Here are some
of the factors that may cause learners difficulty.

• Prepositions may be very similar in meaning (e.g. in, into, inside, within),
and the learner's first language may not make equivalent distinctions.
• Verbs, adjectives and nouns with similar or related meanings may require
different prepositions (e.g. arrive at/go to,Jond of/keen on).
• Some verbs may require a preposition while other verbs, which are similar
in meaning, may not (e.g. talk about/discuss, arrive at/reach).
• Verbs in the learner's language may require a particular preposition whereas
a similar verb in English may require no preposition or one which is used
in contexts the learner finds surprising (e.g. learners may expect* enter in

the room).
• Prepositions often have little intrinsic meaning.
• Different parts of speech of the same word may require different
prepositions (e.g. independent of/independencefrom).
Some common errors
Missing out a preposition

*Ilike listeningmusic.
*CanI lookyour photographs?
*Sherepliedmy letter.
Using the wrong preposition

*Ihave a lot of problemsabout my English.

Prepositions

*They have lived there since 16 years.
*The play was written from Shakespeare.
*She left it into the room.
*I'll tell him. I'm going there after 5 minutes.
*She got married with a much younger man.
*We arrived to the station.
*At the first lesson I talked about my name.
*I'm on a meting at the moment.
*Don't spend your money for stupid things.

Using a preposition where one isn't needed
*They discussed about the news.
*I was tired in last night.

Using a preposition to express purpose
Many learners systematically use for+ bare or full infinitive.
*In my country we use two short sticks for eat.
*Icame to Sydney for to study English.

Many languages express purpose by a preposition that is roughly equivalent to
for followed by an infinitive. Learners may also be influenced by the fact that in
English itself we can use for and an -ing form (e.g. It's a thingfor opening bottles).

Using an infinitive instead of to+ -ing
Learners often use an infinitive (with to) where we would normally use the
preposition to + -ing form.
*Ilook forward to hear from you soon.
*She objected to work in those conditions.

This may be because to often occurs with the infinitive (e.g. I want to go), and
learners may find it difficult to think of it as being a preposition as well.

Using infinitives after nouns inappropriately
Some learners feel that it is 'wrong' to follow a noun by a preposition+ -ing form
combination, even when they have learned the appropriate rules.
*She had a lot of difficulty to learn her part in the play.

This may be because an infinitive would be used in a similar context in their own
languages. Learners may also be influenced by the fact that in English itself we can
follow some nouns with an infinitive (e.g. She had a lot of opportunity to learn ...).
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Consolidation exercises
Learners' English
Look at the following text written by a learner of English.

My name is Zlena Zabovic and I am the manager from a bank's branch. My hobbies
are swimming, dancing, listening music and travelling around the world. I am very
interested about sport; basketball, volleyball and tennis. I have taken part at many
training weekends of these sportB.
In my holidays I have visited many places and last year I went in America and I want
to return in there in the end of thiB year. After the next two weeks I want to have more

knowledgein grammar and in speaking English and I want to discuse; political relevant's
issues.

a Identify any problemswith prepositions(other mistakeshavebeen corrected).
b Speculateabout the causesof these.

Language in context
1 The following describesthe characterand (un)reliability of a workman.Six prepositions
have been removed.

He was a glum, unsociable person (1) __
a raucous voice and very thick
eyebrows,and as a mason he suffered (2) __
the defect that he could not be
depended (3) --·
He would promiseto start work (4) __
a certain day,all
the far end (6) __
the house,and then
the furniture would be moved(5) __
he would not turn up.

a What words are missing?
b What informationenablesyou to identify the missingwords?

c What generalisationsdoes this exerciseenable you to makeabout the importanceof
prepositions?
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2 Read the following article about physical exercise in schools and then answer the
questions which follow.

Children should be forced to take part in Chinese-style exercise drills to teach them
discipline at school, a leading headteacher said today.
Anthony Seldon praised the militaristic tradition in which children form lines and
spend 15 minutes exercising to music while a teacher barks orders on a loudhailer.
It was better than traditional sports, he said, because even 'the physically lazy' are
forced to join in.
Writing in the Times Educational Supplement, Dr Seldon, Master of Wellington
College, Berkshire, said: 'PT sessions of 20 minutes, 3 times a week, should be
reintroduced. Being forced to take part in exercises, where instructions have to be
followed to the letter, will ingrain respect for authority as well as a sense of belonging.
Is it militaristic and an infringement ofliberty? Perhaps. But this is a good thing.'
Dr Seldon's plan was inspired by Wellington's partner school in Beijing. All 4,000
pupils there exercise in the playground daily, unless it is raining.
Ministers have promised a £755 million drive to boost school sport over the next
three years.

a Identify all the prepositions in this text.
h Identify any words which are not prepositions in the text but which can be
prepositions in other contexts. What function do they have in this text?

c Which prepositions are part of 'fixed', idiomatic expressions?
d Which prepositions are dependent on a verb, adjective or noun?
e How much meaning (if any) does each of these dependent prepositions convey?
f

Which prepositions could be replaced by another preposition without changing the
meaning of the phrase?

Differences in word class
In the following sentences the words which can function as prepositions have been
italicised. What is their word class here?
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

He walked off.
She ran down the hill.
He stepped off the kerb.
She used to sing.
He made up a story.
She's committed to taking part.

(vii) He looked up the road.
(viii) She sat on the table.
(ix) He switched on the radio.
(x) She was frightened by the noise.
(xi) He agreed to an encore.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Learners' English
The following is divided into sections, each focusing on a particular kind of problem. Within
each section, answers to questions a and b are considered together.
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Dependent prepositions and fixed expressions: wrong choice of preposition
Severalof these mistakesinvolvedependentprepositionsor idiomaticexpressions.
In eachcase
the learnerhaschosena prepositionwhich makessensein this position,but whichis incorrect.

.

Mistake

Correction

interestedabout sport

interested+ in

I have takenpart at

takepart + in

I went in America

go+to

in the end of thisyear

at + the end of

knowledgein grammar

knowledge+ of

Possessive forms
Severalmistakesinvolvethe use or non-use of of. This preposition has a particularlywide
range of uses,and learnersoften find it difficult to know exactlywhen or when not to useit.
Mistake

Correction

Comment

the managerfrom

of

This mistakeis typical of learnerswhose
first languageusesone prepositionto
cover the meaningsroughlyexpressed
in Englishby of and from.

trainingweekendsof
these sports

for

The learner doesn't seemsureof how
to use for.

a bank's branch

the branchof a bank

In both these casesthe learnerappears
to haveovergeneralisedthe useof the
possessive's(see p 15).

political relevant'sissues issuesof political
relevance

Leaving out dependent prepositions and putting in extras
In some instancesthe learnerleavesout a dependentpreposition where one is requiredand
inserts one where it is not - she appearsto havelearned verbs without havinglearnedwhat
follows them.
Mistake
listeningmusic ,

Correction

Comment

listen+ to

The usual dependentprepositionafter
I want to returnin there return there
(no preposition) return is to (he returned to America).
However,no preposition is needed
before there.

After/by the end of
In the following case,the learnerprobablydoes not know the expressionby the end of. She
may havechosenafter as a conscious'second best substitute'. However,it is also possible
that she is unawareof the needto makethis distinction in meaning.

Mistake

Correction

After the next two weeks By the end of
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Around
The following is correct, but could be ambiguous (around could mean the same as all over
or could refer, specifically, to circumnavigating the world). The learner probably intended
the former.

Mistake
travelling around the world

Correction
all over

Language in context
1

a (1) with (2) from (3) on (4) on (5) to (6) of
b The words either side of the gap generally help us to decide what is missing - this
decision is particularly easy in the case of the dependent prepositions associated
with the verbs suffer and depend. In the case of (5), however, we need to look at the
whole text in order to decide whether the missing word is to or from.
c Although prepositions generally don't convey much meaning, correct choice can also
be crucial on occasions. This is particularly true of prepositions of movement and
place (e.g. (5) from or to?).

2 a

in, at, in, to, on, in, of, of, in, to, for, of, of, by, in, in, over

b to is part of the infinitive in forced to take part, drills to teach, forced to join in, have to
be followed, a ... drive to boost school sport.
in is part of the multiword verb to join in (to participate).

c

at school, to music, a sense of (belonging), an infringement of (liberty) vary in degrees
of 'fixedness', but we would probably teach them all as whole expressions rather than
breaking them up into component parts.

d take part in, respect for, inspired by (it might also be argued that this is a passive
construction requiring by)
e These prepositions convey little meaning, and can almost be considered as part of
the (modal) verb or adjective.

f Most of these prepositions couldn't be replaced.
at school could possibly be replaced by in school.
on a loudhailer could possibly be replaced by through a loudhailer.
respect for could possibly be replaced by respect towards.
over the next three years could possible be replaced by during the next three years
(although this would slightly change the meaning).

Differences in word class
In (i) the word in italics is an adverb.
In (ii), (iii), (vi), (vii), (viii), (x). (xi) the words in italics are prepositions.
In (iv) the word in italics is part of the infinitive form.
In (v) and (ix) the words in italics form part of multiword verbs (see Chapter 10). We
sometimes think of these as prepositions, but we also refer to them as 'particles'.
ln (vii) the word in italics is a straightforward preposition if the meaning of the sentence is
literal (i.e. he stood in the road and looked along it). It is the particle of a multiword verb if
the sentence refers to consulting a directory or the index of a map.

8 Verbs
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am be been
believes do is dreaming
live must need speaks
spoke were

Key considerations
Learners need to understand various features of verbs in order to construct and
choose between appropriate tenses and in order to use other basic sentence
constituents (e.g. subject, direct and indirect objects) in the right order. This
chapter outlines these features and the chapters in Parts B and C expand this
information.
Forming questions and negative statements involves making changes to the form
or sentence position of verbs. Learners often have difficulty with this, and may
continue making mistakes long after they have understood the 'rules'.
While all languages have verbs, many make no grammatical distinction
between, for example, modal verbs and main verbs, or event verbs and state
verbs. Many languages don't have tenses, or don't use auxiliary verbs in
forming them.

What are verbs?
What do they do?
People often think of verbs as 'doing words' or 'action words'. While many verbs
do describe actions (e.g. hit, paint), we also use verbs to express other meanings
such as existence (e.g. be, become,exist),mental conditions and processes
(e.g. believe,deduce,enjoy),and relationships (e.g. depend, determine).
In terms of meaning, their importance varies considerably. In the first text
below, most of the verbs convey important information that couldn't be
guessed if they were left out. Sometimes, however, nouns convey the essential
meaning, and the verbs may only 'support' them, conveying little information
(e.g. I had breakfast)or conveying information which is already clear in the
context. Many of the verbs in the second text opposite illustrate this (e.g. make,

saute, add, bring).

What do they look like?
In many languages it is possible to identify at least some verbs from unique
features of their spelling and pronunciation. This is not the case in English.
In the following, the verbs have been printed in italics.
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Wisdom is the ability to see, understand and know clearly and deeply,
and to speak and act from that understanding. Wisdom sees into the
heart of things. It comes from a deep connection with oneself, and also
connectsus with all life.

To make the barbecue sauce, saute the chopped garlic in the oil for one
minute. Discard the garlic and add the vinegar, wine, Worcestershire
sauce, tomato ketchup, a few drops of Tabasco and water to the pan.
Bringto the boil and simmer for 6 minutes, stirringoccasionally.

Where do they come in sentences?
We normally need to include at least one verb in every sentence. If we compare
English with other languages, we can generalise that (as in most European
languages) the verb follows the subject and precedes everything else. However,
the type of verb we choose and the type of sentence we use it in also affect the
order of sentence constituents.

sentence
patterns
pp 292-307

Types of verb
Main verbs
Main verbs:
• don't need to be accompanied by other verbs .
• convey the key meaning in any group of verbs.
All the examples of verbs given in the two texts above are main verbs (is can also
act as an auxiliary verb as we see below). Main verbs have at least three different
forms - for example drives, drove, driving and driven are all forms of drive.
Main verbs can combine with other verbs, called 'auxiliary verbs' or simply
'auxiliaries', to form phrases of two or more words (e.g. has been driving, may
receive).The most common auxiliary verbs are am, is, are, was, were,being,
been, have, has, had, do, does and did.
Agreement

Although am, is and are are different words, they are all parts of the same verb (be).
We choose different forms of the verb according to the subject (the words printed
in bold on the next page) and it is incorrect to say or write *I are or*He am.

....
:·.
,'
auxiliaryverbs
pp 110-12
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lam ...
You/we/they/many

people are ...

He/she/it/the story is ...

This choosing of verb forms according to the subject is known as 'agreement'
(or 'concord'), and is a great deal simpler in English than in many languages.
Nonetheless it can be troublesome for learners, who may make mistakes (of
agreement) such as *Hesmoke instead of He smokes.
Event and state
Main verbs can describe events or states. The distinction between events and
states is important because we generally avoid using state verbs in continuous
tenses (see below).

Break and eat are 'event' verbs {also sometimes called 'dynamic' verbs); they
describe an action, something we consciously do.
I broke the nozzle.
Why aren't you eating?

state verbs
p 190

Belong and know are 'state' verbs (also sometimes known as 'stative' verbs); they
describe a state or condition.
Does this belong to you?
I don't know the tune.

We avoid the continuous form of the verb when we use it to describe a state. We say:
I don't know rather than *I'm not knowing.
Many verbs can function as both event verbs and state verbs. For example,
here, smell and have are event verbs, respectively describing a sniffing action to
detect odour and a physical activity:
I always smell cooked meat to make sure it hasn't gone off.
I have a shower in the mornings.

We can also use smell and have as state verbs, in which case the meaning of
the verb changes from describing something we do to describing an inherent
characteristic or quality of something or somebody.
11zeriver always smells foul.
You have beautiful eyes.

When these are event verbs we can use them in a wide range of forms. For
example, we can say:

I'm just smelling the meat.
I've been having a shower.
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When we use them as state verbs, we use them in a more restricted range of
forms. Even if the characteristic is temporary, we have to say 1he river smells
foul today (NOT* ... is smelling ...) and You have a spot on your nose (NOT* ... are
having ...).
Event verbs:
State verbs:

break, describe, eat, hit, paint, talk
be, exist (existence)
belong, possess, own (possession)
believe, know, understand (long-term
mental states)

Verbs which can describe
both events and states:

feel, smell, taste (senses/testing
actions)
have (possession/doing)
appear, look (appearance/actions)

Objects and complements

Some main verbs need to be accompanied (usually followed) by further
information. If someone says I killed or I felt, for example, we feel that
something is missing, and want to respond with What? or How?
Kill is an object verb - it needs to be followed by an object, often a noun,

pronoun or a phrase which contains a noun.

Feel in the following sentence is a complement verb - it needs to be followed by a
complement, often an adjective or a phrase which contains an adjective.

obJCCl V(!I\ls
pp2'J7-fl

c0mplcrnrm\ vc.1t:c.

pp 2'l8-\J

Other verbs stand on their own and cannot be followed by an object or
complement. These are no-object verbs such as slip and talk.
I slipped.

NOT

Who's talking?

*Islipped my foot.
NOT

*Who's talking the facts?

As well as these object verbs, complement verbs and no-object verbs, many
verbs can take two objects ('object-object', 'double object' or 'two-object' verbs)
or an object and a complement ('object-complement' verbs).
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We can use many verbs in more than one of these categories.
No-object verb:

Have you eaten?

Object verb:

Have you eaten the chocolates?

Complement verb:

Don't get cold.

Object verb:

Can you get another drink?

When looking at coursebooks and other materials note the following:
• object verbs are also called 'transitive' or 'monotransitive' verbs.
• complement verbs are also called 'linking' or 'copular' verbs.
• no-object verbs are also called 'intransitive' verbs.
• two-object verbs are also called 'ditransitive' verbs.
• object-complement verbs are also called 'complex transitive' verbs.

Auxiliary verbs
'Tense' auxiliaries

We use auxiliary verbs in forming all tenses other than the affirmative form of the
present simple and the past simple. The key verbs we use are forms of be (am/is/
was/were/beenetc.) and have (have/had/having etc.).

She has arrived.
Theyhave been walking.
For teaching, will, shall, be going to, used to and would are also sometimes
considered as tense auxiliaries. We look at the form of tenses in detail in
Chapters 13-17.
We sometimes need to make clear to learners who are struggling with the forms
of a tense that the same verb can act as an auxiliary and as a main verb.

They

have

done

nothing.

They

were

having

lunch.
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Question and negative forms

We make questions by changing the usual order of the subject and the (first)
auxiliary verb.

Is

he

Have

you

dreaming?
been

crying?

We make sentences negative by adding not or n'tto the (first) auxiliary verb.

He

isn't

dreaming.

have not

been

crying.

Since the affirmative form of present simple and past simple tenses involves no
auxiliaries (see, saw), we need to introduce one to niake questions and negative
statements. We use do/does/don't/doesn't in the present simple and did/didn't in
the past simple.

Do

you

like

music?

Did

they

eat

fish?

She

doesn't

smoke.

He

didn't

answer.

We sometimes need to make clear to learners who are struggling with
question and negative forms that the same verb can act as an auxiliary and
as a main verb:

They

don't

have

time.

They

aren't

doing

much.

Emphasis and contrast

We often stress auxiliary verbs for emphasis, for example when we are
contradicting.
A: Why weren't you working?

B: I WAS working.

questionforms
pp 315-6
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We add do/does or did to achieve the same effect when we use the present
simple or past simple tenses.
I DO love you.

/DID phone.

Substitution

We often use auxiliary verbs to avoid repeating a whole phrase.
Why weren't you helping the others? I WAS. (i.e. helping the others)
I hadn't planned to speak to her about it but I DID. (i.e. I spoke to her.)

We look at substitution in more detail in Chapter 24.
Modal verbs

Modal verbs such as can, could, may, might and should are another class of
auxiliary verb.
We look at these in detail in Chapter 11.

Form
Infinitive forms
We refer to verbs as infinitives when they are not part of the tense of a verb, and
they have no subject.
I saw him cross the road.

I don't want to leave.

We look at infinitives in detail in Chapter 12.

-ingforms
The following are -ingforms of verbs: being, cutting, doing, leaving.
We look at -ing forms in detail in Chapter 12.

Past tense forms and past participles
Main verbs all have a past tense form.
Present:

bring, am/is/are, paint, go

Past:

brought, was/were, painted, went

Many past tense forms end in ed (e.g. loved, painted, talked), and we call these
'regular' verbs.
A lot of the most commonly used verbs, however, have past tense forms that
don't end in ed, and we call these 'irregular' verbs. For example, in the examples
above, only paint is a regular verb. One of the problems for learners is that there
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is nothing in the form of the infinitive (i.e. how it is spelt or pronounced) which
indicates whether or not it is regular.
Past participles are the words we use in tenses after forms of the verb have
(e.g. we have eaten) and in passive constructions after forms of the verb be
(e.g. someone was hurt).
Regular verbs have identical past tense and past participle forms.
Past tense:

We lived.

Past participle: We have lived.
Some irregular verbs also have identical past tense and past participle forms.
Past tense:

He brought.

Past participle: He has brought.
Other irregular verbs have past participles which are different from the past
tense forms.
Past tense:

We drove.

Past participle: We have driven.
Some irregular verbs have past participles which are the same as the present
tense forms.
Present tense:

We come.

We run.

Past tense:

We came.

We ran.

Past participle: We have come. We have run.
Learners usually welcome lists of irregular verbs that they can take away and
study. Most coursebooks contain an alphabetical table of verbs used in the
course, and you will find a comprehensive list in a good learner's dictionary
such as Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary.
Elementary level learners may prefer a list only of some of the most common
and most useful verbs, and it is helpful to organise verbs into groups which have
similar characteristics.
Present

Past tense

Past participle

drink
swim

drank
swam

drunk
swum

bring
catch

brought
caught

brought
caught
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throw
know

threw
knew

thrown
known

tear
wear

tore
wore

torn
worn

A few verbs have alternative past tense and past participle forms.

burned/burnt
learned/learnt
dreamed/dreamt
Both forms are correct but the regular -ed forms are more common in
American than in British English.
In spoken British English, drunk, sung, swum, etc. are used increasingly
frequently as past tense forms.

Irregular verbs be and go
Be and go are very different from other irregular verbs in that there is little
or nothing in the spelling and pronunciation of their present, past and past
participle forms to show that they are related.

Past tense

was/were went

Past participle

been

gone

We make questions using be by placing the verb before the subject.
Are you ready?

We make the verb negative by adding not or n't.

1heyaren'there.
We generally teach that go has two past participles: goneand been.

Goneindicates a simple movement away from a particular point.
She'sgone.(She's not here.)
She'sgoneto China.(She's in China now.)
Beenindicates a movement both to and from a particular point.
She'sbeento China.(She's now somewhere else.)
She'sbeento China.(She's now back home again.)
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The difference in meaning between gone and been is simple but some learners
are puzzled by this, particularly since been has the same form as the past
participle of be (e.g. I've been ill).

Question tags
What are they?
A question tag is a device we add to the end of a statement to turn it into a
question.
It's getting late, isn't it?
You can't swim, can you?

Most languages have an equivalent device, usually a single word or a short
phrase which can be added to any statement. In English, however, we choose
different forms depending on:
• whether the verb in the preceding statement is affirmative or negative.
• the tense of the verb.
Learners usually have a lot of difficulty in learning to use question tags.
Teachers generally introduce them little by little, one tense at a time. They
expect learners to continue making mistakes for some time after having
grasped the rules.
The statement and the question tag together is sometimes called a 'tag question'.

What do they do?
We use question tags to check whether the information in a statement is true.
You don't eat garlic (sudden moment of doubt), do you?

The question tag is separated from the statement, forming a distinct 'intonation
group'. The intonation rises on the tag.
We also use question tags to solicit agreement, often in an attempt to persuade
someone to do what we want.
You don't want to go out, do you? (because I'd like us both to stay in)

The statement and the question tag form only one unit or 'intonation group'. The
intonation usually falls away after the last stressed syllable in the statement.

How are they formed?
We normally add a tag containing a negative verb to an affirmative statement.
She's Turkish, isn't she?
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We add a tag containing an affirmative verb to a negative statement.

Cowsdon't eat meat, do they?

If the statement contains an auxiliary verb, we use this in the tag.
auxiliaryverbs
pp 110-12

Theydidn't have an accident, did they?
She should pass the exam, shouldn't she?
We tend to avoid question tags which might contain the modal verbs may or

ought to.
Since the affirmative forms of present simple and past simple tenses involve
no auxiliaries (see,saw), we need to introduce one to make tags. We use the
appropriate form of do.

You like jazz, don't you?
He broke it, didn't he?
We sometimes use affirmative tags after affirmative statements. These usually
express surprise or disbelief. This use is generally taught at advanced levels.

You came hereyesterday,did you?
In some Asian varieties of English the phrases is it? or isn't it? (often pronounced
innit?) are used as all-purpose question tags. In Britain, the use of innit after any
kind of statement is increasingly prevalent but is extremely informal.

You'regoing to Russia, innit?

Pronunciation and spelling
Pronunciation
We pronounce the end of the past tense form in one of three distinct ways. In each
case our choice of final sound depends on the sound that ends the infinitive.

+hdl
We add /Id/ to the infinitive when the infinitive ends in /t/ or /d/.

waited: /we1t1d/

protected:/pratekt1d/

hoarded:/h:,:d1d/

+ It/
We add /t/ to the infinitive when the infinitive ends in one of the following
sounds: /p/, !kl, /0/, /f/, /s/, /JI, /tJ/. Like /t/, these sounds are all produced
without vibration/humming in the throat, i.e. they are 'voiceless'.

pricked: /pnkt/

gossiped:/gos1pt/

laughed:/lo:f t/
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+Id/
We add /d/ to the infinitive when the infinitive ends in any other sounds.
These sounds are all produced with vibration/humming in the throat, i.e. they
are 'voiced'.
moved: /mu:vd/

approved: /~pru:vd/

It is important to teach our students when to use /Id/ and when not to.
With regard to distinguishing between /t/ and /d/, however, many learners
automatically make the distinction. It may be unnecessary to teach this, and may
even mystify students if we decide to draw attention to the distinction.

Spelling
Learners sometimes understand that we make the past tense form of regular
verbs by simply adding ed to the end of the infinitive. In the case of some
talked) this is fine. However, we often need to make other
verbs (e.g. talk ==>
changes as well - the precise changes we make depend on the spelling of the
infinitive:

+d
We add only d to the infinitive when the infinitive ends in e.
like ==>
liked

phone ==>
phoned

y+ed
We replace y with i and added when the infinitive ends in consonant+ y.
cry=> cried

dry=> dried

consonant + ed
We double the final consonant and added:

• in single-syllable verbs when the infinitive ends in a single vowel+ single
consonant combination.
sinned

rammed

• in multi-syllable verbs when the final syllable of the infinitive is stressed
and ends in a single vowel + single consonant combination.
referred (compare offered- final syllable not stressed)

• in multi-syllable verbs when the infinitive ends in l.
rebelled

travelled

labelled

Note that in American English the final l is only doubled if the final syllable
is stressed (e.g. rebelled but traveled and labeled).
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+k+ed
We add a k to the infinitive and then ed when the infinitive ends in ic.

panicked

picnicked

+ed
We added to the infinitive of all other regular verbs. These include:
• single-syllable verbs when the infinitive ends in a vowel + vowel +
consonant combination.

moaned

greeted

• single-syllable verbs when the infinitive ends in a vowel + consonant+
consonant combination.

calmed

warned

• multi-syllable verbs when the final syllable of the infinitive ends in a
consonant and is not stressed.

offered

opened

Typical difficultiesfor learners
Comprehension
Recognising and understanding verbs is an important part of comprehension,
but problems with their grammar don't generally prevent learners from
understanding what they read or hear.
Speaking and writing
Although problems with the grammar of verbs may not cause significant
problems of comprehension, they lead to mistakes in speaking and writing. Some
examples of these mistakes are given below; they are dealt with in more detail as
appropriate in the 'Typical difficulties for learners' sections of Chapters 10-19.
State verbs

Learners may use state verbs in tenses where they are not normally used.

*I'mknowing this song.
*Thisfish is tastingfunny.
Negative forms

Learners may use a full infinitive form of the main verb after don't/doesn't/

didn't.
*Theydidn't to hear any news.
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Questions

Learners may leave out auxiliary verbs which are normal in questions, and/or
they may forget to change the order of the subject and the auxiliary verb.
*Youget up early?
*Why you are leaving?
Question and negative forms of be

Learners sometimes need to spend a lot of time noticing and practising these
(very irregular) forms before they are confident in using them correctly. They
may over-generalise the use of do/does/did.
*Didyou be here?
*Ididn't be ...
Singular and plural verb forms

Learners may choose the wrong form of the verb.
*You wasn't there.

*My mother speak English too.

Auxiliary verbs

Learners may leave out auxiliary verbs.
*I writing to apologise.
Question tags

Learners often simplify the form of question tags.
*Youspeak Chinese, is it?
*She arrived yesterday, no?
Irregular forms

Where an irregular verb has a past participle form which is different from
the past tense form, learners may mix them up and use one in place of
the other.
*She has went to Germany.
*I woken up early this morning.

They may also make an irregular form regular.
*She slided down.
Verb types

Learners may use object verbs as if they were no-object verbs.
*She saw the film but didn't like.
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They may also do the opposite. Talkis normally a no-object verb, but in the following
the learner has used it as a two-object verb (e.g. I told my brotherthe news).

*Italked my brother the problems.
They may also use no-object verbs as if they were object verbs.

*Advertisingcan riseyour sales.
Auxiliary and main verbs
Learners may instinctively avoid combining the same word in a sentence where
it acts both as an auxiliary and as a main verb.

*Whatdoes he?
*Hadyou lunch?
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Consolidation exercises
Language in context
Read the following text and then answer the questions.
I don't watch much telly - mostly Neighbours and Newsnight, neither being at meal
times, and Men Behaving Badly which I laugh at too much to be eating. I don't
cook for myself and, because I absolutely hate supermarkets, don't shop. But I have
been known to fill a plate with toast and marmite, tomatoes and bits of fruit and
cheese, and sit down in front of the television.

a Which words in the text are verbs?
b Which verbs are main verbs?
c Which of these verbs describes a state rather than an event?
d Which auxiliary verbs are components of a tense or passive form?
e Which auxiliary verbs are introduced to make a question or negative statement?

f

Which verbs are infinitives?

g Are the following verbs used as object verbs or no-object verbs in this context: watch,
cook, hate, shop?

Pronunciation
Study the following regular past simple forms.
faded

fitted

hated

looked

printed

puffed

purred

smoothed

tapped

washed

a Sort them into two groups - those which are one-syllable words and those which are
two-syllable words.
b What do the infinitives of the two-syllable words have in common?
c Which one-syllable words end in /t/ and which ones end in /di?
d What determines whether the words end in /t/ or /di?

Spelling
The following are spelling mistakes made by learners of English. In each case speculate
about the cause of the mistake:
cryed

offerred

pee/led

staied

refered

Similarity in form
Study the following lists of irregular verbs. Match each verb in the top line with one verb in
the bottom line. The two items in each pair should be similar in terms of how the infinitive
changes to make the past tense and participle forms. For example, become and run form a
pair because their past tense forms involve a simple change of vowel and the past participle
is the same as the infinitive.
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become

begin

bend

broadcast

drive

teach

sleep

burn

catch

cut

drink

freeze

mean

run

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
a The following are verbs: do(n't), watch, being, behaving,laugh, (to) be, eating,do(n't],
cook, hate, do(n'V, shop, have,been, known, (to) fill, sit (down).
b The following are main verbs: watch,being, behaving,laugh, eating, cook, hate,shop,
known, (to) fill, sit (down).

c The following describe a state: being, hate, known.
d The tense/passiveform componentsare: (to] be, don't, have,been.

e don't is used three times to make a statement negative.
f to be and to fill are the only full infinitives.
watch,cook and shop are also infinitives - they are bare infinitives occurringafter the
auxiliarydon't. Sit (down) is also an infinitive. We understandthe implied repetitionof
I havebeen known to (siV.

g object verbs: watch(much telly), hate (supermarkets)
no-object verbs: cook, shop
In anothercontext.watchcould be a no-object verb (I'm watching)and cook couldbe
an object verb (I'm cookinglunch). The meaningof shop changeswhen it is usedas
an object verb (a colloquialversionof betray: He'd shop his mother for £20).

Pronunciation
a One-syllablewords: looked,puffed, purred, smoothed,tapped,washed

Two-syllablewords: faded,fitted, hated,printed
b All the two-syllablepast forms are verbs which haveone-syllableinfinitive forms
ending in /t/ or /di.

c Wordswhich end in It/: looked,tapped,puffed. washed
Wordswhich end in /d/: purred,smoothed

d The infinitiveformsof the pasttenseverbswhich end in /t/ all end in a voiceless
consonant(otherthan It/) and thosewhich end in /di all end in a voicedsound
(otherthan /di).

Spelling
Most of these mistakesare the resultof learnersover-generalisingrules.
cryed

The learnerhasaddededto the infinitivewithout changingthe yto i.

offerred

Thelearnerhasdoubleda final consonanton an unstressedsyllable.

pee/led

The learnerhasdoubleda final consonantwhichfollowstwo vowels.

staied

Thelearnerhaschangedyto i beforeed.when this letter followsa vowel.

refered

Thelearnerhasn'tdoubledthe final consonanton a stressedsyllable.
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Similarity in form
The following matches together verbs which change in similar ways in the formation of past
and past participle forms.
become

run

begin

drink: vowel changes from hi to /re/ in past and IA/ in past participle forms.

bend

burn: past and past participle forms end in /t/.

broadcast

cut: past and past participle forms are the same as the infinitive.

drive

freeze: vowel changes to /~/
end in /,m/.

sleep

mean: vowel changes to /e/ and the words end with /t/ in both the past
and past participle forms.

teach

catch: past and past participle forms of both words ends in h:t/.

in the past form and the past participle forms
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You'rewelcome
maketrouble rancidbutter
interested
in wantto
memorystick

9 Combining
words
Key considerations

In recent decades many linguists have questioned the traditional distinction
between 'grammar' and 'lexis'. They argue that this distinction led to a view
that language consisted of a set of grammatical 'structures' which needed to be
learned, and into which - of secondary importance - words should be fitted.
Modern linguists tend to focus on the primary importance of words themselves,
arguing that grammatical aspects of the words we use and the meanings they
express determine what words and combinations of words can follow them.
In recent decades, too, study of the mental processes involved in storing and
retrieving language has focused more on the significance of groups of words
that are commonly used together, often referred to as 'chunks'. It is often argued
that language is also largely learned in 'chunks', and that in consequence,
words should rarely (or never) be taught in isolation.
In looking at how words combine, various problems of terminology arise.
Borrowing the term 'lexico-grammar' from linguistics, teachers who prioritise
vocabulary in their teaching, focusing on chunks and on how choice of words
influences subsequent possibilities and restrictions in the sentence, often use
this term to describe their approach. In this book we avoid the term 'lexicogrammar' because it is sometimes associated either with a particular teaching
approach or with a particular theory oflanguage. Teachers who do use this
term will, nonetheless, find that this chapter addresses the same issues.
Moreover, in exploring how words combine, there is some disparity in how
linguists themselves classify and label the distinctions they make. In this
book we try to use the terms that teachers most generally use. However, it
is important to remember that other terms and other systems of classifying
distinctions are possible.
Related chapters throughout this book look in detail at how words combine.
This chapter presents a more general overview of the issues, beginning with the
most restricted rules for combining words and then considering progressively
freer combinations.

Fixedexpressions
Functionalexpressions
When we meet someone for the first time in formal contexts, we often say
How do yoi,do?The fact that we can analyse this expression grammatically
124
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(question in the present simple tense, etc.) is almost irrelevant to learning it.
It is like a four-syllable world whose use is restricted to this very specific social
function. If we make any change to the expression, we either completely change
its meaning (What do you do? How did you?) or it makes no sense (How does
she do?).
Other conversational functional expressions include Pleased to meet you, 1hank
you, You're welcome, Excuse me and in writing, Yours sincerely, Yoursfaithfully.

Idiomatic expressions
Idiomatic expressions are expressions whose individual words, if we look them
up in a dictionary, won't reveal the meaning of the expression itself. Often there
is an underlying or historical logic to their meaning, although this rarely helps
learners to decipher the meaning in actual use. Like all fixed expressions, these
need to be learned as individual 'chunks' oflanguage; they usually obey the
rules of grammar, but this is of little relevance to the learning process.
She is a chip off the old block.
Keep your (big) nose out of it.

Usually we don't make changes within these expressions: we don't say
someone is a *chip off the new block or that someone should keep their *long
nose out of it.

Collocation
'Collocation' describes the habitual partnering of words. Some writers use
the term to describe the grammatical patterns which follow (or precede)
words, which in this chapter we refer to as 'patterns'. The term is also used
to refer to any words that frequently occur together (shoe and polish, mum
and dad), and we generally incorporate this aspect of collocation into our
teaching through exploring the language of related topics or activities.
In its narrow sense, however, 'collocation' is a term used to describe twoword combinations where there is a restricted choice of which words may
precede or follow which. These belong to distinct grammatical patterns:
adjective-noun, noun-verb, verb-noun, adverb-adjective. This is what we
look at here.
Adjective-noun

We have a range of ways to describe food which has become too old to eat:
dairy products are described as rancid, bread or cake is stale and vegetables are
rotten. We could (but we don't) describe cabbage as rancid and cheese as stale.
Most words have particular words with which they are associated, and there
are often no logical rules to explain this; it is simply a matter of custom.
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We talk about high and low volume and a rumble (e.g. of thunder) can be low.
However, we don't talk about high or low noises (though a noise may be
high-pitched);these are loud or soft - or for example shrill.A noise is rarely
dull, but a thump may be. None of these words can normally be qualified by
big or small (although a big noise exists as an idiomatic expression with a
quite different meaning). A scream or shriek can be ear-shatteringor even earpiercing,but not ear-bursting.

····:=·
multiword
verbal
expressions.
pp 144-6

Other types of collocation
Noun-verb:
birds chatter, cats purr
Verb-noun:

make trouble,fix a drink, dress a wound

Adverb-adjective:

heavily built, brightly coloured

Multiword expressions

....
:·.
,'
multiwordverbs
pp 140-44
multiword
adjectivesp 52
adverbs of
time and place
p 67
adverbials
pp 301-2
prepositions

p 94
combining
nouns pp 14-15

Multiword verbs (e.g. make up, look down on) and the closely related multiword
verbal expressions (e.g. put someone on hold, have a rest, take the time to rightly
receive considerable attention in course materials. Less attention is often paid
to other multiword forms.
Adjectives:

fed up, tired out, worn down

Adverbs:

last night, over there,at last

Prepositions:

out ot down on

Nouns:

walking stick, DVD player,dream catcher

These multiword forms, sometimes called 'polywords', are very common in
English and often follow recognisable patterns. For example, the adjectives
often consist of a past participle adjective form (e.g. worn) and a particle
(e.g. down) and have an obvious relationship with a corresponding verb form
(weardown). Noun combinations often consist of a noun in first position
(modifier) which is derived from an -ing form of a verb (e.g. walking stick, dining
room) and/or a noun in second position which is derived from a verb through
the addition of er (e.g. DVD player, ice-creammaker).

Frames
'Frames' are fixed expressions to which words or phrases can be added.

Sentence stems
When we offer something we usually ask Wouldyou like a/some ...?The fact that
this expression, grammatically, is part of a conditional question is irrelevant
and, to learners at a low level, may even be confusing. In our minds it is a chunk
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of language which signals and introduces an offer. We add on to the end of it
the name of the thing we are offering and many learners are satisfied knowing
only this.
A lot of commonly asked questions are similar: Have you ever ... ? Would you
mind ... ? Why don't we ... ? These usually have a typical social fuJ?Ctionsuch as
finding out about someone, asking someone to do something, suggesting an
action, etc. Moreover, what follows is usually predictable, both grammatically
and, to some extent, in terms of vocabulary and meaning. For example, Have
you ever must be followed by a past participle, and in the vast majority of cases
this will be from a fairly limited range (been to ... ?,seen ... ?, wondered ... ?).
The category of sentence stems includes far more than conversational
question forms. In academic written discourse, for example, we use a range of
expressions to structure sentences and longer stretches of text. For example,
we can establish the topic of a sentence or paragraph, linking it to previous ones
with the expression What is+ adjective (e.g. surprising, remarkable, disturbing)
is ... Grammatical analysis of this expression (pseudo-cleft sentence) is
not necessarily helpful. Some of these sentence stems set up important ·
expectations. For example, two-part conjunctions such as Not only is/does etc.
signal that additional and more important information is to folio~, ~nd prime
the reader to expect a but to introduce this.

Other frames
Frames need not come at the beginning of a sentence; as the name suggests, the
fixed pattern may include a gap into which words, phrases or longer stretches
oflanguage are inserted. Examples include under ... conditions (e.g. operating
under unacceptable/extraordinary/impossible conditions) and in a ... context
(e.g. in a traditional/formal/multicultural context).
These examples of frames might act as sentence stems but they might also come
at the end of sentences to qualify what has come before.
Some expressions which seem idiomatic and are often taught as the equivalent
to a single word, can also be seen and taught as frames. The discourse marker
As a matter of fact can be taught' together with phrases beginning As a matter
of ... (e.g. taste, opinion, course).

Patterns
After any word we have a limited number of choices as to how the sentence may
then proceed. We refer to these possible means of continuing the sentence as
'patterns'. For example, I want can be followed by a noun phrase or by an infinitive.

·.
····::
pseudo-cleft
sentences
p 321
two-part
conjunctions

p 390
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I want a drink .
I want

togo.

p 295
infinitives

p 170
relative clauses
pp 406-12

We can extend these examples almost indefinitely by adding on further
elements. However, again, the exact choice we make is a choice from a
restricted range of possibilities. I want a drink can be followed by an infinitive
(to cool me down). Less likely, but possibly, it may be followed by a relative
clause beginning that or which (e.g. which is icy cold) or by an expression
beginning of (e.g. of something sweet). I want to go can be followed by an
explanation of where. In most cases this will be introduced by the preposition
to (e.g. to the exhibition). If we want to emphasise the action of entering, we can
use into (e.g. into this shop).
I want a drink to cool me down/which is icy cold/of something sweet.
I want to go to the exhibition/into

this shop.

Choices that a learner may be inclined to make and which seem logical may be
wrong. Want cannot be followed by a clause beginning that although it would
be perfectly logical to do this.
*I want that she comes here.

types of
noun clause

PP 398-9

dependent
prepositions
p 97

Although we say I want to go into something we can't simply say*/ want to go
into. We can, however, say I want to go in. And while we have to say go to an
exhibition, the words somewhere and home impose their own rules and we do
not say *goto somewhere or *goto home Although entirely logical, we do not
follow go with at (*goat the bus stop).
Verbs are not the only words which impose rules or restrictions on what can
follow. Adjectives and nouns function in a similar way. I'm interested is usually
followed by in, and because in is a preposition, if we want to follow this with
a verb, the verb will end in -ing (I'm interested in learning ...). Fascinated, an
adjective closely related in meaning to interested, cannot, however, be followed
by in. For a specific effect or emphasis we can consciously or unconsciously
make an adjustment to a normal pattern, for example using by or an infinitive
after interested. The noun independence is followed by a phrase beginningfrom
even though its equivalent adjective independent is followed by of, and the
opposite of this adjective, dependent, is followed by on.
If we look at some of the earlier examples of sentence stems, we can see
how these may impose and be followed by predictable patterns. Have you
ever wondered ... is usually followed by a clause beginning with a question
word or if or whether. If it is followed by whether there is a high probability
that the sentence will be extended by an alternative introduced by the
word or.

Combining words

Have you ever wondered why you never see baby pigeons?
Have you ever wondered whether that might work or not?
The sentence stem What is+ adjective is ... will probably be followed by a clause
beginning with that.
What is disturbing about the findings is the implication that •..
Although this may seem random for learners, most choices are neither random
nor unique. Despite exceptions (why should we use about after talk but not after
discuss?),words generally share pattern characteristics with similar words.
Using an infinitive after want, for example, establishes a relationship between
want and a class of verbs 'of desire' which, if followed by a verb, can only be
followed by an infinitive: hope, expect, long. Similarly, we can come to/reach/
arrive at an agreement/a decision/a conclusion. All these verbs are used in the
literal sense of moving towards a goal while the nouns figuratively are goals.
In the classroom, one strategy we use to help learners is to group words together
with those which have these similar characteristics. Ignoring exceptions
for the moment, we may choose to teach talk about together with explain/
communicate/enquire about ... We might add an article/film/programme
about ... On another occasion we might teach discuss something together with
explore/investigate/learn something.
The materials we use frequently group words together in this way. If they don't,
we can look for opportunities to do this ourselves.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Knowing how words fit together and form patterns is a significant aid to
general comprehension since this knowledge reduces how much 'new' language/
information needs to be processed. A significant part of our teaching may involve
raising our learners' awareness (through studying texts) of the different ways
in which words combine. If we know the learners' first language( s), it may be
helpful to do this initially or in part through looking at that (those) language(s).
More specifically, many fixed expressions are idiomatic. If learners do not
already know them, it may be impossible to work out the meaning from context.

Speaking and writing
Language 'chunks' and fluency

Research suggests that we store a lot of language and plan speech and writing
not word-by-word but in 'chunks'. We need to try to adapt our teaching and
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to encourage learners to think in this way. To some extent this is achieved by
building confidence and giving them opportunities to speak (and write) freely.
Some learners, especially at low levels, are nervous about making mistakes
and try to organise their speech one word at a time. This often leads to more
mistakes, and can make it difficult for them to make themselves understood.
Idiomatic expressions
Learners often underestimate the difficulty of constructing idiomatic
expressions accurately, of using them with the appropriate nuances of meaning
and in the appropriate social contexts.

*Thankyou, I'm fed up. (response at dinner table to 'Would you like
some more?')

*Iam in the dump. (down in the dumps?)
*Accordingto my opinion ... (in my opinion ...)
*Canwe do a pause?(can we have a break?)
*Outof the blue sky I had a good idea. (out of the blue I had ...)
Collocation
On the whole collocation mistakes don't lead to serious misunderstanding.
Nonetheless, learners often like mistakes to be pointed out as they are often
unaware of them.

*Iam good in sports.
*Theyhad strong argument.
*Iwas heavenly happy.
*Shebroke ourfriendship.
Noun-noun combinations
Learners are often resistant to using nouns to modify other nouns
(e.g. businessmeeting):
• they may use a structure with of: *ameeting of business.
• they may use a possessive 's:*akitchen's knife.
Academic discourse
Learning the appropriate use of a range of sentence stems and frames is a
significant component in learning to write extended formal texts. Learners will
often over-depend on what they know and feel comfortable using. They may,
for example, repeatedly use however,even where a longer phrase such as It can

Combiningwords

also, however, be argued ... is needed to carry the weight of a major turn in the
argument.

They may also choose appropriate forms but make mistakes in constructing them.
*According to my opinion, ...
*Asa conclusion, ...
*At last but not at least, ...
Patterns
A considerable proportion of learner errors are due to choosing the wrong
pattern to follow a word or expression.

*I want that she succeeds.
*She explained me what to do.
*I am worried to make a mistake.
*She blames me that I am too busy.
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Consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
What answerswould you expect to the following questions?

I

(i) How do you do?
(ii) What do you do?
(iii) How did you do?

Learners' English
Study the following examples.In each case the grammar of the overallsentenceis correct
but the learner has madea mistake in combining words.
(i) I did a mistake.
(ii) We took a lunch on the way here.

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

They had a pregnant moment before their conversationresumed.
A heavilygrilled steak.
As a conclusion,I hope you will agree to make the necessaryarrangements.
The surplus of the trade.
I hope you passa good birthday.
You blame me that I am too busy.
They have manydifficulties to find things in the store.

a Identify the mistake in each case.
b Explainwhy the learner might havemadethe mistake.

Language in context
1 Study the words and phrasesin the two columns below.

A

B

walking

meal

bank

cold

memory

payment

witness

stand

ice

dictionary

much-needed

jogger

catch a

stick

make a

holiday

have a

statement

Which words in column A can you match with each of those in column B?
2 In column A opposite is part of a sentencetaken from this chapter.The sentencein
column B is from a transcription of spoken English.Someoneis complainingabout how
her holidaywas ruined by the noise of jet-skis.
Readeach sentenceusing a piece of paper as a mask in order to uncoverone word at a
time. Eachtime try to guessthe next word before you revealit.

Combining words

For each word:
a Estimate how easy or difficult it is to guess on a scale of 0-5. O= no clues at all/
completely open range of possibilities. 5 = only one word is possible (naturally in this
case you guessed it correctly!).
b Explain what enables you to guess the next word.

c In each case. how possible is it to guess how the sentence may develop beyond the
word which immediately follows?

A

B

The

No

exact

one

choice

can

we

relax

make

here

is

no

a

one

choice

at

from

all

a

when

restricted

these

range

jet-skis

of

resonate

possibilities.

throughout
the
day.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
(i)

This could give rise to only a very limited range of responses, probably How do you
do? or Pleased to meet you. Further conversation would often take place, or both
people might then take part in a meeting or other joint activity.

(ii) This normally requires a statement about work. I'm a teacher would be an adequate
response if the questioner knew nothing at all.
(iii)

This normally refers to some event that the questioner knew would take place. The
question would normally solicit an evaluative response, e.g. Quite well, I think.
We also often thank the questioner for enquiring.

Learners' English
a (i) made a mistake (ii) had lunch (iii) There was a pregnant pause (iv) well-cooked
(v) In conclusion (vi) The trade surplus (vii) have a good birthday (viii) blame me for
being too busy (ix) It is very difficult for them to find.
b (i). (ii), (iv). (vii) and (viii) are mistakes of collocation. (iii) involves collocation but can
also be seen as faulty grasp of an idiomatic expression. (v) is an unidiomatic sentence
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stem/idiomatic expression.(vi) is a long-winded and unidiomaticalternativeto a
noun-noun combinationand (ix) is an unidiomatic expression.
(i) The more 'empty' (i.e. removedfrom context) the verb in any expression,the more

difficult it is to rememberwhich verb should be used.make and do are veryfrequently
confused.
(ii) This may seem logical to the learner,who may not know that we say havebreakfast!
lunch/dinner.etc. It may be a literal translation from the learner'sfirst language.
(iii) The word pregnantsuggeststhat the learner has come acrossthe expressionthereis!
was,etc. a pregnantpausebut has misrememberedit.
(iv) The learner probablydoesn't know the terms to describe how meat is cooked.S/he
mayalso be influenced by the correct use of lightly to describedegreesof cooking.
It is logical (but inaccurate)to assumethat its opposite is heavily.
(v) In conclusion/asa matter of fact: the important words are conclusionand matterof
fact: It can be difficult for learnersto rememberwhich 'empty' words comebeforethe
keywords.
(vi) The learner seemsto lack confidencein constructing noun-noun combinations,even
though trade surpluscan be seen as a fixed expression.
(vii) The learner may be influencedby collocation in her own language.Sincespend
normallycollocateswith time and general expressionsof time (e.g. we spent
agesthere),and since spendcollocateswith activities (e.g. we spentmy birthday
celebrating),learnersalso sometimesproduce unidiomatic combinationssuch as
*spenda good birthday.
(viii) The learnerappearsnot to know that blame is followed by the pattern for+ -ing.
(ix) Difficultywould normallybe uncountablein this context and would be followedby
in+ -ing (e.g. theyhavea lot of difficulty in finding ...). However,it is more idiomaticto
begin with it followed by an adjectiveand an infinitive (e.g.it is verydifficult/hardfor
them to ... ).

Language in context
1 The following are acceptablematches:

A

B

havea/make al(?) much-needed

meal

ice/catch a

cold

bank/makea

payment

walking

dictionary

witness/makeal(?) much-needed

stand

memory

jogger

walking/memory

stick

walking/bank/much-needed/have
a

holiday

bank/witness/makea

statement

Combining words

2 For each word:

a Answers will vary from person to person. The following is how one teacher completed
the exercise:
The (1) exact (2) choice (2) we (5) make (1) is (2) a (2) choice (4) from (3) a (2)
restricted (3) range (5) of (4) possibilities (O).
No (1) one (1) can (1) relax (2) here (O) no (2) one (3) at (4) all (O) when (O) these
(3) jet-skis (2) resonate (1) throughout (4) the (4) day (O).

b Almost every word imposes constraints on the grammar of the word that follows. The
topic and the preceding discourse also help us to guess so that, in general, we are
thus able to guess with greater accuracy once we have read several sentences. The
two scores of 5 here are due to collocation: we make choices and a ... range forms
part of the expression a range of. The unpredictability of speech makes the task of
predicting generally more difficult in the second text.
c On the whole, in these brief sentences, it is difficult to predict beyond a word or two.
In the first text, however, the second word choice signals that this will be specified
or defined. Although it is difficult to predict much about the word which will follow
here in the second text (this is a natural 'break'), we can predict that some sort of
explanation will be offered.
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Introduction
to PartB
English language courses generally pay a great deal of attention to different
forms of verbs and people often argue that this attention is excessive. However, as
teachers we still need to know and understand the full range of forms and uses.
In Chapters 10-19 we look at verbs under a variety of guises:

Multiword verbs

pick up, look after, work through,put up with 10

Multiword verbal expressions makea noise, take a holiday,havea meal

10

Modal verbs

can,may,must, haveto

11

Infinitive forms

(to) be, (to) go, (to) speak

12

-ingforms

being,going,speaking

12

The present

I eat, I am eating

13

The future

I'll eat, I'm going to eat, I'll haveeaten

14

The past

I ate, I waseating,I used to eat

15, 17

The presentperfect

I haveeaten,I havebeen eating

16

Reportedspeech

He saidhe had eaten,He urged me to eat

18

Conditionalsentences

If he comes,I'llleave;I would leaveif he
were to come

19

Tense and aspect
This book follows most modern coursebooks in using the term 'tense' to refer to
the large variety of forms we use to convey information about time through our
choice of verbs.

lam eating.

Presentcontinuous

I am going to eat.

Goingto future

I'll havebeeneating. Futureperfect continuous
I had been eating.

Pastperfect continuous

The term 'tense', however is sometimes used to refer only to the present simple
(e.g. I eat) and past simple (e.g. I ate) as these are the only two cases in which the
form of the main verb changes (in other cases we add further verbs to the main
verb). Many languages have no system of tenses; time is indicated through the
138
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use of words or phrases like tomorrow or last year, or is simply understood from
the context.
Languages which have no tense system may (like Chinese), however, have
a system of 'aspect'. Aspect, typically, expresses whether actions or events
are finished or unfinished, temporary or protracted. English has two
aspects: perfect (also known as 'perfective') and continuous (also known as
'progressive'). The perfect aspect creates a link between two time periods;
it usually suggests looking back at something from a later point in time. The
continuous aspect usually suggests that an activity is still taking place, viewed
from a particular point in time, and the verbs used are most commonly those
which describe some kind of activity.
Perfect aspect: events viewed retrospectively:
have/had/will have etc. + past participle, e.g. I have seen him.
Continuous aspect: events viewed as being in progress:
be/will be etc. + -ing form, e.g. I am eating.
While it may help learners to understand these general principles, in reality the
meanings of these aspects vary in use and, from a practical point of view, it is
more useful to teach distinct forms one by one, pointing out similarities with
other 'tenses' as appropriate.
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about callon
givea hand takeover
makeprogress

Key considerations
Learners often identify multiword verbs as one of the most important and
difficult features of English.
1hey often fail to understand the meaning of multiword verbs and multiword
verbal expressions. 1hey often avoid using multiword verbs and multiword
verbal expressions. For some learners this may be a thoroughly reasonable
'coping strategy' that we should respect; other learners may welcome help and
encouragement to use what they have learned.
Some learners find it helpful to analyse the form of multi word verbs and
multiword verbal expressions, and to classify them under 'types'. Others
prefer to learn them as individual items of vocabulary.

Multiword verbs
What are multiword verbs?
Multiword verbs are made up of a verb (e.g. come, get, give, look, take) and
one or more particles. 'Particles' are words that we use as adverbs and/or
prepositions in other contexts (e.g. away, back, off, on, out).
come to:

I didn't come to until several hours after the operation.

put up with: I couldn't put up with the noise any longer.

One verb may combine with many different particles to give multiword verbs
with different meanings (e.g. break away, break in, break down). Other verbs
combine only with one or two related particles and have a very restricted range
of meanings (e.g. log on/off, nip in/out/off). One multiword verb may have more
than one meaning.
The man broke down under police interrogation. (i.e. disintegrated)
I broke the chapter down into smaller units. (i.e. divided into)

1he meaning of a multiword verb is not the same as the independent meaning
of the verb and particle(s), e.g. come to (regain consciousness) is not about
coming(movement) or to (direction).

literalness
pp 143-1,

140
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In terms of what they do and where they come in sentences, multiword verbs
are no different from other main verbs with one exception, which we look at
under Type 3 verbs.

Some examples of multiword verbs in context
The text which follows is a transcription of someone telling a story about an
unsuccessful attempt to hitchhike from London to Scotland. Some of the
expressions he uses are colloquial English. The multiword verbs are printed in
italics.
'We set out really early, before it was light, and we got picked up real easy
and taken to the main road. Well, that was that. No one came along for
hours. And then, in the end, this bloke rolled up in a big car. He looked
at us, slowed down, stopped, we got in, and off we went. Only he doubled
back and took us in the opposite direction to where we wanted to go - we
were heading towards London. Well anyway, this joker hated hitchhikers
and just took them off their routes for a laugh. Eventually he dropped us off
somewhere in North London. After that, we packed it in. We had a bite to
eat and then my mate, he rang up his Dad and got his Dad to come down
and rescue us. Ever since then I've got this real thing against blokes in big
cars. I nearly bought one once but I couldn't go through with it in the end.'

Main types of multiword verb
Learners are often taught that there are four 'types' of multiword verb:
Type 1: No object (intransitive)

These verbs do not take a direct object.
We got up early.

The plane took off.

These Type 1 verbs appear in the text above: set out, come along, roll up, slow
down, get in, go off, double back, come down.
Type 2: Object (transitive)

inseparable
These verbs need a direct object and this can't go between the verb and the particle.

She never asks me to look after her children.
her children after.)

(NOT

*... never asks me to look

This fype 2 verb appears in the text above: head towards.

Type 3: Object (transitive) separable
These verbs need a direct object and this can go between the verb and the particle.
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Can you put my parents up if they come?
Don't bring theseproblems up at the meeting.
We can also put the object after the particle (e.g. put up my parents, bring up
these problems).However, if the object is a pronoun we have to put it between
the verb and the particle (e.g. put them up, bring them up, NOT *put up them,

bring up them).
These Type 3 verbs appear in the text above: pick up (in a passive construction),

drop off, pack in, ring up.
Type 4: Object (transitive) with two particles

In these verbs the particles are inseparable.

You should look up to teachers.(NOT *... look up teachersto.)
This Type 4 verb appears in the text above: go through with.
Teachers as well as learners generally find this degree of analysis sufficient for all
practical purposes. However, sometimes multiword verbs are also known as and
divided into 'phrasal' and 'prepositional' verbs, and the particles are described as
'adverbs' or as 'prepositions'. In this case Types 1 and 3 multiword verbs are known
as 'phrasal verbs' and their particles are classified as adverbs. Type 2 multiword
verbs are known as 'prepositional verbs' and their particles are classified as
prepositions. Type 4 multiword verbs are known as 'phrasal-prepositional' verbs.
The first particle is classified as an adverb and the second as a preposition.

Other types of multiword verbs
Not all multiword verbs fit neatly into one of these four categories.
Some verbs and particles have to be separated by an object, even if this is not a
pronoun.

He knocked his children about.

(NOT

*Heknocked about his children.)

The object of some multiword verbs can only normally be it. We generally don't
use other nouns, expressions or pronouns.

We both sulkedfor agesbut in the end we had it out and now we'vemade it up.
Clauses which end in a particle
Some people don't like to 'end sentences with prepositions' (or/and multiword
verb particles) and they try to avoid doing so, particularly in written English.
In fact most people do end clauses with particles in written as well as in
spoken English. This is practically unavoidable in the case of Type 1 and Type 3
verbs.

Multiword verbs and verbal expressions

Type 1:
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The noise died down.

Type 3: Her grandmother brought her up.
It is also particularly common in these cases:
Passive constructions:

A solution to the problem still hasn't been
worked out.

Relative clauses:

That's the solution he's come up with.

Infinitive clauses:

There's a lot left to eat up.

Other verbs followed by an adverb or preposition
In multiword verbs the verb and particle(s) function as inseparable parts of a
single unit of meaning. In the case of He made up a story, for example, it would
be nonsense to ask and answer questions about the individual components of
the multiword verb.
What did he do?

He made

In which direction?

up

Up what?

a story.

In a straightforward combination of verb+ preposition or adverb (e.g. He ran up
the stairs) we can ask and answer these questions:
What did he do?

He ran

In which direction?

up

Up what?

the stairs.

The same combination of two words may sometimes be a multiword verb
and sometimes not.
He looked up the meaning in the dictionary: look up is a multiword verb.
He looked up and saw her smiling at him: up is an adverb saying in which
direction he looked.
He looked up the chimney: up is a preposition saying where he looked.

Literalness
By definition, the meaning of multiword verbs is not completely literal.
However, some are more literal than others, e.g. eat up, move away, switch off.
In these cases, learners can sometimes work out their meaning by looking
carefully at the meaning of the verb (e.g. the car really eats up petrol) or of
the particle (up, for example, can often suggest completeness, as in catch up,
clear up).

,11Jvr!rl1:;
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At the other end of the spectrum are multi word verbs whose meaning is
apparently completely opaque.
The plane took off.

She gave up smoking.

Learners can sometimes work out the meaning of these items from the context
they're used in, but they are also sometimes misled by their knowledge of what
the verbs or particles mean on their own or in other contexts.

Multiword verbal expressions
What are multiword verbal expressions?
Multiword verbal expressions are composed of a verb and at least one other
word. This is usually a noun (e.g. have dinner) and may also involve the use of
an article (e.g. make a meal) or an adjective (e.g. do good). Some expressions
can/must be followed by an infinitive (e.g. get something to drink) or a phrase
beginning with a preposition (e.g. put the blame on someone).
The verbs in multiword expressions are characteristically 'empty' or
'delexicalised', i.e. they contribute little or no meaning to the expression.
The following verbs often occur in multiword verbal expressions: do, get, give,
have, make, put, set, take.
do the cleaning
give rise (to)
have a laugh
take a chance

Many of these expressions are generally thought of as idioms, and some of them
are more 'fixed' than others. For example, we can't always introduce adjectives
or adverbs into the expressions, or alter whether the noun is singular or plural.
Here, in italics, are some examples of multiword verbal expressions.

Dear Martin
We're havinga brillianttime (1) here in Malta - I can't tell you how glad I am
you persuaded us to make the effort(2) to get away. I really feel we are havinga

goodbreak(3) at last and I'm sure we'll both be better for it when we get back.
I hope Julio is givingyou a hand (4) with the garden. I tried to set him a
goodexample(5) of what to do!
With love
Tom
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(1) have a ... time-.this expressionrequires an adjectivewhich expressesa subjective
judgement such as good, wondeiful, amazing or bad, terrible,dreadful.
(2) make an/the effort: this expression is always singular (NOT *make effort or
*make two efforts) and is usually followed by an infinitive (to do something).
(3) have a break: this expression doesn't require an adjective but we can use
one which is subjective (a good break) or descriptive (a long break).
(4) give someone a hand: this expression requires an object (you, someone,
etc.), which always immediately follows the verb. We can't use an
adjective before a hand (NOT *he gave me a useful hand).

(5) set an example: this expression doesn't require an adjective but we can
use one, which is usually subjective (a bad example). We can choose
whether or not to use an object (you, someone, etc.) before example, and
can follow the expression with of ... (... example of what to do).

Literalness
In many multiword verbal expressions, it is the words following the verb that
carry the meaning of the expression (e.g. in I had a bath and I did the shopping
it is bath and shopping which contribute meaning rather than I had or I did).
In many cases, although the verbs are 'empty' or 'delexicalised', they do express
something of their original meaning. For example, the expressions with do
often have a sense of action and the expressions with give often have a sense of
contributing something.
In other words, many multiword verbal expressions are fairly literal, and in
context don't generally present learners with a problem.
The meaning of other expressions may on the other hand be more opaque.
Sometimes the meaning of what follows the verb is metaphorical (e.g.give
ground (to), make a splash) but sometimes there are no obvious associations
with the literal meaning of the word at all (e.g. have ago, make do (with)).

Formality
Learners sometimes believe that they should use a multiword verb or verbal
expression only in a 'colloquial' context. This is occasionally true, for example:
He pissed me off, We chilled out (piss off and many other expressions with off can
be offensive).
Some multiword verbs and verbal expressions have a one-word 'equivalent',
often with a Latin root (e.g. get off: alight, give in: concede, put an end to:finish).
Learners sometimes have the impression that the multiword form is colloquial
and the single-word form is 'neutral'. However, it is more often the case that the
multiword form is neutral, and the one-word equivalent is either exaggeratedly
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formal (dine: have dinner, extinguish: put out) or used in fixed expressions
(concede defeat, rise and shine).
Other multiword forms have no equivalent (e.g. boil down to, set a precedent)
and so we have to use them even in very formal written registers).
The recommendation thus, essentially, boils down to two points, neither of
which sets a precedent that we would wish to avoid.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Not recognising the multiword form
This problem is particularly severe when we can't work out the meaning of the
item from the individual words that make it up. Learners may assume that the
words each contribute meaning independently.
She looked up the road to find out where they lived. (The learner may
understand look up to refer to looking in a particular direction.)
She was the first person to recognise his talent and to give him a break. (The
learner may understand break to mean time off.)

Being misled by meanings they already know
Many multiword forms have two or more meanings, and learners may be
misled by recognising a form and assuming that it has the meaning that they
already know. For example, the learner who knows come round only to mean
'visit' may be misled in interpreting the meaning of After she had lain on the
ground for some minutes she came round.
Recognising the verb but not the particle
This is particularly a problem where the verb and particle of a multiword verb
may be separated by several words in a sentence.
Can you please drop the boxes of glass and china off?

Even if the learner knows drop off, her attention may be caught by drop and
glass and china, and she may miss the final off, which crucially affects the
meaning of the sentence.

Speaking and writing
Leaving out particles and prepositions
This is a very common mistake, perhaps because the particles in some
multiword verbs appear to have no intrinsic meaning:
*I want to polish my English.
*Youreally took care me.
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It is particularly

common for learners to leave out:

• the second particle of multiword verbs with two particles.
*I look forward your visit.
• prepositions that should follow verbal expressions.
*She took care me.
Choosing the wrong particle
When the particle does contribute to the meaning, learners may choose one
with a roughly similar meaning to the correct one.

*Let's put over the meeting till tomorrow. (put off)
*He made up he was ill. (made out)
Using an unnecessary particle
Learners sometimes create a multiword verb where a simple verb is needed.

*As a courtesy to other passengers, please wipe off the wash basin after use.
Word order
Some learners instinctively avoid separating the verb and particle in Type 3
multiword verbs, and they may avoid doing this even when the direct object
is a pronoun.

*We don't have room to put up you.
*It isn't completely true but I didn't make up it all.
Avoidance
Learners may prefer using single-word verbs to multiword verbs and verbal
expressions, even when the single word seems odd or archaic. This is not,
however, necessarily technically incorrect.

(*)/ prefer bathing to showering.
(*)Have you lunched yet?
Learners who speak a Latin-based language may be tempted to use words
that resemble words in their own language in place of multiword forms,
e.g. pacify instead of calm down, elevate instead of lift up, mount instead
of get on(to).
Sometimes learners simply don't know the form they need.
*You should make more order in your room. (tidy up? sort out?)
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Over-using multiword forms

Many of the more idiomatic multiword forms have very restricted connotations,
and adventurous language learners may miss these.

*Excuseme, waiter. CouldI please cough up now? (coughup normally
expresses unwillingness and is extremely colloquial)

*I'lllurk about here tillyou get back. (lurk about suggests some evil or
immoral intention)
Choosing the verb in multiword verbal expressions

There is some overlap in the general meanings of the verbs most often used in
multiword verbal expressions. Sometimes this means that we have an element
of choice, e.g. have a bath or take a bath, lay the table or set the table.More often
though, only one verb is possible.

*Hedid a mistake. (made a mistake)
*Itook a long sleep in the train on the way down. (had a sleep)
Choosing the article in multiword verbal expressions

In some expressions we choose between a and the according to context (I made
a mess, I made the mess in your room).However, in some expressions the use of
a and the (or of no article at all) is a fixed part of that expression. This may seem
arbitrary to the learner and may be difficult to remember.

*I'mgoing to have shower.(have a shower)
*Couldn'tyou please make the exception this time? (make an exception)
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Consolidation exercises
Learners' English
The following was written by an intermediate learner of English attending a language
·
'phrasal verbs and idioms' class. He used a dictionary.

I went out my wife for many years before we married because we had to save our money
to pay the wedding expense and to set our new home. So when we married we were
no longer young and we knew each other very well. I think that is the secret of we
get on happily together, even now, and that we seldom have argument, or if we have
arguments we make them up rapidly.
Now we have three strapping children and seven grandchildren and have set them
up all on life's highway. For many years we were very busy with our children but nowwe
compensate the lost time by enjoying the life together. We expect many more happy
years together. Don't you think this is a nice story? I didn't fabricate!

a Identify each instance where the student has used, tried to use or has neglected to
use a multiword verb or multiword verbal expression.

b In each case comment on the student's use and speculate about the reasons for any
non-standard use.

Looking at examples
Look at this list:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

She passed away.
She walked away.
She had a look at it.
She had a go at it.
She reached out to it.

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

She ran off.
She made off.
They ran off together (i.e. eloped).
She dropped in on him.
She put up with him.

a Which of these sentences contain multiword verbs or multiword verbal expressions?

b Comment on each sentence, explaining why you have (or haven't) classified it as
containing a multiword verb or multiword verbal expression.
c Which types do the multiword verbs belong to?

Language in context
This passage from a book about linguistics introduces three theories of how languages
began. Read the passage and then answer these questions:
a Is each italicised item a multiword verb, a multiword verbal expression or simply a
combination of words whose meaning is literal?

b If the item is a multiword verb, which type does it belong to?
c

Could the item be replaced by a one-word verb? How might this influence the
meaning or effect of that clause or sentence?
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Mostpeople... arequitepuzzledabouthow languagesmightcomeintobeing(1).When
theythink aboutlanguagebirth,their thoughtsare led inevitablyto (2) the fascinating
andunsolvedproblemof the ultimateoriginof language.As we notedin the lastchapter,
there seemsto be no evidenceeitherto supportor refutethe varioushypothesesput
forward(3) overthe past hundredyears.If we were to choose,there seemsto be no
reasonto preferthe 'ding-dong'theory - which claimedthat the earliestwords were
imitationsof naturalsoundssuchas bang!cuckoo,splash!moo - overthe 'pooh-pooh'
theorywhichsuggestedthat languagearosefrom criesand gaspsof emotion.Thereis
alsothe 'yo-he-ho'theorywhich proposedthat languagewas ultimatelybasedon (4)
communaleffort,with essentialinstructionssuchas Heave!Haul!beingthe first words
spoken,as well as numerousother speculativeideas.We sha!!not thereforediscuss
this topicanyfurther,but look at (5) a moreconcreteand interestingtype of language
birth,howa newlanguagecan comeinto existence(6) in this dayand age.

Answersto consolidationexercises
Learners'English
a, b

I wentout my wife:we can sayMy wife and I went out, but needto add with before
an object (I wentout with mywife).
we had to saveour money:this is correct, but the Type 1 multiword verb saveup
would be more idiomatic(saveup to pay ...).
set our new home:the Type3 multiwordverb set up would be appropriatehere,and
this is probablywhat the learnerwas trying to say.
weget on happilytogether.the learnerhas chosenthe appropriatemultiword
verb (get on), but this multiwordverb is normallyusedwith adverbssuch as well,
badly,wonderfully,appallingly.Wedon't normallyuse it with morespecific adverbs
like happily,perhapsbecausethe meaningof this adverbis alreadyimplied in the
multiwordverb itself.
we seldomhaveargument:argumentexistsas an uncountablenoun but in the
multiwordverbalexpressionwith haveit is alwayscountable.Weseldomhave
argumentswould be correct.The studentcould also havewritten we seldomargue.
we makethemup rapidly:the learnerhas chosenthe appropriatemultiword verb
but we normallyuse it as the object. Hewants to say we soon makeit up. We also
sometimesuse makeup as a Type1 multiwordverb (we make up rapidly).
haveset themup all: set themup is the appropriatemultiwordverb, but we don't
normallyfollowthis with an adverbial(on life's highway).If we want to use this
adverbialwe needto usesomeother verb such as launch.It we use the Type3
multiwordverb set up,the pronounall needsto come immediatelyafter the object
(them).separatingthe verb and particle (we haveset them all up).
we compensatethe lost time:compensateis possiblehere but needsto be followed
by the prepositionfor.TheType4 multiwordverb makeup for would be more
idiomatic.
we expectmanymorehappyyears:this is perfectly correct but the learner maywant
to saythat they look forwardto manymore happyyears.
I didn'tfabricate:fabricateis an objectverb and so needsa direct object (fabricatethis).
It wouldbe moreidiomaticto usea multiwordverb here,i.e.I haven'tmadethis up.
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Looking at examples
a-c

(i), (vii) & (viii) are Type 1 multiword verbs. None of their meanings is literally the
sum of the constituent verbs and particles. (iii) & (iv) are both multiword verbal
expressions. (iii) is clearly more literal in its meaning than (iv).
(ii) & (vi) are not multiword verbs. They are superficially similar to (i), (vii) & (viii).
However, in these sentences the verbs and accompanying adverbs are used
completely literally (Where did she walk?Away).
(x) put up with is a Type 4 multiword verb. It makes no sense to separate with from put up.
(v) & (ix) are Type 1 multiword verbs. Although they are superficially similar to put up
with (x), reach out and drop in belong to Type 1 not Type 4. They can exist on their own
(Although she knew she wouldn't be able to catch anything,she still reached out. If
you're in this area, why don't you drop in?). Here, the multiword verbs are followed by
adverbial expressions which provide more information, and these expressions begin
with a preposition (to, on). These prepositions create a link with what follows; they are
not part of the multiword verb.

Language in context
This text is a good example of the fact that we don't use multiword verbs and verbal
expressions only in informal contexts. The exercise confirms how classifying different forms
is not always cut and dried.
(1) & (6) We can classify this as a Type 2 multiword verb (come into).However,since with this
meaning come into is used with only a limited range of objects (come intobeing,existence,
force,sigh[J,we can also think of these as fixed, multiword verbal expressions.Alternative
ways of expressing this (how languagesarebom, the originof languages,
etc.) fail to convey
the same sense of involuntary creation and gradual evolution.
(2)

This is often classified as a multiword verb (lead to). However, it doesn't fit into any
of the four basic types. We generally (as here) use it in a passive form but in an
active form the verb and particle have to be separated by the object (lead+ object
+ to) whether or not this is a pronoun. It may make more sense to consider it as a
non-literal use of the verb lead.The word to introduces the place or goal, and is part
of an adverbial. It is difficult to think of any alternative word or expression which
would convey the same meaning.

(3)

This Type 3 multiword verb (put+ object+ forward) is used here in a 'reduced'
passive form (. .. hypotheses[which havebeen] put forward). We could also use
advanced or proposed as an alternative to put forward with little change to meaning
or tone, but these might also seem inappropriately formal.

(4)

Multiword verb. This expression is very frequently used in the passive form to describe
this particular kind of causality/dependence. This doesn't fit into any of the four basic
types as we have to use an object between the verb and the particle (base+ object
+ on). whether or not the object is a pronoun. Unlike lead ... to (2 above), base ... on
has no separate literal use, and so we are obliged to classify it as a multiword verb. It
is difficult to think of any alternative word or expression which would convey the same
meaning.

(5)

It could be argued that this is not a multiword form here, but simply the verb look
and the preposition which normally follows it (at). However, since its meaning in this
context is not entirely literal (referring to the process of considering rather than to
vision) we can also classify this as a Type 2 multiword verb. Considercould be used
here, but conveys less sense of conscious attention.

11 Modalverbs

can may need
should oughtto
haveto be ableto

Key considerations
Learners often consider modal verbs to be a particularly 'problematic' area of
English grammar. They have problems:
• in choosing when to use them.
• in choosing which ones to use.
• in constructing questions and negative statements involving modal verbs.
At lower levels, learners often prefer to concentrate on only one meaning
or function of a particular modal verb at one time. They sometimes find it
confusing that one modal verb may have several meanings or functions.
Not all grammars and textbooks agree about whether some forms (e.g. have to,
had better) are modal verbs or not. If we define modal verbs for our students, we
need to bear in mind that they may come across alternative definitions.

What are modal verbs?
Modal verbs belong to the larger category of auxiliary verbs, i.e. we don't use
them on their own; we have to use them in conjunction with another (main)
verb. They are thus sometimes also called 'modal auxiliaries'.

marnverbs

pp 107-10

What do they do?
We use modal verbs to make an assessment, judgement or interpretation of
what we are speaking or writing about, or to express our attitude to this.
She can swim. (ability)
You ought to be more polite. (obligation)
You must try to stand up and walk. (necessity)
It could rain tomorrow. (possibility)
Thefamily should be home soon. (logical deduction)
They will try to do things before they have learned how to. (disapproval)

Course materials usually also link modal verbs to particular communicative
functions.
Requesting:

Can you please give me a hand?
Would you like to open the window?
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Offering:
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May I help you?
Would you like another biscuit?

Asking for or granting
permission:

A: Please can I take tomorrow off?
B: I'm afraid you can't.

Advising:

You ought to/should/had better stay in bed.

Suggesting:

You could buy a smaller one.

Inviting:

Would you like to join us?

Modal verbs are used far more in spoken than in written English. This is
because it is more common to express these communicative functions in
face-to-face interaction.

What do they look like?
For teaching purposes, a number of verbs and expressions are grouped together
as modal verbs because they have a broadly similar meaning or function. In
fact, the form of these verbs varies, and it is helpful to consider modal verbs
under the following broad headings:
• 'pure' modal verbs.
I can swim.

They may come.

These all have the same formal characteristics.
• semi-modal verbs.
I ought to go now.

We have to arrive by 6.00.
Will you be able to help us tomorrow?

These forms are very closely related to 'pure' modal verbs in terms of meaning
but may not share all of their formal characteristics.
We look at pure modal verbs and semi-modal verbs on pp 154-156. In the rest
of this chapter we consider them together unless otherwise specified.

Where do they come in sentences?
Modal verbs come immediately before the main verb in affirmative and
negative statements (e.g. can do, shouldn't matter). In questions, modal verbs
come before the subject (e.g. May I go?).

·.
····:··
pronunciation
p 163
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Pure modal verbs
Formal characteristics of modal verbs
Can, could, may, might, must, shall, should, will, and would are 'pure' modal
verbs. They:
• are not inflected in the third person: He must go. NOT *Hemusts go.
• are followed by the 'bare infinitive': I must go.

NOT

*Imust to go.

• are negated by the addition of n't or not: I can't, I cannot. NOT *Idon't can.
time reference
pp 160-1

• are inverted with the subject to form a question: Should I do it?
• have no past form: NOT *Imusted go.
Need and dare
We can use both need and dare as modal verbs; we generally use need as a
modal verb when we are in a position of authority and able to give permission
or remove obligation. We tend to use it in negative statements.

She needn't bring thefiles as long as she can remember the main details.
We use dare as a modal verb, primarily only in fossilised expressions.

I dare say.

How dare you ... ?

However, we also use need and dare as main verbs (i.e. not modal).

She needed to explain the circumstances.
I didn't dare speak.

Semi-modal verbs
Ought
Ought is similar to the pure modal verbs, except that we use the full infinitive
(i.e. with to) after it rather than the bare infinitive.

You oughtn't to cook vegetablesso long.
We generally include to when we miss out repetition of the main verb.

I don't really want to go back but I ought to. NOT*

····~·
question tags
pp 115-16

.••

but I ought.

However, we leave out to in question tags.

We ought to pack up soon, oughtn't we? NOT *... oughtn't we to?
Some people avoid using ought in questions and negative statements, preferring
instead to use should. Some people even use should in question tags which
follow ought, although we would not teach this.

We ought to think about what we are doing tomorrow,shouldn't we?
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Other people use did to construct questions and question tags (and,
occasionally, also to construct negative forms). We would probably not,
however, teach this.
(*)Did we ought to be leaving soon?
(*)Weoughtn't to open it, did we?
Had better
Had better is similar to pure modal verbs except that it consists of two words,

and we form the negative in a different way.
We generally use had better to give advice.
Youa better check that the doors are all locked.

The negative form of had better is had better not (NOT *hadn't better).
You a better not go home till the Jog clears.

Many people avoid had better in question forms, preferring to use, for example,
should. However, ifwe do use had better in a question form, we place the subject
after had (or hadn't).
Hadn't you better wear something warmer?

Some people miss out the auxiliary had, particularly in speaking. Learners may
be penalised for doing this in examinations.
Have (got) to
Have (got) to is modal in meaning, but not in form.

We use have to to express necessity or obligation.
They'll have to take the whole course again.

We use the auxiliary do or did in questions and negative statements.
Do you have to do that?

They didn't have to check in.

In spoken English and in informal written English, many people use have got to
as an alternative to have to.
Haven't they got to scrub the wall down before painting it? (Don't they have to)

We use have got to mainly in the present tense, but it is possible to use it in the
past tense.
They thought theya got to sign the contract right there and then. (thought they
had to)
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In British English, the answer to Haveyou got to ...?is usually Yes,I have/No,
I haven't. Americans tend to answer Yes,I do/No, I don't.
Be able to

Be able to is modal in meaning, but not in form. We use be able to to express ability.
I'm sorry, he's not able to come to the phone just at the moment.
Have to and be able to

Tense and use after other modal verbs
Pure modal verbs have no tense forms, and we generally use them to refer only
to the present or the future.
We can use have to and be able to, on the other hand, in the full range of tense forms.

She'll have to learn to drive if she moves to the country.
I wish I'd been able to persuade them to stay here longer.
We can also use have to and be able to after other modal verbs.

We might have to help.
Theyought to be able to repair it.

Multiple meanings
One of the biggest sources of difficulty for learners is that most modal verbs
have more than one meaning or function, and it is usually only the context
which makes clear which of these is intended.
May we go now? (permission)

I may get back late. (possibility)
Theyleft hours ago, they ought to be home now. (logical deduction)
Theyought to shut up and listen. (disapproval)
Shall I help?(offering)
Shall we go now?(suggesting)

Who shall I ask to help me? (asking for advice or suggestions)
Occasionally we use intonation and 'tone of voice' to help us make the
meaning clear.

····:=·

Possibility

Disapproval

pronunc1Jt1011
p 163

Youmight talk to him.

You MIGHT talk to him.

You might have talked to him.

YouMIGHT have talked to him.

Modal verbs

The use of meaning and function 'labels' such as 'possibility', 'permission' and
'requesting' is a helpful way of identifying the different uses of modal verbs for
learners. However, in reality, these categories often overlap and the distinctions
between them become blurred. For example, in both the uses of can't which
follow, 'impossibility' is implied and underlies the labels which are given.
He's broken both his arms. Of course, he can't swim. (ability)
Ifhe isn't a member of the club, I'm afraid he can't swim. (refusing
permission)

'Impossibility' can be the explicit as well as the implicit meaning of can't.
He can't swim. There's no water in the pool.

Different verbs with similar meaning
Just as one modal verb may express several meanings, a particular meaning or
function may be expressed by more than one modal verb.
(Future) possibility

Advice

It may rain.

We should go now.

It might rain.

We ought to go now.

It could rain.

Wetl better go now.

Some people use the modal verbs in each of these columns interchangeably.
If they want to express different degrees of probability for example, they use

underlining or capital letters when they write, or intonation when they speak.
She mily come ~row.

(quite probable)

She~

(unlikely)

to~w.

Other people actually choose between, for example, may, might and could to
express different degrees of future probability (they may not conform regarding
which ones they choose to express greater or lesser degrees).

Obligation
Ought to and should
The meaning of these two modal verbs is the same. Ought to is more common in
British than American English, and more common in speaking than in writing.
Nonetheless, should is used roughly seven times more frequently than ought to.
We choose between the two verbs partly on the basis of personal preference, and
partly to avoid repetition.
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Must and have to
Course materials often teach that have to expresses 'external' obligation
(imposed by regulations, conventions or by somebody else's will) whereas must
expresses 'internal' obligation (imposed by the speaker).

You have to declareeverythingin your tax return. (external obligation)
You must try to get hereearlierinfuture. (internal obligation imposed by a
teacher on a pupil)
This distinction may provide learners with a useful rule of thumb to help
them to choose an acceptable form. However, many people don't make this
distinction. Some people rarely use must to express any form of obligation,
reserving it to express logical deduction (e.g. It must be later than I thought.)
or advice (e.g. It's a brilliantfilm. You must see it.).
Some learners use must to express any degree or kind of obligation and in
doing so may inadvertently sound rude or dictatorial. In this case teachers
may want to 'ban' it in order to promote some of the alternatives which more
often express obligation (e.g. have to, should, ought to and had better).

Needn't and don't have (need) to
Course materials often teach that we use needn'tto express internal obligation and
don't have (need)to to express external obligation. This is similar to the internal/
external obligation distinction between must and have to (see above).

You needn't stay after 6.00.
(The person who says this has the authority to allow the employee to leave.)

Youdon't have (need) to clean the tools each time you use them.
(The person who says this is referring to external conventions or regulations.)
This distinction provides a useful rule of thumb for learners, but in fact many
people use only one of them regardless of whether the obligation is internal or
external. Other people use them interchangeably.
The meaning of don't have to and don't need to often overlaps, but some people
choose don't need to rather than don't have to in order to give permission not to
do something.

You don't need to waitfor me.

Needn't have and didn't have (neecl) to
Course materials often teach that needn't have refers to something which took
place but was unnecessary, and that didn't have (need) to refers to something
which was unnecessary and so didn't take place.
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Theflight was delayed for 8 hours so I needn't have got up so early.
I didn't need to go into work and so I spent the morning catching up at home.

In many varieties of English (e.g. American English) didn't need to is used in
both these contexts.

Mustn't and don't have to
The negative form of must and the negative form of have to have completely
different meanings. Mustn't expresses an obligation not to do something.
Don't/doesn't have to expresses an absence of obligation.
You mustn't eat for 12 hours before the blood test. (negative obligation)
Everything is ready so you don't have ta be here early. (absence of obligation)

Some people use haven't to to express negative obligation,but this is not standard use.
(*)You haven't to park on double yellow lines at any time.

Hypothetical

meaning

Would
Some course materials teach would as a modal verb in the main clause of a
conditional sentence with a clause beginning if ...
I would pay someone to do my cleaning

if I could afford to.

In fact we frequently use would without if. This is often to:
• speculate.
• express hypothetical meaning.
• describe what we are imagining.
I would never consider changing career.

Could and might
We also use could and might to express hypothetical meaning. Could refers to
ability and might to possibility.
I could never run a marathon now.
Don't eat. You might feel sick again.

Logical deduction

Will ('If), must, should and ought to
In its weak or contracted form we use will ('ll) to express logical deduction
when we are certain.
Can you answer the phone? It'll be Mum. (She always calls around this time.)

····:··
conditional
sentences

pp 274-5
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We also use must to express certainty.
It must be the battery ... (It's really cold and the car won't start.)

We sometimes teach that we use will rather than must when our deduction
is based on our knowledge of typical or repeated behaviour or performance.
However, will and must are often interchangeable.
Should and ought to usually express greater uncertainty.
It should be Mum. (but it might not be)
Should is used much more frequently than ought to.

Could and might
There is little difference between could and might.
Don't eat that. It could/might be poisonous.

Can't and mustn't
In most varieties of English, the opposite of must to express logical deduction
is can't.
It must be six o'clock.

It can't be five o'clock.

In some varieties of English (e.g. in parts of Ireland) mustn't can be used in
place of can't.

Time reference

Past
Could is the only pure modal verb that we can normally use on its own to refer
to past time.

Present:

She can swim.

Past:

She could already swim when she was six.

We use could to refer to the past only for general abilities. Forspecific events
we have to express this in another way (e.g.She managed/wasau/e /o pnse
the door open. NOT *Shecouldprise the door open.).

We can use otherpure modal verbs(and also ought to) to refer topast time by
adding have+past participle.
I must haveforgotten to lockthe door.
Shecould havefound the note.
Youought to have spent the eveningresting.

Modal verbs
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Past obligation is usually expressed by had to.
We had to wash up. (present: We should/must/ought to wash up.)

We use would to refer to past time, but in this case its meaning is not considered
modal.

Future
Modal verbs can normally refer to either the present or the future.
Present:

You should try to exercise more control over the children.

Future:

You should really try to visit us next year.

·.
····::
wouldand
used to
pp 250-2

Sometimes we choose between a pure modal verb and a semi-modal verb that
has an explicit future form in order to make a subtle distinction.
I can finish the work tomorrow. (The ability exists now.)
I'll be able to finish the work tomorrow. (Something prevents me from being
able to finish it now.)

Future arrangements and temporariness
We use modal verbs with a form of be and an -ing form to express meanings
we normally associate with continuous forms of the verb.
Future arrangement:

1hey should be recording another
programme tomorrow.

Temporary activity in progress
at a fixed point in time:

Ought he to be drinking so much?

Reported speech
We generally use could, might, ought to, should and would in reported speech
just as we do in direct speech.
Can and may frequently change in reported speech (can==>
could, may==>might).
We sometimes use had to instead of must.

Non-modal meaning
Some modal verbs can also be used to express non-modal meaning.
Will and would
We use would to express the 'future in the past'.
I knew he would be late. (present: I know he will be late.)
1hey didn't believe he would come. (present: 1hey don't believe he will come.)

We use both will and would to express our disapproval of someone's stubborn
insistence. In these cases will and would are stressed.

continuous
future forms

pp 205-6

tra11sforrnotion
rules pp 262-3
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He will slurp his tea. (present)
She would leave the house too late to get there on time. (past)

present with
willp 194
future with will
pp 202-3
past with
wou!dp 250

Although it might be argued that the meaning here is modal, it does not fit into
the categories of meaning we usually teach in relation to modal verbs.

Should
We can use should in certain kinds of subordinate clauses, where it has no
connotations of obligation or logical deduction.

Should can be used after:
• the conjunctions in case and

if.

We brought a blanketjust in caseyou should feel cold.
• adjectives such as: anxious/concerned/delighted/disappointed/eager/

excited/glad/happy/pleased/sorry/thrilled/worried(that).
I'm sorryyou should feel that way.
• verbs such as: demand/insist/recommend/request/suggest(that).In these
instances should can also be left out (e.g I insist he [] stay behind.).

She suggestedwe should wait until the next day.
• nouns such as: (the)fact/idea (that).

He doesn't like the idea that I should stop travelling.

May and might
We can use may and might after whatever, whoever,wherever,etc.

I'llfind him whereverhe may (might) go. (or whereverhe goes.)
Whoever he may (might) be, I'll still tell him off if he parks infront ofmy house!
(or Whoever he is.)

Other ways of expressing modal meaning
We can express modal meaning (ability, possibility, etc.) through a range of
adjectives, nouns and adverbs as well as through modal verbs.
Adjectives: It's possible that he'sjust exhausted. (Hemay just be exhausted...)
Nouns:

There'sno necessity for anyone to come in tomorrow.(No one has
to come ...)

Adverbs:

Perhaps he can't read and write. (He may not be able to read
and write.)

Modal verbs

Learners of English sometimes rely largely on adjectives, nouns and adverbs to
express modal meaning, and avoid using modal verbs. This can seem laboured
and unnatural, particularly in spoken English.

Pronunciation
We generally pronounce modal verbs in one of two ways.

'Strong' form
Modal verbs have one pronunciation when:
• they occur without a main verb:

Yes, I can. /kren/

• we stress them for particular effect:

A: You can't swim.
B: I can swim. /kren/

'Weak' form
Generally, we don't pronounce modal verbs as strongly as in the examples
above. In most contexts, we stress some other part of the sentence, and then
we 'weaken' the modal verb (i.e. we say it very fast and very softly). The vowel is
often reduced to /-;;,/or is practically omitted. The final consonant is also often
left out, especially if the verb which follows begins with another consonant.

can

/kren/ (Yes,I can)

/k';}/(I c:See)

could

/kud/ (Yes,I could)

/k';}/(I c:See)
/kad/ (I c'd eaO

shall

/Jrel/ (Yes,I shall)

/Ja/ (I sh'know)
/Ja/ (I sh'know)

should

/Judi (Yes,I should)

/fa/ (I sh'go)

/J';}d/(I sh'd eat)
would

/wud/ (Yes,I would)

!w'd!(/ w'go)
Id/ (!'go)

The weak form rather than the strong form is the most neutral.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
In most contexts modal verbs are pronounced in a very weakened form and
learners may fail to hear or identify them. This doesn't always stop the learner
from understanding the essential message, but it may do. For example, if the
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learner doesn't hear can in the following, she may interpret the statement as a
promise rather than as an offer.

I can collect the childrenfrom schoolfor you.
A particular problem is sometimes posed by the use of should to give advice.
If I wereyou, I should ... is often abbreviated to I should ... and learners may
understand an offer or promise where what is intended is advice.

I should ask your landlady to lend you an alarm clock.
Speaking and writing
Avoidance
Many learners find other ways of expressing what they want to say, even when
they understand the meaning of modal verbs and can use them appropriately
and accurately in controlled exercises.
If the verb is in an appropriate tense, the result may be acceptable.

It is possible that it'll rain tomorrow.
It is possible that they are back home already.
However, if the learner frequently uses constructions like this in place of
modal verbs, the style will seem odd, and if an incorrect tense is used,
unacceptable.

*Itis possible that it rains tomorrow.
*Itis likely that he comes tomorrow.
This problem is common among speakers of Latin-based languages, where
a special form of the verb (subjunctive) is sometimes used in equivalent contexts.
Learners sometimes use constructions to express modal meaning which are
grammatically possible but not used.

*Inthis club I have the possibility to dance.
Using the full infinitive
Learners often use full infinitives after pure modal verbs instead of bare
infinitives. We tend to notice mistakes like this, but they generally don't
lead to confusion or breakdown in communication. They may be caused by
over-generalisation from the many other instances in which the infinitive
needs to be accompanied by to (e.g. I want to go).

*Youmust to do it.
*Ican't to swim.

Modal verbs

Question and negative forms

Learners may over-generalise the rules for forming questions and negative
statements which involve adding do or did.

*Doyou can swim?
*Shedoesn't must finish it.
Different forms with very similar meanings

Examples are:

have to/must

needn't/don't need to/don't have to

may/might/could

can/be able to

Typically, learners adopt one form and over-use it in cases where it would be
more natural to vary the use for stylistic reasons (e.g. they may use may to
express probability, and never use might/can/could in contexts where they
would be acceptable alternatives).
Past forms

Some modal verbs have different past forms depending on their meaning in a
particular context. Learners may choose the wrong form.

*Therewas ice on the windows. There had to be a frost.
They may also 'invent' a form which is simply incorrect.

*Wehad not to pay for our accommodation.
*You could had avoid it.
'Future in the past'

Learners often use a present form instead of a past form.

*Iknew you will pass your exam.
Pronunciation

Learners may over-emphasise modal verbs in contexts where they would normally
not be stressed. This may give the impression that they are contradicting something
that has already been said and can lead to people misinterpreting their attitude.
In many contexts stress is the most important feature we use to
distinguish between can (generally not stressed) and can't (generally
stressed). Iflearners inappropriately stress can, people may understand
that they have said can't.
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Consolidationexercises
Formsand meanings
Match each of the modalverbs in the utteranceson the left to one of the meaningsand
functions listed on the right. Not all functions are matched and there may be morethan one
utterancematchedwith a function.
(i) He has hurt his foot but he canstill swim.

a ability
b obligation
MayI smokein here?
c necessity
A: She'svery late.
d possibility
B: She maycome tomorrow.
e logical deduction
A: There'sa womanoutside who wants to speakto you. f requesting
B: She cancome tomorrow.
.g offering
A: The phone'sringing.
h granting or asking
for permission
B: I'll take it - it'// be John.
advising
A: I'll neverget the lunch finished in time.
suggesting
B: ShallI preparethe vegetablesfor you?

(ii) Canyou pleasepassthat corkscrew over here?

(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)

(viii) A: I didn'trecognisethe childrenat all.
B: Well,they musthavegrown a lot.
(ix) A: I like playswith plenty of action.
B:Thenyou must see'Macbeth'.

Differencesin meaning
a Commentonthe difference(if any) betweenthe sentencesin the following groups:
(i) You needn'tbring it tomorrow.
(ii) You don't haveto bring it tomorrow.
(iii) Youdon'tneedto bring it tomorrow.

(iv) Shedidn't needto bring it.
(v) She needn'thavebroughtit.
(vi) I'm afraidI may be late tonight.
(vii) I'm afraidI might be late tonight.
(viii) I'm afraid I could be late tonight.

b Youmighthavevisitedhim can mean:
(i) It is possiblethat you visitedhim (I don't know).

(ii) You didn't visit him but I think you should havedone.

Contextsometimesmakesit clearwhich of these is intendedbut we also use intonationto
differentiatebetweenthesetwo meanings.What is the differencein terms of intonation?

language in context
Readthroughthesebrief extractsfrom conversations,newspapersand books and then
studythem in moredetail to answerthe questions.
a Underlineall the modalverbs(includinganysemi-modalverbs)in the text.
b In eachcasespecifythe meaningor function they express.
c Considerwhat (if any)alternativesmight havebeen used in the samecontext and
how thesemight haveaffectedthe meaningsexpressed.
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(i)

From a study about pupils in language classes:

However interesting it may be to have some idea about how many learners are
attending at one time, it would be even more interesting to know why those who
are not attending have, if only for the moment, switched off.

(ii)

From a novel: a novelist is speaking to her publisher:

You haven't even the decency or the courage to tell me direct. You could have
asked me to come to talk to you at the office, or it wouldn't have hurt you to
take me out to lunch or dinner to break the news. Or are you as mean as you
are disloyal and cowardly? Perhaps you were afraid that I would disgrace you by
howling in the soup. I'm a great deal tougher than that, as you will discover. Your
rejection of Death on Paradise Island would still have been unfair, unjustified
and ungrateful, but at least I could have said these things to your face. And now
I can't even reach you by telephone.

(iii)

From a novel: a detective is looking at a man found murderedwith a toy snake in his mouth:

But what to do about the forcing
open of the mouth? Hissing
Sid,
the snake,
must have been an inspiration.
There it was
ready
to hand.
He need waste no time fetching
it.
All he
had to do was wind it around
Etienne's
neck and stuff
its
head into
his mouth.

(iv) An exchange between a child and her mother:
A: Do I have to come in?
B: I've already told you you must.
A: But does it have to be now?

(v) From an autobiographical account: John McCarthy describes how he saw his
girlfriend on TV while imprisoned:

We talked over the remaining shots trying to tie the words to the pictures. The fact that
the story should be on the news the one night we'd risked a look, was amazing. It had to
mean something ...
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Answers to consolidation exercises
Forms and meanings
(i) a

(ii) f

(iii) h

(iv) d

(v) h

(vi) e

(vii) g

(viii) e

(ix) i, j

Differences in meaning
a Most peoplewould use (i) if they are personallyresponsiblefor imposing (or
withdrawing) the obligation,whereas (ii) and (iii) are appealsto externalauthority.
The standard explanationis that (v) implies that she brought it but that this was
unnecessary,and that (iv) impliesthat she knew this in advanceand so she didn't
bring it. Peoplesometimesalso use (iv) when the action was unnecessary.
Most people use intonationto distinguish between degreesof probabilityand will
only choosebetweenthese modalverbs on stylistic grounds.Somepeoplechoose
betweenthem to expressdifferent degreesof probability.
b (i) is likely to be pronounced:Youmight havevisitedhim. (no stresson might).
(ii) is likely to be pronounced:YouMIGHThave visitedhim.

Language in context

I

a

b

I

C

maybe
like however,wherever,etc.
I
;-,..-(-i)···~~H-o~rM~e~ve~r._in~t-er~e~st~in~g~it~~--~T~h~i·s·
.us
.•e.~o_f_m~a~!Y-a-ft--e-r
w-o-rd-s--1f_m_,_'g_ht-----~!
doesn't expressany 'modal
meaning'.

it would be evenmore

hypotheticalstatement

------1

interesting
(ii)

:::-t

Youcould haveaskedme past possibility (implied: but
you didn't)

i

it wouldn't havehurt you
I would disgraceyou

This can be explainedboth as
'future in the past' and as a
hypotheticalstatement.
-··-··---··--·····---·--··--------J-...---------,....---~
Yourrejection ... would
hypotheticalspeculationabout
; still havebeen unfair
the past
' I could havesaid ...
I can't evenreachyou
.... -

(iii)

_ been an inspiration ----~-'
He need wasteno time

Might is possible.
but suggestsless
probability.

I

I

I
I

none

hypotheticalspeculationabout wouldhavebeen able
possibilityin the past
to
ability/possibility

··-· ····--··-·-·-···--···--·-·-··-·--...:....-----------·-+-----------

... the snakemust have

I

hypotheticalspeculationabout none
the past

: logical deductionabout the

_pa_s_t
__________
necessity

not (even)able to
none
--+--------~

Didn'tneed to would

·-···---·--------~-be_a_m_orelikely

form._
[continued)
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b

a
IAll he had to do

I

necessity

I
(iv)

Do I have to come in?
I've already told you you

must.
But does it have to be
now?
(v)

The fact that the story

should be on the news
It had to mean something

c
Needed to do, also
possible here, isn't
usually considered a
modal verb.

Must and have to are more or less interchangeable in
this context, although some people might feel that must
is chosen here because the speaker is imposing her
own (i.e. internal) authority.

This use of should in certain kinds of subordinate clause
following that doesn't express any 'modal meaning'.
logical deduction of necessity

must

12 Infinitive
and-ing
forms
ofverbs

(to) be (to) speak
havingspoken speaking
working (to) be speaking
(to) havespoken

Key considerations
There are many different contexts where we have to make a choice between
an infinitive or -ing form of the verb, and the rules which guide us may seem
arbitrary to learners. We need to be wary of focusing on too many of these rules
at once; learners usually prefer to have their attention drawn to these, rule by
rule, over a period of time.
Mistakes in choosing between infinitive and -ing forms rarely lead to serious
misunderstandings. However, most learners make a lot of mistakes and they
are often penalised for these mistakes in examinations .

....
:...
direct ob;ects
pp 297-8

Academic grammars sometimes treat full infinitives after verbs as objects. Course
materials, however, usually consider them as a separate category.

Infinitives
What do they look like?
The infinitive is the simplest form of the verb. It is exactly the same as the 'base'
form that follows I, you, we and theyin the present simple tense of all verbs
other than be (e.g. I drink, they believe). We refer to these verbs as infinitives
when they are not part of the tense of a verb.
Sometimes the infinitive follows to, and we call this the 'full infinitive' or the
'infinitive with to' (e.g. to ask in He wanted me to ask a question.).

....:...
bare infin,t:,cs
pp 179-81

Throughout this book we follow most course materials in using the term
'infinitive' to refer to this two-word form.

What do they do?
We use infinitives:
• to add more information to what is expressed in certain verbs, verb+ object
combinations, adjectives and nouns, or expressions including these .
• to explain the reason for something or its purpose or function.
• as subjects and complements.
• in certain tense forms.
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Where do they come in sentences?
After certain verbs

We can use an infinitive after certain verbs. Some common examples are: agree,
appear, arrange, attempt, decide, expect, Jail, hope, need, offer, promise, refuse,
want, wish.

They

wanted

to meet

him.

hoped

to ge_t
___ ~b_a_c_k_e_a_rly_.
-~

We sometimes use an infinitive after a verb to explain the reason for doing
something.
I went to see her.

They called to invite us.

We also use infinitives to express desires or wishes.
They hope to see you.

I long to travel.
After certain verb

+ object combinations

We can use an infinitive after certain verb + object combinations. Some
common examples are:
advise, allow, ask, cause, enable, encourage, forbid, force, instruct, invite,
order, permit, persuade, prefer, recommend, remind, require, teach, tell, tempt,
warn.

Who

asked

Valentine

to come

to the party?

Thepolice

required

everyone

to stay

in the room.

After certain adjectives

We can use an infinitive after certain adjectives. Some of the commonest
adjectives in this category are those which describe:
• personal feelings or attitude (e.g. anxious, determined, delighted, eager).
• aspects of possibility, probability, necessity or ability (e.g. certain, crucial,
imperative, likely, possible).

I'm

sorry

tobe

a nuisance.

Is it

necessary

to make

so much noise?
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We sometimes use these adjectives with a phrase beginning/or.

Is it possiblefor everyone?
We also use an infinitive after these phrases.

Is it possiblefor everyoneto be here early tomorrow?
After too + adjective/ much or many+ noun
We use an infinitive after too+ adjective, too+ much/many+ noun.

I'm too old to learn new tricks.
There'stoo much information to digest.
After adjective + enough or enough (+ noun)
We use an infinitive after adjective+ enough, enough(+noun).

I'm fit enough to play.
Haveyou got enough (money) to get home?
After certain nouns and noun expressions
We can use infinitives after nouns which express something about:

• personal feelings or attitude (e.g. desire,wish).
• aspects of possibility, necessity and ability (e.g. ability,capability,

possibility,need).

I I haveno

desire

to hurt

you.

! There'sa great

need

to improve

ourservice.

l

We also use infinitives after certain other nouns.

He made an attempt to escape.
The nouns we follow with infinitives are restricted in number, and often we follow
them with infinitives only in set expressions (e.g. I have no wish to ..., make an
attempt to ...). We often only teach this use of infinitives idiomatically, in these
expressions.
After a direct object
We use infinitives to explain the reason for something, or to answer the
question Why?

He borrowedthe drill to put up more shelves.(direct object: the drill)
In this case we can also use in order to (in order to put up moreshelves).

Infinitive and -ing forms of verbs
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We also use the infinitive to explain the purpose or function of something.
I think it must be something to eat. (direct object: something)
I need a more substantial table to work at. (direct object: a more substantial table)

When we define some thing's intrinsic function, we often use for ... -ing instead
of an infinitive.
A corkscrew is a thing for opening wine bottles.
After 'question words' in indirect questions

We often use infinitives after question words such as how, what, when, where,
who, which, why, whether.

111dircct
qucst1011o

p 2fil1

I don't know how to respond.

She hasn't decided whether to stay in or not.

We only use the infinitive after question words when the main verb and the
verb in the infinitive have the same subject. We can say I don't know how to
respond because I am the person who will respond. We can't say:*/ don't know
how you to respond.

111:1111
verb:,
pp 107 1()

We also use the infinitive in expressions which imply a question word.
I don't know the way to respond. (... how to respond.)
I don't know the right person to ask. (... who to ask.)

Subjects and complements

We can use an infinitive as the subject of a clause when it refers to an activity.

To eat would be stupid

ifyou are still planning

to swim.

To travel hopefully is better than to arrive.

l

i};,.,:,,
J

?'I?

-----

Although this use is perfectly correct, we often prefer not to begin sentences
with an infinitive, particularly in more casual, spoken contexts.
We frequently begin the sentence with it instead. In this case the infinitive is
part of the complement.

It would be stupid to drink anything

ifyou are planning

to drive home.

We use an infinitive as a complement in expressions like the following:
Your best bet is to wait.

We can also use an infinitive as a complement in pseudo-cleft sentences.
What you need is to relax.

sentencPs
p 321
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After an auxiliary verb in tense forms
We generally refer to the 'goingto future' (He'sgoing to cry)as though to were
attached to going.We also refer to 'used to for past habits and states' (I used to
have a lot of dreams) as though to were attached to used.

In both cases, we can also think of the verb that follows goingor used as an
infinitive.

I'm going to see her tomorrow.
Doctorsused to make more home calls.

-ingforms
····:··
spelling
pp 176-7

What do they look like?
-ing forms are words that end in -ing like drinking, eating, laughing.
What do they do?
We use -ing forms:
• to add information to what is expressed in certain verbs and verb + object
combinations.
• when we want to use a verb after a preposition.
• as subjects and complements.
• to list activities.
• to add information to what is expressed in a clause.
• in continuous tenses.

Where do they come in sentences?
After certain verbs
We can use an-ingform after certain verbs. Some common examples are:

avoid, bear,consider,deny, detest, dislike, endure, enjoy,imagine, involve,
mention, mind, miss, practise, resent,risk, postpone, stand.
He enjoys looking around antique shops.
Thejourney involves changing trains several times.
We can also use an -ingform after many multiword verbs (e.g. give up, look

forward to, put off, put up with).
I lookforward to hearingfrom you.
After certain verb + object combinations
We sometimes use an object between the verb and the -ing form.
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Do you mind me smoking'?

In informal speech, as in these examples, we use words and expressions like
me, him, Mike, the team. In more formal contexts (for example, academic
writing) we sometimes choose 'possessive' forms before the -ingform: words
and expressions like my, his, Mike's, the team's.
No one minded the ambassador's requesting a state reception.
After prepositions

When we use a verb after a preposition, this has to be an -ing form.
Is she still interested in dancing'?

On coming into the room, she immediately noticed the uneasy atmosphere.
Subjects and complements

We usually use an -ing form when we want to make an activity the subject of a
clause.

complements

p 298

Grumbling is a waste of time.
Lying is sure to get you into trouble.
This is more common than use of an infinitive.
We can also use an -ing form as a complement in pseudo-cleft sentences.
What really gets on my nerves is singing out of tune.

pseudo -cleft
scntcncrs
p 321

Items in lists of activities

The following example is taken from a list of school regulations:
The following are completely forbidden on school premises:
• spitting
• pushing and shoving
• running in the corridors
• shouting

Additional information

We often use an -ing form to add different kinds of information to the
information in a main clause.
He walked out of the room smiling.
He made his fortune playing bridge.

These -ing forms constitute or partly constitute non-finite participle clauses.

non-fm:tc

part1c1.i:c
clauses p 419
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Continuous forms
We use an -ing form together with some form of the verb to be (e.g. am, is, were,
have been, etc.) in constructing continuous or 'progressive' tense forms such as
the present continuous, future continuous or past continuous.

I have been trying to learn Japanese for over three years.
In formal contexts (particularly written) we often 'reduce' the form of continuous
tenses by leaving out the subject of the clause and the form of the verb to be. The
following is a printed notice in a hospital ward.
Wear protective clothing when [you are] emptying bins.

Gerunds and present participles
For most practical purposes we consider -ing forms of the verb as one
grammatical class. However, they are sometimes considered as two separate
classes (different in function but not in form): 'gerunds' and 'present
participles'.
Where the -ing form can be replaced in the sentence by a noun it is a gerund.

Gerund

Noun

He likes singing.

He likes music.

Walking is good for you.

Exercise is good for you.

Where the -ing form is part of the verb or functions like a verb it is a present
participle.
Are you still working?
I saw him dancing.

-ing forms that aren't verbs
Some words that end in -ing are not forms of the verb at all.
an interesting experience, a distressing encounter (adjectives)
a meeting, a warning (nouns)
The same word can sometimes be the -ing form of a verb and sometimes an
adjective or noun.
What are those sheets covering? (verb)
A light covering of snow. (noun)

Spelling
In many cases we simply add ing to the infinitive.
go :::}going

open :::}opening
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e+ing
In other cases, we also need to modify the spelling of the infinitive before we
add ing. Some infinitives end in a combination of vowel+ consonant+ e. In these
cases we leave out the e before ing.
live =>living
improve ==>improving
consonant

+ ing

We double the final consonant of one-syllable infinitives which end in a single
vowel+ single consonant combination.
stop ==>
stopping

pat==>patting

We double the final consonant of multi-syllable infinitives when:
• the final syllable is stressed and ends in a single vowel+ single consonant
combination.
begin ==>beginning

refer==>
referring

• the final syllable ends in a single vowel+ 1 (British English only; American
English: traveling).
travel => travelling

Doubling the final consonant of the infinitive is optional in multi-syllable
words which end ins (stress not on the last syllable).
focusing

focussing

+ k+ ing
We add k to infinitives which end in ic.
panic =>panicking

Choosing between infinitive and -ing forms
Open choice
In a small number of cases (for example, after begin and start) it makes no
difference whether we choose an infinitive or an -ing form.
It began/started raining/to rain just as we were leaving.

Hypothetical and factual statements
When we can choose between an infinitive and an -ingform, we sometimes
choose the infinitive in order to stress that something is more speculative or
hypothetical - it usually implies looking forward. We choose an -ing form more
to describe what actually happens or has happened.
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It's bad for you to do exercisestraight after a meal. (So, if you were thinking
about doing some exercise, perhaps you shouldn't.)

Doing exercisestraight after a meal is bad for you. (statement of fact)

After certain verbs
Try
After try we use:
• an infinitive to suggest some kind of effort or difficulty involved in an action.

They tried to persuade theirdaughter not to smoke.
• an -ing form to make suggestions.

Try drinking camomile teajust beforeyou go to bed.
Stop, remember, forget, regret and go on
After a number of verbs we choose:

• infinitives to look forward.

• -ing forms to look at the present or past.
go on+infinitive

After he left university he went on to become
one of the world's top medical researchers.
(This is what happened next.)

goon+ ing

He went on playing tennis longafter the
doctorshad told him to stop.
(He continued an activity that he had started
previously.)

regret+infinitive

I regretto inform you that your presenceis no
longerrequired ...
(I am about to inform you.)

regret+ing

I don't regretgetting married.
(i.e. my marriage which took place in the past)

remember/forget+infinitive

Remember/Don'tforget to pick up your
dry-cleaning.
(i.e. remember something which should
happen subsequently)

remember/forget+ing

I can remember/neverforget goingto my greatgrandmother's.
(i.e. remember/forget an event from further
back in the past)
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stop + infinitive

I stopped to stretch my legs.

(I stopped (walking) and then stretched my
legs - that was why I stopped.)
stop+ ing

I stopped smoking.

(I smoked until I stopped.)
Love, like and hate
After love, like and hate in British English we generally use an -ing form, while
in American English the infinitive is equally common.
I like dancing. (British and American)
I like to dance. (American)

In British English we can also use an infinitive after love, like and hate to refer
to actions which happen only occasionally.
I hate to interrupt your class, but there's a callfor you.

I love to find myself completely alone in some vast gothic building.
I like to get up early when I need to catch a flight.

We use an infinitive after would ('d) like/love/hate.

I'd like to leave.
Allow, permit, advise, forbid
We use an -ing form after these verbs on their own.

They didn't allow eating in the laboratories.

However, if we specify an object or use a passive form, we use a full infinitive
form instead.
They didn't allow anyone to eat in the laboratories.
We weren't allowed to eat in the laboratories.

Bare infinitives
What do they look like?
Bare infinitives are one-word infinitive forms such as be, do, give, ask.
He made me ask a question.

What do they do?
We use bare infinitives:
• in some tense forms.
• after certain verb+ object combinations.
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• in a number of expressions for giving advice, making suggestions,
requesting, inviting or giving orders, and after related verbs.

Where do they come in sentences?
Tense forms and after auxiliary verbs
We use a bare infinitive in the question and negative forms of present simple
and past tenses after the auxiliaries do, does and did.

Do you love me?

They didn't like the film.

We also use a bare infinitive after pure modal verbs.
He can swim.

Why shouldn't people protest?

After verb + object combinations
Make and let
We use a bare infinitive after make and let.

We made the children clean up the mess.
We didn't let them go out of the house.

'Inert perception' verbs
We can use a bare infinitive after many 'verbs of inert perception' (e.g. hear, see,
perceive, notice, sense).
Did you hear a child scream?

\Ve can also use the -ing form.
In passive constructions we have to use the full infinitive form of these verbs.
Ille children were made to wash the walls.
SometJzing was dimly perceived to move.
After why/not ... ?
We can use the bare infinitive with WJzy... ? to question or cast doubt on
someone's intention or suggestion. The reason for questioning this is frequently
introduced with when.

Why tell her the bad news when she doesn't need to know?
We use Why not ... ? to make suggestions.

Wliy not try phoning again?
Some learners find it helpful to think of Why not ... ? as an abbreviation of Why
don't you ... ?

Infinitive and

-ing forms of verbs

After try/come/go and
When we make suggestions or give advice we often use try and with the bare
infinitive as an alternative to try+ ing.

Why don't you try and get here early ifyou can?

We also use and with the bare infinitive after come and go in suggestions,
orders, requests and invitations.
Come and sit down.
Could you go and see who's at the door?

In American English and can be left out after come and go ( Come sit ..., Go see ... ).
In pairs of infinitives connected by and
When we connect two infinitives with and we frequently leave out the second to.
I want to sit down and have a nap.

Choosing between bare infinitives and -ing forms
After verbs of inert perception+ object
Momentary and extended actions
We sometimes use an infinitive to describe a momentary action, and an -ing
form for a more extended action.

Momentary action:

I heard something snap.

Extended action:

I heard someone groaning.

Completed events and actions in progress
We can also use the bare infinitive to describe something which has been completed,
while we use the -ing form to show that something has started or is in progress.

Completed event:

I saw Olivier perform 'Othello'.

Action in progress:

I saw the children leaving school.

Complex infinitive and -ing forms
In addition to the straightforward infinitive and -ing forms (e.g. to speak, speak,
speaking), there are perfect, negative and passive infinitive and -ing forms, and
also a continuous infinitive form.

I am sorry to have kept you waiting.

I may have forgotten my wallet.

: She can't remember having travelled in
·. Europe at all.
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not+ infinitive

not+ -ing form

It is quite common not to understand
everythingin lectures.

Not understanding all the detailsis quite
normalin the beginning.

(to) be + past participle

being + past participle
I want to be treated with more consideration. / like being treated with respect.
How can people let their children be used in
TV commercials?

(to) be + -ing form
I seem to be getting more headachesrecently.

Perfect forms emphasise that something happened before something else.
We use continuous forms to emphasise the temporariness ofwhat we are describing.
These forms can also be combined. For example an infinitive form can be
both perfect and continuous ((to)have+ been+ -ingform), or both negative and
passive (not+ (to)be+ past participle).

He could have been working outside.
Someone gave the order that the prisoners were not to be shot.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
In context, learners usually understand what a speaker or writer intends, even
where they are unaware of how choosing between infinitive and -ing forms can
make a difference to meaning.
Speaking and writing
Iflearners make mistakes in speaking or writing, there is more room for
misunderstanding, but this is still rare. Mistakes may, however, distract
listeners and readers from what the learner wants to say.
Wordswhich shouldbe followed by an infinitive
Learners sometimes use an -ingform after a verb, adjective or noun which has
to be followed by an infinitive.

*Sheallowed me going.
*Ididn't expectbeing in thefinal of the competition.

Infinitive and -ing forms of verbs

Purpose and function

In some European languages (e.g. French and Italian), purpose and function
can be expressed by a preposition followed by an infinitive. Speakers of these
languages sometimes try to use similar structures in English.
*We went out for (to) eat something.
Over-using infinitives

They sometimes use an object+ infinitive combination instead of a clause.
*They suggested me to go there.
Avoiding infinitives

They sometimes use a clause instead of an object+ infinitive combination.
*I want that you open your books.

*Iwant they will be satisfied.

Words which should be followed by an -ing form

Learners sometimes use an infinitive after a verb, adjective or noun which has
to be followed by an -ingform.
*Iam used to overcome difficulties.

They sometimes use an infinitive after a preposition.
*I'm interested in to go shopping.
Over-using -ing forms

Learners sometimes use -ing forms which are correct but which we don't
naturally or commonly use.
(*)Iam sorry for being late. (I am sorry I am late.)
(*)I am glad I had the possibility of travelling to Europe. (... glad I was able to
travel ... )

Learners may over-use 'reduced' continuous forms. For example, the sentences
below were spoken by advanced learners. They are 'correct' but unnatural. It is
more natural to include a subject and full continuous form.
People are stupid to drive while using mobile phones. (... while they're using
mobile phones.)
Try to keep your mouth closed when eating. (... when you're eating.)

Words which should be followed by a bare infinitive
Learners sometimes use a full infinitive where a bare infinitive is needed.
*Imade them to keep quiet.
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Consolidationexercises
Differences in meaning
Commenton any differences in meaning between the sentencesin the
following groups.
(i) She went out smoking.
She went out to smoke.
(ii) Beingdrunk at work isn't a crime.
Tobe drunk at work isn't a crime.
(iii) I like to havea run at the weekend.
I like havinga run at the weekend.
I'd like to havea run at the weekend.
I'd like havinga run at the weekend.

Acceptability
Study the following sentences.

I

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Both parties are committedto reducetaxes.

I want him working a lot harderthan he is now.
I'd appreciateyou to knock beforeyou come in.
I'm too tired for going out tonight.

a Which ones (if any) do you considernot to be examplesof standard English?
b What featuresmakethese 'non-standard'?

Languagein context
1 The following extract is from an article about different conventions,attitudes and

behavioursin different cultures. Readthe text and answerthe questions which
follow it.

The situation is quite different in the Mediterraneanregionand in the Middle East,
where it would be consideredhighly unusual,even rude, to get down to business
right away.This maybe viewedasa wasteof time to peoplefrom other cultures,but
in the Mediterraneanand Arab culturesdrinking coffee and engagingin small talk
are essential componentsto developinggood working relationshipswith people
before getting down to business.
Such cultural differences exist due to many factors: climate and weather,
religion, agricultural practices, attitudes towards material and technological
advancement,traditions from unknown origins and so forth. To suggest that one
time system is better than any other is misleading,and culturally insensitive.It is
more important to acknowledgethat such cultural differencesexist, and that the
awarenessof such differencescan be a valuabletool both in businessand in daily
interactions in the second language.
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a

Identify all infinitive and -ing forms.

b In each instance account for the form that has been chosen.
2 The text which follows discusses Guy Fawkes Night, which is celebrated in Britain
with fireworks and parties for children. Some of the verbs in the text have been
modified and three possibilities are provided. Read the text and then answer the
questions.

Guy Fawkes Night makes me think/to think/thinking (1) principally of three
things: the dangerous thrill of handle/to handle/handling (2) fireworks, the
shocking expense of buy/to buy/buying (3) them, and the burning question of
what cook/to cook/cooking (4). This is an occasion when young and old take their
evening meal together. Accommodate/To accommodate/Accommodating (5)
both tastes can be tricky, since young eaters don't appreciate the bold flavours
beloved of their palate-hardened elders.
There are three ways of dealing with the problem. One is find/to find/finding (6)
a bland menu that children eat happily and grown-ups grudgingly. The second
is cook/to cook/cooking (7) whatever you feel like eat/to eat/eating (8) and let/
to let/letting (9) the children fend/to fend/fending (10) for themselves. The third
solution is a compromise approach, and its central tenet is make/to make/making
(11) spiciness an optional extra.

a Choose the 'best' form of the verb.

b In each case give reasons for the choice you have made.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
(i)

The -ing form in the first sentence suggests that she was smoking at the same time
as she went out. The infinitive in the second sentence suggests that the reason she
went out was that she wanted to smoke.

(ii)

There is very little difference in meaning between these two sentences. However,
the first is probably more common than the second, and some people may actually
choose between the forms, using the -ing form if they are referring to a factual event
(people who have come to work when they are drunk), and the infinitive in a more
speculative context.

(iii)

The first and second sentences both describe a routine. The first is more common in
American English and the second in British. In British English we might choose the
first sentence in order to describe an event which is more unusual. We might also use
the first sentence to suggest that it is the fact or the effect of having a run that we like,
whereas the second sentence suggests that we are more interested in the physical
sensation/enjoyment. The third sentence is a very common way of expressing a wish.
It might also imply 'at the weekend rather than during the wee!<.The fourth sentence
would be odd in most contexts, but is possible as a way of expressing feelings about
an imagined healthier lifestyle.
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Acceptability
(i) In this sentenceto is a preposition,and would normally be followedby an -ing form

(committed to reducing).However,particularly in speech,it is commonfor peopleto
use a full infinitive in this context.
(ii) We usuallyuse a full infinitive after want. However,if we are thinking of an action

(working) which will be in processat a particular point in the future. we might use
the progressiveform of the infinitive (I want him to be working ...). In speechit would
be fairly normalto leaveout the to be in this sentence.
Onlyvery proficient usersof Englishwould be likely to choosethis form consciously
and correctly. Many learnersof Englishmay use this form incorrectly,i.e. when they
simply mean I wanthim to work.
(iii) Normallywe would say I'd appreciateit if you knocked ...• althoughit would also be
correct (if rather stilted) to say I'd appreciateyour knocking.
This object+ infinitive combinationafter appreciateis not correct. However,in speech
peoplesometimesmakeslips like this.
(iv) After too+ adjectivewe usuallyuse the full infinitive e.g. I'm too tired to go out.
However,we usethe prepositionfor to introduce a noun (I'm too tired for dinner).and
in speechit mayhappenthat peoplecombinethe prepositionfor with the -ing form
in this way.
We probablywant to encourageour learnersto use the standardformsin each of
these four cases.With studentsat very advancedlevels,we mightwant to explore
contexts in which sentencessuch as this are used,but we would still probably
discouragelearnersfrom copyingthem.

Language in context
1 be (considered] bare infinitive:follows a modalverb (would)

to get (down]

infinitive:we haveto use an infinitive after the adiectiveunusual.This
is part of an '/t+be+adjective+infinitive' construction.An alternative
would be to use the -ing form as a subject(Gettingdown to business
right awaywouldbe considered...)

be (viewed]

bare infinitive:follows a modalverb (may)

drinking

-ing form: part of the subjectof a clause

engaging

-ing form: part of the subject of a clause

developing

-ing form: follows a preposition(to)

getting (down]

-ing form: follows a preposition(before)

Tosuggest

full infinitive: subject of a sentence,conveyingan elementof
speculation

to acknowledge infinitive: after the adjectiveimportant.Thisis part of an
'/t+be+adjective+infinitive' construction.An alternativewould be
to use the -ing form as a subject (Acknowledgingthat such cultural
differencesexist is more important...).
be

bare infinitive: follows a modalverbs (can)

working and misleadingoccur in the text as adjectives
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2 (1) think: We have to use the bare infinitive in this make+object+verb

construction.

(2) handling: We have to use an -ing form after a preposition (of).
(3) buying: as above
(4) to cook: We use infinitives after question words (what).
(5) Accommodating: Part of the subject of the clause (we could also use an infinitive
here with little difference in emphasis).
(6) to find: This is part of a clause complement referring to an activity. Finding would
also be possible, but would sound more factual and emphatic.
(7) to cook: as above
(8) eating: We need to use an -ing form after the expression feel like.
(9) let: The subject of this clause is the second (way). The complement divides into two:
to cook and to let. We can leave out to in the second of this pair of verbs, which
explains the use of let.
(10) fend: We have to use the bare infinitive in this let+object+verb

construction.

(11) to make: This is an example of the clause complement referring to an activity.
Making would also be possible, but would sound more factual and emphatic.
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lose speaks
do theywork?
doessheunderstand?
is sleeping 71
go

Key considerations
Many learners are confused by the number of tense forms we use for expressing
present time in English - in choosing the appropriate form we are obliged to
make distinctions that many learners find unfamiliar and unclear. They often like
teachers to introduce or draw attention to the different uses of the different forms
separately and with clear rules of thumb for using them. Subsequently, learners
usually like to focus on examples of how we choose and use these tenses in real
conversation and text.
Most learners find that the forms of the present simple that we use to ask questions
and make negative statements are particularly complex. They often continue to
make mistakes long after they have understood the relevant rules. It is unrealistic
to expect learners to 'get the form of the present simple right' before they study
other tense forms.
tense and
aspect

Although we consider the present perfect in Chapter 16, some of its uses express
present meanings, and learners may use a present tense in its place.

pp 138-9

Present simple
This tense is also called the 'simple present'.

Form
In looking at the form of the present simple tense we need to make a distinction
between verbs used with a third person singular subject (e.g. he, she, it, Barbara,
a book) and verbs with other subjects (e.g. I, you, Lauren and Jack,the books).
Verbs with third person singular subjects

(Why)

does
I

1doesn't

base forms
p 170

1

, pronunc1Jt1on/

lNe~tive

I spelling
I

pp 191-2

L __~.
1

this

make

machine

noise?

this

make

machine
She
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a
noise?

doesn't

get up

The sores that we add to the base form is often called 'the third persons'.

I

a

early.
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Verbs with other subjects

Affirmative
Question

(What)

do
don't

Trees

lose

theirleaves
in autumn.

you
you

want
want

to eat?
to eat?

don't

Negative

believe you.

When do we use the present simple?
Main use: general actions, events and states
We use the present simple to describe general actions, events and states when
we have no reason to think of them as being in any way temporary or limited
in time.

For teaching purposes we sometimes break this use down into 'repeated events'
and 'general facts'.

Repeated events
I get up early.
We can show this use diagrammatically.
I get up early

xxxxxx

.......

now

We often use adverbs of frequency (e.g. always,usually)and expressions of repeated
time (e.g. on Tuesdays,in the summer,twicea year)with this use of the present simple.
We also often focus on 'habitual behaviour' in presenting this use to learners.

General facts
Ice melts at 0°.

I live in London.
We can show this use diagrammatically.
Ice melts at 0°

now
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We often focus on 'timeless facts' in presenting this use to learners.
In special circumstances we can also use the present simple to describe
temporary states and actions. We look at examples of this below.
Other uses

State verbs
We use the present simple with certain verbs to refer to 'states', even when we
think of them as being temporary. These include:
• existence: be, exist.
• mental states: believe,doubt, know, realise,recognise,suppose,think,

understand.
• wants and likes: want, like, love, hate, need, prefer.
• possession: belong, have1, possess,own.
• senses: feel, smell, taste.
• appearance appear, look, seem.
state verbs
pp 108-9

I don't understand.
1

We use have/hasgot as a very common alternative to have/hasto express possession
and a range of related meanings such as family relationships, ailments, physical
characteristics, e.g. I haven'tgot any sisters.Haveyou gota headache?Although the
form of this expression is not present simple, the meaning is the same as have/has.
Some people try to avoid have/hasgot,particularly in formal written English.

Perception verbs
We sometimes find perception verbs (e.g. hear,see) listed with state verbs.
However, we tend to use can and can'twith these perception verbs more often
than the present simple.
Can you hear anything?

Running commentary
Sports commentators use the present simple (as well, sometimes, as the present
continuous) in 'running commentaries' on broadcast sports events. The present
simple saves time when the action is fast.

Federerserves to Nadal and runs to the net.
It's rare that we need to teach this use, although we sometimes need to be able
to explain it.

Past narrative
In exceptional circumstances we can also use the present simple to refer to past
time. This is sometimes referred to as the 'historic present'.
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We sometimes use this tense instead of the past simple to create a sense of
immediacy in certain kinds of informal, spoken narrative such as comic and
dramatic story-telling (e.g. So this man walks into a bar and takes out a gun ...).
This tense is also used in newspaper headlines for the same reasons (e.g. Floods
leave hundreds homeless).

Verbs which change things
We also use the present simple in making pronouncements which actually
change something. This usually involves a small number of verbs (e.g. arrest,
baptise, declare, pronounce) known as 'performative' verbs.
I pronounce you husband and wife.
I declare the fete open.

We generally have to have some special authority (e.g. to be a member of the
police or the clergy) to perform these actions. Teaching learners to use these
verbs is probably very low on our list of priorities, but we may need to explain
why this tense is used.

Pronunciation and spelling: third persons
Pronunciation
In the third person (i.e. after singular subjects like he, she, it, the dog, Fred)we
add s to the base form of main verbs other than be.
Base form:
Third person singular form:

live
lives

The pronunciation of the final s varies according to the final sound of the base
form. It may be pronounced /Iz/, Is/ or /z/.
Learners very frequently fail to pronounce this finals, even when they have
reached a very high level of proficiency in the language. This may sometimes
be a problem of pronunciation, but it may also be a problem of grammar (i.e.
a problem of remembering that it should be there). It may also be affected by
the fact that the finals conveys no meaning - it is purely a formal requirement.
Teachers sometimes pay a lot of attention to this 'problem', but it is one which
seems to resolve itself only if and when an individual learner chooses to make
formal accuracy a major priority.

Spelling
The spelling of the final s varies according to the final sound of the infinitive.
We sometimes add es to the infinitive, and we sometimes adds.

....
:·.
,•

1nf1rnt1vr:i,
p 17(1
pro1!11nr:iat1rin
of final I
pp 16-17
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+ es
We add es to infinitives which end in the following letters or combinations of
letters:

watches
kisses
wishes
fizzes
faxes

eh
s
sh
z
x

We also added es to most infinitives which end in a combination of
consonant+ single o (e.g. goes,does).

y+es
We remove final y and add es to infinitives that end in consonant+ y.

cry
worry

=}
=}

cries
worries

+s
We adds to other infinitives (e.g. loves, reads, pays, rages).Have changes to has.

Present continuous
This tense is also called the 'present progressive'.

spel!1ngof -1ng
forms pp 176-7

Form
We form the present continuous with a present tense form of to be (am, is, are),
and an -ingverb form. The present tense forms of be are frequently contracted
m, s, re,et c..)
(

/

I

I

I are

Affirmative
Question

(Where)

I

beginning '°· leave.

are

Negative

going?
isn't

making

a noise.

When do we use the present continuous?
Main use: temporary events and actions

We generally use the present continuous to refer to something temporary
which has begun and has not finished, something which is completable and
is in the process of being completed. What is important is that the action or
event is taking place for a limited period of time which includes the moment
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of speaking. Events can be constant, but they can also be repeated or
intermittent, and not necessarily happening at the moment of speaking.
We can show these uses diagrammatically.
Sssh. He s sleeping.

now, i.e. the momentof speaking

I'm getting up early this week
[X X X X]

now, i.e. the momentof speaking

Other uses
Changing and developing states

When we describe changing or developing states (e.g. using verbs like become,
decline, decrease, develop, expand, get, grow) we use the present continuous even
though we don't necessarily think of the process as being temporary.
Moral standards are declining.
Habitual action
We normally use the present simple to refer to things we do on a regular basis.
However with certain time expressions (e.g. all the time, always, constantly,
continually, forever) we can also use the present continuous.
They're forever asking me to visit them.

We use the present continuous in this way to stress the repetitiveness of an action
and sometimes (but not necessarily) to express our irritation with this.
State verbs
Although we give learners the rule of thumb that we can't use state verbs in the
present continuous, in reality we sometimes use verbs that express likes, wants,
mental states, senses and appearance in this tense in order to give special
emphasis to the temporariness of the state.

Are you wanting another drink? (addressing a friend with an empty glass)
Sssh, I'm thinking what I want to say.

state vcr bs
pp 108-9
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Things happening now
Learners are sometimes taught that we use the present continuous for
'things happening now', and they may even get into the habit of tagging
now onto every expression which contains the present continuous (e.g. She's

having lunch now).

future with
present
continuous
pp 201-2

The 'happening now' rule of thumb is not very helpful. In the first place we
also use the present continuous to refer to future time. In the second place we
can use lots of other tenses to refer to what is happening now (e.g. He's been
talkingfor the last ten minutes, She understands), and indeed we often use other
tenses with the adverb now (Now she understands, She's arrived now). Most
importantly, however, this rule of thumb doesn't describe the main and real
reasons we choose to use this tense to talk about the present, i.e. to make clear
that something is temporary and incomplete.
Tagging the adverb onto expressions which use the present continuous can
also be counter-productive. Many languages rely entirely on adverbs to express
that an action is temporary, and it is a problem for many learners to get used to
using a verb form (i.e. continuous aspect) to express this in English. If we actively
encourage learners to use now where it isn't necessary, this may encourage them
to rely on adverbs rather than choosing appropriate tense forms.

Will('//)+ bare infinitive
We sometimes use will ('ll) + bare infinitive to express repeated and typical actions.
This use is very clearly illustrated in the text which follows. A young actor is being
interviewed about his lifestyle. (A Harley-Davidson is kind of motorbike.)

When I get a day off, which is very rare, I'll take my Harley-Davidson out.
I'll ride up the coast and have fun, or visit my parents. I live very close to
Malibu now and they live ten minutes from me - close enough to visit
whenever I want to and far enough away not to see them every day. At the
weekends, friends will come over and we'll play basketball. Most of them
are producers and writers; I don't hang out with many actors and actresses.

would
p 250

We may choose not to teach learners
common and we need to be prepared
it. Course materials often ignore this
express repeated and typical actions

to use will in this way, but the use is
to help learners when they come across
use but teach the equivalent would to
in the past.
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Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Learners generally have far more difficulty in using present tenses correctly than in
understanding them. Even if they don't know or are unclear about the difference in
meaning between different tenses, in most cases there is plenty of information in the
context to help them understand whether, for example, an action is temporary or not.
Form and meaning

What can be misleading for learners is coming across forms used with present
meaning that they associate with other time periods. In particular, they may
assume that will refers to the future and that the present perfect refers to the
past in instances where this is not the case.

Speaking and writing
Choosing between present simple and continuous

When learners choose the wrong tense their meaning is still usually clear.
However, the mistakes are sometimes very noticeable.
It is more common for learners to use the present simple when the present
continuous is appropriate than vice versa. This may be the result of a tendency for
learners to simplify and standardise. For some learners it may also be because their
own language indicates the temporariness of something only in special cases.
*What do you do with my handbag?

When learners use the present continuous in place of the present simple, this is
often with verbs that can't normally be used in a continuous form.
*I'm not believing you.
~re you hearing any noise?
Omitting 'third person s'

Many learners forget the 'third person s' even when they have reached a high
level of accuracy and general competence in the language.
*Myfather smoke too much.
*She believe I lied to her.
Omitting auxiliary verbs

Learners ma1 s\m\_}\\11
\\\.e ~1.amma1.Cl\a 'le't.\)"Qb.1.0.'~,e
CCl\\.s\s\\\\.¥,Cl\t-woe1rmcne
words, especially when struggling to communicate. Typica\\y, they \eave out
(one of) the auxiliaryverb(s).

verb phrases
p 296
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*Henot speak to me now.
*Iwriting to you ...
Question and negative forms of the present simple

Many learners need a lot of practice before using the rules for making questions
and negative statements accurately.
Sometimes they may over-generalise the 'third persons' rule.

*Doeshe likes classicalmusic?
They may also simply leave out the auxiliary (this is particularly common after
question words such as how, when, where, who, etc.).

*Whatyou want?
*Henot speak French?
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Consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
Explain the differences in meaning between the sentences in each of the following groups,
referring where appropriate to contexts in which one or other might be preferred.

She smokes.
She's smoking.
(ii) Are you wanting to go home?
Do you want to go home?
(iii) Are you liking the concert?
Do you like the concert?
(iv) She always brings me flowers.
She's always bringing me flowers.
(v) He's got a bath.
He has a bath.
He's having a bath.
(i)

language in context
The following is part of an interview with Judy Bennett She and her husband Charles both act in
a popular soap opera called Toe Archers'. Read the text and answer the questions that follow.

There is no set pattern to our days. Whichever one of us is not working (1) does
the housework and cooking. Charles does (2) his own washing and if I'm working,
he'// do (3) mine, too. He quite enjoys it; we have always done things that way. He
does the flowers too. I like (4) flower arranging, but I can't do it and Charles is quite
critical, so I don't try it now. I like weeding and reading - I'm never without a book,
especially on my journeys to Birmingham! What we do in the evenings depends
on Jane. She gets (5) home from school between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. I like watching
soaps on television. Well, you have to keep up with the opposition! We also listen to
'The Archers' from time to time - we don't always know (6) what is happening (7) if
we've not been in a few episodes.

a Identify the tense of each of the verbs which is printed in italics in the text. In each
case account for the choice of tense.
b Look at the following words or expressions: always, never, now. What tense or
tenses do you generally associate them with? Check which tenses these words or
expressions are used with in the text. Explain any examples of 'untypical' use.
c The following sentences are from another part of the text above. For each sentence
decide which of the two tenses is appropriate and justify your choice.

I

OJ
(ii)
(iii)

If Charles and I record/are recording 'The Archers' there is no 'typical' day.
Our home in London has/is having a pool, so l swim/am swimming regularly.
I've been/am in the show for 22 years now.
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Answers to consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
The following answers involve an element of speculation since no context for the sentences
is provided.The explanationsgiven are the most likely, but others may also be possible.
(i)

The first sentencedescribesa fact about the person.It tells us aboutone of her habits.
The second expressessomethingtemporary.Dependingon the context.this maybe
what she is doing now, or it maydescribe,for example,an ex-smoker'stemporary
relapse.

(ii), We generallyteach the secondof these usesas being correct,and mayprovidethe rule
(iii) of thumb that wantand like are 'state verbs'.If we usethem to referto generalwants and
likes (I wantpeace;I like music)we do haveto use the presentsimple.However,if they
refer to somethingtemporary(e.g.wanting to leavea party; feelingsabout a particular
concert that is still unfinished),we can usecontinuoustenses.In these casesthe first
sentencein each pair is appropriateand correct.
(iv) The secondof thesesentencesstressesthe regularityor frequencyof the action.We
often use this combinationof tense and adverbto expressirritation.We mayseethe
action as in someway temporary(i.e.one day she'll stop doing this).Thefirst sentence
expressesa fact aboutthe person.It tells us about her routinebehaviour.
(v) The first sentencetells us somethingaboutthe person'spossessions(in American
Englishwe would probablymakethis clearerby sayinga bathtub).Dependingon the
context,the secondsentencecould meanthe sameasthe first or it could referto the
regularaction of taking a bath (e.g.In the morningshe hasa bathnot a shower.).Thethird
sentencecan only referto the actionof taking a bath (e.g.Sorry,he can'tcome to the
phonejust now.He'shavinga bath.)sincewe wouldn't usehavein a continuousform to
expresspossession.

Language in context
a (1) present continuous:this use implies'at any particularpoint in time' within
a temporary period.
(2) present simple:this describesroutine behaviour,a fact about the person.
(3) wifl ('If)+ infinitive: superficiallythis sentenceresemblesa conditionaltype 1
sentence.In fact, however,this refersto the present,not to the future. Willis
used here to describe regular or habitual actions.
(4) present simple:this is a permanentstate, a fact aboutthe person.
(5) present simple: this describesroutine behaviour,a fact aboutthe person.
(6) present simple:this is a generalfact about their lives.
(7)

present continuous:this refersto eventswhich are temporaryand which are
occurring at specific points of time. i.e.those timeswhenthey don't know what
is happening.

b The way we teach adverbsof frequencyoften leadslearnersto usethem only with
the present simple tense.This text showsthat they can be usedwith a wider range
of tenses: the first instance of alwaysoccurswith the presentperfect,and neverwith
the present tense of to be.
Learners also often associate now only with the presentcontinuoustense.In this
text we find it used with the present simple.This expressesa contrastbetweenpast
and present; something has changed - now suggeststhat she usedto do flower
arranging.

The present

c

(i) are recording: the continuous form suggests that recording is a temporary
process, i.e. there are periods where they are making recordings, and then
periods where they are not.
(ii)

(iii)

has, swim: both these verbs describe general facts - a feature of the house and a
habit respectively.
I've been:the present perfect expresses the idea of 'until now'.
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'f/see amgoingto have
shalllet willhavefinished
shan'tbe needing
goingto be working

Key considerations
Some languages have a single 'future tense; whereas English uses a lot
of different verb forms to refer to future time (e.g. will, going to, will be +
-ing). Learners often find it bewildering to have to choose an appropriate
form from so many, and in general, choosing forms is more problematic
than constructing them.
Most learners want rules of thumb to help them choose appropriate forms, but
these rules of thumb are also sometimes problematic.
• Some of these rules of thumb depend on apparently 'fuzzy' distinctions
(for example, the difference between an 'arrangement' and a 'plan';
between a prediction which is based on present or past evidence and one
which is not).
• More than in most areas of grammar, the rules of thumb for choosing
between future tenses are approximate. These rules of thumb are based on
the meaning we want to express. However, in making choices we are also
influenced by personal preferences and stylistic factors. Most real texts and
transcriptions of speech which include future tenses include choices not
accounted for by the rules of thumb.
In the early stages oflearning, teachers and materials often concentrate on
one future form, and encourage learners to use this as though it were a general
'future tense'. Usually this form is going to.
In this chapter we look at the most common future forms, and consider the
meanings as though they were dear and separate. These definitions of meaning
are the ones we usually give to learners. On pages 207-10 we explore some of the
other factors that influence our choice of tenses.
We look at the different future forms in roughly the order they occur in most
courses. We concentrate on meaning much more than on form but there are
cross-references to the pages that deal with form in more detail.

tense 011d
aspect
ppl38-9

In Chapter 11we look at modal verbs. These can normally refer to the future as
well as the present.
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Going to
Form
We generally refer to this form as the going to future, and teach it as be+ going
to+ bare infinitive. It is also logical to think of this as the present continuous
form of go+ the full infinitive.

'm

Affirmative
Question

(When)

are

Negative

they
We

aren't

going
to

have

going
to

leave?

going
to

make

a wash.

a fuss.

When do we use going to?
Going to has two main uses:

• planned future events (i.e. the intention is premeditated).
We're going to spend a Jew days with my Mother.

• predictions based on present or past evidence.
It's going to rain.

We often teach these two uses quite separately. In fact they are closely related
since both of them have a basis in present or past evidence (in the one case
this is a decision we have made about our own actions and in the other it is
something that helps us to predict external actions or events).

Present continuous
Form
The form of the present continuous is covered in Chapter 13.

····::·
prcsc11t

When do we use the present continuous?
Arrangements
We use the present continuous to refer to the future when arrangements have
been made (for example, we have made a booking, bought tickets, or someone
is expecting us to do something or be somewhere at a particular time); and we

continuous
pp 192~11
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often refer to this use as the 'arranged future'. We usually specify a future time
such as next week, at Christmas,unless it is already clear that we are referring to
the future rather than the present.

Nobody's working on Monday the Sth.
Only people can make arrangements. Consequently we use this tense only
when people are responsible for the action.

Thehospital is closing next week. (NOT *Itis raining tomorrow.)
Go and come
Some people don't like to say or write going to go and going to come,and they
use going and cominginstead. In this case the events may only be planned and
not necessarily 'arranged'.

I'm coming (going) home earlyon Friday.

Will ('II, won't)

Form

....
.:··.
bJre 1nfi111tive
pp 179-81

We use these forms with the bare infinitive of the main verb .
I

•

'l/

go

soon.

won't

let

the childrenbother
you.

We form questions by inverting the position of will ('ll, won't) and the subject.

Will you wait?
We tend to choose the full form will when we are writing or speaking formally,
and often in informal speech after nouns and noun phrases (as opposed to
pronouns). In informal speaking and writing we use 'll after:
• pronouns in affirmative sentences (e.g. she'll, we'll).
• question words (e.g. when'll, who'll).
If students choose the full form willwhen they're speaking, we need to be
ea ref ul that that they don't stress it as this can suggest a degree of obstinate
insistence.

'll not(e.g. I'm afraid I'll not be there)rather than won't is the standard negative
form in some regions of the United Kingdom.

The future

When do we use will (W, won't)?
Just as we generally teach that we choose going to to refer to planned future
events and predictions based on present or past evidence, we generally teach
that we choose will or 'll:
• for unplanned future events.
• to make predictions that aren't based on present or past evidence.
We often teach unplanned events in the context of making decisions or offers
spontaneously (i.e. the intention is unpremeditated).
I'll do that for you.
We often teach predictions that aren't based on present or past evidence as:
• guesses based on characteristic behaviour.
I bet he'll bring his mother .
• assertions of faith about the future.
We'll never lose an election in this constituency.

After I and we, we can choose between will and shall, and won't and shan't. We
use shall and shan't with the bare infinitive in exactly the same way as we use will
('ll, won't).

The question form places shall/shan't before the subject.
Shall we go?

Shall is usually pronounced as a weak form /Jgl/.

When do we use shall (shan't)?
Some people consistently choose shall and shan't in preference to will and won't
after I and we. Other people never use these forms. Modern teaching materials
tend to ignore this use of shall altogether. Some older materials misleadingly
teach that shall and shan't are the only correct forms to use after I and we.
In question forms we generally use shall only to make offers and suggestions.
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Present simple

··--·::
present simple
pp 188-91

Form
The form of the present simple is covered in Chapter 13.
When do we use the present simple?
Timetables and programmes

We use the present simple to anticipate things on the basis of a timetable or
programme, often when we are referring to itineraries and travel arrangements,
or entertainments and planned public events.

Thenext train leaves at 6.30.

Does the play start at 8.00 or 8.15?

When we use the present simple to refer to the future, we usually specify precise
times and often use the following verbs: come, arrive,start(begin),go, leave

(depart),finish (end).
People sometimes argue that we use the present simple in this way because we
see these events as being factually certain or regular occurrences.
After conjunctions

We usually teach that aft~r conjunctions of time (e.g. after,as soon as, before,by
the time, if, till, when, while,unless,until) we don't use future tenses. Instead we
use a present tense to refer to the future. This is often the present simple but,
according to what we want to express, we can also use the present continuous or
the present perfect.
Present simple:

I'll get back toyou when he arrives.

Present continuous:

I'll ask her to phone you as soon as she'sfeeling better.

Present perfect:

I shan't speak toyou until you've apologised.

Other words and phrases which function as conjunctions (not necessarily of
time) are also followed by present tenses referring to the future.

I'll give it to whoever/anyonewho comes.
I'll collecthim wherever/nomatter wherehe arrives.

Am/is/are + infinitive
Form
The form of this is very simple.

The future

When do we use am/is/are

+ infinitive?

We use am/is/are+ infinitive for events (activities or states) we see as being in
some sense inevitable. Often they have been determined by some external and,
perhaps, official body and so an element of obligation is also implied.
The whole cast is to assemble on stage after the performance. (i.e. this has
been determined by the director)

Continuous, perfect and perfect continuous forms
of future tenses
Course materials often focus on the continuous, perfect and perfect continuous
forms of will and 'll, and ignore the fact that we also use continuous, perfect and
perfect continuous forms of shall and going to.

Continuous form
We replace the bare infinitive (main verb) with be+ ingto form the continuous
form of future tenses.

I

'II

behaving

dinner.

Dorothy

is going to

be working

late.

We

shan't

be needing

you any more.

When do we use the continuous form?
This form has two distinct uses:
• future events in progress.
• future as a matter of course.
Future events in progress
We use future continuous forms to refer to something that is predicted or
programmed to begin before a particular point in the future - and, possibly,
to continue after this time (e.g. I'll be working then).
working
[-------]

now

then

Future as a matter of course
We also use future continuous forms as a very neutral way of referring to the
future, when we want to avoid suggesting anything about intention, arrangement,
prediction or willingness (e.g. They'll be bringing the children.).
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We often teach this use of future continuous forms in the following contexts:
• reassuring people that we are not putting ourselves (or someone else) out.

She'll be going thereanyway.
• sounding out plans before making a request or an offer.

Will you be using your car?

Pert ect form
We replace the bare infinitive (main verb) with have+ past participle.

Nobody

'.sgoing to

haveprepared.

She

won't

havearrived

I

shan't

havefinished.

beforeyou.

When do we use the perfect form?
We use future perfect forms to view things from a particular point in the future
as already having taken place or as having been completed.
We frequently use these forms with expressions beginning by ... or before...

She will havefinished work by 6.00.
I'll have left beforeyou get here.

(
now

6.00/you get here

Perfect continuous form
We replace the bare infinitive (main verb) with have been+ ing.

havebeen living in Ghanafor
40yearsnext July.

When do we use the perfect continuous form?
We generally teach that we use future perfect continuous forms to view things from
a particular point in the future when we are interested in how long they have been
happening. We generally use these forms with expressions that begin with for ...

The future
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She'll have been working there for over twenty-five years when she retires. (The
time she starts work could be before or after 'now', the time of speaking.)

-- -

- -

--

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~

now

time of retirement

State verbs in future tenses
We normally avoid using state verbs, especially be, in continuous forms. When
we use a state verb to express something that we normally associate with
continuous tenses (e.g. 'future as a matter of course'), we use a simple form
instead.
Will you be at home tonight? (NOT *Willyou be being ... ?)

He'll have known her for two years when they get married.
(NOT

*He'll have been knowing her ... )

Other factors in choosing future tenses
Course materials generally teach that we choose between future tenses on the
basis of meaning -whether or not, for example, something is:
• arranged.
• premeditated.
• predicted on the basis of present evidence.
• part of a regular itinerary.
• a state or an event.
For learners who want dependable rules of thumb to help them avoid mistakes
when they speak and write, this focus on meaning may be the best policy.
However, we also need to be aware that we take on board all kinds of other
factors in choosing between future tenses. In particular, we often use will or
will be ... -ing for predictions based on present or past evidence - when the
rules of thumb we teach suggest we should use going to.
Below we look at some of these factors and at examples to illustrate them. Many
of the examples can be attributed to more than one of the factors (e.g. both
formality and type of text). Italics have been added to highlight the future tense
forms.

state verbs
rip 108-9
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Personal preference

This example is from a letter from a publisher to an author. The first use of shall
is unusual.
Jeanne shall be answeringyour letter herself and I shall shortly be arrangingfor
someone to read the reworked chapters.

Variety

We often vary the tenses we use simply in order to avoid repetition particularly of going to.
In the first example a child is talking.
In the morning I'm going to go swimming. Then I'll come back and I'll
get my sweets from the sweet shop. And then on Sunday in the morning
we're going to go to church ...

fat\.\.\~~Y-.nm-p\~
n '\'.\! .,,µmts }ourna\ist \ooks forward to the summer.
It's going to be a hectic time, as Wimbledon starts
only
three days later,
where I think everyone will watch to
see if Pete Sampras and Steffi Graf can repeat
their
success
of last
year ... We'11 be providing
our usual
comprehensive
coverage from the 133rd Open championship
in July ...

In this example the speaker is talking to a TV audience about gardening. He
freely mixes contracted and uncontracted forms.

I'll mix it with some compost, and then I shall plunge the pots in a bucket of
water, then I shallfill the hole till the water stops running out, and then lug it so
it gets a good go, and then it'll have to take its chances.

The future

Formality

We often use will or shall rather than going to to express plans when we use
language formally - particularly when we write.
The first example comes from a political manifesto.
We will abolish the right of the hereditary peers to vote in the House of
Lords. We will reformthe House of Commons. We will make sure the quangos
that spend vast sums of taxpayers' money are put under public scrutiny ...

The second example was spoken during a job interview.
As we said in the letter we sent you, we will let you know our final
decision before the end of next week.

Type of text

Will is widely used in weather forecasts to make predictions based on present
evidence.

Rain will
spread
from the southwest.
Tomorrow will be
cloudy with scattered
showers. The rain will fall mostly
over coastal
areas.

Shall (and also will) is used in books and articles to anticipate and introduce
the content.

In this chapter I shall be lookingparticularly at the problems which arise when ...

In this chapter I shall describe the parameters for a culture-sensitive
approach; in Chapter 11 I shall exemplify the process.
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Structure

We frequently choose will rather than going to in complex constructions such as
subordinate clauses (first example) and continuous or perfect forms of the verb
(second example).

He said he'll phone later.
We'll befinishing at about threeo'clock.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Learners generally have far more difficulty in using future tenses correctly
than in understanding them. Even if they don't know or are unclear about the
difference in meaning between different tenses, in most cases there is plenty of
information in the context to help them understand whether, for example, an
action is premeditated or not.
Speaking and writing
The biggest problem that most learners face is that of choosing the tense which
is most appropriate for expressing what they want to say. However, some
learners still have problems with the form of the tenses they choose.
Choosingtenses
Over-generalising and simplifying
Learners often choose one tense to express future time in English and use it
whenever they refer to the future. They sometimes choose the first form they
learn or the one that is most similar to the way they express future time in their
own language.

Learners often adopt will as their all-purpose future tense.

(*)Willyou go out this weekend?
(instead of Areyou goingout... ? or Areyou going to go out ... ?)
(*)I'msorryI can't stay late. I'll play squash tonight.
(instead of I'm playing ...)
Other learners over-use going to.

A: I'm afraid he isn't here this week.
B: Don't worry,(*)I'mgoing to phone him tomorrow then.
(instead of I'll phone him ...)

The future

Mistakes like these are not always systematic. Some learners mix up the rules
or simply forget them under the pressure of communicating. Other learners
consciously or unconsciously use inappropriate rules, for example using going
to as a 'near' future tense and will to refer to a more distant future.
Many learners avoid the complex continuous, perfect and perfect continuous
forms. Both the meaning and the form of these constructions may seem
dauntingly and unnecessarily complicated.
Time conjunctions

Learners often use a future tense instead of a present tense after time conjunctions.
*We'll call you as soon as he'll get here.

The learner may be applying rules from her own language and/or over-generalising
from the use of' ll. This use seems logical and learners often feel this is right even
when they have learned the correct rules.
Native speakers sometimes use future tenses after time conjunctions, but
students may be penalised if they do this in exams.
Present tenses

Learners sometimes over-use present tenses to refer to the future. In the text
which follows, there are additional mistakes of vocabulary (e.g. enjoy).
Tomorrow I go (1) on a trip to Salisbury and Stonehenge. We enjoy (2) the
whole day by bus. I hope it isn't (3) rain.

(1) I'm going

(2) We're going to enjoy

(3) I hope it won't rain.

Some learners who generally choose tenses appropriately may also over-use
present tenses, even in a very systematic way. For example, advanced learners may
consistently choose the present simple to express a spontaneous (i.e. unplanned or
'unpremeditated') decision to perform an immediate action, perhaps because they
use a similar tense for this purpose in their own language.
A:
B:

There's someone at the door.
OK. *Iget it!
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Form
Using auxiliary verbs

Learners sometimes miss out auxiliary verbs.

*Whatyou going to do?

*Willyou staying here?

They also sometimes use infinitives as auxiliaries instead of-ingforms and vice
versa.

*Thefamily is go get into the car.

*It'llgetting colderthis evening.

They may also add unnecessary auxiliaries.

*Withmusic on the Internet, we will don't need to buy CDsany more.
Infinitives

Learners may also be unsure when to use a bare or full infinitive.

*Ishall to see her again next week.
Word order

Word order can also cause problems, particularly in question forms.

*Whenyou will come back?
*Whyyou won't come with me?

The future

Consolidation exercises
Form and meaning
Match each of the italic future forms used in the texts with an appropriate rule of thumb
from the list below.
(i) From a programme accompanying a series of concerts:
I hope you will enjoy this year's season as much as the last.
(ii) From a political biography:
I believe that the Conservative government of the 1980s will be seen by future
historians as the most successful British government of the 20th century.
(iii) From a programme accompanying a series of concerts:
lvor Bolton brings the St James's Players from St James's, Piccadilly.
(iv) From a local newspaper:
A lighthouse built over two centuries ago to guide ships into the Mersey is to
enjoy a new lease of life as a tourist attraction.
(v) From an advertisement for a concert of classical piano music:
Renowned as a world authority on the music of Liszt, Leslie Howard is recording
Liszt's entire piano works. This project will have taken fifteen years to complete
and amount to some eighty Hyperion compact discs.
(vi) A teacher talking to a visitor to his class:
T: Well, at the moment they're writing scripted dialogues that theyj-e going to
use later for a role-play.
V: And what roles are they going to play?
T: Well, theyj-e all going to play imaginary roles ... well, it looks like they're
finished so 1'll just go back over to them ...

a an unplanned future event (decision taken at the time of speaking)

b an inevitable event 'determined' by someone
c a planned event (decision already taken - 'premeditated intention')

d something we see as finishing before a point in the future
e a prediction or assertion not based on present or past evidence
f

something which is part of a fixed programme of planned public events

Differences in meaning
Comment on the difference in meaning between the following.
When will we arrive?
When shall we arrive?

Language in context
1 The first text that follows is a transcript of someone talking about his forthcoming

weekend away with two friends. Two of the three men are interested in football. The
second text is from a newspaper. The journalist ironically considers proposals that in the
future we should retire at a much later age than at present. Read the texts that follow,
examine the ways in which future time is expressed in them and answer the questions.
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A: Next week you're going (1) away, aren't you?
B: Well, three of us are going (2) up to the Lake District for six days' freedom ...
there'// be (3) no restrictions on the time that we do (4) things, how much we eat
and drink. We'// be leaving (5) some time on Saturday afternoon and, I guess,
getting to the Lake District about 8 or 9 o'clock at night. Two of us will want(6) to
listen to the outcome of Saturday's football matches, and one of us won't. So that'//
be (7) an interesting dynamic. It's the first time the three of us have been away
together.

We may be (B) lonely, miserable, and scavenging in skips for the crumbs from some
young man's table, but we will not be (9)
bored. We won't be(lO) bored because we'll
be working(ll). The answer to the question
posed by the Beatles all those years ago will you still need me, will you still feed
(12) me - is respectively 'yes' and 'no'. Yes,
we (the young) need you to pay our pen-

sions. And no, we won't feed (13) you just
yet. Sixty four? A mere stripling! According to Lord Turner, the Government's pensions supremo, we'//soon need(l4) to work
until we're (15) 70. And that, of course, is
not for a nice, index-linked pension, but
for the stately sum of £97.50 a week.
Quite who is going to employ (16) us
remains, at this stage, vague.

a Name the forms which have been highlighted.
b Speculate as to why these choices have been made. (Refer to the context in which
these forms are used and consider the full range of factors that influence our choice
of future tenses.)
c Consider what alternative forms might have been used and in what ways this might
have affected meaning or emphasis.
2 The first text that follows is a transcription of a boy (A) and his mother (B) telling a visitor
their plans for the following weekend. A is going away with his father (C). B is going
away with her other son (D) and a friend (E). In the second text a nine-year-old child is
talking about his future. Some of the verbs have been written in their infinitive form. In
each case:
a Use the context to help you guess what future form was originally used.
b What alternatives to this might be possible?
c How might choosing between different possible alternatives influence meaning and
emphasis?
A: We go (1) camping. We go (2) on the River Thames.
B: Friday be (3) spent getting A and C ready to go off, and then on Saturday D and
I go (4) down to Wokingham on the train for the weekend, which be (5) very
exciting. And I'm sure E have(6) some plans in mind. I expect we do (7) some
exploring, and I know that E and I talk (8) a bit about these Open University
courses.
I'm not get (9) married. I live (10) in Manchester, Leeds or Blackburn. I be
(t'l) a policeman, a life-saver or a fireman. Or I be (12) a star football player.

The future

Answers to consolidation exercises
Form and meaning
(i) e

(ii) e

(iii) f

(iv) b

(v) d

(vi) c, c, c, a

Differences in meaning
When will we arrive? is a factual enquiry about the time. When shall we arrive? is asking for a
suggestion.

Language in context
1

(1)

a

b

c

present
continuous

This is an enquiry about
arrangements or plans.

Other tenses could be
used; for example, if
the questioner thought
of the holiday as
determined by someone
else he might ask you're
to go away, aren't you?,
or if he thought of it as
being 'as a matter of
course': you'll be going
away, won't you?

I
I

(2)

present
continuous

This is an arranged future.

(3)

will

This might be a prediction not
based on present or past evidence.
Alternatively, the speaker may simply
be avoiding repetition of going.

(4)

present
simple

The expression on the time that
functions like a time conjunction,
after which we use present tenses to
refer to the future.

(5)

continuous
form of will
(will be ...
-ing)

The rule of thumb we'd use to
explain this would be future 'as a
matter of course'.

I

I

He could also use going
to. This absence of
restrictions is probably
something he has already
thought about, if not
planned.

I He might have used the
I present continuous or
J going to. In this case he
I he might be thinking of
[ the departure time more
as an arrangement or a

I
(6)&(7)

will

_j_plan. ·---·--·-~·-·-··
__.
These predictions appear to be
He could also use
based on present or past evidence
f going to - although we
(knowledge of personalities and
! generally avoid repeating
interests in the group) - the speaker i this so frequently.
I
may be avoiding repetition of going to. i
---~J

i

I

i
I

I
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a

b

!c-

(8) modal verb maysuggestspossibility rather than

certainty and can refer to the present
or the future. The discussion in this
article is clearly about the future.
(9) will (not)

This prediction seemsto be based
on evidence,and learners might
expect going to here. Howeverthe
relativelyformal style of the article
may explain why will is used here.
The fact that the uncontracted will
not is used (as opposed to won't
later in the article), may suggest an
element of avowalor affirmation.
Alternatively,this may be a case
where the meaning is similar to
future continuous uses, but the form
is simple becausethe verb is be.

(10) will (not)

See above (9). This more common,
contracted form of will not makes the
repetition seem more 'matter of fact'
than the first, uncontracted,use.

(not) going to could also
be used.

(11) future
The rule of thumb we'd use to
going to could replace
continuous explain this would probably be future will
'as a matter of course'.

I

i
I

(12) wil!

If this wasn't part of a song, we might going to could replace
wi/1.
speculatethat (this repeated)will is
used rather than going to to shed
any possiblesuggestionof intention.
However,within a song, choices
also dependon rhythm and sound
patterns.

(13) wil! (not)

The reasonsthis is used rather than
(not) going to are probably more to
do with style than meaning.

going to would be
appropriatehere as
this seemsto be a
premeditatedintention.

As above (13).

goingtowould be
appropriatehereasthe
predictionseemsto be
basedon presentevidence.

:

I

1

(14) wil/
I
I

I

i

(15) present
simple

I

,-··

! the time conjunction until.

_________
,____
.

i

(16) going to
i

This is used because,although the

i meaningis clearly future, it follows

IThisis strangeaswe mightexpectwil!

here sincethere is little suggestionof
premeditationor presentevidence.
The choiceis perhapsmadein order
i to heightenthe contrastimpliedin the
'
changeof paragraph.
------·--------L
i

I

i

----

-------------

wil!would also be
appropriatehere.

-~
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a

b

c

're going

're going to go

This makes it less certain that
arrangements have been made. Also,
many people avoid this expression.

(3)

will be

is going to be

Although this may already be planned,
the speaker probably chooses will
rather than going to because going to
would make the form of this passive
construction more complex and more
awkward.

(4)

are going

will go, will be going,
present simple

This clearly seems to be something that
has been arranged or at least planned.
However, the other tenses could be
used without making much difference
since the context already makes this
clear. The simple present has some
suggestion that this is an inevitable,
programmed fact.

(5)

will be

going to

It is already clear that this is a planned
event, and so the speaker doesn't
depend on choosing going to to make
this clear. Also, the verb occurs in a
subordinate clause, where we tend to
use will rather than going to.

(1)& (2)

I

(6)

will have

going to

As above (5).

(7)

'II do

going to

As above (5).

(8)

are going to
talk

will

Perhaps she chooses going to here for
variety (the three previous verbs all
use will or '//).

going
going
going
going

We would normally expect more variety of tense (in particular
the use of will as well as going to), and this would make no
difference to meaning. The speaker is a nine-year-old boy, and
this repetition of going to is a characteristic of children's speech.

~·

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

to get
to live
tobe
to be

1

Thepast

loved didn'tdream
Didyougo? waswaiting
hadbeensupposing
hadlived

Key considerations
Learners often have difficulty mastering the forms of the past simple. In
particular, they often need opportunities to study and practise:
• question and negative forms.
• irregular past tense forms.
• the spelling of regular past tense forms.
We generally teach learners to choose between different past tenses according
to when the events take place in relation to some fixed time or event in the past.
We also sometimes focus on the narrative functions of the past perfect simple
and the past continuous, and some learners find this is easier to understand
and use as a rule of thumb. Narratives also provide a valuable opportunity for
learners to practise these tenses.
When our students are studying a tense for the first time, we usually focus on
what makes this tense different from others. We want to help our learners make
confident choices, and so we often teach rules of thumb which suggest that in
any context there is one correct - or at least 'best' - choice, even though there
are sometimes two equal possibilities.
Many other European languages have tense which is similar to the past perfect
simple in form and which is used in similar circumstances. Speakers of these
languages generally find it easy to understand and use this tense.

tense and
aspect'
pp 138-9

Past simple
The past simple tense is sometimes called the 'simple past'.

Form
Verbs other than to be
····j·
verb forms

_P_P_1_12_
.._1
s__

)
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Tobe
To be is different from all other verbs in having two forms of the past simple:

I/She/He/It was.
We/You/1hey were.
It is also different from other non-modal verbs in forming questions and

negatives without did.

Affirmative
Question

late.

Thetra;n I was
Where

Negative

the knives?

were
We

'---=~~~~~~~~~

weren't

alone.

~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~>

When do we use the past simple?
Finished periods of time

The past simple is one of the tenses we use to refer to completed events, states
or actions. We choose the past simple when we consider that the event, state or
action took place within a finished period of time.
We often use an expression such as last week, at the weekend, in 1972, 3 years
ago, or when we were on holiday to make it clear that the period of time is
finished. Sometimes, however, this completed period of time is only implied.
Shakespeare wrote over 30 plays. (i.e. during his life. We know that he's dead.)
Did you go to the party? (on Saturday)

Sometimes the 'finished period of time' is not only implied, it is also entirely
subjective. The following example appears to contradict the rule about finished
periods of time as today by definition is unfinished. However, the speaker
thinks of 'today' (perhaps the working day) as over.
I saw Harry in the office today.
Precise detail

We also use the past simple when we provide precise circumstantial detail
about an event (e.g. we can say I've had my appendix out but we have to
use the past simple as soon as we specify, for example, where or how - we
don't say* I've had my appendix out in Warsaw but I had my appendix out in
Warsaw). Newspaper reports often introduce a description of an event using
the present perfect simple but then 'drift' into the past simple as more detail
accumulates.

present perfect
simple
pp 235-6
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Time anchor

In telling stories and describing what happened in the past we use the past
simple as a 'time anchor' - to establish the key 'time frame' of events. We also
use the past simple to describe the key events that move the story forward. We
use other tenses (notably the past perfect and past continuous) to show the
relationship of other events to this 'time frame'. In the early stages of teaching
past tenses, teachers often focus exclusively on the use of the past simple for
events within a finished period of time, leaving its use in narrative until later.
Different kinds of events

Some languages use different tenses for different kinds of past events (e.g.
'momentary' as opposed to 'extended over a period of time' or 'repeated'). In
English we can use the past simple for many kinds of event.
The following paragraph is taken from an article about the French film director
Jean Renoir, who died in 1979.
Renoir's richest period, when he made (1) his most imperishable films,
was in the 1930s and ended (2) abruptly with the Second World War, most
of which he spent (3) in Hollywood making movies for 20th Century Fox.

(1) things which are repeated over a period of time
(2) single, momentary events
(3) things which are extended over a period of time

Past perfect simple

111J111
verbs
pp 107-10
past
port1c1plcs

Form
We form the past perfect simple with had followed by the main verb in a past
participle form.

ppll2-16

I
• Quest~on I (Why)
• Negative
I
--···----------~--·----_l__
Affirmative

I
I had

IEveryone
l;hey
They

--~--

hadn't

---~-----~

eaten.

When do we use the past perfect simple?
Sequence of events

We use the past perfect simple when we want to draw attention to the fact that
something took place and finished before something else in the past.

The past
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We often use the past perfect simple in clauses connected by a conjunction
(e.g. when, and, that, because,so) to a clause containing a verb in the past simple.

I knew (that) I had seen her somewherebefore.
It had stopped raining so they didn't bother to put the car away.

had stopped raining

didn't bother

now

We use the past perfect simple to avoid confusion or ambiguity. We don't use
it simply because one event came before another, but in order to clarify the
order of events. So, for example, we use the tense more frequently with the
conjunction when than before or after:

They had finished eating when I got there. (Only the two tenses make the
sequence of events clear.)
Theyfinished eating before I got there. (The conjunction before makes the
sequence of events clear, and so we can use the past simple, rather than the
past perfect, for the earlier of the events.)
Very often, context provides some information about the sequence of events. In
this case choosing between past simple and past perfect involves making subtle
judgements about how much information is needed, and we generally prefer to
provide too much rather than to risk misunderstanding.
State verbs
With certain verbs we use the past perfect simple in contexts where learners
might expect to use the past perfect continuous.

I had understood that she was dissatisfiedfor a long time beforeshe said anything.
Narrative
When we tell a story or describe a sequence of events we generally use the past
simple to establish the main facts and to move the story forward if we describe
events in the order they happened.

We use the past perfect to describe the background - to introduce the events
that happened before the main narrative and have some bearing on it. We often
also use it for 'flashbacks' to show that a character is recollecting something that
happened previously.
The following is the beginning of a chapter in a novel. The novel describes an
imaginary republican take-over in Britain, in which the Royal Family are forced to

event and
swte verbs
pp 108-9
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move from Buckingham Palace to a council housing estate. Theyare givenhouses in a
street called Hellebore Close.The text below explores the use of tenses in this passage.

The street sign at the entrance to the Close had lost five black metal
letters. HELL .. . CLOSE it now said, illuminated by the light of a
flickering street lamp.
The Queen thought, 'Yes, it is Hell, it must be, because I've never seen
anything like it in the whole of my waking life.'
She had visited many council estates - had opened community
centres, had driven through the bunting and the cheering crowds,
alighted from the car, walked on red carpets, been given a red posy
by a two-year-old in a 'Mothercare' party frock, been greeted by
tonguetied dignitaries, pulled a cord, revealed a plaque, signed the
visitor's book.

The past perfect (had lost) is used in the first sentence to set the scene, to
establish something which happened before the key event, and which had some
bearing on the key event. By beginning with this scene-setting the author also
establishes a sense of expectation.
The second sentence of the first paragraph and the whole second paragraph
establish (implicitly) the main point of reference in this narrative, i.e. the 'key
event', the arrival of the Queen.
The past perfect (had visited, had opened, etc.) is used in the third paragraph to
establish that the events described are again further in the past. The auxiliary
verb had is used three times in the list of events and then left out before the
other past participles (alighted etc.) since it is clear that these events are all in
this past perfect sequence.

Past continuous

.....:·..

spell1no
p 176 -7

Form
We form the past continuous with was or were followed by the main verb in an
-ingforrn.

• Affirmative j

iQuest'.on
iNegative

I{Why)

I
talking?

[ ""'

I -----~-----'--

---"-
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When do we use the past continuous?
Sequence of events

We use the past continuous to describe something which began before a
particular point in the past and is still in progress at that point. 1he action may
continue after that point.
I was still working at 6 o'clock. (and I continued working after that point)
He was using the vacuum cleaner and so he just didn't hear the doorbell. (and
continued using the vacuum cleaner after the doorbeU rang)
was ... working

now

6 o'clock

We can also use the past continuous when the action stopped at the key point in
the past.
He was working at his computer when the power cut occurred.
was working

),J
power cut
occurred

now

1his use is sometimes called the 'interrupted past continuous'. We use the past
simple to describe the action which 'interrupted' the past continuous action.
'Complete' periods of time

We sometimes use the past continuous to describe events that extend across
'complete' periods of time (e.g.all day, the whole lesson, every minute of thejourney).
We were slaving away from morning to night.
were slaving

from morning to night

now

This choice of the past continuous rather than the past simple emphasises that
the activity was happening at every moment during the specified period.
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Narrative
In narrative, the past continuous is often used to set the scene for events which
are taking place. In the following extracts from a novel the author uses the past
continuous to establish the background against which the key events happen.

Mona was washing dishes with a vengeancewhen Mrs Madrigalwalked into
the kitchen.
Mona was beginning her second half litre of wine when Mrs Madrigalarrived
at the Savoy-Tivoli.
Habitual action
We sometimes use the past continuous together with an adverb of frequency
to emphasise the repetitiveness of an action. This use appears to contradict the
more common reasons for choosing this tense.
present
continuous
p 1\33

He was always complaining he didn't earn enough.
This is similar to the present continuous.

Past perfect continuous
Form
We form the past perfect continuous with had followed by been and the main
verb in an -ing form.

i Affirmative
jQuestion

'They
What

had

Iyou
I

lNegative

been losing

had

a lot of
money.

been doing?
hadn't

been working for long.

When do we use the past perfect continuous?
Sequence of events
We use the past perfect continuous when we are concerned with an extended or
repeated event or activity which took place before a particular point in the past.

Sometimes this event or activity stops at the specified point of time.

He'd been driving on the motorwaywithout a breakfor severalhourswhen the
accidenthappened.
he'd beendriving

--->-

l

the accidenthappened

now

The past

Sometimes this event or activity continues beyond the specified point of time.
Thefamily had been living in the house for years before they noticed the bulge
in the wall.
had been living

-------~
they noticed

now

Sometimes this event or activityhas recentlyfinished before the specifiedpoint of time.
His eyes were red. I could tell he'd been crying.
he'd been crying

>J
his eyes were red

now

As in the first two examples above, we often use the past perfect continuous
with for or since to measure how long something lasted until a particular point.

Comparing 'new' and familiar tenses
Some learners find it helpful to compare the tenses they learn with similar
tenses that they already know.
The 'new' tense

A familiar tense

Past continuous

Present continuous

[--------]

[----------]

I
Key point
in the past

I
now

Key point
in the past

I
now

Past perfect continuous

),, ]
I
Key point
in the past

now

Present perfect simple

Past perfect simple

c[ J)

I

et:])
now

Present perfect continuous

),, ]

I
now

I
now
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Choosing between tenses
Crucial choices
Choosing between past continuous or past perfect continuous forms can make
a particularly crucial difference to the meaning we express. In the first of the
examples below the speaker's mother is still living in the house at the time of the
visit. In the second example we understand that she is now living somewhere else.

We called at the house wheremy mother was living and leftsomeflowersfor
her there.
We calledat the house wheremy mother had been living to see if the new
people had receivedany mailfor her.
Open choice
Sometimes it is possible to choose more than one tense, and this choice
makes no perceptible difference to meaning. In the following examples, each
author chooses a different tense. We can only speculate about whether the
authors wanted to achieve particular effects of style or emphasis through their
respective choice, or whether their choice was unconscious or arbitrary. What is
clear is that either tense is possible in either context.
Past continuous or past perfect continuous?
Past continuous:

Auntie Du and the servantsall laughedloudly, recountingat leastten times
where they were sitting or standing when the sirenscame.
Past perfect continuous:

Thevoiceshe could hear were... simply the indignant residentsof the
neighbourhoodwho had been cooking or watching televisionor reading
when the lightswent out.
Past simple or past perfect simple?

Two days afterhe had returned from Germany,Britten began to composea
new song-cyclefor Pears,with piano accompaniment.
Two days after he returned (past simple) is also possible here as the order of
events is completely clear.
Past perfect simple or continuous?

I had hoped to catchan early-morningbus to Stonehengewith a view to
proceedingon to Aveburyfor the afternoon,but this, I apprehended, was
an impossibility.

The past

I had been hoping (past perfect continuous) is also possible here. However, the
context makes it clear that the writer continued hoping up until a particular
moment (I apprehended), and so it isn't necessary to convey this in the
grammar.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Learners may have some problems in understanding the differences between
these tenses, but these rarely lead to serious misunderstanding since the
distinctions are often unimportant and already clear in the context.
The greatest source of potential misunderstanding is in sentences like these:
He left when I got there/He'd left when I got there.
I knew he liked me/I knew he'd liked me.

Here, the learner has to:
• recognise the significance of the tense choice (simultaneous events or in
sequence).
• hear the (barely perceptible) difference between he left/liked and
he'd left/liked.
Native speakers are often unsure whether they've heard the past simple or past
perfect, and may ask a question to check this.

Speaking and writing
Regular and irregular forms

There are several reasons why learners may make mistakes in the use of regular
and irregular forms. They may:
• (consciously or unconsciously) have learned the wrong form of a particular
verb.
• be guessing the form because they don't know what it is.
• over-generalise rules (for example, ignoring irregular forms or using past
forms in questions or infinitives).
These reasons are often not immediately clear, and we need to talk to the
students about particular mistakes in order to learn the precise causes. Typical
examples are:
*I've speaked about it.

*Didyou wrote to him yesterday?

*I dranked two glasses.

*Doyou ate everything?
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Simplifying the form

Learners may use a bare infinitive instead of the -ing form or instead of the past
participle.

*Iwas do my homework when he came to see me last night.
*Ididn't believethat I had pass my examinations.
Or, they may leave out an auxiliary verb.

*Itrying to open the carriagedoor when the train started.
*Thearmy had preparing/or the attack.
Or, in asking questions, they may fail to make necessary changes to the order
of words. This is particularly common if the question contains a question word
(what, when, why, etc.) or a negative form. The following example contains both
these features.

*Whyhe hadn't been living there?
Having learned the use of did and didn't to ask questions and make negative
statements in the past simple, learners may inappropriately extend this to
other tenses.

*Thesurvivors didn't had eaten anythingfor days when they werefinally
rescued.
Avoidance

Learners often avoid what they feel they don't properly know yet. Particularly in
speaking, learners may play safe by avoiding the more complex past tenses. For
example, they may use the past simple to make any reference to past time.

*YesterdayI got up earlybecauseI went to the antiques market. WhenI got to
the market it alreadyopened.
Mistakes like this may also be the result of not knowing the appropriate forms,
or may be due to 'forgetting' them under the pressure of communicating.
Some learners consistently use a present tense instead of the past.

*LastSunday is my birthday.
Over-use

They may also over-use a form because they have learned a rule which is
incomplete or inaccurate. This learner seems to have grasped that we use the
past perfect simple for actions that are further back in the past, but isn't yet
aware of the other factors which make us choose this tense.

The past

*I had graduated from university and then I had joined the army. I started
working several years later.
Misuse

In the following example, it is difficult know whether the learner is avoiding
the past perfect continuous or is making a 'slip' in the process of composing
the sentence. Mistakes like this are particularly common when learners use
phrases with for and since. This may be because they have previously made an
effort to associate for and since with present perfect rather than present simple
or continuous forms.
*She has been living in England for a long time but she still didn't speak English.
Pronunciation

Many learners 'over-pronounce' the regular past tense ending, adding an
entire syllable to the base form of the verb, rather than simply adding a final
consonant.
loved:

*/IAved/
*/IAv1d/

picked:

*/piked/
*/p1k1d/

dropped:

*/droped/
*/drop1d/

This maybe:
• because they find the combination of consonants difficult to pronounce
without a vowel to separate them.
• because they haven't learned the appropriate pronunciation rules.
• because they are influenced by adjectives they know like wicked (lw1k1d/).
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Consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
Explain the differences in meaning between the sentences in these groups:

(i) I left when he arrived.
(ii) I had left when he arrived.
(iii) I was leaving when he arrived.
(iv) She pointed out he spoke English.
(v) She pointed out he had spoken English.
(vi) She pointed out he was speaking English.
(vii) She'd been painting the room when she was taken into hospital.
(viii) She'd painted the room when she was taken into hospital.
(ix) She was painting the room when she was taken into hospital.

Learners' English
The following were written by learners of English.

(i) I travelled in a coach to Ankara. A car on the outside lost control and pushed us
off the road.
(ii) I had got up and then I had washed. Then I had put on my clothes and I left
home.
(iii) We used to stay with friends in Kabul for two years when we came to Britain and
got asylum.
(iv) Her grandmother was died tour years ago.

a What is strange (or wrong) about the use or form of tenses in each extract?
b Why do you think the learners may have expressed themselves in this way?
c What general rule of thumb would you want to give to each learner?

Language in context
1 Read the following extracts, in which some of the verbs have been printed in italics.
Answer the questions about the verbs.

(i) This is from a newspaper article about the ending of Prohibition (the banning of
alcoholic drinks) in the United States.

It was the end of a startling social experiment which had begun (1) at midnight on
January 17, 1920 - when constitutional prohibition made (2) America 'dry'.
But less than two years later, the experiment had patently failed (3) and
Americans were busy paralysing, blinding and killing themselves with huge
quantities of bootleg (i.e. illegal) liquor.
Gangsters were making (4) millions from the licensing trade and the most
inoffensive citizen regularly defied (5) the law in order to get a little of what he
fancied.

The past
(ii)

From a TV programme about the war poet, Siegfried Sassoon:

He was one of the people whom the war rescued in the sense that it gave his
life meaning. He had been dreaming (6) in the garden at home, writing poems,
having them privately printed, and it had been (7) a very drifting, purposeless
kind of life. It didn't satisfy him and he didn't know what to do about it.

(iii)

She

In this extract from a novel, a woman wakes up after dreaming about her husband,
who is a doctor.

woke

up still
squinting
against
the sunlight
that
had
(8) off
his
glasses.
He had been wearing
(9) a
stethoscope,
she recalled,
looped
across
the back of his
worn (10) a stethoscope
neck like
a shaving
towel.
He hadn't
since
the first
week he came to work for her father.
It was
a new-young-doctor
thing
to do: really.

flashed

(iv) From a newspaper article about John McCarthy, a political hostage:

John McCarthy was working (11)as a journalist in Beirut when he was seized on his way
to the airport to leave.

a What is the tense?
b What reasons are there for choosing this tense in this context?
c What other tense(s) might also be possible here? How might these affect meaning?
2 Read the following extracts, in which some of the verbs are provided only in their
infinitive form. Study these and consider the questions below.
(i) From an interview with a popular British entertainer:

My most memorable Christmas has to be 1970, when my eldest son, Robert, was
6 months old and I play (1) Aladdin in panto at the London Palladium. We wake (2) up
on Christmas Day to find it snow (3) during the night. In the middle of the lawn was a
single rose, which my husband Bobby put (4) there. The day was perfect from then on.

Oi) From a novel:
I met this same man Lin for the first time twenty years later, when I already live (5) in
the United States for five years.
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Oii) From a novel:
... it was Drosoula who died first, perfectly upright in her rocking chair, so quietly
that it seemed she apologise (6) for having lived at all. She was an indomitable
woman who live (7) a few short years of happiness with a husband that she
love (8), a woman who disown (9) her own son as a matter of principle, and lived
out her days in ungrudging service to those who had adopted her by apparent
accident, even earning them their daily bread.

a What tense do you think was used in the original text?
b Might any other tense form be acceptablein the same context?What difference
Of any) might this make to the meaning?

Answers to consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
In (i) the two events are practically simultaneouswhereas in (ii) the departure took place
before the arrival (I was no longer there). In (iii) the arrival occurred during the act of
leaving (e.g. I might have been locking doors or saying goodbye).
In Ov)his speaking Englishwas a fact at the time she pointed it out whereas(v) refersto a
previous occasion on which he spoke Englishor possiblyto the fact that he usedto speak
English.In (vi) the pointing out took place during the time of speaking.
In (vii) we understandthat she had recentlystoppedpaintingthe room,but not that shehad
necessarilyfinishedthe work. In (viii)we understandthat the job of paintingthe roomwas
completed.In Ox)we understandthat the task of paintingthe roomwas begunbut not finished.In
somecontextswe could choosebetween(vii)and Ox)without significantlyaffectingthe meaning.

Learners' English
(i)

a Since the second event (the car losing control) happenedat some point during
the journey, the past continuous (was travelling)is appropriate here.

b learners sometimesover-usethe past simple as part of a natural tendencyto
simplify the tense system.Alternatively,the learner may simply not havelearned
this use of the past continuous.
c 'Use the past continuous for an action which is in progresswhen somethingelse
happensto interrupt it.'
(ii) a The past simple and not the past perfect is appropriate in this chronological
sequence of events.
b It is likely that this learner has learnedor has internalisedthe rule that the past
perfect is used for actions previousto other actions in the past.but that she has
not understoodthat it is used to clarify the sequenceof events.
c 'Use the past perfect when this helps to makethe sequenceof eventsclear.'
(iii) a The sentence doesn't make sense.Wehad been stayingin Kabulis what. in fact,
the learner meant.
b The learner appears not to know the use of the past perfect continuous.

The past

c 'Use the past perfect continuous when you describe something that took place
over a period of time and then stopped before or at a specified point in the past,
especially if you also use the conjunction when:
(iv)

a The verb should simply be died.
b The learner may have problems in choosing and constructing past tenses, and
may consistently construct forms like this (e.g. *was lived, •was ate). She may be
influenced by coming across (but not understanding) passive constructions which
resemble this (e.g. was killed) She may also be confused by the similarity between
died and the adjective dead (e.g. was dead).
c 'Never use forms of be followed by a past simple verb'.

Language in context
1

(1) a past perfect simple
b The verb refers to an event two years before the key event - the end of Prohibition.
c To some extent the meanings of words (end/begin) make the sequence of
events clear, and so the past simple could be used. The past perfect makes the
sequence still clearer, however.
(2) a past simple
b The previous verb (had begun) has established the time sequence.
c The past perfect could also be used, but this would only repeat a distinction
which has already been made.
(3) a past perfect simple
b This shows that the failure took place before the time that is specified (less than
two years later).
c The past simple could not be used here since the past perfect simple is only the
tense which makes the sequence of events clear.
(4) a past continuous
b The gangsters were making their millions before the key time reference (the failure
of Prohibition) and were continuing to do this at and perhaps after that time.
c The past simple could be used here, but this would be a balder, factual statement
- we would lose the sense of 'this was happening at around that particular time'.
The past perfect would change the meaning, suggesting that they were no longer
making money at the time of the failure of Prohibition.
(5) a past simple
b This describes a fact that was true at that time.
c The past continuous could also be used, but this would emphasise that the
defiance was happening before and after the key time reference (the failure of
Prohibition), making it seem more temporary.
(6) a past perfect continuous
b This describes an extended event that continued until (more or less) the war began.
c No other tense would make the sequence of events clear in the same way.
(7) a past perfect simple
b The meaning of this in terms of time is the same as (6) above. However, the verb
here is be, which we don't use in continuous tenses.
c The past simple (was) would also be possible here as the previous verb has
established the relevant time period (before the war) and there would be no risk
of ambiguity.
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(8) a past perfect simple

b This makes it clear that the event is prior to waking up, i.e. part of her dream.
c No other tense would make the sequence of events clear in the same way.
(9) a past perfect continuous

b Unlike (8) above, which describes something momentary, this is extended over
a longer period of time.

c The past perfect simple might be possible here if the author didn't wish to make
a contrast with (10) below, where the change in tense instantly makes it clear
that this is a different event in the past.
(1O) a past perfect simple

b This is still previous to the key time reference of the paragraph (her waking up).
c No other tense would make the sequence of events clear in the same way.

(11) a past continuous

b This is a past event that is interrupted by something else happening.
c We might expect the past perfect continuous (had been working)to be used
here since this appears to be over (he was on his way to the airport to leave).
Perhaps the past continuous is chosen because (closer to the present) it has
more immediacy and lends greater impact to the shock of the seizure.

2 ., · (1) .

a past continuous

wasplaying

b This shows that the activity began before Christmas and continued after it. Any
other tense would alter the meaning.
(2) a past simple woke

b This describes an event within a finished period of time (Christmas Day).
(3) a past perfect simple had snowed

b This shows that the snowing had finished before the key time reference (waking
up). The past perfect continuous could also be used here, and would draw
attention more to the duration of the event rather than to the fact of it.
(4) a past perfect simple had put

b This shows that this happened before the moment of discovering it. The past
simple could also be used, but we would then have to pay a lot of attention to
context to work out the sequence of events.
(5) a past perfect continuous had alreadybeen living

b This describes something that occupied a period of time continuing up to a
specified point in the past (their meeting). The past perfect simple (had already
lived) is also possible as we often use live in simple tenses (seep 226).
(6) a past continuous wasapologising

b The appearance of apologising was in progress at the moment of death.
(7) a past perfect simple had lived

b This verb takes us back to an earlier part of her life.
(8) a past perfect simple had loved

b This is part of an earlier period in the narrative (before her death). The simple
past would also be possible here since the time sequence of events is clear.
(9) a past perfect simple had disowned

b As (B) above.

1
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perfect

Hashe gone?
hasspoken haveloved
haven'tdreamed
hasbeenwearing

Key considerations
Many learners find it difficult to think of the present perfect as a form that
can refer to present time in some contexts, and past time in others. This is
a particular problem for speakers of many European languages whose first
language has a similar form which is always used to refer to past time. In this
chapter we consider its use to refer to present time ('uncompleted actions or
events') separately from its use to refer to past time ('completed actions or
events'). In teaching it is also generally advisable to deal separately with these
uses.
The biggest difficulty for many learners is knowing when to use the present
perfect as opposed to the past simple. Choosing between the present
perfect simple and continuous can also pose problems. Learners usually
welcome:
• clear rules of thumb to help them choose one form or the other
(particularly at lower levels).
• opportunities to explore how these tenses are used in real conversations
and texts (particularly at higher levels).
• teaching through comparison with closely related tenses.
Learners often find the form of the present perfect relatively straightforward.
However, they may still need opportunities to study and practise irregular past
participle forms.

tense mid
aspect
pp 138-9

Form
Present perfect simple
We form the present perfect simple with has ('s) or have ('ve) followed by the
main verb in a past participle form.

verb forms
pp 112-15

Past participles may be regular (e.g. lived) or irregular (e.g. known).
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Affirmative

Question

(How long) have
(WhaV

Negative

have

She

has

known

aboutit for
weeks.

She

has

passed

her test.

worked
eaten?

here?

lived

in Shanghai
for long.

they
you

They

haven't

She

hasn't

Present perfect continuous
We form the present perfect continuous with has ('s) or have ('ve) followed by
been and an -ingform.

Affirmative

Question

(How long) have

She

has

It

has

they

been driving?
haven't

Negative

They

been wearing glasses
been raining. for years.

haven't

beenlearning Thai
I
for long.
beenpaying attention.

Meaning
What unites uses of the present perfect is that they link the past to the
present, focusing on the effect or result at the time of speaking or writing.
While this may help learners, it is by no means adequate to account for many
uses of the tenses; nor is it an adequate guide to choosing which tense to
employ.
Whatever their first language, learners usually find it helpful if we deal with
uncompleted and completed actions or events separately. If their first language
has a tense system, they will be aware that the equivalent to the present perfect
in their own language will sometimes be a present tense and at other times will
be a past tense.
It is unrealistic to expect learners to make correct choices before they have had
extensive exposure to these and closely related tenses, and have explored why
one tense rather than another is used in real examples of language use.

The present perfect

Uncompleted actions or events
When do we use the present perfect continuous?
It is helpful to begin with the continuous rather than the simple form because
this is the basic form we use.
We use the present perfect continuous when we measure the duration so far of a
present action or to specify when it began. We use the present perfect continuous
in conjunction with an expression beginning with the preposition for or since, or
with the question How long ... ?,or when one of these expressions is implied.
We've been drivingfor hours.
How long have you been trying to contact me?

We can show this use diagrammatically.
We'vebeen driving for hours.

6.00

8.00

10.00

2.00

12.00

now
Whatever their first language, learners often find this use illogical and instinctively
want to use a present tense in place of the present perfect continuous.

When do we use the present perfect simple instead of the present
perfect continuous?
Open choice
Like the present perfect continuous, we can use the present perfect simple when
we specify the beginning of a present action or when we measure its duration so
far. Like the present perfect continuous, we often use the present perfect simple
in conjunction with the prepositions for and since or the question How long ... ?

In describing general (biographical) facts we can choose either form.
He's smoked/been smoking since he was in the army.
Duration
Sometimes we choose the simple rather than the continuous form to emphasise
that something isn't short-term.

Simple:

I've worked here most of my life. (i.e. long-term)

Continuous:

I've been working herefor just a few days. (i.e. short-term)
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Repetition
We can choose the continuous form to stress that something is repeated.

Continuous:

I've been using the swimming pool since we moved
into the district. (i.e. repeated)

Simple:

I've used the swimming pool since we moved into the district.
(i.e. on one or two occasions)

event and state

pp 108-9

State verbs
On p 109 there is a list of types of verbs we generally avoid using in the
present continuous tense. We also tend to avoid these in the present perfect
continuous, particularly those describing existence, mental states and
possession.

I've known about the inspectionfor weeks.NOT *I'vebeen knowing ...
However, we are less strict about avoiding these verbs when we use the
present perfect continuous, particularly those which describe wants and
likes.

I've been wanting to have an opportunity to talk to you for afew days.
After the (first/second, etc.) time
We use the present perfect simple after this expression when we refer to an
event in the present (or the future).

ls this thefirst time she has flown?
Summary of differences
The table below summarises these differences between how we use the present
perfect continuous and simple to express present meaning.

Expressesduration until now

,I

,I

Frequentlyused with expressionsbeginning
for ... , since ... or How long ... ?

,I

./

Emphasisesthat somethingis short-lived

./

Emphasisesthat somethingis repeated

./

Suggests a limited number of occasions
Not used with state verbs
After the (first, second,etc.) time

------

(./)

The present perfect
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Completed actions or events
When do we use the present perfect simple?
Unfinished periods of time

We use the present perfect simple to refer to completed events, states or actions in
the past which took place within a period of time which is unfinished. Sometimes
we use expressions like today or this year to specify this unfinished period of time.

I've had two accidents this week.
Often it is just implied.

I've never been outside Europe. (The period of the person's life is an implied
unfinished period of time.)
In American English the past simple may be used in place of the present perfect
simple in these instances.
Rules of thumb
Course materials often explain when we use the present perfect simple with one
or more rules of thumb. However, we need to be very wary of simplifications such
as the following.

We use the present perfect simple:
• for a more recent past than that expressed by the past simple.
This is simply wrong (e.g. I've lived through two world wars is clearly not
'more recent' than I saw him a minute ago).

• for events which have present relevance or a connection with 'now'.
This is very vague and we can argue that everything we express has
present relevance regardless of the tense we choose (why else would we be
saying or writing it?). Nonetheless, in examples such as I've lost my keys!
there is a clear focus on the present state of anxiety. This is perhaps easier to
demonstrate visually than to explain to elementary learners.
• with adverbs such as just, already, yet, ever and before.
It may be very helpful for learners to learn and practise common
expressions such as Have you ever been to ... ?Have you ... yet? and I've
already ... However, it is misleading to teach these adverbs only or essentially
with the present perfect as they can be used with a variety of tenses.
• in contexts such as news reports or personal biographies.
These provide extremely useful sources of material for learners in exploring
how the present perfect is used and they offer meaningful opportunities

frames
pp126-7
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for practice. Nonetheless, this can also be unhelpful as a rule of thumb;
depending on whether a finished period of time is or isn't mentioned or
understood, other tenses are used in these contexts.
• to refer to completed events, states or actions 'when no past time is
specified'.
This rule of thumb may help some learners to make appropriate choices,
but still ignores the key factor (unfinished time period).
We occasionally choose to use the present perfect simple with expressions of
finished time (e.g. I've seen him yesterday)because, despite the adverb yesterday,
we feel that the event is within a present time period. However, it would be
confusing to draw learners' attention to examples like this.

Past simple contrasted with present perfect simple
News reports and biographies provide a useful source of material for teachers
who want their students to analyse how these two tenses are used. For example,
in the short text which follows, the use of the present perfect followed by the
past simple makes the distinction clear.

In addition to his published writing, Benjamin Zepnaniah has produced
(1) numerous music recordings, including 'Us and Dern' (1990) and
'Belly of de Beast' (1996), and has also appeared as an actor in several
television and film productions, including appearing as Moses in the
film 'Farendj' (1990). His first television play, 'Dread Poets Society', was
first screened(2) by the BBCin 1991.

(1) Present perfect simple: No time is specified - we understand that this is
during his life and that he is still alive.
(2) Past simple: This is dearly qualified by in 1991 - a finished period of time.
We can express this difference diagrammatically.
his (unfinished)life

(X =has produced numerous
music recordings)

now

The present perfect

in 1991

(X

= was first screened)
now

Some key differences between these two tenses (and their similarity) are
summarised in the following chart.

Finished events

./

Events in a finished period of time

./

,I

Events in an unfinished period of time

./

General biographical details about a living person

,I
,I

General biographical details about someone who
is dead
~enerally

,I

used in telling stories

When do we use the present perfect continuous?
We use the present perfect continuous to refer to an activity which took place
over a period of time and, usually, has recently stopped.
Your telephone has been ringing. (This continued for some time. It is now silent.)
It has been raining. (The sky is now clear but the ground is wet.)

raining
~

now

The activity may be constant or repeated (e.g. It has been raining may describe
an extended, single period of rain or a series of short showers).

Present perfect simple and continuous contrasted
The present perfect simple may describe something which has only recently
finished, but this is not necessarily the case.

I've read 'Crime and Punishment'. (I read it when I was at school.)
We use the present perfect continuous to describe an activity recently stopped.

I've been reading 'Crime and Punishment'.
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The present perfect simple may describe something which is repeated or
extended, but this is not necessarily the case.

Your wife has rung. (She may have rung just once, and only briefly.)
When we use the present perfect continuous, we understand that the event is
repeated or extended.

Yourwife has been ringing.
The present perfect simple focuses more on the completed result and the
present perfect continuous more on the activity itself. The following may
describe the same 'recently stopped activity'.

I've painted the room. (and so I have a sense of having achieved or
accomplished something)

I've been painting the room. (and that's why I'm covered in paint)
Because of the recentness of events described by the present perfect
continuous, we don't use it to describe general biographical, historical or
circumstantial detail.
Summary of key differences between these two tenses to express past meaning .

Eventslocated in an unfinishedperiod of time

./

Eventswhich may be part of general biographical,historical or
circumstantialdetail

./

Eventswhich haveonly very recentlyfinished

./

(./)

Eventswhich took place over an extendedperiod of time

./

(./)

Typical difficulties for learners

Comprehension
Misunderstanding rarely results from uncertainty about the differences
between these tenses, or between these tenses and past tenses. However, the
following can cause difficulty.
How long ... ?

The expression how longincludes no explicit reference to time, and learners
may fail to understand this question:

How long have you been living here?

The present perfect

We often compress all the syllables before and after long in normal, casual
speech (/,lovb1bv'hm/), and this can make it even more difficult for learners to
understand the question.
Present and present perfect tenses

They may also confuse the meaning of the present perfect and the present
tense in questions beginning How long ... ?or in sentences including a phrase
beginning ... for.
How long have you been (waiting) herefor?

How long are you (waiting) herefor?

I have been (staying) here for a week.

I am (staying) herefor a week.

Speaking and writing
It takes a long time and a lot of exposure to English for many learners to be clear

when to use the present perfect and when to use the present or past simple.
Even when they are clear, they may continue to make mistakes under the
pressure to communicate.
Some learners find choosing between the tenses difficult because their own
language doesn't make this kind of distinction. Speakers of some European
languages may be misled by the fact that their own languages have tenses which
are similar in form, but which are used quite differently.
Choosing between present and present perfect
It is very common for learners to use the present simple or continuous instead
of the present perfect with How long ... ?,for and since.

*Iam waitingfor you since 6.00.

*Istay in London since Saturday.

Many learners find this use instinctively logical and 'correct', and continue
making this kind of mistake long after they have learned the correct rule.
This problem can lead to serious misunderstanding when the present
continuous is used with How long ... ? or for ... in place of the present
perfect continuous, because the sentences may be structurally correct, but
express something the learner doesn't intend. Learners may say the following,
meaning 'until now', but people may understand that two weeks is the total
length of the stay.
We're staying in London for two weeks.
How long ... ?

Because the expression how long includes no explicit reference to time, learners
may adapt it to make it more explicit.
*How long time have you been living here?
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They may also use a present tense in place of the present perfect:

*Howlong areyou living here?
They may also avoid questions with How long ...? altogether, opting for a simpler
but less idiomatic form such as When did you start living here?
For and since

Learners often confuse these two prepositions.
Many learners are instinctively reluctant to construct sentences which finish
with time adverbials beginningfor or since. They often 'invent' introductory
phrases to convey the information about time. The following learners have
created hybrid structures mixing elements of their respective first languages
(French and Chinese) with elements of English grammar.

*Itis sixyearsI haven'tsmoked.

*1here'sso longwe don't seeeachother.

The (first/second, etc.) time

Learners may choose a tense that they consider more logical than the normal
present perfect.

(*)Itis thefirst time I am travellingby plane.
Native speakers also vary the tenses after thefirst time, but teachers may
choose to treat this as a mistake so that their learners become familiar with the
'standard' form (which some examinations may demand).
Over-use of present perfect forms

Learners may pay so much attention to choosing the present perfect instead
of the present when they use expressions beginning with for, sinceor How
long ... ?,that they begin to over-associate the present perfect with these
expressions and use this tense even when it is not appropriate.

*Ihave been living therefor a long time when the war started. (instead of I had
been living)
Mistakes of this kind may go unnoticed when the time (e.g. when the warstarted)
is not specified, and this can lead to serious misunderstanding. For example, if a
retired person says the following, people will understand that they are still working.

*Ihave been workingas a police inspectorfor many years.
Choosing between past simple and present perfect simple

The most noticeable mistakes are often those in which learners use the present
perfect simple in place of the past simple.

*Hasshe been there last year?
*WhenI was 9 we have moved to a largehouse.

The present perfect

Learners also sometimes use the past simple in place of the present perfect
simple. This is generally considered incorrect in British English although it is
correct in American English.
(*)Ialready did it.

(*)Did you have dinner yet?

Choosing between past simple and present perfect continuous

Learners may also use the past simple in place of the present perfect
continuous, for example using the following to express irritation.
*You drank! (instead of You've been drinking!)
*I waited for you! (instead of I've been waiting for you!)

This use of the past simple can conceal or confuse the speaker's intention since
the meanings of the two tense forms are significantly different.
Simplification

Under the pressure of on-the-s11otcommunication, learners may leave words out or
simplify grammar. For example, they may use the word order of a statement rather
than the more complicated word order of a question. This happens frequently in
all question forms, particularly after question words (what, when, etc.),perhaps
because these already show that the sentence is a question. It also happens
particularly in negative questions (see the second example below), perhaps because
they include so many grammatical elements (tense, question form and negative).
*What you have brought us?

*Why you haven't done it?

Learners whose first language indicates questions only by punctuation or
intonation are especially likely to make mistakes like this.
Learners sometimes simplify grammar in affirmative sentences as well as in
questions. 1hey may leave out an auxiliary verb in contexts where they should
use two together.
*He has living there.
Regular and irregular forms

Learners need to learn irregular past and past participle forms as items of
vocabulary. They may be inclined to use regular forms when they should use
irregular ones.
Typical examples are:
*I've speaked about it.

*Have they took the rubbish away?

They may also use present forms instead of past participles.
*The most understanding person I have meet.
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Consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
Explain the differences in meaning between the sentences in each of the following groups,
referring where appropriate to contexts in which one or other might be preferred.

I

(i) How long are you staying here? I How long have you been staying here?
(ii) I've lived here for 60 years. I I've been living here for 60 years.

Language in context
1 Read the following text, which provides biographical information about the editor of the
published diaries of Kenneth Williams, a popular British entertainer who died in 1988.
Some of the verb forms are printed in italics.

Russell Davies, editor of 'The Kenneth Williams Diaries', became (1) a freelance
writer and broadcaster soon after leaving Cambridge University in 1969. He has
been (2) a film and television critic of the Observer and television critic of the
Sunday Times, and lately has been writing (3) a column about sport for the Sunday
Telegraph. For television and radio, he has presented(4) many literary and political
features, a history of radio comedy, more than fifty editions of 'What the Papers
Say', sundry jazz documentaries (some of them watched by Kenneth Williams); but
in spite of his involvement with Light Entertainment, particularly in radio, he never
quite collided (5) with Williams himself - except in print.

a In each case explain the choice of tense. (Make specific reference to the contexts in
which they occur.)

b C~\'i~\~erwhether any other tense might be acceptable in the same context. What
difference (if any) might this make to meaning?

2 Read the following extracts from various sources. Some of the verbs are provided only in
their infinitive form.
From a letter to an author:

We meet (1) last year when you come(2) to the school to give a talk.

From the beginning of a conversation:

So what

happen(3) since the last time we meet (4) then?

The present perfect

TV presenter talking about eating his favourite evening meal:

The garlic makes it pretty pungent, so the BBC make-up ladies in the mornings
can always tell when I eat (5) it.

A critic talking about a piece of music played at a piano competition:

I hear

(6) it

twice

already

yesterday.

Letter sent by author:

I talk (7) about the lexical approach in a seminar about three months ago.

a Study the numbered verbs and consider in each instance which tense was likely to
have been used in the original text: past simple, present perfect simple or present
perfect continuous.

b Consider whether any other tense form might be acceptable in the same context.
What difference (if any) might this make to meaning?

Learners' English
Study the following sentences, all of which were spoken by learners. Each sentence
contains forms that some teachers would consider to be a mistake.

I

0)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Shakespeare has written over 30 plays.
Hi. Sorry I didn't call you earlier but I just got home.
Did you ever go to Ravello in Italy?
My bike works now. I've mended it last week.

a Identify and explain the 'incorrect' forms.
b Which of these forms might be used by native speakers?
c A student asks you to 'correct every mistake'. Which of these would you correct?

Answers to consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
The following answers involve an element of speculation since no context for the sentences
is provided. The explanations given are the most likely, but others may also be possible.
(i) The first sentence refers to a period of time which began in the past and continues
into the future. The second refers only to the time 'until now'.
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(ii)

Both sentences are correct and in most contexts probably interchangeable. We
sometimes choose the continuous form in order to stress temporariness, but this is
clearly not the case here (60 years).

language in context
1

a,b
(l)t Past simple was used because this event took place within a clearly identified,
finished period of time (1969 or soon after). No other tense could plausibly be used
here.
(2) · Present perfect simple was used because no past time is specified, i.e. these are
general facts about his life - an unfinished period of time. The past simple might be
used if the writer wanted to 'distance' these facts, to suggest that they belonged to
· a finished period in his life.
(3)

Present perfect continuous was used because this is a repeated activity which
has only recently stopped. Present perfect simple or past simple would not make
it clear that writing the column was a regular activity. The past simple would also
suggest that this activity belonged to a period in Davies' career which is now
over.

(4) Present perfect simple was used. See (2) above.
, (5)

Past simple was used because this event occurred within a clearly identified,
finished period of time - Williams' life. The present perfect could only be used if
Williams were still alive.

2 a,b
(1) Past simple (met) was used. No other form is possible here.
(2) Past simple (came) was used. No other form is possible here.
(3)

Present perfect continuous (has been happening)was used. The person who asks
this question is interested in a string of recent events. The present perfect simple
(what has happened... ?) would also be possible, but in this case, the speaker
would be interested in one or two key, single events, and may be referring to a
specific topic that both people recognise.

(4) Past simple (met) was used. No other form is possible here.
(5)

Present perfect continuous (havebeen eating)was used. In choosing this tense, the
speaker focuses on the recentness and duration of the event. He might also have
chosen the present perfect simple (haveeaten).Here, the focus would be on the
fact of eating garlic rather than on features of time.

(6)

Present perfect simple (have heard) was used. The finished time yesterdayleads
us to expect the past simple (heard). However, in the original spoken interview
the speaker used the present perfect simple, perhaps because despite the
specified time, he felt that the event was within a present time frame. Although
this example contradicts the rule of thumb we usually give to learners and we
would probably never teach it, we need to recognise that such examples are
relatively common.

(7)

Present perfect simple (have talked) was used. See (6) above.

The present perfect

Learners' English
a

(i) is the most obviously incorrect sentence since the use of the present perfect implies
an unfinished period of time. Shakespeare's life is a finished period of time.

(ii), (iii) all contain forms that contradict the rule of thumb we give to learners - that we use
& (iv) the past simple when the event occurred within a finished period of time. Following
explanations given by coursebooks, we would expect:
(ii) I haven't called you earlier but I've just got ...
(iii) Have you ever been to ... ?
(iv) I mended it ...

b

Sentences (i) and (iv) would probably pass unnoticed if spoken outside the
language classroom. (ii) and (iii) are standard American English, and would be said
by a speaker of any English variety if they were thinking of:
• a particular finished period of time, e.g. a particular holiday or business trip (iii).
• being back home as a new (and unfinished) phase of the day (ii).
(iv) might be used if the speaker were thinking of the 'mending' as belonging to the
present time.

c

Teachers would normally correct (i).They would also probably correct (ii), (iii) and
(iv) if the learner was struggling to grasp and apply the basic rule of thumb, and
this was sure to help. However, such examples are common among native speakers
in Britain, and (ii) and (iii) are standard examples of American use.
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Key considerations
In this chapter we look at the use of used to and would as ways of referring to the
past. We look at the use of would as a modal verb in Chapter 11 and its use in
conditional sentences in Chapter 19.
Many learners avoid using used to and would to refer to the past even when
they are confident about how to do this. We may need to prompt and encourage
them to use these forms - for example, when they are writing about people or
places, describing them now and in the past. Most learners find it relatively easy
to understand the meaning of used to and to use it in affirmative sentences. They
may have more difficulty in constructing questions and negative statements.

Form
used to
Although we refer to this form as used to it makes sense to analyse the grammar
as used+ infinitive.

They

Affirmative
Question
Negative

(What)

did you

I
I

didn't
never

used

to live

locally.

use

to smoke?

use

to drink.

used

to believe in ghosts.

would
There is no difference between the form of would when it refers to the past and
its form as a modal verb. Some people avoid using the negative and question
forms of would to refer to the past.

....
:·
.·.

modal verbs

pp 152-63

Meaning
Common features
We use used to and would as alternatives to the past simple in describing habits
250

used to and would

and repeated actions which took place over a period of time (and which often
then ceased).
As children we used to spend our dinner money on pasties and cakes.
We would feel sick in the afternoons.
Used to and would emphasise both remoteness and duration. Once we have
used one of these auxiliary verbs to establish this, or if the context makes this
clear, we often then vary our choice and also use the past simple. There are no
contexts in which we must use used to or would but it appears odd both to overuse and, conversely, to neglect these forms in any extended description.

Differences
Repeated actions and states

We use both forms to describe repeated actions but we use only used to to describe
extended past states. In the following examples we could not use would:
We used to live in the town centre.
There used to be three cinemas in the High Street.

We can use would (as well as used to) to describe repeated states which are
temporary and related to a particular context, even if they continue over an
extended period of time.
She would usually be hungry when she got home from school.
When the local children spoke I wouldn't understand anything.

We also use used to to describe past states. The chart shows the difference.

Actions

,/

./

Temporary/
repeated states

,/

./

Permanent states

./

Time reference and new topics

We can introduce a new topic using used to, and we don't need to specify a
particular time. We usually use would only when a time and topic have been
established, so the speaker of the following example could not have used
would buy:
I used to buy that stuff but it's a waste of money, you know.

(one customer to another customer in a supermarket)
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Individual variation

There is quite a lot of individual variation in how we use these forms - some
people prefer one or the other; some people tend to use one or both of them
a lot; other people seem to use them less. Some choose would to convey
psychological 'remoteness: often suggesting a feeling of nostalgia or longing.
Other people use used to more when they want to emphasise the repetitive
aspect of a regular activity.
Frequency adverbs

We use would a lot with 'frequency adverbs' (always, usually, sometimes,etc.).

Pronunciation
Used to and (didn't) use to are normally pronounced in precisely the same way:
/ju:st~/. This pronunciation is different from that of the verb to use (/ju:z/) even
though the spelling is the same.

Would is often pronounced Id/ or /wu/.
We usually don't stress either used to or would.

Teaching considerations
····::·
will+bare

Learners who are familiar with the use of will to describe typical or repeated
actions may find it helpful to think of this use of would as a past form of will.
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We often teach used to at an elementary or early intermediate level, introducing
it as a way of talking about discontinued past habits. We usually teach the use of
would (to refer to past events) at a much later stage.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension

Used to
Many learners understand this form to refer to habitual activity in the present,
perhaps because they have come across and remembered be+used to+ -ing
(e.g. I'm used to getting up early),or because the two forms have been taught
together and they forget which is which.

Would
Learners often know would as a modal verb which expresses hypothetical
meaning (e.g. I would be happier in anotherjob), and may understand this
meaning instead of its reference to the past.
They may also simply fail to hear would, for example understanding I go when
someone has said I'd go.

used to and would

Speaking and writing
These forms present little difficulty to learners in terms of either meaning or
form. However, what learners often do find difficult is knowing when to use
them.
Avoidance

Many learners avoid using would altogether to refer to past time. They may
also neglect opportunities to use used to. As in the following piece of writing,
learners often simply choose other ways of expressing past time.

We lived in a small house on a modern housing estate, but we had a garden.
I grew anemones and a yellow flower - l don't remember t.he name. My mat.her
oft.en want.ed to pick t.he yellow flowers and she want.ed to put. them in vases
in t.he house but I didn't permit her to do this. Sometimes I bought her flowers
from the florist.'s so that she didn't ask me to \et her pick my flowers.

Over-use

The following is an extract from a learner's homework, written after a lesson
which focused on used to. The repetition of used to seems unnatural.

I used to have long hair and I used to wear glasses and I used to
ride my bicycle to school. I used to like watching television and I
used to play basketball in the park.

Present habitual activity
Learners may assume that use to is a present form of used to.

*I used to take the bus but now I use to come to work by bike.

Spanish-sl)eakin'?, \earners ofBn'?,\\.sh\.n \?art\.c.u\ar sometimes use used to in
place of the simple present. This can lead to significant misunderstandings.
*I used to speak Spanish at home. (Correct sentence: I speak Spanish at home.)
Spelling

Learners sometimes make mistakes in the spelling of used to:
*I use to like chocolate.
*Did you used to eat meat?

These mistakes are also common among native speakers.

J
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Consolidation exercises
Learners' English
Look back at the two examplesof learners' writing on p 253. Rewrite these so that the use
of tenses is more natural. If possible, compare your version of this with someoneelse's.

Language in context
1 The following text is part of an interview with the musician Rick Parfitt who is

reminiscing about his childhood. Study the verbs which are printed in italics. In each
case answer the questions below.

We had(l) woods out the back, a cricket field and a football field within three minutes'
walk. We had (2) bows and arrows. which we cut (3) ourselves and sharpened;we
all had knives and catapults. We were out till all hours, playing football, commandos,
playing with trolleys you'd steer (4) with ropes, playing with roller-skateswith metal
wheels ... I challenge anyoneto say he had a better childhood than mine.
My dad usedto take(5) medown to WokingWorkingMan's Cluband encourageme
to take that guitar,becausein those dayspeoplejust usedto get up (6) and givea song.

a What form is used?

b Could an alternative form be used? What? How might this alter the meaning
expressed or the effect created?
2 Read the following extracts. Some of the verbs have been printed in their infinitive form.
(i) The narrator of a novel is describing a woman he is obsessedwith.

When she was home from her boarding-school I see (1) her almost every day
sometimes, because their house be (2) right opposite the Town hall Annexe. She
and her younger sister go (3) in and out quite a lot, often with young men, which
of course I didn't like. When I have (4) a free moment from the files and ledgers
I stand (5) by the window and look (6) down over the road over the frosting and
sometimes I see (7) her.

(ii) A character in a novel thinks about her father,who has recently died.

On impulse she went to the hall cupboard for her warm winter
coat then,
putting
out the light,
opened the window and
stepped outside on to the balcony ... This was how her father
had stood night after night before going to bed. She be (8)
busy in the kitchen after dinner and come (9) into the sitting
room to find it in darkness except for the one low lamp, and
see (10) the dark shadow of that one silent
motionless figure
standing
there looking out over the river.
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a Try to work out what verb form would have been used in the original.
b Give reasons for this or explain what alternatives would be possible. How might these
alter the meaning expressed or the effect created?

Answers to consolidation exercises
Learners' English
The following is one person's way of rewriting the texts.

We used to live in a small house on a modern housing estate, but we had a garden.
I grew anemones and a yellow flower - I don't remember the name. My mother often
used to want to pick the yellow flowers and she would want to put them in vases in the
house but I didn't permit her to do this. Sometimes I would buy her flowen, from the
florist's so that she didn't ask me to let her pick my flowers.

I used to have long hair and I wore glasses and I would ride my bicycle to
school. I liked watching television and r used to play basketball in the pa,.k.

Language in context
1 a, b
(1) Past simple. Used to have (permanent state) would also be possible here without
affecting meaning.
(2) Past simple. See (1) above.
(3) Past simple. Both used to and would are also possible here. However, the context
makes the repeated and distant nature of the action clear, and so these forms would
not supply any extra information. If cut is infinitive than sharpen in the same sentence
has to be infinitive too.
(4)

Would Past simple is also possible here, and would make little difference to meaning
or effect. Used to might be confusing in this context, possibly suggesting that this
was a previously used method of steering.

(5)

Used to. Would is also be possible here. The past simple would not be appropriate
here as the context does not make it clear that this was on repeated occasions.

(6)

Used to. Both the past simple and would are also possible here without significantly
altering meaning or effect. If got up is past simple than give in the same sentence
also has to be past simple gave.
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2

a

b

Used to, would or past simple are all possible in each
of these cases, although we would avoid simply
repeating the same one. Expressionslike almost
everyday,a lot, and sometimesconveythat this was
habitual, and so the past simple can be used as well
as used to and would.

(1)

used to see

(3)

used to go

(5)

past simple stood

(6)

used to look

(7)

'd (would) see

(2)

past simple was

Used to be is also possible but would probably be
avoidedafter its use in the previous line. We don't
use wouldto express permanent states.

(4)

past simple had

After when we tend to choose the past simple. Used
to and would are possible but less likely.

(8)

would be

(9)

would come

Despitethe expression night after night in the
previoussentence, context is insufficient to makethe
habitual meaning clear, and so the past simple could
not be used. Used to is a possiblealternativefor any
of these verbs.

(10)

would see

1

Reportedand
directspeech

Helen said she might see
you today
'It's possible I'll see Mary
tomorrow'

Key considerations
Direct speech is what people actually say, e.g. I'm tired. Reported speech (also
called 'indirect speech') is how we later report this, making changes to the
words the speaker originally used (e.g. She said (that} she was tired.).
In order to make these changes appropriately, learners need to consider the
context in which they are reporting: who they are speaking to, whether this
person knows the person who said the original and whether what was said is
still true. They also need to know a number of reporting verbs such as say, tell,
explain and suggest, and they must be able to choose the patterns/construct
the clauses that follow these verbs. In order to find the 'correct' answer in
certain kinds of test and examinations, learners also sometimes need to know
a number of formulaic 'rules'.
We use the term 'reported speech' to include reports of what was written and
thought as well as spoken.

Reported speech
What is reported speech?
Traditional practice exercises and tests ask learners to change sentences li.ke
those in the left-hand column into ones like those in the right-hand column
(and sometimes even vice versa).

She said, 'We live in London.'

She said (thaV they lived in London.

She said, 'John phoned me last night.'

She said (thaV John had phoned her the night
before.

Often no context is provided in such exercises and tests, and little guidance
is given for choosing between 'direct' and 'reported' speech. In fact, the two
are rarely interchangeable - in reality we almost never use reported speech to
convey exactly what someone has said. If we are interested in what was said
exactly, we generally use direct speech.
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Direct speech
Direct speech conveys exactly what someone has said, often:

• to dramatise.
• to create a sense of immediacy.
• because the precise words used were in some way important (for example
funny or strange).
It is found in newspaper reports, fiction and oral narratives.
'I feel angry and empry in my stomach
and I cannot get on the wavelength
of someone who comes and does
something like this,' he said. 'We are

working with the police and will give
them any help we can to apprehend
whoever was involved in this.'

Reported speech
We use reported speech when we are interested not in the words that someone
has chosen, but in the essential information they conveyed. We often use far
fewer words to report this than were originally spoken. Reported speech is
found in newspaper reports, fiction, talking or writing about conversation,
reports, articles or speeches we have heard or read .

... managing director Michael Chambers said serviceswerebound to be

affected.

At the end of her first week Mrs Crealey had asked
Mandy had replied that there wereworsejobs ...

if she was happy and

Choosing reporting verbs
Neutral verbs: say and tell
The most neutral and most common verbs we use to introduce what we are
reporting are say and tell, and choosing between these verbs often poses a
problem to learners. Say is never followed by an indirect object (e.g. him, us,
them, my sister),whereas we have to use an indirect object after tell.

We choose say when the person who was spoken to is unimportant or already
known. We choose tellwhen we wish to draw attention specifically to the
person who is being addressed.

He said (that) he was ill.

He told me (that) he was ill.

Reported and direct speech
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We follow say with a that clause (e.g. (that) he.was ill) or or a clause beginning
witn a l).U.e'i>\'mn.
wmo. \e.<j!,.
~ne d'ulnt sa,ywno was tneTe".).\\owe'veI,we can
follow tell+ indirect object with a variety of clause types and with a noun phrase.
Clause type
He told me (that) he was ill.

that

He told me where he was.

question word

He told me ta go.

infinitive

He told me where ta go.

question word+ infinitive

He told me a lie.

noun phrase

....
:·
...
that clauses
p 399
question
words
pp 398-9
questionwords
+infinitives
p 173

We often introduce a report with tell to make clear who was spoken to. We don't
subsequently need to repeat this, and so we continue using say.
Topic verbs

We use topic or 'summarising' reporting verbs such as discuss or talk about to
report the topic rather than the detail of conversation or text. We followthese
verbs with a noun phrase, a question-word clause or a question-word+ infinitive
· clause, not a that clause.
the news. (noun phrase)
when the project had started. (question-word clause)

We talked about
{
NOT

when to arrive. (question-word-infinitive+ clause)

*We discussed/talked about that she was ill.

Non-attitude verbs

Verbs which comment on the function of what is said, but don't involve a
judgement about the attitude behind it, are add, answer, ask, explain, reply,
mention. We generally only choose these verbs (in preference, for example, to
say) when the additional information they provide is important. For example,
we are unlikely to choose the verb answer if the context makes it clear that
something is the answer to a question.
Attitude and interpretation verbs

When we report what someone has said, we often make some kind of
interpretation or judgement about this, and we choose our reporting verbs
accordingly. For example, we can:
• cast doubt on the truth of what someone said.
She claimed she'd been asleep when it took place.

• say something about the speaker's attitude.
Are you complaining that I don't pay enough attention?

noun phrnses
p 295
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• say something about the speaker's intention.
They warned us this might happen.

Verbs we use in this way include accuse, advise, allege, beg, blame, claim,
complain, confirm, demand, deny, insinuate, insist, recommend, suggest,
threaten, warn.
We often choose one of these verbs to establish our attitude and then, although
this attitude is still relevant, we use more neutral verbs.
We can follow some of these verbs with an infinitive or a structure containing
an -ingform.
She advised me to go.
She accused me of lying.
Other verbs and expressions

We sometimes also report what people have said by using verbs and expressions
that are not primarily used for reporting.
The caretaker wanted to know what time we're leaving.
Yesterday they thought it was a good idea.

Clauses that can follow reporting verbs
Learners need to know whether an indirect object is required, is optional
or is impossible after the verb, and what kinds of clause can (and cannot)
follow the reporting verbs they choose. Good dictionaries such as the
Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary provide this information. Learning
(and practising) these is often as important as learning the meanings of
the verbs. The choices include:
Clause type
that noun clause:

I insisted that we couldn't go.

question-word noun clause:

They explained where to put it.

infinitive clause:

They claimed to believe it.

question-word+ infinitive clause: I asked (him) what to buy her.

pJrtic1ple
CliltlSCS

p 419

pseudo-cleft
sentences
p 321

-ing clause:

Didn't I suggest tying back the roses?

preposition+ -ing clause:

Are you accusing me of lying to her?

(that)+ subject+ bare infinitive:

I recommended she call back later.

We also use pseudo-cleft sentences in reporting speech.
What I actually said was that you had to be home by midnight.

Reported and direct speech

Choosing tense forms
Tests and examinations sometimes require learners to 'convert' direct speech
to reported speech, mechanically changing the tense of any verbs which follow
a past tense 'reporting verb' according to a set of formulaic transformation
rules, sometimes called 'back shift' rules.
In fact, in any narrative we usually establish a particular time in the past - a
key, 'anchoring' time reference when something crucial happened.
We then use other tenses such as past perfect, past continuous and past
perfect continuous to clarify when other events happened in relation to this. In
reported speech, this 'anchoring time' is the time of reporting (i.e. as expressed
by the reporting verb). Looked at like this, there is nothing particularly special
about the tenses in reported speech. For many learners it makes more sense
to think of tenses in this way than according to a set of rules for converting
the tenses that were actually used at the time into 'reported' forms. We can,
for example, explain the choice of tenses in the following without referring to
'reported speech':
She said (1) that her daughter was working (2) somewhere in the garden
and couldn't(3) come to the telephone. She also said that she had given (4)
her daughter my three previous messages.

(1) Past simple: the key point in the past in relation to which the time of other
events is defined.
(2) Past continuous: a temporary event which began before (1) and was still
taking place at the time of (1).
(3) Past form of modal verb: the time is the same as (1).
(4) Past perfect: events which had taken place before (1).
Choosing between present and past

Mechanical conversion exercises and tests often require learners to change the
tense of verbs that come after the reporting verb. We may often choose to make
these changes, but in fact when we want to make clear that circumstances
have not changed since the original statement or question, we use a present
rather than a past tense.
'I am tired.'~ He told me that he is tired.
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Choosing between past simple and past perfect
Sometimes, a sequence of events may be so clear in the context that we don't
need to make this additionally clear in the tenses we choose. For example, the
following is from a report of the victim of a mugging describing how he was
attacked. The past simple tense is used both for the reporting verb said and
for the much earlier events was hit and were tied (had been hit ... and had been
tied ... are possible but unnecessary alternatives).

He said he was hit over the head with a hefty object and struck fairly
smartly between the legs, while his hands were tied behind his back
with telephone wire.

'Transformation rules'
So what of the 'rules' for converting direct to indirect speech? Some learners
find these a muddling addition to the basis on which they normally choose
appropriate tense forms, but others may find them helpful, either on their own
or in addition to focusing on using tenses to make clear the order in which
things happened. If the materials they use (including tests they take) require
them mechanically to 'convert' sentences out of context, then they will probably
have to know and rely on the following 'back shift' rules for converting direct to
indirect speech.

Presentchangesto past I don't eat meat.
Auxiliary verbs in the
present also change to
the past

=}

I'm afraid they'reworking

~

She said they were workingand
didn't wantto stop.

~

She said she had nevertravelled
outside the US.

and don't want to stop.
I've never trave/fed
outsidethe US.*

She said she didn't eat meat.

*This rule is sometimesalso expressedas 'present perfect
changesto past perfect.'
Past simple changesto
past perfect
Auxiliary verbs in the
past also change to the
i past perfect
i

i The following modal

I· verbs often change:can,
I may.must

i

i The auxiliaryverbs in
! future forms change
\ from present to past
'---------------~__l_----·-----

1

I saw her.

~

He said he had seen her.

I waslooking for Julie.

~

He said he had been lookingfor
his sister.

I can see them.

~

She said she could see them.

Wemaygo therelater.

~

She said theymight go therelater.

1must leave.

:::) She said she had to leave.

j f'/1seeyou.
I'm going to be back
tomorrow.

I

J

~ He said he would see me.

~ He said she was going to be back
the next day.

.

-------
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Verbs already in the
past perfect

We'dfinished our work.

The following modal
verbs: could, might,

Youshould eat more.

[_(Jught,should, would

=>He said they had finished their
work.

I

I couldn't eat anything.

=>She said I should eat more.
=>Shesaidshe couldn't eat anything.

I

Choosing expressions of time and place, names, pronouns
and possessive adjectives
The changes that take place to expressions of time and place (e.g. now, here),names,
pronouns (e.g. I, we, you) and possessive adjectives (e.g. my, our,your) depend on
when and where the reporting is taking place, and how the people involved in the
reporting were or weren't involved in the original conversation. In reality a word
like here or she may be interpreted in an infinite number of ways in reporting.
Direct speech

'One day you'll understand why we worry about you now.'
Report A
My parents always told me that one day I would understand why they worried
about me in those days.
ReportB
Mary's Mum told her the other day that she would understand one day why
they worry about her at the moment.
The following are only broad generalisations, more useful in mechanical
'conversion exercises' than in realistic communication:
Some common changes in expressions of time and place

here

::::}

there

now

::::}

then

this

::::}

that

today

::::}

that day

these

::::}

those

yesterday

::::}

the day before

come

::::}

go

tomorrow

==>the next day

bring

==> take·

this week

==> that week

this month

::::}

that month

Some common changes in names, pronouns and possessive adjectives

I

::::} he or she

me

::::} him or her

my

::::} his or her

we

==> they
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We also often use names instead of pronouns when we report.

I can't stand her => She said she couldn't stand Pat.

····:··
question forms

pp 315-7

Word order (indirect questions)
When we report questions, the word order is generally the same as that of
statements (I could ..., I had ..., rather than could I ... or did I have ...). We use
or whether to introduce a reported yes/no question.

if

'Do you have the time, please?'=>Someone asked me ifI had the time.

'Whereare we going at the weekend?'=>I asked you where we are going at the
weekend.

Direct speech
What is direct speech?
When we report what someone has said, retaining the original pronouns and
verb forms, we call this 'direct speech'.

He asked me, 'What areyou doing?'and I said, 'Nothing'.
When do we use direct speech?
Written language

Fiction
Dialogue is the flesh and blood of most fiction. It is used to dramatise
interaction between the characters, and usually plays a key role in developing
and establishing their personalities, their relationships and in moving the plot
forward.
'Are you going to forgive me, Helen?' he resumed, more humbly.
'Are you penitent?' I replied, stepping up to him and smiling in his face.
'Heart-broken!' he answered, with a rueful countenance ...
'Then you won't go to London, Arthur?' I said, when the first transport of tears
and kisses had subsided.
'No, love, - unless you will go with me.'

We generally indicate direct speech by enclosing it in either single or double
inverted commas:' .. .' or" ...".
If this direct speech is enclosed in double inverted commas, then we use single
inverted commas to enclose any further direct speech that is embedded in this
("What do you mean, 'Mary'shad enough'?")or vice versa.

Reported and direct speech

Increasingly, people use a colon (:) to introduce direct speech (see the
newspaper report below). More traditionally, we use a comma to introduce this,
or we place a comma before the second inverted comma when followed by a
phrase like he said.
He said, 'I like you.'

'I like you,' he said.

Conventions of punctuation vary in different parts of the world. This text
follows British practice; writers and publishers in other parts of the world may
use different conventions.
Reported speech is rare in fiction, and when it occurs it usually introduces
stretches of dialogue (direct speech) or helps to link together more vivid episodes.
News
Newspaper reports typically use both reported and direct speech, often
alternating between them. The following is part of a newspaper report
recounting how a man was attacked by strangers as he arrived home. Reported
speech (He said he was hit ...) is used to establish the bare facts, and snatches of
direct speech are used to add the colourful details.

He told the court: 'I was punched across
my nose and my head. It was known
that I had a safe. I took them to it.'
He said he was hit over the head
with a 'hefty object' and struck 'fairly

smartly' between the legs, while his
hands were tied behind his back with
telephone wire.
He added: 'I was dragged inside and
my head was put in a large copper urn.'

Colons rather than commas are generally used to introduce direct speech in
newspapers.
Conversation
In very informal conversation we also use a lot of direct speech. We sometimes
describe long conversations in this way, almost to the point of re-enacting them.

I said, 'Where are you going?', and he said,'Why don't you come with me?',
and I said, 'Because I still don't know where you're going,' and he said, 'Oh,
come on babe.'

J
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As in this example, we generally use (and keep repeating) the same
reporting verb: said. Learners may also come across common, very informal
equivalents to said (which we would very rarely need to teach). These include:

• says.
I says, 'Don'tyou ask me no questionsabout it, please. You'lltake it - won't
you?'
He says: 'WellI'm puzzled~Is something the matter?'
• goes (also go, went).
Frasergoes, 'Why don't we stay up and watch thefilm?' and his Mum goes,
'You'vegot to get up earlytomorrow,'so we all goes, 'OK!'
• am {is/was/were)like.
I'm like, 'What's the matter?: and he's like, 'Mind your own business.'

Typical difficultiesfor learners
Comprehension
Learners are sometimes confused by the tense and pronoun changes that can
occur in reported speech, particularly if their first language doesn't involve
making similar or parallel changes. For example, they may understand Mary
said she was ill to mean that she was ill prior to saying this, and they may
understand Mary said I was wrongto mean that Mary was talking about herself.
Speaking and writing

Many mistakes in using reported speech may be caused by learners who have
practised reported speech through unnaturally literal transformation exercises.
Mistakes tend to occur when learners are thinking about the forms of the
language rather than focusing on what they want to convey.
Reporting verbs: patterns

Learners need not only to understand the meaning of the verbs they use, but they
also need to know the construction of the clause which follows each verb.

*Shesaid me she had to go.

*Shetold she was ill.

*Sheexplained me how to do it.

*Sheadvised me I had to go.

*Shesuggestedme to go.

*Sheencouragedus leavingearly.

Learners often consider this to be the biggest problem with reported speech.

Reported and direct speech

Reporting verbs: different kinds of verb

Learners need to know which verbs we use for reporting the content of what
someone has said, and which ones we generally use to refer to what they said.
(*)Heasked her where she came from and she answered that she came from
Greece.

Here the learner's use of answered is unidiomatic. Generally the function
. of answering is already clear from the context, and so answered provides
unnecessary information. We are more likely to say she said that she came from
Greece and to use answer in contexts like I asked her if she was happy but she
didn't answer.
Reporting verbs: over-use

Learners sometimes repeat verbs (particularly said) either when no verb
is necessary, or when other verbs would be appropriate to summarise and
interpret what was said. This happens when learners are asked to convert
stretches of conversation into prose.
(*)She asked Robert ifhe wanted something alcoholic to drink and he said that
he didn't. He said that he would prefer a cup of coffee and she said that would
be fine. He said thank you.
Tense and expressions of time

Learners sometimes think of and repeat what was originally said when this is
no longer true at the time of reporting.
*She said she'll come tomorrow so I waited in all day.
*She said she was busy now but I'm surprised she didn't come later.
Word order

In many languages there is no difference between the order of words in
statements and in questions. Learners who have worked hard to remember and
use correct word order in English questions may over-use this, in particular
when they report them.
(*)She asked him did he like the music.
(*)1hey wanted to know were there any more people to come.
(*)He wondered why were they so late.

Native speakers sometimes speak (and even write) like this, but learners may be
penalised for this in examinations.
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Consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 Read the transcriptions on the left of two people speaking. The first person is
answering a question about what she likes about her flat. The second is explaining on
TV how we need to look after young plants. Next to each is a transcription of someone
telling another person about a section of the programme they missed.

0)

(ii)

Original account

Reported account

What I like about living here is the
garden, where we have barbecues
Oike tonight) in the summer. We've got
loads of birds - I saw eight wrens the
other night, and we've got robins and
blackbirds. And it's good being able to
hang your washing outside in summer!

'She said what she liked about living
in Tottenham is having a garden.
She's got lots of birds and she saw
a family of wrens there. She's got a
washing line and she likes hanging
out washing. And she said they like
having barbecues.'

It's a bit like having a baby. When
it's small, you've got to really look
after it, you've got to keep it warm
and protected. But then as it grows
bigger, it's able to throw off the odd
cold or flu and grow into a healthy
adult. And we do the same with our
plants. We have to protect them
while they're young, keep them warm
and sheltered so they can grow on
into really good plants.

'He said when they are very young
they have to be treated like babies,
and take great care of them. You
know, babies have to be treated
very carefully when they are very
young. I know he said like babies
easily get the flu. And then you can
put the plants out more easily when
they get a bit older.'

a In general terms, what information does each 'reporter' focus on/summarise/leave out?

b Are the reporters concerned more with interpreting what was said or with reporting
factually?
c Do the reporters change the tenses that were used in the original?
2 The two extracts below both contain a lot of reporting, of a conversation in (i) and of a
publication in (ii). Both use 'common' reporting verbs (e.g. said) as well as verbs which
we don't necessarily think of primarily as reporting verbs.
(i)

From a book about teaching, the author describes a conversation he had with a
successful teacher:

I asked why the students seemed so willing to communicate and take part in
informal discussion (he had also said that they were used to writing in class and
working in groups) when other lecturers said that local students would never
'accept' this. He seemed surprised at the question. He didn't think his students
were very different from those in other faculties or universities.

Reported and direct speech

(ii) From a newspaper article, discussing a new book about treating depression:

In a controversial new book, Professor Jane
Plant, a chief scientific adviser to the government, proposes a raft of unorthodox treatments for the millions of Britons who suffer
from anxiety, stress and depression.
Instead of popping 'happy pills' such
as Prozac to beat their blues, Plant and her
co-author, Janet Stephenson, advise sufferers
to take steps such as avoiding dairy products,

sending fewer text messages, eating porridge
at night and playing card games. They say
all their tips are based on hard scientific
evidence gathered from studies around the
world.
In BeatingStress,Anxiety and depressions,
Plant and Stephenson urge a radical overhaul
of the way the NHS treats the soaring number
of people with some form of mood disorder.

a Make a list of the reporting verbs used in each (e.g. the first is asked).

b Comment on the degree to which the two reports appear to summarise and/or
interpret the original conversation/book.
3 The exercises that follow were designed by different teachers to help upper intermediate
learners with reported speech. Read them and answer the questions.

(i) Put the following sentences into reported speech. Begin each He
asked ... or He said ...
1 Where do you live?
2 The train usually leaves from here.
3 I suggest you watch the information board.
4 We'll come round tomorrow.
(ii) Think of a particularly memorable or vivid conversation you have
seen in a TV show, soap opera or film, or that you have heard on the
radio. Summarise in English what they said in c100-130 words.
(iii) Read the following request and the two ways it is reported. Tina, the
boss, spoke to lrving's secretary:
'Can you please tell Irving that I want him to bring me the report as soon
as he gets back?'
(1) The boss wants you to take the report to her right away.
(2) The boss asked me to tell you she wanted you to take her the report
as soon as you got back.
a) What is the difference between the two ways of reporting?
b) Which is more natural?

I
a What is the aim of each exercise?

b How useful do you think each of them is?
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4 The following is from an interview with the writer, Quentin Crisp, in which he explains
how he came to publish his first book. He uses both reported and direct speech in this
extract.
a Identify the reported speech.

b Identify the direct speech.
c Why do you think the speaker chooses direct speech at specific points in the
account?

I first met Mr Carroll on the telephone. I had spoken words on the radio about
my life, on the Third Programme, for Philip O'Connor. A publisher, Mr Kimber,
telephoned me and said I should write a book.
He said that if I wrote a 2,000 word synopsis of my fife story he would let me
know whether he would give me a contract. .
When he read my 2,000 words he fainted dead away and said he could never
publish such a book, it was too scandalous. I was describing all this to the art
masters at Maidstone College, and a man called Citizen Kaine, Bob Kaine, said,
'I have my spies and I will put them out.' And he came back with the name Donald
Carroll. He said that if I gave him the 2,000 words that had frightened Mr Kimber
and a transcript of what I had said on the radio, and photographs of myself, he
would undertake to sell the book. I telephoned Mr Carroll and he said, 'You'd better
come and see me.' So I crossed the river from Chelsea to Putney.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
1

a

(i) The first 'reporter' makes the main points but changes the order in reporting
them (barbecues).He adds information from his own background knowledge
(Tottenham)and appears to misinterpret what was said at one point (likes
hanging out washing),although this might also be a case of good understanding
but clumsy expression.

(ii) The second 'reporter' remembers the vivid comparison of plants and babies.
She remembers the reference to flu, but doesn't repeat the details surrounding
it. She interrupts the reporting to make sure the person she is speaking to
follows the point of the comparison (Youknow, babieshaveto be treated...).
b Both 'reports' are concerned with key factual information rather than interpretation.
Both speakers select what they think are the main point that the listener wants to hear,
and they each illustrate the point, in the first by repeating a selected illustrative detail
(wrens)and in the second by using the original speaker's own comparison (babies).
c The first 'reporter' uses both the past and present forms liked and like to refer to
general truths that the original speaker expressed using like and it's good.The
second 'reporter' uses present tense forms throughout. In all these cases, either a
past or a present form would have been valid.

2

a (i) asked,said, said, seemedsurprised1,didn't think2
1

seemed surprisedmay reflect what was said (e.g. Oh really?)

2

A reporting verb is implied in He didn't think.

(ii) proposes, advise,say,urge

Reported and direct speech

b (i)

appears to follow the turns in the conversation, and gives the impression that
the writer wants to retain as much of the original conversation as space allows
(did he have access to a written transcript of the conversation in writing this
summary?). There is little evidence of interpreting.

(ii)

summarises in the broadest of brush strokes - we learn the main thrust of the
argument rather than any detail of what is written in the book. Whereas say
introduces the authors' justification of their findings, the other reporting verbs
reveal their purpose.

3 a, b (i) practises some of the mechanical aspects of reported speech, independently of
context. Exercises like this are necessary for learners who need to carry out similar
transformations in tests and examinations. However, many learners find such
exercises mystifying and they can create problems where there need be none.
(ii) provides a natural context for using reported speech, and enables the teacher to
see how well learners report speech and to identify and respond to any problems
they may have. Learners usually find exercises like this useful.
Oii) focuses students' attention on natural (i) and unnatural (ii) ways of reporting
speech. Learners often find exercises like this useful, particularly if at some point
they have been encouraged to transform direct speech mechanically and literally.
4

a Mr Kimber ... said I should write a book.
He said that If I wrote a 2.000 word synopsis of my life story he would let me know
whether he would give me a contract.
... [he] said he could never publish such a book, it was too scandalous.
He said that if I gave him the 2,000 words that had frightened Mr Kimber and a
transcript of what I had said on the radio, and photographs of myself, he would
undertake to sell the book.
b

[Bob Kaine] said, 'I have my spies and I will put them out.'
... he said, 'You'd better come and see me.'

c The speaker is a gifted storyteller, who varies his style and brings his characters to
life by putting words into their mouths (i.e. using direct speech).
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WI!hecomeif I shout?
Would
youhaveenoughtime?
I'd havebeenupsetif I hadn'tknown.
Shepurrs1fyoustrokeher.

Key considerations
Course materials generally present four basic types of conditional sentence. In
this chapter we look at each of these types, but within each type we explore a
range of possible forms, some of which may be neglected or ignored in popular
materials. Finally, we look at some general variants on conditional forms.
Some European languages have special conditional tenses - forms of the verb
that are used primarily or only in conditional sentences. This is not true in
English, and some people argue that it is misleading to think of conditional
structures as being special.
Some learners find it difficult to remember the grammar oflong conditional
sentences with two clauses. We can help them by teaching and practising one
clause at a time, and can provide a lot of opportunities and help for students to
'get their tongues round' the complete sentences.

What are conditional sentences?
Course materials usually teach that conditiona'l sentences consist of two
clauses - a main ('conditional') clause containing a verb in a form with will or
would, and a subordinate clause that is introduced by if.
I'll help you

ifyou want.

He'd come ifyou called.

What we express in the main clause depends - or is conditional - on what we
express in the subordinate (if) clause.

I'll turn on the heating if it gets colder.
We can usually change the order of clause in conditional sentences, e.g. we can
say I'll turn on the heating if it gets colder or If it gets colder, I'll turn on the heating.
How we punctuate conditional sentences de-pends -part\'yon their length and
partly on personal preference, but in genera\ we separate the two clauses by
a comma if we begin with the if clause. We don't use a comma when we begin
with the conditional clause.
In casual conversation if is often barely pronounced. The vowel disappears
entirely, and even If! is whispered. A phrase like If I wereyou is pronounced
/fa1w;:,ju:/.
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Basic forms and closely related variants
Type 1
Basic form and meaning

Type 1 conditional sentences are sometimes called the 'first' or 'future' conditional.
Both clauses refer to the future, although the verb in the ifclause is in a present
tense. Course books usually teach this at an elementary or intermediate level.

If it gets colder tonight,

I'll turn on the heating.

future form

if+ present tense

He'll get here early

if he catches the fast train.

We often teach this conditional to express aspects of persuasion such as
cajoling and negotiating and for giving warnings and making threats.

ifyou

Persuasion:

I'll take the children to the party

Warning:

If you try to take a short cut, you'll get lost.
If you poke your brother again, I'll thrash you.

Threat:

collect them from school.

Other forms

In this section we look at forms of Type 1 conditional sentences that are
different from the 'basic' form.
If+ present, imperative
We use an imperative rather than a future form of the verb in the conditional
clause, for example to give advice or instructions.

If+ present

imperative

If you go to the supermarket,

bring back a carton of milk please.

Other present tenses

We can also use a range of future forms in the conditional clause (see Chapter 14
for a full description and illustration of the options).
Present continuous:

We're staying at home on Wednesday
strike goes ahead.

if the transport
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They'regoing to take their mother to the old house ifshe
rememberswhere it is.

going to:

We can use a range of present forms in the if clause depending on the meaning we
want to express (see Chapter 13 for a full description and illustration of the options).

If it hasn't rained by the weekend, we'll have to water

Present perfect:

the garden.
Present continuous:

If they're watching TV, they won't hear you.

Should
We sometimes use should before the verb in the if clause of Type 1 conditional
sentences. Often this weakens the possibility, implying by any chance...

If you should find yourselfat a looseend over the holiday,you'll alwaysbe
welcomeat our house.
We also sometimes use should in place of if, usually in more formal, written
contexts. For example, the following is part of an internal memo distributed to
staff in a chain of stores:

Should people complain about the quality of any goods, please referthem

directlyto the customerservicesdepartment.
Type2
Basic form and meaning

Coursebooks tend to teach this form at a lower intermediate level.
Type 2 conditional sentences are sometimes called the 'second', 'hypothetical'
or 'unreal' conditional. We use them to refer to or speculate about something
that is (or that we perceive to be) impossible or 'contrary to fact'. This is
sometimes presented to learners as 'very unlikely'. Toe real point, however, is
that at the moment of speaking we see the action or event as being impossible.
They can refer to the present or the future.

If+ past tense

would+ bare infinitive

Present

If he didn't annoyme so I'd spend more time in his office.
much,

Future

ff I got an invitation,

I'd go there right away.

Both Type l and Type 2 conditionals can refer to the future. Sometimes teachers
tell students that Type 2 is 'less likely' than Type 1, but this explanation
distracts them from the real basis for choosing Type 2.

Conditional sentences

If it gets colder tonight, I'll turn on the heating. (a real possibility)
Type 2: If it got colder tonight, I'd turn on the heating. (viewed as not a real
Type 1:

possibility)
In the if clause we often use were in place of was (some people consider that it is
incorrect to use was after if).
I'd be able to find the information if I were at home.

Course materials often introduce 1ype 2 conditional sentences beginning .(fI
were you ... idiomatically to express advice, separately from Type 2 conditional
sentences as a grammatical class.

If I were you, I'd make an appointment to see the doctor.
Other forms
Should
Some people regularly use should instead of would after I and we.
I shouldn't get to sleep at all if I lived next to that noise.

Should is often used in place of would in official or commercial
correspondence.
I should be grateful for an early response to my letter.

Were + infinitive
We sometimes use were+ infinitive instead of a past tense form in the if clause
of Type 2 conditional sentences. This makes the event seem more hypothetical
or the statement more tentative and, therefore, more polite.

If the river were to rise above the height of the flood barrier, there would be
absolutely nothing we could do to save the city.

If you were to have a few minutes free, I'd really appreciate the opportunity to
pick your brains.
Were + subject
When we use were in the if clause, we can invert were and the subject of the
clause, and leave out if altogether:
Were he really ill, I might feel more sympathetic.
Were you to accept my offer, I'd personally oversee the arrangement.
If+ would
In American English, would is often used in the if clause.

I'd eat something if I wouldn't have indigestion.
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Type3
Basic form and meaning
Coursebooks tend to teach the following at an upper intermediate level.

If we hadn't wasted time,

we wouldn't have missed the train.

would+ have + past participle

if+ past perfect

I would have been more sympathetic

if she hadn't accused me of lying.

We use this conditional to speculate about past events, and about how things
that happened or didn't happen might have affected other things (e.g. in the
second example she accused me oflying and so I wasn't very sympathetic).
We often teach this conditional to express reproach and regret.

Ifyou hadn't

driven sofast, you would never have had the accident.

I wouldn't have left myjob if I'd known how difficult it is tofind anotherone.
We sometimes use the Type 3 conditional to make excuses (we can consider
this use within the overall category of 'regret').

If therehadn't been an accidenton the motorway,I would have been hereon time.
Type 3 conditional sentences are sometimes called the 'third' or 'past' conditional.
Other forms
had have + past participle
Many native speakers ofEnglish use a non-standard variant of the Type 3
conditional. Although it would be inappropriate for learners to learn this, they
will often come across it.

If they'd have arrived on time,

I'd have let them into the examination.

Had + subject + past participle
We can use Had+ subject + past participle in Type 3 conditionals in place of
if+ subject+ past perfect.
Had I known he was ill, I would never have shouted at him.

Conditional sentences
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Zero conditional sentences
The form of this conditional is:

If+ present tense

present tense

If you want to change
money on a Sunday,

you have to go to one of the big
railway stations.

present tense

if+ present tense

Most cats purr

if you tickle them under the chin.

We use this conditional to express general truths. Learners usually find this
use of tenses logical and straightforward. As long as they know the meaning of
the word if, they will often automatically produce zero conditional sentences
accurately and appropriately.

General variants on conditional sentences
Conjunctions
Conjunctions other than if

We can use a range of conjunctions in conditional sentences as well as if.These
include: supposing, as long as (Types 1 & 2), provided, on condition (that), unless
(all types).
Where will you go, supposing you manage to have a holiday?
I would help him as long as he asked me nicely.
I wouldn't have come round unless you'd phoned and asked me to.
Supposing suggests an act of imagination; provided, as long as, and on condition
(that} suggest reservation - often it is the speaker who is imposing the condition.
We also use only ifto express similar meaning.

Course materials sometimes teach that unless is the same as if ... not. In fact we
use it to express a stronger degree of reservation: I won't come round unless you
phone is closer in meaning to I'll only come round if you phone than I won't come
round if you don't phone.
In case suggests the need to be ready for something (e.g. Take an umbrella in case
it rains.) and is not a conditional conjunction. However, learners often use in case
as a substitute for if (*You'll get wet in case it rains.).

....:.
,•

conJunct1ons
p 387
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Omitting conjunctions
Very informally we sometimes leave out any word or words that directly express
conditional meaning when it is clear from context that conditional meaning is
implied. In these cases we usually link the two clauses with and or or.

Eat any more of that pudding and you'll burst. (i.e. If you eat ...)
Keep still,you little devil, or I'll cut your throat. (i.e. If you don't keep still ... I
Unless you keep still ...)
If only and I wish
Statements beginning with If only or I wish are closely connected with
conditional sentences in that we use a past tense to refer to a hypothetical
present event and past perfect to refer to a hypothetical event in the past.

If only she paid a little more attention.
I wish I hadn't agreedto take part.

Verbs in a continuous form
C0/7/JOUOUS

forms
p 176

The examples of conditional sentences which appear in course materials often
include verbs only in a simple form (ifhe comes ..., if they had worked..., would
she eat ...?}.
In fact, we use a continuous form of the verb ifwe want to suggest 'continuous
meanings' (e.g. to emphasise the temporariness of something). We can use
continuous verb forms in both the if and the main clauses.

They'dhave noticed the explosionif they hadn't been making so much noise.
We would be lying on the beach if we were still in Brighton.

Modal verbs

.·
modal verbs
pp 152-63

Type 1

We can use may, might and could in the conditional clause of Type 1 conditional
sentences to show that something is a possible consequence (rather than a
certain one).
I can bringsomething to eat ifyou want.

Ifyou listen to me carefully,you may learn something useful.
Types 2 and 3

We can also use might and could in place of would in Type 2 and 3 conditional
sentences.

Ifyou explained a bit more clearly,I might understand.
If we hadn't worked so hard, we could have missed our deadline.

Conditional sentences

Zero conditionals

We can use modal verbs in either or both clauses of a zero conditional.

If you have a ticket, you can go through now.
You should wear glasses ifyou can't see.
Will and would in if clauses
As a rule we don't use will or would in the if clause of conditional sentences,
and we may have to correct mistakes when learners use them inappropriately.
It isn't true, however, that will and would never occur in the if clause.
We can use would {like) in

if clauses where the meaning is similar to want.

If you would like to sit down, please help yourself to a seat.
We can use will in an
willing to.

if clause where the meaning is similar to be prepared to/be

If you'll wait a minute, the doctor will be here to see you.
Will and would can suggest perverse and deliberate behaviour (and are then
normally stressed). In this case we can use will in Type 1 and would in Type 2 if
clauses.

If you will argue with everyone, you can't expect to be popular.
If you wouldn't take so much time off, you might earn more.
Single clauses
Teaching materials sometimes give the impression that all conditional
sentences have two clauses. In fact we very frequently use only one clause.
Sometimes we use the if clause. This is usually when the conditional clause is
already understood - for example, in replying to questions.
A: Are you going on holiday this year?

B: If I win the pools.

More often we use just the conditional clause. In this case, a condition is
usually implied.
I would have appreciated some help. (i.e. if it had been available)

Sometimes the condition is expressed in some other way.
Do you think the punch would taste better with more fruit juice? (i.e. if it
contained more fruit juice)

Mixed conditional sentences
Things we did in the past may have present consequences, and equally these
past events may be the result of timeless or present facts. We often refer to
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both the present and the past in conditional sentences, and we choose the tense
of the main verb in each clause accordingly - one clause may be conditional
Type 2 and the other may be conditional Type 3.
Past action:

You wasted money last week.

Present consequence:

We can't afford a good holiday.

" If you hadn'twastedso muchmoney

last week,
Present (general) fact: I am very busy.
Past consequence:

I wasn't able to take off any time last week.

We also mix Type 1 and Type 2 structures. Some people feel we should avoid
, this.·
I would probablyforgive Salisburyanything as long as they nevermess with

the CathedralClose.

Should we teacll 'conditional sentences'?
At present, many course materials teach four basic types of conditional
sentence. Learners usually find this helpful, especially if their own language
has equivalent conditional structures. Other learners may find it simpler to
learn the features of conditional sentences in other contexts. For example:

····:=·
present simple
pp 188-91

• The grammar of Type 1 conditional sentences is the same as that of
non-conditional sentences that include a time conjunction. After these
conjunctions (e.g. when, after, before,as soon as, until etc.), we also use a
present tense even though we are referring to future time. We can teach if
in the context of these other time conjunctions.
• We can teach would and would have as a modal verb to express
hypothetical meaning, and can teach the use of the past and past perfect
tenses to refer to an imagined or unreal present or past in the context of
expressions beginning with if, or the verb wish.
Some people argue strongly that we should avoid using the term 'conditional' and
that we should avoid the four basic 'types'. Some coursebooks reflect this view,
presenting 'real and hypothetical possibilities with if' or 'imaginary situations
with if' rather than the more traditional 'conditional' label.

Conditional sentences

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
If learners have studied conditional sentences, when they come across them in
reading English they generally don't have problems of understanding, although
they may still be misled by sentences which don't include if or one of the
obvious conditional conjunctions such as as long as or supposing.
In listening, conditional sentences pose much more of a problem. In many
languages conditional meaning is signalled by adverbs in the conditional
clause or by an expression added to the end of the conditional clause. There
may also be very strict rules about the order of clauses. Learners who speak one
of these languages (e.g. Chinese) may have difficulty in recognising conditional
sentences, particularly if the order of clauses doesn't match the order in their
first language.
Also, we frequently pronounce if and auxiliary verbs which establish the time
reference of the sentences (e.g. would, would have) so indistinctly that learners
may fail to pick them out.
Learners may also be misled by the use of past tenses to refer to present time,
and may understand that phrases like if I spoke Russian ... refer to the past.
We sometimes leave out the if clause when we are giving advice. Learners of
English are sometimes confused by this use.
A: I slept badly again last night.
B: I'd make an appointment to see the doctor.

Learners sometimes understand (wrongly) that sentences that begin Were
he here ... or Had I known ... are questions. They may fail to recognise that
sentences like this are conditional.
Learners sometimes confuse

if only with

only if.

Speaking and writing
Simplifying the grammar

For many learners, the auxiliary verbs we use in constructing conditional
sentences (e.g. if he had seen anything he would have reported it) have no
rationale; they are just a string of words or syllables.
Under the pressure of communicating, some or all of these auxiliaries may be
left out.

*ifyou

not tell me the news, I not try to contact anyone.
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(The learner wanted to say Ifyou hadn't told me about the news, I wouldn't have

tried to contact anyone.)
People who haven't learned conditional forms and are 'guessing the grammar'
,sometimes produce similar sentences.
'Regularising' the tense structure

Learners often use future tenses to refer to the future, and past tenses to refer
to the past in conditional sentences. The following examples were spoken by
advanced learners.

*Ifit'll rain tomorrow we'renot goingto set up the exhibition outside.
*We!lbe a lot happier now if we didn't make such a bad investment lastyear.
Native speakers also occasionally produce sentences like this.
Over-using would

Some learners become so concerned not to forget would that they may use
it inappropriately in the if clause as well as in the conditional clause. Some
learners (e.g. speakers of German) may also be influenced by their first
language .

.,.1could helpyou if I my arm wouldn'tbe broken.
Choosing the wrong conjunction

Learners sometimes use when or in caseinstead of if.Sometimes they may be
influenced by their first language. For example, speakers of German sometimes
use when when they mean if, and speakers ofltalian, Portuguese, Romanian
and Spanish sometimes use in case.

*Let'sstay at home when it rains.
*Don'tworry in caseyou hear a noise during the night.
1n cases like thjs, people often don't spot the mistake, and they understand
something different from what the speaker intended.
Leaving conjunctions out

Often influenced by the grammar of their first language, some learners rely on
context alone to make the conditional relationship between clauses clear. They
may also rely on adverbs such as then.

*Ilike someone. I give them a presentI visit them. (If I like someone, I give
them a present when I ...)

*Sorry.I listened to you then I didn't take the wrong road. (... If I had listened
to you, I wouldn't have ...)

*Youcome any nearerI'll then scream. (If you come any nearer, I'll scream.)

Conditional sentences

Avoidance

It is very common for learners to find ways of expressing themselves which enable
them not to use language they find 'difficult'. Often, the conditional Type 3 is
particularly daunting, and learners may consciously or unconsciously avoid it.

(*)Ididn't see him so I didn't run away. (Ifl'd seen him, I'd have run away.)
It is easy for us to miss the fact that even very advanced learners regularly avoid
using this conditional. Even if learners don't actually make mistakes, we may
need to provide structured opportunities for them to practise the forms of
conditional sentences.
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Consolidation exercises
Review of form
Write down an example of each of the four basic conditional types and label the form of the
main verb in each clause (e.g. would+ infinitive). Try to do this from memory, but refer back
t~ pp 273-7 if necessary.

Differences in meaning
Explain the difference in meaning between the sentences in the following pairs:
(i) Don't forget to take your umbrella in case it rains.
Don't forget to take your umbrella if it rains.
(ii) They won't phone unless their train has been cancelled.
They won't phone if their train has been cancelled.
(iii) I'll help you to move house provided it's at the weekend.
I'll help you to move house if it's at the weekend.
(iv) She'll come in to work tomorrow if we need her.
She'd come in to work tomorrow if we needed her.
(v) I'd have finished my assignment if I weren't ill.
I'd have finished my assignment if I hadn't been ill.

Form and function
Consider the list of functions below. Then answer the questions.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
t'II)

giving advice
negotiating
reproaching
describing scientific processes

\nrea\enin.9

(vi) warning
(vii) making excuses

a Which of the four basic conditional types are we most likely to use to express each of
these functions?

b Provide an example in each case.

Language in context
Each of the following texts contains conditional phrases, although not all of them belong to
one of the conventional four basic types.
(i)

From a newspaper report of a demonstration:

'They stopped it turning into an allout confrontation', another source said.

'Had it done so, we wouldn't have stood
a chance.'

Conditional sentences

(ii)

From a review of a TV play:

Were he living at this hour, Dennis Potter would certainly ... have cautioned writer
Richard Monks against directing his own work.

(iii)

From a novel in which one man is criticising another for the way he treats his mother:

'She never calls me at work,' said Michael.
'Well, maybe she would, if you wouldn't be so hard on the old gal.'

(iv) From a newspaper article about a vote in the French National assembly:

The Loi Toubon-named after the Culture
minister Jacques Toubon - would have
banned foreign terms from the French
vocabulary, and offenders would have
faced fines for using foreign words ... The
law would have reached into every cranny

of French life. Building workers would
have been required to clear a path with un
bouteur instead of un bulldozer, businessmen would study mercatique instead of
le marketing, and gomme a macherwould
have replaced le chewinggum.

(v) From a discussion about a hospital visit:

If the doctors hadn't have been there the nurse could have seen to you.

(vi) From a newspaper article about the use of computers in offices:

Walk into
trip over

(vii)

any large office in Britain
a computer cable.

and you could

Here the speaker has just returned from a football match.

I'd have stayed longer except that it began to drizzle · · ·

probably
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(viii)

Pope John Paul ll's words to President Gorbachev in 1989 are being reported.

If fundamental ethical values are forgotten, fearful consequences can result and even
the greatest of enterprises can end in failure.

(ix) Someone is speaking about some people investigating corruption in his office.

If they're going to be coming down here, they'll be coming through our office first.

(x) This extract from a management handbook looks at what is meant by 'role relations'.

. . . if any form of social relation, however transitory or spontaneous, came to be
regarded as a role relation, the concept will become so general and all-embracing as to
lose its value as a tool of social analysis.

(xi) This extract from the same handbook looks at the individual.

Unless he is subordinating himself to the group in some way the individual is seen
as rather a nuisance.

a Identify the conditional phrases.

fJ Classify these phrases using the four 'types', or explain in what way they don't fit into
these four types.
c Explain why the particular forms have been chosen in these contexts.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Review of form
See pp 273-7.

Differences in meaning
0) The first sentence implies takeyour umbrella,it mayrain (and so you'll be prepared).
The second suggests that choosing whether to take your umbrella depends on
whether or not it is raining.
(ii)

One sentence is the opposite of the other. In the first sentence they'll phone if their ·
train is cancelled, and in the second (as it says) they won't.

Conditional sentences

(iii) The meaning of the two sentences is very similar but the first stresses the
conditionality, implying more than the second sentence that helping at any other time
is out of the question. The speaker is imposing the condition.
(iv) The second sentence suggests that we won't need her to come in tomorrow, and so
this is purely hypothetical. 'The first sentence is concerned with real possibility - we
may need her to come in.
(v) 1he conventional explanation for the first sentence is that I am still ill - it suggests
that the illness is part of the present. The second sentence suggests that 'being
ill' belongs to the past and I am now probably better (in fact we sometimes use
sentences like the first to refer to the past when the context makes it clear that we
are doing this, but we probably wouldn't want to teach this).

Form and function
1he following are example answers. You may also think of types not mentioned here.
(i)

a 1ype 2 (Type 1)
b I'd get a microwave if I were you. (You'll feel better if you have a rest.)

(ii)

a Type 1
b We'll buy the more expensive one as Jong asyou don't charge for delivery.

(iii)

a Type 3
b If you'd been paying attention, we wouldn't have got on the wrong bus.

a
b
(v) a
b
(vi) a

(iv)

Type O
Seeds don't germinate unless the temperature is right.

Type 1
I'm going to phone the police if you don't turn the music down.

1ype 1

b It'll break if you step on it.
(vii)

a Type 3
b l'd've got here sooner if they hadn't been digging up the road.

Language in context
(i)

a Had it done so, we wouldn't have stood a chance.
b This is a standard variant on the Type 3 conditional.

c Had+ subject+ past participle is used here to speculate about an 'unreal' past imagining that the demonstration had become an all-out confrontation. There is
little difference in this context between this and If it had done so ...
(ii)

a Were he living ... , [he] would certainly ... have cautioned ...
b According to the conventional division, this is a 'mixed' conditional. The first
clause is a variant on the subordinate clause of a Type 2 sentence, and the
second is a standard Type 3 main clause.

c The first clause refers to the present, and the verb is continuous because the
writer is concerned with the moment rather than any general truth. The use of
were+ subject makes the conditional more remote than if+ subject. The second
clause refers to the past - Potter isn't alive so he wasn't able to caution the writer.
(iii)

a

... she would, if you wouldn't be so hard on ...

b At first sight this looks like a non-standard Type 2 conditional, in which would is
wrongly used in the subordinate clause, whereas the use of would in the if clause
suggests stubborn insistence.
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. c would here is the past of will, describing stubbornly persistent behaviour.(Youwill
be hard on her!). ... if you weren'tso hard doesn't conveythis sense.
(iv) a would have banned... faced ... reached ... been required ... replaced... ; would
study ...
b Thereare sevenconditionalclauses.Six of them belongto Type3 and oneto Type2.

c Although there is no explicit conditional clause, If the law had beenpassed...
is clearly implied.There is no obvious rule which determinesthat someof these
imagined consequencesare seen as belonging to the past (would havefaced)
while would study belongs to the present.
(v) · a The whole sentenceis conditional.
b hadn't have been is a commonvariant on the standard Type3 hadn't been.

c For many peoplethis is the standard Type 3 form, particularly when they speak.
However,many people also disapproveof it, and most teachersdiscourage
learnersfrom using it.
(vi) a The whole sentenceis conditional.
b The use of the imperative,here, means that there is nothingin the form to show
us which type this is associatedwith (we can use could in the conditionalclauses
of TypesO,1 and 2). The meaningof the sentenceallocates it to TypeO- it refers
to a general fact.
c This is the first sentencein the article, and the writer probablychoosesthis form
for dramatic effect. Walkinto ... is a more arresting and more vivid beginning
than If you walk into ...

tvii) a 1'cJ
havestayed...
b fnis is a Type3 conditional clause.
c ... except that it began ... can be paraphrasedas ... if it hadn't begun ... , and is
thus equivalentto a conditional clause with if
[viii) a II ... are forgotten,fearful consequencescan result ...

b This is a Type Oconditional sentence.
c This form could be either Type 1 or Type o.The context and the meaningmakeit
clear that it is TypeO,i.e. it refers to a timeless fact.
(ix) a The whole sentenceis conditional.
b This refers to the future, and is a variant of the basic Type 1 form.

c Although probablyno coursebookwould teach the form that occurs in this if clause,
it is completelyidiomaticand correct.,he combinationof going to and be coming
communicatesa strong sensethat this mayalreadybe plannedand inevitable.
(x) a

... if any form ... came to be ... , the concept will become ...

b The verb in the if clause appearsto belong to Type 2, and the verb in the
conditional clauseto Type 1.

c It is difficult to explainthis linking of somethingwhich appearsto be seen both
as impossible (came)and possible(will become). Perhapsthe writer shifts from
thinking of this as impossibleto possible in the processof writing about it.
(xi) a The whole sentenceis conditional.
b Type o (continuous form of the verb in the conditional clause).
c The verb in the conditionalclauseis in a continuousform becausethe act of
subordinatingis seenas a temporaryratherthan a permanentcondition.Nonetheless,
it is a generalor permanenttruth that individualschooseto act in this way.

PARTC

Sentence constituents
word order

and

Introduction
to PartC
Whereas the chapters in Parts A and B of this book deal with grammar at the level
of words or short phrases, those in Part C look at longer stretches of language,
and are concerned with the function that different words or groups of words can
perform in sentences.
In Chapters 20-22 we look at the organisation of different key elements in sentences.
Chapter 20 'Sentence constituents: basic principles' concentrates on the basic
sentence, showing how we make up and order the key elements of noun phrase,
verb phrase and adverbials. Central to this are the concepts of subject and object.
For example:

Chapter 21 'Sentence constituents: major variants' looks in more detail at ways
we can vary this basic order. For example:

Chapter 22 'Passive constructions' focuses on a specific case where we change
the basic order: passive constructions. For example:

Chapter 23 'Discourse markers' looks at some of the words and expressions we
use to:
• show the logical links between different sentences and parts of sentences.
• 'manage' our participation in conversation.
• influence how our listeners or readers react.
• express our attitude to what we are saying or writing.
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For example:
Logical links:

alternatively, firstly, on the other hand

Expressing attitude:

obviously, unfortunately

Chapter 24 'Ellipsis and substitution' looks at how we leave out parts of
sentences, and sometimes replace them with words or expressions which
stand in place of them. In the examples that follow, square brackets show
the information that is left out and the word in capital letters stands in for
something else:

[ JGot a cold? [Have you]
Mary answered the mail and her secretary [] the faxes. [answered]
I've got some stamps. Do you want ONE? (a stamp)
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adverbial
nounphrase verbphrase
conjunctionsubject
directobject indirectobject
complement
'dummy'
subject

Key considerations
In this chapter we look at sentence constituents, the basic units such as noun
phrases, verb phrases and preposition phrases that make up meaningful
language. We look at the kinds of words we choose and combine in order to
form these basic constituents, and the order in which we use them. We also look
at the different functions these basic constituents play in sentences (e.g. subject,
object, complement and adverbial).
Toe terms that grammars use for classifying sentence constituents vary
from grammar to grammar, and the descriptions are often very complicated
and technical. For fear of confusing learners, teachers may choose to avoid
giving technical explanations and analysis, and we may teach these features
more in response to specific problems that arise than according to any predetermined syllabus. Although we don't need to remember the technical terms
for describing basic constituents, we need to know and understand how these
constituents are formed and how they fit together.
When we look at real language we find that many sentences contain forms other
than those we look at in this chapter. Chapters 21 and 22 deal with a number of
ways in which we modify the basic principles, and Chapters 25-30 look at different
kinds of subordinate clauses, which often involve some further variation on these.

What are sentence constituents?
A sentence can be seen as a string of 'units' or blocks of language in a
certain order. These units, or 'sentence constituents', consist of words or
phrases. To change the meaning, we can change the words or phrases in
each constituent. Toe order, however, remains the same. This useful but
over-simplified model is sometimes called a 'slot and filler' view oflanguage.

AJ:B~J:
c

/l Hen:. eats
snails.
Lf!oone wantsto eat sn_~~s
withgarlicandbutter.
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We have to consider sentence constituents from two perspectives:
• what they are in terms of the words that make them up.
• the function they perform in sentences.
A constituent may look exactly the same even though it appears in different
positions in the sentence and, therefore, performs a different grammatical
function.

A

B

c

People

need

people.

The term 'phrase' is used for different types of constituent even though,
somewhat confusingly, these 'phrases' may consist of only one word.

Sentences, clauses and constituents
In the written language we recognise sentences because they begin with a
capital letter and have a full stop at the end.
However, in speaking it often isn't clear when one sentence starts and another
finishes, and even in writing we can often choose whether to leave a long
stretch of language as one sentence or to divide it into two or more shorter
sentences.
Unlike sentences, clauses can clearly and unambiguously be identified in both
speech and writing. Rather than attempting a definition of what a clause is now,
we provide examples of different kinds of clause in the rest of this section, and on
p 303 we use the terminology that is introduced here to define what a clause is.

•,

····::
review of
clauses p 30:J

I all of us will be keeping our fingers crossed.
We can divide clauses further into constituents (i.e. clause constituents), each
of which may consist of one or several words. In the sentence above but is also a
constituent, but it does not form part of a clause.
In this chapter, we are concerned with only one kind of clause - 'main' clauses,
which we refer to here simply as 'clauses'.
On pp 295-303 we look at different kinds of constituent, how we can form them
and what kinds of role they can take in clauses.

main ,mcl
subordinate
clauses p 384

294

discourse
markers

pp 345-61
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Sentence constituents which don't form part of clauses
When we divide sentences into clauses, we find that there are additional
constituents that don't form part of the clauses. These may:
• link the clauses together (conjunctions such as and or but).
• comment on the information in the clauses in some way, or show how they
relate to other clauses and sentences.

How do we organise information?
Basic principles
It would be difficult to understand stretches of language in which everything
was new and important. When we speak and write, we try to judge how much
our audience already knows, and we take care to provide a balance between
what is new and important, and what is familiar or can be taken for granted.
In understanding, we depend on this familiar information to help us to
orientate ourselves to what is new and important and to put this in context. We
also depend on the speaker or writer clearly signalling what is and isn't new and
important. The order in which we present information in clauses is a crucial
factor in how we do this.
The basic ordering principle we use is to put the familiar information at the
beginning of the clause, so that our readers or listeners have time to prepare
for and orientate themselves towards what follows. This first part of the clause
generally tells us 'what the clause is about', and what comes after this is usually
the main point, the new or important information. In general, the further this is
towards the end of the clause, the more attention we pay to it.
To illustrate this, we can look at some of the clauses in the previous paragraph
and divide them into these two parts:

Thebasic ordering principle we use

is to put the familiar information at the
beginning of the clause

This first part of the clause

generally tells us 'what the clause is about'

Although we can begin clauses with different kinds of constituent, in the 'basic
pattern' we consider in this chapter, the first 'orientating' part of a clause is
generally the subject. This 'basic pattern' allows different kinds of constituent to
come at or towards the end of a clause.

Sentence constituents: basic principles

Types of sentence constituent
Form and function
Depending on whether we are looking at constituents from the perspective of
what they are or what they do, we choose different terms, even though they may
describe the same thing. For example, a noun phrase may be a subject, object,
complement or adverbial depending on its function (and position) in a clause.
Form
Noun phrases
Noun phrases can consist of one word such as a name, pronoun or noun.

Name:

Angela, Bolivia

Pronoun:

she, us, that

Noun:

people, illness, trees

Complex noun phrases are groups of words connected to and including a main
noun, the 'headword' (e.g. an illness; an old, rather bent woman).
We often find the following elements in noun phrases (usually in this order):

Determiners include articles, quantifiers, numbers, possessive adjectives
(e.g. my, your, their) and demonstrative adjectives (this, that, these, those).
Modifiers may be:
• adjectives (e.g. old kettle).
• nouns (e.g. brick house).
• possessive forms (e.g. child's toy).
• adverb-adjective combinations (e.g. carefully painted screen).
Complex noun phrases can include subordinate clauses.
the woman I told you about last Thursday
The boy who fell off his bike ...

They often also include preposition phrases.
The trouble with young people ...
the second road on the left
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Verb phrases

Verb phrases can consist of:
• a single-word main verb (e.g. wept).
·• a multiword main verb (e.g. stood up).
• one· or more auxiliary verbs and a main verb (e.g. has been weeping,ought

to stand up).
• two main verbs (want to speak, recommend staying).
Verb phrases may include not or n't (e.g. doesn't drink).
In some grammars the term 'verb phrase' is used in a wider sense to include
also any object that follows the verb.
Preposition phrases

Preposition phrases are groups of words that begin with a preposition and
~ontain a noun phrase.

on

the corner

with

many additional features

Preposition phrases may also form part oflarger noun phrases.

the house

on the corner

new software

with many additional
features

Adjective phrases

Adjective phrases contain an adjective, which may follow one or more adverbs.

not very old
reallyquite glamorous
Adjective phrases may begin rather than end with the adjective.

Suitablefor freezing.
Adverb phrases

Adverb phrases contain an adverb, which may follow one or more other
adverbs.

rather unwisely
only once

Sentence constituents: basic principles
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Function
Subjects

Subjects usually come immediately before the verb phrase in a clause, and
they frequently consist of a noun phrase. They often tell us what the predicate
(i.e. everything in the clause that comes after the subject) is about.

You

sighed.

The woman I told you about last Thursday

has arrived at last.

Other kinds of subject include infinitive and-ingforms
kinds of clause.

of verbs, and certain

Infinitive

Tolose

hurts.

-ingform

Drinking

can kill.

Non-finite clauses

How to make money

always sells.

Noun clauses

Whether or not I made a promise

is irrelevant.

Direct objects and object verbs

Direct objects
Direct objects usually come after the verb phrase and they are normally noun phrases.

I

telephoned

her.

I

telephoned

the woman I told you about last Thursday.

Teaching materials don't usually refer to infinitives, -ingforms and noun clauses
that follow the verb phrase as direct objects, and in this book we deal with them
in other chapters. However, in some academic grammars they are classed as
kinds of direct object.

She

wanted

to leave.

She

likes

dancing.

Do you

know

whether he's coming?

Object verbs
We use direct objects only after certain types of verbs, known as 'object verbs'.
Object verbs make a certain amount of sense on their own but we feel that
there is 'something missing' if they aren't followed by a direct object - they are
obviously incomplete without this additional information.
*She made(?).

*Don't kill(?).

*Turner influenced (?).

infinitives
p 170
-mg forms
p 174
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•

She

made

a mistake.

Don't

kill

me.

Turner

influenced

a wholegenerationof painters.

Object verbs can have a wide spectrum of meanings. In the examples above the
subjects are doing something to the direct object (make, kill, influence)but this
isn't necessarily the case.

He

underwent

treatment

She

heard

a noise.

Object verbs are also sometimes known as 'transitive' or 'mono-transitive' verbs.
We can normally use object verbs in passive constructions, in which case there
is no direct object.

In Chapter 22 we look at the reasons for using passive constructions and how to
form them in more detail.
Complements and complement verbs
Complements
Complements usually tell us something about the subject, e.g. what it is; how it
feels or what it is like. Complements may consist of:

• a noun phrase (e.g. She became a nicer person).
• an adjective or adjective phrase (e.g. She grew (very) old).
• a preposition phrase (e.g. Thechildrenfelt under threat).
• another clause (e.g. Our holiday wasn't what we expected).
types of noun
clause
pp 398-400

These complements are sometimes also called 'subject complements' because
they describe something about the subject of the clause.

Complement verbs
Whereas object verbs usually make a certain amount of sense on their own
(e.g. killed ...), complement verbs usually don't (e.g. was ..., became ...). We
use complement verbs to connect the subject to the complement in a clause.

Sentence constituents: basic principles

The grammar requires this but in terms of meaning we could often leave out the
most common complement verb be altogether. Many languages don't need any
verb in clauses like the following.
I

•

We

are

late.

Siam

is

the old name.

In as much as they do convey meaning, complement verbs usually express
something about:
• being (e.g. be, uses of remain, stay).
• seeming (e.g. seem,feel, look, smell, taste, uses of appear).
• becoming (e.g. become, grow, uses of get).
I

•

I

•

She

grew

old.

The children

felt

uneasy.

Complement verbs are sometimes also called 'linking', 'intensive' or 'copular' verbs.
Indirect objects and two-object ('double object') verbs
Indirect objects
Indirect objects usually tell us who (or what) receives something or benefits
from something. We only use them when we also use a direct object (this tells
us what they receive or benefit from). Indirect objects are usually noun phrases
and refer to people.
I I

•

,_lme

Give
Who brought

Sheila

a hand.
the flowers?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Indirect objects may also refer to animals or things that can receive or benefit
from something.

Have you fed

the plants

any fertiliser?

You ought to give

the windows

a good clean.

As in all the above examples, we can place indirect objects between the verb
phrase and the direct object. We can also place them after the direct object, and
we do this particularly if they are long or if we want to focus especially on the
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information they convey. When they come after the direct object, we use to or
for to connect the two objects. We use:

• to if they are receiving something.
• for if they are benefiting from some kind of service.
I

We
.He

.·

adverbials
pp301-2

•

•

I

I

gave

all our money

to

a ticket tout.

can't keep

a good seat

for

us.

Some academic grammars consider these expressions beginning to and/or as
adverbials and it may be simpler ifwe teach these like other adverbials.

She has told the truth to her husband.
She has told the truth on this occasion.

'Iw'o-ob)ectverbs
Two-object verbs need to be followed by an indirect object as well as a direct
object. Typically, they express some aspect of giving or communicating
something to someone or doing some kind of service. The following are
especially common: ask, bring, give, serve, take, tell.

1\vo-object verbs are sometimes also called 'ditransitive' verbs.
Complements and object-complement verbs

Object-complement verbs need to be followed by both a direct object and a
complement. These verbs often describe:
• judgements (e.g. consider,find, imagine, think).
• liking or wanting (e.g. like, prefer,want).
• ways of naming, changing or making things (e.g. appoint, baptise,call,

declare,elect,make, leave, name).
• ways of stopping things from changing (e.g. hold, keep).
The object is often (but not necessarily) a person, and the complement usually
describes the qualities or status of the object.

They
She

/ appointed
made

Ms Jones

treasurer.

him

angry.

Sentence constituents: basic principles

These complements are sometimes called 'object complements' because they
describe something about the direct object of the clause. Object-complement
verbs are sometimes also called 'complex transitive' verbs.
Differences between objects and complements

At first glance, the sentences in each of the following pairs seem to have a
similar structure.
She bought a car.
She became a celebrity.
We gave him money.
We elected him captain.

In fact, it quickly becomes apparent that something is different about them if we
try to change each of them into passive constructions. We can say:
A car was bought and Money was given to him.

but

NOT

*A celebrity was become or *Captain was elected to him.

What comes after buy and give (him) is a direct object, and can be used as
the subject of a passive clause. What comes after become and elect (him) is a
complement and can't become the subject of a passive clause.
We can distinguish between objects and complements in terms of meaning. In
the first sentence, the subject (She) and object (car) are clearly different entities
whereas in the second sentence the subject (She) and complement (celebrity)
refer to the same person. Similarly, in the second pair of sentences, the two
objects (him and money) refer to different entities whereas (him) and the
complement (captain) refer to the same person.
Alternatively, all these cases can be explained by the type of verb. Buy is an
object verb and give a two-object verb. Become is a complement verb and elect
an object-complement verb.
Adverbials

Different grammars use the term 'adverbial' to mean different things. Some
grammars use the term to include a wide range of grammatical features
including subordinate and non-finite clauses, while others use it for a much
more restricted range of features.
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In this chapter we use the term in a restricted sense. Adverbials are usually
phrases beginning with a preposition, adverb or noun (one-word adverbials are
known as 'adverbs', and we look at these in Chapter 5).
Preposition phrases:

in the back garden.

Adverb phrases:

often enough.

Noun phrases:

Sunday lunch time.

Unlike objects and complements, which are required by particular verbs, adverbials
are usually phrases that we choose whether or not to add to a clause. They often
provide information about how, where or when something is done or takes place.
We can use more than one adverbial together (e.g. at B.00 in the park, on Sunday

with luck.)
Adverbiais can also refer to a whole clause.

····:=·

I

'venot been feeling weJJ

for the past few weeks.

'c'll,:.'?;i)\
\l)WS'.

They

broke

on purpose.

adverb1als
p 322

the window

In this chapter we assume that adverbials come at the end of clauses.
Coordinating conjunctions

There are only three words that mainly function as coordinating conjunctions:
and, but and or.These words can:
• link together parts of constituents and are therefore contained within the
constituent.

Boys and girls come out to play.
She's brave but sensible.
• form a link between clauses.

I thought it would rain but it didn't.
Did I speak to you yesterday or did I dream that?
When we use coordinating conjunctions to form a link between clauses, they
are sentence constituents in their own right, separate from the two clauses that
they link together.
Sentences which include several main clauses linked together by coordinating
conjunctions are typical of the speech and writing of young children, and we
need to encourage learners to use more complex grammar, particularly in
writing. This is covered in Chapters 25-30.
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Review of clauses, clause types and the order of sentence
constituents
Most clauses consist of a subject and predicate. The subject is what usually
comes before the verb phrase and the predicate is everything else.
There are five kinds of predicate (and therefore five types of clause), depending
on what constituents they contain. The sentences in the table show the five
types of predicate (and clause), and the order in which the constituents occur.

Verb phrase

She

likes

She

has been

She

gave

She

calls

She

sighed.

·Indirect object

Direct object

Complement

music.
rather irritable.
her sister

the news.
her husband

'Snootch'.

As we have seen, the verb we choose determines what (if any) types of
constituent we can use in the predicate. Another way oflooking at the five types
of predicate is in terms of the types of verb we use in the verb phrase.

She has been ratherirritable.

Complement verb

complement

Two-object verb

indirect object (1)
direct object (2)

Object-complement verb

direct object (1) +
complement (2)

She calls her husband(1)
'Snootch'(2).

No-object verb

nothing

She sighed

+

Shegaveher sister (1) the
news(2).

Predicates (and therefore clauses) can also contain an adverbial.
She gave her sister the news an Tuesday.

Additional factors and related issues
No-object verbs
No-object verbs are not followed by objects or complements. Their meaning is
more 'complete' than that of the other verbs we have looked at.
No-object verbs are sometimes called 'intransitive' verbs.
I

•

Theriver

has dried up.
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Verbs which belong to more than one type
We use a lot of verbs in different ways. For example, a verb like make
is sometimes an object verb and at other times a two-object or objectcomplement verb.

make

work

He madeall the cakes.

object

I'll make them a salad.

two-object

Theymadeus prisoners.

object-complement

Thecar isn't working.

no-object

Theyworkedthe mine till it wasexhausted. object
feel

She felt a pain.

object

She felt a fool.

complement

Necessary adverbials
There are some exceptions to the principle that adverbials are an optional
addition to clauses. Certain verbs used with certain meanings in certain
contexts require an adverbial for the sentence to make sense.

She left the book on the table.
She showed her guests into the room.

pronouns

Different kinds of pronoun
We normally use the following personal pronouns only as subjects: I, he, she,we,
they.

pp 371-Z

I live here.

We use the following personal pronouns as objects and complements: me, him,

her, us, them.
He sent me them.

That must be her.

We use you and it as subject, object and complement.

Imperatives
Sometimes we miss out the subject of a clause altogether.

Open the door.

Don't get up.

These clauses are imperative, and we understand that you is implied (Youopen
the door).We sometimes use imperative forms for giving orders, but more often
we use them to make suggestions, give advice or to i~vite. We can use verbs of
any type (object verb, complement verb, etc.) as imperatives.
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'Dummy' subjects: it and there
Because English requires verb phrases to have a subject unless they are
imperative, we sometimes have to use a 'dummy' - a word which contributes no
meaning but is there because the clause would be ungrammatical without it.

It
We use it as a dummy in talking about weather and times.
It's raining.

It's early.

It got dark.

We also use it as a dummy when we make certain kinds of change to the basic
order of sentence constituents.
There

We use there (unstressed) foll~d by a form of be (is, was, have been, etc.) to say
that something exists. Be is followed by a noun phrase, and this often includes an
embedded preposition phrase or relative clause which qualifies it in some way.

a number of reasons

for upgradingyour computer.
in my mind.

We generally teach this use of therein the context of describing places (e.g. there'sa
TV next to the window) at an elementary level. Meaning rarely presents a problem
to learners as most languages have an equivalent (often one word). However,
learners often get confused by the structure as we need to take a lot of factors into
account in choosing the words (verbs and determiners) to use:
• whether the clause is a statement, a question or is negative.
• whether the noun phrase headword is singular, plural or uncountable.
• the tense of be.

is

a

There

is

some

mud

There

are

some

scratches

l on the table.

any

scratches

on the table?

any

scratches

on the table.

There

Are

there
There

aren't

scratch

on the table.
on the table.

In spoken English many people simplify the grammar and use there is instead
of there are with plural headwords, and this is increasingly common in the
written language. However, few teachers would encourage students to model
their English on examples like the following from a newspaper:
(*) There's only eleven shopping days remaining ...
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Separated verb phrases
We sometimes place sentence constituents between parts of the verb phrase if
this consists of two or more words.
Question forms

question forms
p 315

Subject
Have you

been ill?

Some multiword verbs

multiword verbs

Object

pp 140-4

We 'l/put you

up.

Adverbs and adverbials

Adverb(ial)

rhardly

I

can

believe

I

have on many occasions offered

it.
help.

Spoken English
In speaking we often make ad hoe changes to many of the patterns outlined
in this chapter and learners should not regard these as mistakes. Nonetheless,
until they are very confident and proficient in following these principles and
patterns, learners may prefer to avoid making such changes themselves.
What we mean by 'word order'
When we refer loosely to 'word order', we may mean different things. The
examples of learners' mistakes below all show what we generally think of
as problems with word order, although in fact the nature of the problem is
different in each case.
'Word order' can refer to:
• the order of words within a constituent.
(1) */ want a teacherveryclever.

(2) */ have travellingbeen.

Sentence constituents: basic principles

• the order of constituents within a clause.
(3) *My grammar very poor is.

(4) *Ion Sundays work.

• the order of two or more clauses.
(5) *I want a to help me pass my exams teacher.
(6) *You should until you get the news wait.

(1) This is a problem with the order of words in the noun phrase - adjectives
and combinations of adverb-adjective need to come before the headword
(teacher).
(2) This is a problem with the order of words in the verb phrase - all the
auxiliary verbs need to come before the main verb (travelling).
(3) The complement (very poor) needs to come after the verb.
(4) The adverbial (on Sundays) usually can't separate the subject and verb in
this way.
(5) The clause (to help me pass my exams) has to be placed after the headword
(teacher) in this complex noun phrase.
(6) The clause (until you get the news) has to come after the verb phrase
(should wait) and can't separate the auxiliary and main verbs in this way.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
The order of words and basic sentence constituents generally creates more
problems for learners when they speak and write than in comprehension.
In reading, particularly if they have time to stop and study bits of text that
they don't understand, learners can usually work out from context how the
words group together and whether a constituent is functioning, for example,
as subject or object. Knowledge (explicit and/or unconscious) of the rules for
ordering constituents and words within constituents naturally makes the
process of comprehension faster and easier.
In listening, learners may be tricked by misplaced expectations about the order of
constituents and words. These expectations may be instinctive, and may operate
even when the learner has explicit knowledge of the appropriate rules. For example,
learners may struggle to understand sentences in which the indirect object comes
before the direct object (e.g.I showed Mother the baby. I passed Mary the salt.),
initially understanding Mother and Mary respectively to be the direct and not the
indirect object. Problems like this occur when the learner 'expects' indirect objects
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either to be introduced by a preposition (e.g.... showed to Mother,passedto Mary)
and/or to come in some other position in the sentence (e.g. after the direct object).

Speaking and writing
The greatest problem that many learners have with the basic principles and
patterns of sentence constituents, is not one that leads to mistakes. It is that
they over-use these basic patterns, leading to stretches of language that are
correct but over-simple in construction. We consider this problem in more
detail in Chapter 30.
Word order within constituents may be more of a problem for learners whose first
languages are broadly similar to English, but where there are minor differences
in word order (most European languages) than for those whose languages are
very significantly different. Mistakes often persist once learners have understood
the principles of word order in English, and they are often then able to identify
and correct these mistakes themselves when they are pointed out.
Missing linking verb be

Many languages (including most Middle Eastern and Asian) do not require a
verb to link subjects and complements. Speakers of these languages, especially
at low levels, are particularly prone to mistakes such as:

*Myhouse very big.
*Itveryflat and lonely.
The position of subjects

Learners sometimes reverse the order of subjects and no-object verbs. This
is particularly common among speakers of Latin-based languages after
conjunctions like when or because.

A: When did you move back to the city?

B: *Whenbegan the war.

A: Why were they laughing?

B: *Becausefell down his trousers.

Speakers of other languages may also move the subject towards the end of a clause.
Chinese: *Hereis everything OK.(Here everything is OK.)
Swedish: * ... and suddenly did they hear the doorbell.(Suddenly they heard ...)
The position of adverbials

We don't usually place adverbials between verbs and their direct objects or
dependent infinitive or -ing forms. Learners, however, may instinctively place
adverbials in this position.

*Sheopened with difficulty the door.
*Ilike at the weekend to play tennis.
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They may also use the adverbial inappropriately within the verb phrase.
*Wehave this week been trying to contact you.
The position of direct objects

Learners sometimes place direct objects between auxiliary verbs and main verbs.
*I'm afraid I still haven't the book finished.
*Idon't know where she has the keys left.
Verbs which require or don't require indirect objects

Learners may leave out indirect objects when they use verbs that need to be
followed by them. We usually find plenty of examples of this when learners are
reporting what someone has said using verbs like say, tell and explain.
*She told [ Jshe was ill.

The learner appears to be unaware or to have forgotten that tell has to have an
indirect object. Said would be more appropriate here.
Tuey may also use indirect objects inappropriately.
*She explained me how to operate the machine.

We don't normally use an indirect object after explain~ although we could use
to me if we particularly wanted to draw attention to the listener. In this case, we
would probably say She explained how to operate the machine to me.
Problems within noun phrases

Some learners may place adjectives {or adjective phrases) after the nouns they
modify.
*We live in a house very big.
'Dummy' subjects

Learners often leave out 'dummy' subjects.
*[JWas very cloudy yesterday. [It]
*[] Was a noise in the middle of the night. [There]

They may also use it in place of there or a form of have instead of there is/are.
*It is a problem with the TV in my room.
*Have a cockroach in the bathroom.
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Consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 a

Underline the verb phrase in each of the sentences which follow.

b ld~ntify the main verb in each verb phrase.
c Decide which type the main verb belongs to (e.g. object verb, object-complement
verb, etc.).
d Identify the noun phrases.
e Identify the prepositional phrases.

I

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

You're sitting on my chair.
Don't call me stupid.
Beth and Albert will put me up for the night.
They've given me the money at last.

2 Read the following letter in which the writer is reproaching a friend for having broken a
promise.

I di.dtt'tdaubt7ou a;ttMtiw.,e. Yourl,ur ~ reaiiy ~-

MOWt7our ff"~

afte-r
a. 1f1friie.
l 11U/d beMt

H~

I 9t:Mted~

idi4f. AHf01te eUewmid HAAte
~

thrmgn

7ou a,t 17/fa. l)gn'ttry to t& me7our l,ur WM" P.jtlMI.·

a Identify the subjects of clauses.
'·1}

b Identify any direct objects.
c

Identify any indirect objects.

d Identify any complements.
e Identify any adverbials.

f Identify any imperative forms.
3 The following is from a newspaper article about unusual weather conditions in summer.

There were two remarkable outbreaks of
thunderstorms in July 1968. June had
ended on a fine, hot note, but a cold front
drifted eastwards into western Britain early
on July I and triggered an unusually severe

and prolonged series of thunderstorms in
the west and north.
Darkness descended in daytime, and
there were reports of very large hailstones.

a Divide the text into clauses.
b Divide each clause into its basic constituents and label each of them (subject,
adverbial, etc.).

Sentence constituents: basic principles

Learners' English
1 Read the following, which is part of a student's written composition, summarising the plot of a

story concerning two friends, James and Peter.Peter has been wrongfully imprisoned.

James knew very well the character of Peter. James went to the prison to talk to
the police about the true story. Peter had been tricked by an old man that gave him
a chicken stolen. He discharged Peter. In the afternoon when Peter came back home,
talked about the help of James. Peter asked to his wife: 'Where's James?' When was
night, received a letter from Peter's parent. Explained everything the letter.

a

Identify the following problems:
(i) An adverbial that is placed between a verb and its direct object.

(ii)

A noun phrase in which the order of the headword and an adjective have been
reversed.

(iii)

Three examples of missing subjects.

(iv) A subject which has been placed at the end of a clause.
(v) A preposition incorrectly used with an indirect object.

b Correct these problems.
2

a Identify any problems the writer of the following text has had with basic sentence
constituents and word order.
b Rewrite the text in natural and correct English. Keep to simple sentences (without
subordinate clauses) and follow the basic principles and patterns of sentence
constituents and word order.

My speciality engineering hydraulic. Engineering hydraulic very important
new science. Using engineering hydraulic in the future will a modern
communications system develop my country. Will profit everyone. Will
construct a glorious future engineering hydraulic. Recently expanding this
field of science. In the future I will with great pleasure give to my country.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
1

(i) a

'resitting

b sit

c no-object. on is part of the adverbial on my chair, not part of the verb.
d

You,my chair

e on my chair
(ii) a Don't call

b call
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c object-complement. me is the direct object and stupid the complement. The
verb is in the (negative) imperative form.

d me

e none
will put up

(iii) a

b putup
c object. Put up is a separable multiword verb, and so the direct object pronoun
me separates the verb and preposition.

d Beth and Albert, me, the night
e for the night
'vegiven

(iv) a

b give
c two-object. me is the indirect object and the moneythe direct object.

d They,me, the money

e at last
2

a I, Yourlies, /, /, Anyone else
b. you (doubt you), you (seen throughyou), your lies

c me
d really convincing,an idiot

e • at the time, about your promise1, after a while,at once, everagain
f (Don'V try
1

In this analysis about your promise is classified as an adverbial. Some grammars would
·also consider the whole phrase thinking aboutyour promise as a direct object of started,
and some would consider your promise to be the direct object of the verb + preposition
combination think about. Some grammars would consider the phrase to tell me your lies
the direct object of try.

Howeveris a discourse marker. In some grammars it might also be considered as an
adverbial.
3 a

Clauses:
(1)

Therewere two remarkableoutbreaksof thunderstormsin July 7968.

(2)

June had ended on a fine, hot note

(3)

a cold front drifted eastwardsinto westernBritain early on July 7

(4)

(iV triggered an unusuallysevereand prolongedseriesof thunderstormsin the
west and north.

(5)

Darknessdescendedin daytime

(6)

there were reports of very large hailstones.

b
(1)

Subject

Verb

Complement

Adverbial

phrase
There

were

two remarkableoutbreaksof thunderstorms in July 7968.
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(2)

Subject

Verb phrase

June

had ended

(3)

--

Subject

a cold front

(4)

(5)

(6)

Adverbial
on a fine, hot note

Adverbial

Adverbial

into western Britain

early on July 7

Verb phrase Adverbial
drifted

eastwards

Subject

Verb phrase

Direct object

Adverbial

ov

triggered

an unusually
severe and
prolonged series
of thunderstorms

in the west and
north.

~ubject

Verb phrase

Darkness

descended

Subject

Verb phrase

there

were

Adverbial
in daytime

Complement
reports of very large hailstones.

Learners' English
1

(i)

a very well
b knew Peter's character very well

(ii)

a a chicken stolen
b a stolen chicken

(iii)

a [he] talked about, [it] was night, [they] received
b he talked about, it was night, they received

(iv) a the letter

b the letter explained everything
(v) a asked to his wife

b asked his wife

2 a Problems:
*My speciality engineering hydraulic.
The learner has left out the complement verb (is). She has reversed the order of the
modifier (hydraulic) and noun (engineering).
*Engineering hydraulic very important new science.
The learner has again left out the complement verb (is). She has again reversed the
order of the modifiers (hydraulic) and the noun (engineering).
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*Usingengineeringhydraulicin the futurewill ... communications
systemdevelopmy country.
It isn't completely clear whether the learner means that the communicationssystem
will develop the country or vice versa,although the latter seemsmore likely (in
which case the subject is in a strange position at the every end of the clause).All
the "adverbialscome at the beginning (using engineeringhydraulic,in the future).The
verb phrase is split (will ... develop).She has again reversedthe order of the modifier
(hydraulic)and noun (engineering).
·

*Will profit everyone.
everyoneseems to be the only subject, and needs to come before the verb, not after it.
*Will construct a glorious future engineeringhydraulic.
The subject (hydraulicengineering)again comes at the end of the clause.
She has again reversedthe order of the modifier (hydraulic)and noun (engineering).

*Recentlyexpandingthis field of science.
The subject (this field of science)again comes at the end of the clause.The learner
has left the auxiliary verbs out of the verb phrase (has been expanding).

*In the future I will with great pleasuregive to my country.
We generallyteach that adverbialslike with great pleasurecome at the end of a clause,
but the learner again splits the verb phrase (will ... give). We needto use a direct
object (as well as an indirect one - to my country)with give,but there isn't one here.

b The following is one way in which the text might be rewritten.

My speciality is hydraulic engineering. This is a very important new science. My country
will develop a modern communications system using hydraulic engineering in the future.
This will benefit everyone/Everyone will benefit. Hydraulic engineering will lead to the
construction

of a glorious future. This field of science has recently been expanding. In

the future I will contribute

to my country with great pleasure.

21 Sentence
constituents:
majorvariants

spotlighting
question
forms fronting
pushinginformation
back
positionofadverbials
clefting pseudo-clefting

Key considerations
Learners who have problems with the basic principles for ordering words
and sentence constituents often want to develop a good command of these
before they begin to try using most of the possible variants. However, if they
are hearing and seeing natural English, they inevitably come across lots of
examples which don't follow the 'basic' rules.
Constructing questions is the one 'variant' that we can't avoid teaching,
and which we need to teach in the earliest stages. Native speakers of English
sometimes take for granted the way we construct questions. In fact, this
involves complicated changes to the order of words in clauses, and many
learners develop a command of question forms only very slowly.
Learners who have a good level of English often welcome encouragement
to vary the patterns and basic orders they use in order to achieve particular
emphasis. This is particularly relevant to learners who need to write
English.

What are the major variants?
Question forms
In many languages the distinction between questions and statements is made
only through intonation in speaking and punctuation in writing. However, in
English, we use grammar to make this distinction (and often we don't use any
'special' features of intonation at all).
We divide question forms into four kinds. Three of these depend on the type of
verb phrase involved.
Type 1
These are verb phrases comprising am, is, are, was or wereas a complement
verb. We reverse the normal order of subject and verb.
Are you ill?

Was Dad at home?
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Type2
These include one or more auxiliary verbs (including modal verbs). We reverse
the order of the subject and the (first) auxiliary verb.
Can Dad stay?

Have you been drinking beer?

Type3
These are single-word verb phrases (present simple and past tense of all main
verbs apart from be). We introduce a 'dummy' auxiliary (do, does or did) to make
the question.
Did you swim?

Do you take sugar?

We sometimes refer to questions which begin with a verb as yes/no questions.
We can add question words such as why, how, where, when to the beginning of
questions which belong to Types 1-3.

Type 1: Wkyareyou ill?
'fype 2:

When should I phone you?

'fype 3:

Wheredid you swim?

Questions with who and what may require other changes.

Type4
We use Type 4 questions to get information about the subject (not, as in Types
2 and 3, the object) of a sentence. The question word itselfis the subject of the
question. Type 4 questions involve no change to the basic order of words in a
statement.
Who killed Kennedy?

What's happening?

Learners sometimes confuse Type 3 and Type 4 questions.

Changing the order of information
Chapter 20 describes the 'basic' order of sentence constituents in which the
subject establishes what the clause is about, and the predicate (i.e. what follows
the subject) then introduces the new or most important information.
On many occasions we don't actually want this kind of clause - we don't want to
begin with the subject. In these cases there are various ways we can move other
information to the beginning of the clause. We call this process of bringing
information forward 'fronting' (see below).
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The first clause of the first sentence in the last paragraph begins with 'fronted'
information - here an adverbial is put before the subject of the main clause in
order to 'orientate' you to what follows.

On many occasions

we

don't actually want this kind of clause.

Fronting is a normal and frequently occurring feature ofEnglish. We usually
front information for one of two (contrasting) reasons:
• because this (and not the subject) establishes common ground and
orientates the listener or reader to what is coming in the rest of the clause.
• to give information extra prominence by placing it in an unexpected
position (i.e. at the beginning instead of near the end of a clause).
As well as fronting information, we also do the opposite - we push information
towards the end of clauses. We do this usually to make it easier to understand
and process information which is long, dense or complicated, or which contains
little or no familiar 'orientating information' .
. . . there remains a gap between people's aspirations and their awareness of
what new opportunities may be available to them.

To avoid the difficulty of processing the long subject of this sentence a 'dummy'
subject (there) is used to push this to the end of the clause.

d111nmy
:;1JiJJ<:Lt,,

As well as bringing information forward and pushing it back, we can also
put it under the spotlight by using specific grammatical focusing devices. In
the following, the expressions immediately following was are 'spotlighted' in
this way.
It was on Tuesday that we saw him.

When we saw him was on Tuesday.

Fronting information
Adverbials
In Chapter 20 we saw that adverbials generally come at the end of the clause.
That's an excellent idea on the whole!

In fact the position of adverbials is very flexible, and we often 'front' them. There
is nothing very strange or unusual about the following:
On the whole that's an excellent idea!
All of a sudden she saw a movement in the shadows.

[)!) ?,l'l

)IJ

srio:l,oht,rirJ
[JP 320· l
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Changes to word order after 'negative' adverbials
Some adverbials (including single-word adverbs) can have a negative or
limiting meaning.

····:··
inversion
pp 315-6

Negative adverbials:

never,nowhere,nothing, not often, notfor nothing, not
once, no way, never once, on no account

Limiting adverbials:

hardly,seldom, rarely,hardly ever,scarcelyever,only
now, only occasionally,only once,only rarely

When we front these, we change the order of the following subject and (auxiliary)
verb exactly as we do in questions. This is sometimes known as 'inversion'.

In Britain alone

is

selective education

reviled.

Only at the far end

was

there

light.

We make these changes to word order more systematically in writing than in
speaking.

Adverbial and verb combinations
We can front certain adverbial and verb combinations in speaking and writing,
usually to orientate the reader to the important new information.

preposition
phrases p 296
no-obJect verbs
pp 109. 303

In general we do this when the adverbial is a preposition phrase or the word there.
Also we do this with a limited number of no-object verbs such as live,work,stand.

Complements
This pattern with a fronted complement often occurs in short, pithy remarks,
exclamations and interjections. It is primarily a feature of spoken English.
1

complements
p 298

•

A funny language English
~[R_e_a_11y_,_11
___
~-·-~-'e_l_t

•

is.

I

/
---~t.

We also sometimes choose the order complement+ verb + subject.

Worriedto death were theirparents.
Examples like this only occm with forms of be, subjects that are not pronouns
and complements that are phrases.
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Direct objects
We can front direct objects. This occurs primarily in speech.

I 319

····;:·
direct objects
pp 297-8 .

A right mess of

it

An awful accident

they

made.

we

saw

on the way here.

Pushing information back
Dummy subject there
All languages have some device to push information further back in a clause
and to signal to listeners or readers that they need to pay extra attention
because everything coming will be difficult to process - either because it is new
(there may be no link between this information and what is familiar, no point of
reference to 'orientate' them) or particularly dense (we try to avoid beginning a
clause with a long and/or complicated subject).
In English, this device is the dummy subject there and a verb - either a form of
be or one of the following no-object verbs: exist, remain, live, happen, come.
The extracts in the left-hand column use this device. In the right-hand column
these are rewritten to show the effect of beginning with new information or a
long or complex subject.
There are over 50 distinct ethnic
groups living in China.

Over 50 distinct ethnic groups live in
China.

It is true that in India ... there

... a certain respectfor and

existed a certain respect for and

understanding of Hindu traditions

understanding of Hindu traditions.

existed.

At root for the British there always

... the preservation of power and

remained the preservation of power

the reputation of officials always

and the reputation of officials.

remained.

Impressive as Stonehenge is, there

... a moment somewhere about

comes a moment somewhere about

eleven minutes after your arrival

eleven minutes after your arrival

comes ...

when you realise ...

dummySUOJ(!Cl
!here p 30(5
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Dummy subject it
We can use it as a dummy subject to avoid beginning a clause with a subject
which includes a clause in its own right, and is therefore difficult to process. We
then attach this information to the end of the complement or object, i.e. at the
back of the clause where it is easier to understand.
For example, instead of:
I

Thatyour ceiling fell down last week makes

I

no difference.

we can say or write:

It

makes

no difference that your ceiling fell down last week.

and instead of:

,n

l11formatian
that.is expressed {ong,comp(ex\ is
su.bjects
.
~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~--~

we can say or write:
I

is

It

•

difficult to process information that is expressed
in long, complex subjects.

This use of it is sometimes called 'preparatory it'.

Putting information under the spotlight
Clefting

It+ be + spotlighted information + that or who
A simple clause is one unit.
Julia phoned us.

'Clefting' is a way of dividing a clause into two parts - the first part beginning
with it and a form of the verb be (e.g. It was), and the second part beginning
with who or that.
It was Julia who phoned us.

Whereas in most clauses the information that comes at the end is what is
new or important, in cleft sentences we put what is already known at the
end (someone phoned us). What is new and important comes immediately
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after It is, It was, etc. - and this is what is under the 'spotlight' (Julia).
This spotlighted information can take the form of many types of sentence
constituent (subject, adverbial, etc.).
Subject:

It was Julia who phoned us on Saturday.

Adverbial:

It was on Saturday that Julia phoned us.

Direct object:

It was us that Julia phoned on Saturday.

Indirect object:

Was it Mary (that) you gave the file to?

Subordinate clause:

It was in order to cheer up Julia that we phoned them.

Because it comes at the end of the sentence, the information that follows who or
that is also prominent even though it is not new information.

Pseudo-clefting
Question word

+ information + be + spotlighted information

We use pseudo-clefting in a very similar way to clefting, again turning the
spotlight on a particular part of a clause in order to draw attention to the
information it conveys. We usually begin the adapted (i.e. pseudo-cleft) clause
with a question word (e.g. what, where) and we introduce the spotlighted
information at the end with a form of the verb be such as is, was, has been
or will be.
As in the case of clefting, this spotlighted information can take the form of
many types of sentence constituent (subject, adverbial, etc.).
Subject:

What drove us crazy was the noise.

Adverbial:

When you may see him is on Sunday.

Direct object:

What he needs is a good shake-up.

Indirect object: Who you should really give the gardening prize to is the
person with the best window boxes.
Complement:

What she reallyfeels is profoundly disappointed.

Subordinate:

Why we came late is because we had to .finish the work
ourselves.

We can normally reverse the order of the two parts of a pseudo-cleft sentence:
What drove us crazy was the noise.
Ihe noise was what drove us crazy.

Reporting what we said can provide a useful context for teaching pseudo-cleft
clauses.
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Flexibility: adverbials
We generally teach that adverbials come at the end of the clause (e.g. I'll be there
on Saturday.).We also teach that they can be fronted (e.g. On SaturdayI'll be there.).
Although we may choose not to teach students to use adverbials in other
sentence positions, we need to be aware that adverbial expressions can occur in
a variety of intermediate positions (after the verb phrase or even within it).
i

'"

I

•

on the whole an excellent idea!

That

Subject Auxiliary verb

I

I

have

Adverbial
on occasion

Past participle

Object

eaten

raw fish.

We generally avoid using adverbials between verbs and objects, and we usually
teach that this is a mistake. However,.even this 'rule' is flexible, and we come
across other examples that appear to contradict this 'rule'.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
As long as learners are familiar with standard patterns of ordering sentence
constituents, variants on these don't usually prevent them from understanding
short sentences (although they may miss intended subtleties of emphasis).
Variants may create difficulties of comprehension in longer and more complex
sentences, particularly if it isn't immediately clear what the subject of the clause
is (we explore these difficulties in Chapter 30), and the following two kinds of
variant can also confuse learners.
Word order after 'fronted' negative adverbs

In sentences like Rarely did he speak, learners may be deceived into thinking
that a question is intended when it isn't.
Pseudo-cleft sentences

Learners may be puzzled or misled by affirmative sentences which begin with a
word that they instinctively associate with questions.

What you need is a good, long bath!
When they'll arrive is anybody'sguess.
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Speaking and writing
With the exceptions we look at below, variants are unlikely to lead to mistakes
when learners speak and write. What is a more common and may be a more
significant (if less noticeable) problem is that learners 'play safe:Partly from
fear of making mistakes, they often miss (or reject) opportunities to spotlight,
emphasise or play down particular sections of information by varying the order
of constituents and words. They may also simply be unaware of the means for
doing this.
It is most of all when we read what our students have written that we need

to be sensitive to unnecessary simplification and missed opportunities.
And it is in our feedback to individual learners on their writing that we can
often encourage or show them how they can achieve clearer or more elegant
expression of their ideas and intentions, by fronting information, pushing it
back or spotlighting it.
Question forms

It is very common for learners to ask questions without making the necessary
changes (or additions) to word order. These mistakes are obvious when the
question contains a question word (what, why, who, etc.).
*When she came?
*How you can say that?

When there is no question word, it may not be clear that the learner intends to
ask a question.
*She went to London?

Learners may use rising intonation to express that statements like this are
intended as a question, and listeners may either simply not notice this or they
may understand that the learner is querying or checking information.
Learners sometimes also make questions by placing the subject after a whole
verb phrase instead of after the first auxiliary verb.
*What is doing your sister?

Having worked hard to grasp the grammatical changes they need to make in
using object questions (e.g. What did he do?), learners may over-generalise this
rule, introducing (inappropriate) auxiliary verbs into subject questions.
*Who did see them?
*What did (it) happen?
Avoiding dummy it

Learners whose first language is Spanish, Italian or Portuguese are inclined to
leave out the dummy subject it.
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*Isnothing that we can do about it.
*Isdifficult tofind time to write.
Speakers of non-European languages may struggle to convey meaning where
what they need is a structure beginning with It.

*Peopleare hard to get refundsfrom the company. (It is hard for people to ...)
Word order after 'fronted' negative adverbs

Iflearners choose to 'front' adverbs with negative meaning they may forget to
invert the subject and verb, or may not know that this is needed.

*Notonly he could swim when he was three but he was also beginningto play
the piano.
• *RarelyI have been so disappointed in anyone!

Sentence constituents: major variants

Consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 The following extract is from a brief summary of events in the professional life of the

operatic soprano Montserrat Caballe. Some of the adverbials are printed in italics. All of
these are fronted.

For seven years her musical ambitions (which had begun with training for the ballet)
were sponsored by the wealthy Bertrand family, on the sole condition that she never
neglected Barcelona's opera house, the Licea. In 7956 she joined the Baste Opera,
where at first she had to supplement her minute income by waitressing. Over the
next few years she sang everything from Salome (her favourite role) to Mimi, and in
one season alone her Aida was heard a total of twenty-six times!

a Why do you think the author has chosen to front these adverbials?
b Would it make any significant difference if these phrases occurred at the end of
clauses?
2

Look at the following sentences and:
a Identify any 'variant' features in the ordering of sentence constituents or words.

b Explain why the speaker or writer may have chosen this order.
(i) With the coming of Dean Moriarty began the part of my life you could call my
life on the road.
(ii) I remember everything about that day, Eden's wedding day. Sweet-pea colours
we bridesmaids wore and I was the one in pale purple.
(iii) What keeps a film critic going and enjoying his job is optimism.
(iv) 'You know, I think you've had enough for one day. Sleep back at Passford
House is what you need.'

3 The two extracts below have been adapted from the originals.
(i) This extract is from a discussion of the state of British industry in the 1990s. The

original includes two cleft clauses.

I meet increasing numbers of small and medium-sized companies which
have had the aspiration, drive and tenacity to establish worldwide positions
and leadership in niche markets. The country's economic future (re)lies on these
hidden champions.
Our failure to grow small businesses into large has been the root cause of
our decline coupled with a strong hangover of a very strong anti-manufacturing
culture. There is still too little provision of start-up finance and almost no longterm finance.

a Rewrite the text to include two cleft clauses as you think they may have occurred in
the original.

b Explain the choices you make.
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(ii) This extract is from a discussionabout whether it is useful for us to comparepairsof
languages.The original includes two pseudo-cleft clauses.

James'was
saying that side-by-side
comparisons
of pairs of
,languages
in isolation
was ineffective
in predicting
learner
behaviour,
and that a frame of reference
that would encompass
the universal
properties
of all languages
was needed.

a Rewrite the text to include two pseudo-cleft clauses as you think they may have
occurred in the original.
b Explainthe choicesyou make.

4 This sentence begins a chapter in a biography/socialhistory. Readthe sentenceand
answer the questionsthat follow it.

It was in the spring of 1923that Leonard and VirginiaWoolf came out to see me.

a Hasthis visit been mentionedbefore?

b Hasthe date been mentionedbefore?
c ~hat enablesyou to answerquestionsa and b?

Learners' English
The following text was written by a learnerof Englishabout her early experienceas a
teacher.She writes clearly and generallyaccurately,and makesone definite - but not
altogether idiomatic - changeto the normalorder of sentenceconstituents.

I am going to write about my first year of teaching. I especially remember about this
time how unhappy I was, and the fear of this unhappiness recurring makes me continue
to take courses of professional development. I was teaching in a high school in a poor
suburb of Helsinki. Appalling was the emotional deprivation that many of the children
suffered - they never got to see their parents, and they often had to beg money to
buy food. But their behaviour in school was the particular problem for me of course.

a Identify the change.
b How might she achievethe sameshift in emphasismore idiomatically?
c What other opportunitiesare there in this text for makingchangesto the order of basic
constituentsin order to bring informationinto the spotlightwhereappropriate?

Sentence constituents: major variants,

Analysing exercises
Learners of English sometimes carry out exercises which require putting a jumbled
string of words or groups of words into the appropriate order. Look at the following
exercise.

I

(i) Wednesday in arrive did end parcel on the the
(ii) prose I the turgid found
(iii) wonderful Scotland is place walking for a

a Arrange the words in an appropriate order.
b Consider whether any alternative orders are also possible.
c

Explain the alternative orders you have chosen.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 a

Each of these fronted adverbials is an expression which refers to time and plays a key
role in structuring the information in the whole section of text. In this fronted position
to
they act as markers of the various stages in her career, each of them orientating
expect another stage.

us

b The effect of changing the position of the adverbial is slightly different in each case:
Her musical ambitions (which had begun with training for the ballet) were sponsored by
the wealthy Bertrand family for seven years

In this position the information about time is more prominent and emphasises that
the sponsorship lasted seven years rather than that the sponsorship of her musical
ambitions lasted this length of time.
She joined the Baste Opera in 1956

Again in this position the information about time is more prominent, and the fact
Uoining the Basle Opera) less so.
She sang everything from Salome (her favourite role) to Mimi over the next few years

This sentence seems odd with this very general information about time occupying this
prominent position.
her Aida was heard a total of twenty-six times in one season alone I

The exclamation mark at the end of this clause compounds the effect of changing the
position of the adverbial - here what is surprising is the fact that this happened in
one season more than that she sang this role twenty-six times.
2 (i) a Both the adverbial (With the coming of Dean Moriarty) and the verb (began) are
fronted.

b This is the opening sentence of a novel. Beginning this way, as though we already
knew something about Dean Moriarty and his coming, instantly draws us in and
arouses suspense (What happened with the coming of Dean Moriarty? What is it
we are supposed to know already?). It also pushes back the less arresting (but more
difficult to process) subject (the part of my life you could call my life on the road).
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(ii) a

Sweet-pea colours, the direct object of wore, is fronted in this sentence.

b

The effect of bringing this new, unfamiliar information to the front of the
sentence is to 'jolt', to 'surprise' - creating a strong visual image.

a

This is a pseudo-cleft clause.

b

This draws attention to optimism.This is new and important information, and
wou\d get squeezed out o1the \ime\ight as the subject ol a simple clause

(iii)

(Optimism keeps a film critic going ... ).
(iv)

a

The second sentence is a pseudo-cleft clause (Sleep ... is whatyou need.). Here
the more common order (whatyou need is sleep) is reversed.

b

The pseudo-clefting suggests that sleep back at PassfordHouseis a complete
cure. By choosing this order (whatyou need at the end), the author draws
additional attention to the proposed cure (compare this sentence with Youneed
sleep back at PassfordHouse - but you may need other things too!). Sleep...
is semi-familiar information, building on and implied by the previous sentence

(you've had enough ...).
3 (i)

a, b

Original text: It is on thesehidden championsthat the country's economicfuture

(re)lies.
This cleft sentence enables the writer to spotlight these hiddenchampionsand
also to give prominence to the country'seconomicfuture by putting this at the
end (crucially, separating on from (re)lies like this also draws attention to the
relationship of dependence).
Original text: It has been our failure to grow small businessesinto large that is the
root cause of our decline.
This cleft sentence enables the writer to spotlight our failure ... largeand also to
give prominence to the root causeof our decline.
(ii) a, b Original text: WhatJameswassayingwas that side-by-sidecomparisonsof pairs

of languagesin isolationwasineffective...
This pseudo-cleft device allows the writer to make it clear that he is getting at
James's essential (but possibly only implicit) message. WhatJameswassaying
implies WhatJameswasreally saying...

4

a

Yes.

b

No.

c

This cleft sentence spotlights in the spring of 7923.The visit has been mentioned
before. but not the date.

learners' English
a

\ Complement
J

Appalling

I

Verb phrase

was

Subject

the emotionaldeprivationthat manyof the
childrensuffered.

This fronting of the complement and verb phrase is rare in written English, and seems
inappropriately literary here.

b In informal spoken English we might use a dummy subject (it) to push back the long
noun phrase:

It wasappalling, the emotionaldeprivationthat manyof the childrensuffered.

Sentence constituents: major variants

We can also use a pseudo-cleft sentence (the 'normal' way of pushing information back
and focusing on the information that would be conveyed by both the subject and the
complement of a simple clause).
What was appalling was the emotional deprivation that many of the children suffered.

c

Original version

Idiomatic reformulation

Comment
Pseudo-cleft sentence

I especially remember
about this time how
unhappy I was,

What I especially
remember about this time
is how unhappy I was,

the fear of this
unhappiness recurring
makes me continue to take
courses of professional
development.

Cleft sentence
it is the fear of this
unhappiness recurring that
makes me continue to take
courses of professional
development.

But their behaviour in
school was the particular
problem for me of course.

Cleft sentence; fronting of
But of course it was their
behaviour in school that was adverbial (of course).
a particular problem for me.

It might not be appropriate for the writer to have made all these changes - the text might
then be more emphatic than she wished. It might be necessary for her to select which
information she wanted to give particular prominence to, and to select the changes
accordingly.

Analysing exercises
(i)

a Did the parcel arrive on Wednesday in the end?

b In the end did the parcel arrive on Wednesday?
The parcel did arrive on Wednesday in the end.

c If we begin with In the end we are using this expression to link the question to
what has immediately gone before, and the actual day (Wednesday) seems to be
more prominent. However, in speaking we can also use stress and intonation to
draw attention to what is important. and so the order of words is less significant.
Ending the sentence with in the end emphasises that it did arrive eventually.
(ii)

a I found the prose turgid
b The prose I found turgid/Turgid, I found the prose.
c The fronted direct object (The prose) in the first sentence implies some kind
of contrast (/ quite liked the poetry, but the prose I found turgid). The fronted
complement (Turgid) in the second sentence is unusual and as well as
establishing that Turgid is what the sentence is about. the unnaturalness of this
order draws additional attention to the word.

(iii)

a

Scotland is a wonderful place for walking.

b A wonderful place for walking is Scotland.
For walking, Scotland is a wonderful place.

c The fronted complement (A wonderful place for walking) in the second sentence
is unusual, and as in (ii) this both establishes what the sentence is about and
(because we are struck by its unusualness) also increases its prominence.
Beginning with For walking emphasises the activity of walking.
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wasdamaged
hadthecarwashed

gothislegbroken
gotelected

Key considerations
In this chapter we look at two distinct types of passive construction: 'standard'
constructions (e.g. our car was/got broken into) and 'causative' constructions
(e.g. we had/got our car repaired).
Teaching materials often concentrate on the form of standard passive
constructions, and practice activities often involve mechanically transforming
active constructfons into passive ones. Learners sometimes end up with the
impression that passive constructions are some kind of optional, deviant
version of active constructions. While we usually do need to give learners
plenty of practice in forming passive constructions correctly, we also need to
encourage learners both to notice and understand when and why we choose
them, and how often we use them. We also need to encourage them to use the
constructions in appropriate contexts themselves.
Because the form of passive constructions is quite complex, coursebooks often
teach the passive form of particular tenses one at a time. Taking into account
the abilities and strengths of particular students, teachers sometimes decide to
teach the underlying rules (e.g. 'we use a form of the verb be+ past participle'),
and require learners to apply these to any tense.
We generally introduce causative passive constructions when learners are
already confident in using standard passive constructions in a range of
tenses.
Some materials use the term 'passive voice', but the term is used to mean
different things. In this book we use the term 'passive constructions', and
include forms with be, get and have as auxiliary verbs.

What are standard passive constructions?
What do they do?
Clauses are either active or passive, and in active constructions the subject of
an object verb is usually the agent, the 'doer'.

····:-·
subJects
p 297
objects

A:

You rang the bell.

pp 297-8

B: I left my keys at work.
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The subject of a clause usually establishes 'what the clause is about'; it often
refeis to somet'n.ini 'Nn..\c'n..
\<&n\,euQ.'jY-.1.\~'Nn
\~ \n.e\\~\ene, m ,eaueL'Nhat
follows this is the new or important information. The key information in this
exchange is that the person rang the bell and the reason for this.
In passive constructions, the subject still establishes 'what the clause is
about', but it is the recipient of the action, not the agent. We choose passive
constructions when the new or important information is:
• what happened to the subject: I've been sacked.
• who or what did it: 'Turandot' was composed by Puccini.
• how it was done: The conference was badly organised.
We also choose them when the agent is unknown or unspecified.
No one was injured.
In addition, we choose passive constructions to avoid very long subjects - a
passive construction allows us to put a long and/or complex phrase at the end of
a clause where it is easier to understand than at the beginning.
Many people have been refused help by the new commission which was set
up to look into possible abuses in the allocation of social housing.

'Rules of thumb'
In order to help learners to develop a feeling for when to use passive
constructions, in addition to the rules above, course materials generally give
them or help them to work out 'rules of thumb' which focus on particular
contexts of use and particular verbs.
We use passive constructions:
• to describe processes.
The beans are picked in late summer and are left to dry in the sun.
• in various formal (often academic] styles of djscourse, e.g. to jntroduce
evidence, argument, or opinion.
It is sometimes argued that ...

A distinction can be made between ...
• or to describe procedure in formally reporting scientific experiments.
Thirty-eight subjects were interviewed in the first round of interviews.
• to avoid the implication of personal involvement or responsibility.
The vase got broken, Mum.
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I'm afraid the work on your car won't be completed today.
• with certain verbs when the person who did the action is generally
unimportant; they often describe claiming, blaming, acts of destruction or
emotional reactions.

He is alleged to be in a sanatorium.
We have been inundated with gesturesof support.
Learners often also find it helpful to consider that while in speech we can use
stress and intonation to highlight whether information is new, in writing we
depend on ordering information.

u:MARiowe did.'

Spoken:

'SHAKESpearedidn't write 'Edward

Written:

'EdwardII' wasn't written by Shakespeare, it was written by
Marlowe.

Learners are sometimes told that we choose passive constructions in order to
give extra prominence to their subjects. This rule of thumb can be misleading
and is probably not helpful.

What do they look like?
The basic pattern

We form passive constructions with a form of be (e.g. is, has been, is going to be)
or get (e.g. gets,got, will get) followed by the past participle of the main verb.

Thewhole house was/got flooded.
If the agent is specified, this comes at the end of the clause and follows by.

Severalprotesterswere taken away by the police.
Verb types

obJectsand
complements
pp109-10.
297-301

We can use object, two-object and object-complement verbs in standard
constructions.
Object:

Thewall was toppled.

1\vo-object:

Thewinner was given a silvercup.

Object-complement:

I think Helen is going to be appointed Chairof the
Commission.

1\vo-object verbs (e.g. ask, bring,give, hand, offer,pass, show, take) are followed
by both an indirect and a direct object.

She gave me a book.
11leyoffered Charles a job.

Passive constructions
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We can make two kinds of passive clause with these verbs depending on which
information we want to highlight.

Can

Can

I

was given

a book.

Charles

be offered a job?

A book

was given

to me.

ajob

be offered

to Charles?

We don't use no-object and complement verbs in any kind of passive
construction.
Choosing between be and get as auxiliary verbs
Some teaching materials pay little attention to the use of get in passive
constructions. Materials also sometimes suggest that get is a colloquial
alternative to be. While this may be true in some cases, we also choose get to
suggest:

····:··
auxiliary
verbs
pp 110-12

• that the action is unexpected, involuntary or possibly unwelcome.

When he picked up the phone, we got cut off.
• an achievement based on something that has been built up beforehand.

She got elected.
• an achievement in the face of difficulty.

I finally got admitted to hospital.
Verbs used with a full infinitive only in passive constructions
Some verbs which are often or usually followed by a that clause in active
constructions (believe, consider, say, think, understand) are followed by an
infinitive when the verb is passive.

·...
····:
that clauses
p 399
1nfinit1ves

p

She is thought to be a genius.

People think (that) she is a genius. I

~H_e_w
__a_s_s_a_id_to_h_a_ve_b_e_e_n_n_di_d._1in_g_t_h
__
e_b_o_o_ks_.--"---Pi_e_o_p_le
say that he was fiddling ...

J

Some verbs which are often or usually followed by the bare infinitive in active
constructions (e.g. help, make) are followed by a full infinitive when they are
passive.
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He was made to clear up the mess.

They made him clear up ...

He was helped to get the premises ready this time. Theyhelped him get ...

.......
..
dummy subJect
ftp 320

Passive constructions with it as the subject

Verbs like believe,consider,say, think, understand are also often used in passive
constructions with an impersonal subject (it), particularly in more formal,
written styles.

It is understood that no one speaks during the time for private prayers.
Reduced relative clauses

relative clauses

pp 406-12

We often 'reduce' relative clauses which include a passive verb. We leave out the
relative pronoun and the verb be. This makes the clause more succinct.

1heyproduced various plans [ Jdrafted by different consultants. ([whichhad
been]drafted ...)
We avoid reduced forms of future tenses.
NOT *Let'swaitfor the names of the people [] chosen in next week'sballot.
([who will be]chosen ...)

Using by and other prepositions after passive constructions

Because course materials generally pay a lot of attention to the use of by to introduce
the agent in a passive construction, learners sometimes over-use it- particularly in
cases where we use with or in after verbs like contained,cover,decorate.

*Thefurniture was coveredby old sheets.
Sometimes we need to make it clear that we can use any preposition after a
passive construction - our choice depends on the meaning we want to express.

on the table.
Thefruit was cut up

{

in the kitchen.
into cubes.

Passive constructions and adjectives

Generally it is clear when past participles are used in passive constructions. The
past participle in the following, for example, conveys a strong sense of action
and is very much a part of the verb.

She was knocked down on the way homefrom school.
Many adjectives are derived from past participles (e.g.astonished,bothered,closed,
etc.) and some of these words now function mainly (or even exclusively)as adjectives.

Her childhood was emotionally deprived.

Passive constructions
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She's feeling very jaded.

A lot of words can be used both as a past participle in passive constructions and
as an adjective. Usually the context makes it clear which of these is the case. In
the first sentence which follows, locked clearly describes a state - it is an adjective.
But in the second, locked describes an action and is part of a passive construction.
The door was obviously locked. (adjective)
The doors are locked as soon as the visitors leave each night. (passive)

What are causative passive constructions?
What do they do?
As we saw at the beginning of this chapter, in standard passive constructions
the subject is the recipient of some action (e.g. I've been sacked.). In causative
constructions the object is the recipient of an action - the subject is in some way
responsible for what happened, but didn't do it.

····~·
subjects
and objects

pp 297-300

As the subject of causative constructions also usually establishes what the
clause is about, it often refers to something that we already know.
We generally use causative constructions when we describe:
• what we arrange for someone to do for us.
She goes to hospital and has her blood pressure taken.

• unfortunate experiences.
He got his leg broken playingfootball.

What do they look like?
The basic pattern

We use a form of have or get followed by an object and then the past participle of
the main verb.
We had/got the whole house renovated.
If the agent is specified, this comes at the end of the clause and follows by.

Can't we get the rubbish taken away by the council?
Verb types

In causative constructions we use only object verbs.

obJect verbs

pp 109-10

I've had two of my stories published in sciencefiction collections.
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Choosing between have and get as auxiliary verbs
We often use have interchangeably with get to describe things we arrange to be
done for us, although we tend to choose get when some element of difficulty
or achievement is involved (compare the commonplace She has her blood
pressure taken every month with the problematic She never managed to get her
symphonies played). In describing unfortunate experiences we tend to avoid
have and use only get.

Standard and causative passive constructions:
common features
Tense
As the examples which follow illustrate, we use passiv.e constructions with any
tense of the verb and with infinitive and -ing forms.

When are you going to have that door fixed?
The gardens are to be landscaped.
I hate being patronised.
Some people dislike putting two forms of be together (e.g. be being or been
being) particularly when they write. They avoid standard passive constructions
in the future continuous or present perfect continuous.

I asked the nurses to hurry because I didn't want to be being dressed when you
arrived.

Word order: verb + preposition combinations
Object verbs sometimes consist of two (or more) words.

I looked after my mother. (multiword verb)
She won't listen to me. (verb + preposition combination)
In passive constructions we still need to include the preposition, even though it
isn't followed by an object.

Has my suggestion been taken up?
She's having the wiring looked at.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Learners may fail to recognise a passive construction, thinking that the subject
of a sentence is the agent when it isn't. For example, in the following, they may
understand that the man was the attacker:

A man was attacked by three women.

Passive constructions

This problem is particularly acute:
• where the facts contradict normal expectations (as in the example).
• in listening as opposed to reading, where the learner can look back and check.
• in listening when learners may fail to hear the auxiliary verb (e.g. was)
which makes the sentence passive.
• where the past tense form and the past participle are the same (e.g. attacked,
but not bit/bitten).
It is often difficult for learners and teachers to identify when these problems
occur. However, we can analyse texts for potential problems, and then in class
consciously check whether or not our students have understood.

Speaking and writing
Non-use
For most learners knowing when to use passive constructions is the greatest
problem, and they often don't use them where they would be appropriate.
The following description of wine production, for example, was written
by a learner with a very good command of grammar and vocabulary, and
who was able to form passive sentences accurately and appropriately in
controlled exercises. She had no particular personal association with wine
production, and wanted to write simply about agriculture and economic
activity in her country:

In my country we produce very good quality wine. We grow the vines mainly in
the West of the country where the winters are milder. Peoplepick the grapes
at the end of the summer - they have to pick them at exactly the right time.
When they have picked them they have to process the grapes very quickly.
We keep some wines for a long time to improve before we put it into bottles.
We can buy my country's wines in many other European countries.

Despite her command of passive forms, the learner did not spontaneously use
any. This non-use of passives misleadingly gives the impression that she has
some personal involvement or interest in wine production.
All but the most accomplished learners seem to go to great lengths to avoid
using causative constructions, finding a roundabout means of expressing
themselves (The dentist gave me three fillings.). Others may simplify the
grammar to the point of distorting the meaning.
(*)I cut my hair yesterday. (I had my hair cut yesterday.)
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We can help learners by frequently pointing out missed opportunities for using
passive constructions. We also need to ensure that we:
• pay attention to the occasions when we use passive constructions as well
as to their form.
• present passive constructions to learners as an independent and valid
way of presenting information in their own right rather than as though
they are active constructions which have undergone some form of
'transformation'.

If we are teaching learners whose first language (e.g. many European
languages) has a form which looks very similar but which is used differently
(and usually far less), we need to point this out, perhaps by comparing texts in
the two languages.
Leaving out auxiliary verbs

Learners may leave out the auxiliary verb before the past participle.

*Englandbeaten by CostaRica in the semi-final.
*Catherineloved very much by Mr Heathcliff.
In some cases the learners may be misled by reading newspaper headlines, in
which the auxiliary verbs are normally omitted (England beaten by CostaRica is
an acceptable headline).
Learners may use the verb in the appropriate tense and simply follow it with by.

*Thefilm makes by Scorsese.
*Itbelievesby many people that my country is all desert.
This may also happen where the agent is not specified.

*Portugueseand many African languagesspeak in Angola.
Choosing the wrong auxiliary verb

Learners sometimes mix up be, been and being.

*Ourhouse is be renovated.
*Theirdocuments haven't being accepted.
This problem may be affected by the fact that we tend to pronounce these words
very indistinctly when they are auxiliary verbs.
Choosing the wrong form of the main verb

Learners may fail to use a past participle form of the main verb.

*Ithas been shows that ...

Passive constructions

Choosing the wrong preposition

Some learners may systematically use the wrong preposition to introduce the
agent in passive constructions.
*Kennedy was killed from a man called Oswald.

They may also over-use by, particularly where with is necessary in order to
indicate the means (as opposed to the agent) by which something happened.
*He was attacked by a knife.
Choosing the wrong verb

Learners sometimes try to construct a passive form of a no-object verb.
*Hewas died in 1963.
Word order

Many learners make mistakes in the order of words in causative constructions,
typically combining the auxiliary have or get with the past participle.
*Iam having straightened my teeth.
*Shegot mended her suitcase.

Some learners who 'know the rule' still make this mistake because the correct
order of words feels wrong to them.
Special cases

Speakers oflanguages closely related to English may translate literally from
their own languages.
*Iam born in 1952. (French and Italian)
*Iborn in Montevideo. (Spanish)
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Consolidationexercises
Differences in meaning
Look at the following groups of sentences and for each group consider the questions.

(i) Her shoes were cleaned.
Her shoes got cleaned.
She had her shoes cleaned.
(ii) The tree was damaged in a storm.
The tree got damaged in a storm.
(iii) The phone rang for ages but nobody answered it.
The phone rang for ages but it wasn't answered.
(iv) He had his partner arrested.
He got his partner arrested.
a Are any of these sentences incorrect or inappropriate?

b What similarities or differences in meaning and effect are there between sentences in
the group?

Learners' English
Readthe text written by a learner of Englishon p 337.

a Rewrite it in order to make it more natural. Use passive constructions as appropriate.
b How importantis using passive constructions as a factor in making the text more natural?

Language in context
Read the three texts and answer the questions which follow.

0) Part of a written introduction to a TVprogramme (Walk on the WildSide)which
concerns attacks on young people and how they are affected by these attacks.

Mick was attacked with a cut-thmat
razor. Kevin was slashed by someone
who jumped through his front window.
Steven had his face cut by a Stanley knife;

Nick's attacker used a glass-cutter. All
four victims bravely talk about their feelings and how their lives and attitudes were
changed by the attacks.

(ii) Part of a report which describes some research into how animal metaphors are used
in different languages:

Examples from the results of the second questionnaire are given in the Appendix.
The results challenged the widely held view that animal metaphors are largely
used to describe inferior or undesirable human habits and attributes ... Although
negative attributes were suggested more frequently than positive ones, many
animal attributes were viewed in a very positive light, and it also appeared that
many animal terms could be used, within the same culture and language group, to
criticize or praise, according ta context.

Passive constructions

(iii) Extract from an official document which sets out university examination regulations:

Every dissertation shall be typewritten, in English, with proper attention to style
and presentation; it shall be sent through the candidate's Tutor to the Secretary
of the Faculty Board, accompanied by a list of books and articles used in its
preparation, and in accordance with detailed arrangements approved by the
Board, so as to arrive not later than the third day of the Full Easter Term in
which the examination is to be held.

a For each of these passages give a general reason why so many passive constructions
are used.

b Identify all the passive constructions in (i) and give precise reasons for their use.
c Which of these constructions is causative in form?
d Could an active construction be used in place of any of these without significantly
changing the meaning or effect of the sentences?
e Could any of the auxiliary verbs used in these passive constructions be replaced
by another auxiliary without significantly changing the meaning or effect of the
sentences?

f This passage contains three instances of by and one of with. Could any of these
prepositions be replaced with the other (e.g. using by instead of with) without
significantly changing the meaning or effect of the sentences?
g Rewrite (iii) as if you were speaking to someone informally. How many passive
constructions do you use in the retelling?
2 The following is part of a written introduction to a TV programme (Inside Story) which
deals with domestic violence.

Each year
in the USA, abusive partners
beat over six million
women and kill
over 4, OOO/over six million
women are beaten
by their
abusive partners
and around 4, OOO are killed
(1). To
a unique and groundbreaking
court
deal with this hidden
crime,

was established/people

established

a unique

and groundbreaking

court
(2) in Miami,
Florida.
'Inside
Story'
travels
to the
Domestic
Violence
Court
where the judges
are determined
to
break
this
horrific
cycle
of violence.
The court
deals
with
wife beaters
by sending
them for treatment
to reform
their
abusive
behaviour.
Since the court
was set up, the number of
victims
prepared
to prosecute
has more than doubled,
and the
(3)
judges are told by many women/many women tell the judges
that
their
lives have literally
been saved/they
have literally

saved

their

lives

(4).

a The italic parts of the text provide alternative constructions. In each case choose
which one is more appropriate and give reasons for your choice.
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b Are the following constructions from the text passive?
... judges are determined to break this horrific cycle ...
. . . the number of victimsprepared to prosecutehas more than doubled...
c Give reasonsfor your answers.
3 There are three passiveconstructions in the following sentences.

I

(i) She's been a bit nervousever since we got burgled.
(ii) Once you've got your modem installed,you'll need to open an accountwith an

Internet service provider ... Most Internet companieswill provideyou with full
instructions on how to get connected.

a Identify these and classifythem as either 'standard' or 'causative'.

b In each case,why do you think the speakeror writer chose get as the auxiliaryverb?

Answers to consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
a

Thesesentencesall makesense.

b (i)

The first sentenceprovidesno informationabout whether she wanted her shoesto
be cleanedor not. The secondsuggeststhat this simply 'happened'- perhapseven
despiteher wishes.Thethird sentence,however,very definitely meansthat this was
done on her initiative and in accordancewith her wishes.

,s

(,i) 1here no perceptibledifferencebetweenthe sentencesin meaning.Thisis because
the context(storm) makesthe involuntaryand unexpectednatureof the eventclear.
(iii)

Thereis little differencebetweenthe sentences.Somepeoplemight choosethe first if
they are visuafisinga group of particularpeoplewho might haveansweredit.

(iv) The sentencescould haveexactlythe same (causative)meaning.Dependingon the
context. nowever,the secondsentencecould also be taken to meanthat his partner
was arrestedas an accidental consequenceof something he did.

Learners' English
a Hlere is no definitive way of rewfiting this text.1he following is one of variouspossible
examples.

Very good quality wine is produced in my country. We grow the vines mainly in the
West of the country where the winters are milder. The grapes are picked at the end of
the summer - they have to be picked at exactly the right time. Whenthey have been
picked, the grapes have to be processed very quickly. Some wines are kept for a long
time to improve before they are put into bottles. You can buy my country's wines in
many other European countries.
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b Using passive constructions is a major factor in making this description of a process
more natural. However, a completely natural description may include some evidence of
personal involvement. In this rewriting:
• the following sentence is retained from the original: We grow the vines mainly in the
West of the country ...
• the impersonal subject you is also used: You can buy my country's wines ...

Language in context
1 a In (i) we are interested in the acts of violence and not in the identity of the attackers.
The names (Mick, Kevin and Steven) establish who the victims were. It wouldn't make
sense to begin each clause with someone (e.g. someone attacked Mick ... ) as we are
not interested in who did it, and this information doesn't in any sense establish 'what
the clause is about'.

In (ii) passive constructions are used for similar reasons - we are interested in the
results and not in the people who completed the questionnaires. This use of passive
constructions is very typical of reporting research in academic journals.
(iii) is written in a very particular style. The long complex sentences and the use
of shall are part of a conventional way of expressing official regulations. Using
passive constructions also belongs to this official regulations style. The function of
the text is to instruct the reader (the tutors or the students), and although this isn't
explicitly stated, we understand the implied students should ... The use of passive
constructions makes the document relevant to both students and tutors - if they
were addressed directly (you ... ), there would need to be two separate documents,
one for tutors and one for students.

b was attacked, was slashed, had his face cut, were changed. In the first three cases
we are interested in what follows the subject - the acts of violence. In the fourth
instance the passive construction attaches importance to the fact that it was the
attacks that changed something. The writer chooses to stress this rather more than
the fact that what was changed was their lives and attitudes.
c The third construction (had his face cu(J is causative in form, but the meaning is
definitely not that he caused this to happen. The writer probably chooses this form
partly for stylistic reasons, to avoid repeating the same standard passive form over
and over again.

d Only the fourth of these constructions could be replaced by an active construction
(the attacks changed their lives). See b above for a description of the difference this
would make in emphasis.
e Got could be used in place of was and had in the first three instances. However, the
sense of these incidents being unwelcome is already implicit in the context, and so
we don't need got to make this clear.

f The use of by in Steven had his face cut by a Stanley knife is odd since it introduces
the instrument used in the attack rather than the agent. With would be a more likely
choice here. The other prepositions couldn't be changed.
g There is no definitive way of 'translating' this passage into spoken English. The
following is one of many possibilities. It is addressed to a student, but the text could
equally well be changed to address tutors.
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You have to type your dissertation, in English, and you need to pay attention to
style and presentation. You have to send it through your Tutor to the Secretary
of the Faculty Board, together with a list of books and articles you have used in
preparing it. It has to arrive on or before the third day of the Full Easter term
which the examination is in.

In this example,no passiveconstructions are retained. Any translation of official
regulations into casual advice, instruction or explanation would probably involvea
decrease in the number of passiveforms.
2 a The following are the sentencesas they occur in the original:
(1)

oversix million womenare beatenby their abusivepartners and around4,000are

ki/fed.
This passiveconstruction establishesthe women as what the sentenceis about
and draws attention to the acts of violence that they suffer from.
(2)

a uniqueand groundbreakingcourt wasestablished
Todeal with this hiddencrime establisheswhat the sentenceis about. What
follows is the key information,and this doesn't include people (which is both
vague and unnecessary).

(3)

many womentell thejudges
The sentencestarts by talking about the women (number of victims) so it would
be odd to change focus halfwaythrough the sentence by focusing on the judges.

(4)

they haveliterallysavedtheir lives
Both alternativeswould make good sense here, but the writer choosesan active
construction which draws attention to savedtheir lives.

b Both determinedand preparedare adjectivesin this text and not part of passive

constructions.
c There is no sense of anyoneor anything 'determining'the judges or 'preparing'the
victims. The meaning of these words is quite different from that of the relatedverbs.
3 a,b
(i)

... we got burgled.(standard)

This describessomething unfortunate,unwelcomeand unexpected.
(ii)

... you've got your modeminstalled(causative),... how to get connected
(standard)

Both cases imply an elementof difficulty and therefore of achievement.

23 o,scou,se
markers

firstly in addition
however on the other hand
right anyway you know
sadly naturally

Key considerations
Noticing and understanding discourse markers helps learners to understand the
logical structure of what they read and listen to, the order of events and the attitude
of the speaker or writer to what they are describing. Once they are aware ofwhat
these are and how they function, learners can begin to use them to show how the
points they make relate to each other and to their overall argument or narrative.
Learners need to be clear, however, that they can't always rely on discourse markers
to signal logical relations, order of events and attitudes as we often rely on our readers
or listeners to infer these from the context or from some shared or general knowledge.
Our teaching materials and our learners' reasons for learning English (in
particular whether spoken or written English is a priority and whether or
not they need to use English in formal contexts) usually determines which
discourse markers we teach. As with any item of vocabulary, how much we help
them to appreciate subtleties of meaning (e.g. the difference between however
and nonetheless) and usage (e.g. where we can put them in a sentence) depends
on their level of English and what other discourse markers they already know.
In teaching discourse markers we usually have to take into account:
• how frequently they are used (e.g. we use however more than nonetheless).
• how they are used in relation to particular kinds of text and context (e.g.
we use expressions like I'm afraid primarily in speaking or in writing when
we are personally involved with the topic and with our audience; we use a
word like hence primarily in formal writing and speech).
• whether they can introduce or separate substantial 'blocks' of text (e.g.
however, furthermore) or whether they tend to be used with shorter
stretches (e.g. as well).
• whether they generally precede clauses (e.g. so, thus), occur within clauses (e.g.
also, therefore) or whether they usually come atthe end of clauses (e.g. too).
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What are discourse markers?
What do they do?
We use discourse markers:
• to signpost logical relationships and sequence - to point out how bits of
what we say and write relate to other bits ('textual discourse markers').
• to manage conversation - to negotiate who speaks and when, to monitor
and express involvement in the topic and the interaction ('conversation
management discourse markers').
• to influence how our listeners or readers react ('preparatory discourse
markers').
• to express our attitude to what we say and write ('attitude markers').
Although we can place many discourse markers within clauses, they usually
refer to or comment on the whole clause - or even a whole sentence, paragraph
or stretch of speech.

What do they look like?
A lot of discourse markers are single words, which can also be classified as adverbs
(e.g. anyway,finally,fortunately,furthermore,
naturally,obviously,secondly).

····:··
prepositio11
phrases p 296
finite clauses

p 385
adverb phrases
p 296

We also use a variety of phrases as discourse markers. These are often:
Preposition phrases:

infact, on the whole, on the contrary

Short finite clauses:

what is more, I'm afraid

Adverb phrases:

all the same

Terminology
There is no universally agreed way of classifying discourse markers; nor is there
an exhaustive inventory of them. Inevitably, we have to oversimplify when we
divide them into categories of meaning and use, and in reality the categories
may overlap.
The term 'discourse marker' itself is also used in different ways. Most grammars
and material~ intended for teachers and learners, including this book, use it to
cover a broad spectrum of kinds of words and expressions.
In some grammars, discourse markers are considered under the heading
'adjuncts'. Other grammars use 'discourse markers' to mean 'conversation
management discourse markers' (e.g. right, OK,you know), and refer to words
and expressions like therefore,howeverand of courseas 'linking signals'.

Discourse markers

Types of discourse markers
Textual discourse markers
We use discourse markers to highlight a range of textual functions. Below we
list the main functions and the markers we most frequently use to express
these.
Numbering and ordering points
We use a variety of words and expressions to number points we want to make.

General use:

first,firstly, second (third,fourth, etc.), secondly,
(thirdly, fourthly, etc.), (and) finally, last, lastly

Mainly used in speaking:

first of all, in the first place, last of all

We use numbering and ordering discourse markers in writing more than
in speaking. This is because writing usually gives us more time to plan and
monitor the number of points we are making. In both speaking and writing
we often use a 'beginning' word or expression like firstly or first without then
numbering the points which follow. Equally, we may use a word or expression
like lastly or last when we haven't numbered any of the preceding points.
We also use discourse markers to show the order in which things happened.
General use:

then, next

Mainly used in speaking:

afterwards

Example texts
Two other trends give me cheer: firstly the impact of Far Eastern foward
investment on the supply chain has forced more suppliers to adopt
standards and consistency of quality ...
Secondly in our largest companies we are developing a number of
significant world class champions.

I lost my temper and afterwardsI felt really stupid.
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Adding something

We use a variety of discourse markers to indicate that we are adding something
to what we have already said or written.
General use:

Mainly used in speaking:

additionally, also, alternatively,
further, furthermore, in addition, instead,
moreover
besides,on top of this/that, too, what is more

The most common discourse markers we use to show we are adding something
closely related to what has come before are also and too. We generally place
also before the additional point, and too after it.
Other discourse markers have a similar function but are used in more formal
contexts. We use in addition,furthermoreand moreoverto introduce the last
of two or more substantial stretches of text. These markers often begin a new
paragraph.
We sometimes choose the more emphatic discourse markers on top of this(that)
and what is morewhen we are 'capping' what has been said before, i.e. adding not
just another point but adding the most telling point of all. We tend to use these in
speaking or when we want to lend a conversational feel to our writing.

Besidesusually introduces information which adds weight to what we have
already said or written, but which is a different kind of point. We often use
besideswhen we are persuading, giving advice or arguing something.
We use alternatively or instead to mark that something is an alternative. We
tend to place instead after the second of the two points, and often use it to
reinforce the conjunction or.

Example texts

Mix [stuff such as cheese and meat] either with stale bread and freeze it to feed the
birds in winter. Also help them with birdbaths, berrying shrubs and birdboxes.

You can grill the fish for five minutes in a very hot grill or on a barbecue.

Altematire(y you can poach it.
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... most of us find
it hard
to plan
our financial
Additionally,
with the
futures
with total
confidence.
continuing
uncertainty
surrounding
house
prices
up
and down the country,
it is ever more important
to be
aware of every
investment
opportunity.

During the first two blocks ... there are lectures and seminars ... These
satisfy the need to establish perceptions of what language is, what
teaching is, and alternative approaches to the teaching of English.
In addition, the second block, leading up to the practicum, devotes
substantial time to developing a familiarity with techniques for
observation and evaluation, training and supervision.

I can cook if you want or we can go out instead.

If your tooth really hurts you should make an appointment with the dentist.
Besides,it's high time you had a check up .

. . . working with kids on my chi\oren's 1\f show 'Sma\\ \a\~ ~~a"t~~"'-"'
my wits. My elder daughter Emma's six-year-old son Tom keeps me on
my toes, too.

The fundamental problems still remain. Inadequate investment in
training, woefully inadequate investment in state of the art machinery
and in the development of new products and processes - and on top of
this we still lack a supportive capital structure.
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Linking similar things together

Discourse markers can show that something is similar to what has gone before.
They save us from having to repeat what we have said and written (e.g. similarly,

equally, likewise).
Example text

Classroom management cannot be reduced to a few discrete components to be
imparted to teachers in a short, one-shot training session.
Likewise, even a simple skill such as the use of referential questions versus
display questions is dependent upon knowing when one kind of question
might be appropriate .
. . . the course is not subject-specific. Similarly,the course is not languagespecific.

Introducing something that contrasts with expectations

We use discourse markers to introduce information or points of view which
contrast with:
• what we have already said or written.
• what would normally be expected.
We use them to draw attention to (apparent) inconsistency. We often use them
in conjunction with but (e.g. but actually,but nevertheless).
General use:

however,in contrast, infact, on the contrary,
on the other hand, rather,still

Mainly used in formal contexts:

nevertheless,nonetheless,yet

Mainly used in speaking:

though, actually, all the same, anyway,as a
matter offact, at the same time

The discourse marker we use most frequently and generally to express a
contrast is however.We tend to use nevertheless,nonethelessand yet in more
formal contexts. They usually refer immediately back to what has been said or
written before. We also use though to mark that something contrasts with what
has gone before, usually at the end of the point we are making, and often use it
in conjunction with still.
We use actually, as a matter offact and infact when we want to contrast what
people may have imagined with the reality. We use on the otherhand to
introduce a contrasting opinion or point of view.

Discourse markers

Learners sometimes use rather, in contrast and on the contrary as though they
were the same as however, but generally they have a more specific function .
. We use rather and in contrast to explain or justify an alternative we have
chosen.
On the contrary introduces something which is not so much unexpected as the
opposite of what has gone before. All the same and anyway have several functions
and can appear at the beginning or end of the information they refer to. Placed at
the end of this information, they mark that this information contrasts with what
precedes it and they suggest that an element of choice is involved.
Example texts

Just like those rich American ice creams, Sainsbury's Indulgence is made
with real dairy cream and the highest quality, freshest ingredients.
However, at only £1.99 for a 500ml tub (that's up to £1.50 cheaper
than the US brands) you don't have to be a rich American to afford it.

. . . there is the naive belief that the irrelevant words and images that the
keyword method requires somehow waste space in the memory. In fact,
experiments show that the learning of such 'vehicle' words does facilitate the
learning of others, and does not overburden the memory.

. . . applied research is more rigorous and does not claim to contribute
directly to the solution of problems. Action research, on the otherhand, is less
interested in obtaining generalisable, scientific knowledge than knowledge
for a particular situation or purpose.
I am not presenting my findings at this point as prescriptions for teachers
to follow. Rather, I encourage teacher educators to use the interactional
arrangements presented in this chapter as suggestions.

We've had to cut out most luxuries. We still get a daily newspaper, though.
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I thought
she was going
to complain
she seemed quite
pleased .
contrary

but

on

the

. . . adults kept written records of child second language learners' linguistic
output. In contrast, here the term emphasises first-person authorship.

Small companies depend on overdrafts and there is little risk capital on offer.
Sadly there is no sign of change and four out of five small businesses which
start up fail within five years.
Nevertheless, I can now produce examples of manufacturing companies
in every region which have proven their ability to take on the toughest world
competition and win.

You promised to end corruption in government. Yet, already we learn that
three senior posts have gone to members of your family.

Well, the lions and giants for me have always been the ones that live in
my mind, not the ones that live outside me. They have been my own
depressions, my own lack of courage, my own anger. These have been the
lions and giants I've had to fight with, and I think they were for Bunyan,
too, actually.

I could have taken Monday off work but I decided to go in all the same.

Discourse markers

Causes and results

Discourse markers can draw attention to the fact that something is caused by or
naturally follows on from something else.
General use:

so, then

Mainly used in formal contexts:

consequently, hence, therefore, thus

Mainly used in speaking:

as a result, in that case

The most common discourse marker we use to identify causes and results is so,
and it is also the most general in meaning.
We tend to use therefore and consequently in more formal contexts. Thus is
particularly formal and hence both more formal still, and also rarer. We use then
and in that case to introduce some kind of plan or intention based on the preceding
information. This often marks a response to what someone else has said.
Example texts

... plants
growing
in compost-rich
soil need less pest
and disease
control.
So, rather
than taking exercise,
use your muscles
to turn your compost heap instead.

A: It's raining again.
B: Shouldn't you wait till it stops then?

Memory improvement is generally regarded as a low-level activity, as
mechanical, non-intellectual, and therefore,especially in academic circles, as
non-educational (perhaps rather as drilling is seen). It is thereforeignored in
spite of the fact that it is known to be of value for many activities that occur
in educational studies.

The emphasis in this phase of reflection however is on description. Hence,the
journal is more like a ship's log, where what happened and who is involved form
the main part of the record.
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In the last twenty years a substantial degree of professionalization has taken
place. Thus, the theoretical basis of the field has moved from the study of
phonetics and grammatical theory.

Generalising

We use discourse markers to make it clear that something is generally true.
General use:

generally,in general, on the whole

Mainly used in speaking:

by and large

Example text

The inspectors
made a few criticisms
they were very satisfied.

but on the whole

Exemplifying and narrowing down

We use discourse markers to introduce examples and specific instances.
General use:

notably,e.g.,for example, for instance

Mainly used in speaking:

say

Example texts
Humans, as we all know, have much in common with animals: the
needs for food and shelter, security and self-preservation, for instance.

Why don't we meet again on, say, Saturday?

Re-stating

We sometimes re-state or re-formulate what we, or others, say or write in
order to make it clearer, and we use discourse markers to show that we are not
actually expressing something new.
General use:

i.e., in other words, that is

Mainly used in speaking:

I mean, in a sense

We use i.e., I mean and that is before the reformulation or restatement.

Discourse markers

Example texts
A:

I've got too much to do.

B:

Inother wordsyou don't want to go out.

She didn't have a heart attack-

that is, it wasn't a 'coronary thrombosis'.

Rounding off

'Rounding off' a discussion is something we generally do in formal contexts
(e.g. meetings). We use a variety of expressions to introduce this.
in conclusion, to conclude, in summary, to summarise, to sum up
We often round off what we have said or written with a summary of the main
points. We also focus on action arising from the discussion.
Example text
... we're running out of time so, in conclusion, I'd just like to ask you to
think over my proposition ...

Conversation management discourse markers
There is almost no context in which we speak without monitoring the attention of
our audience, and in some way directing this. Even in formal lectures and speeches
we look at the audience and modify what we say according to their responses.
In conversation, we are constantly involved in a process of:
• negotiating which of us speaks and what we speak about.
• giving, asking for or responding to feedback on interest, understanding
and reactions.
Much of this 'conversation management' takes place without words:
• we make a variety of noises (intakes of breath, sighs and sounds like
mmmmorah).
• we vary the speed and pitch at which we speak.
• we use eye contact, facial expressions and gesture.
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We also use words and expressions in managing conversation.

actually,anyway,by the way,I mean, OK,now, right,so, well,yes,you know,you see
Problems with meaning

Learners face a range of problems in understanding and using these words and
expressions:
• one word or expression can have several meanings (we sometimes rely on
context to make a particular meaning clear, and sometimes say the word
in a particular way (e.g. we draw it out and/or use a particular intonation
feature).
• OK can mean 'I accept your objection' or can introduce a change of topic or

direction in a conversation.
• some meanings can be expressed by more than one word or expression.
• we can use both right and OK to mean 'I accept your objection'.
• many words and expressions we use to manage conversation can have
completely separate meanings and uses.

• right can mean the opposite of wrong or left; by the way can describe a
means (e.g. I could tell he was ill by the way he was sweating).
• there is regional, social and individual variation in the use of conversation
management discourse markers.

• now is used particularly by teachers to indicate moving onto a conclusion,
and it can seem inappropriately didactic if someone uses this in this way in
informal conversation.
Course materials often ignore conversation management discourse markers.
Others teach them as fixed expressions with a definite function (e.g. 'We use If
I couldjust come in hereto start speaking in a conversation').
In fact, the function of conversation management discourse markers is always
very dependent on context, and any generalisations we make about their
meanings are inevitably inexact. Consequently, many teachers prefer to draw
attention to them in context (What does the speaker mean when she says 'well'
here?)rather than teaching them actively.
Words and meaning

The following list describes some of the more common conversation
management discourse markers and some of their more common uses. It is
intended to help you to notice and analyse how these are used when you listen
to people speaking; it is not a direct teaching tool as examples need to be
studied in real contexts.

Discourse markers

well

• to express reservation about what we or someone else
has said
• to show that we are considering what someone else has
said
• to indicate that we are thinking and don't want to be
interrupted
• to indicate that we are taking up the topic that is already
under discussion

OK

• to invite someone else to come into a conversation
• to show that we are taking up an invitation to come into
a conversation
• to mark the end of a stage of discussion
• to mark the beginning of a stage of discussion
• to show that we accept an objection or reservation
• to make a tentative gesture towards finishing a topic or
conversation

right

• to show that we understand or agree

• to check that people understand or agree
• to show that someone's assumptions are correct
• to invite someone else to come into a conversation
• to show that we are taking up an invitation to come into
a conversation or are claiming our turn
• to mark the end of a stage of discussion
• to mark the beginning of a stage of discussion
• to show that we accept an objection or reservation
• to make a tentative gesture towards finishing a topic or
conversation

you know

• to create an atmosphere of intimacy or solidarity
• to suggest that the listener is already familiar with the
topic or opinion
• to invite people to confirm that they understand or are
in agreement
• to initiate conversation after a period of silence
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I mean

• to indicate a high degree of personal involvement
in what we are talking about - to show that we are
expressing personal opinions or feelings
• to express indignation and invite a sympathetic
response
• to prevent someone from interrupting

so

• to show that we are getting back to the main topic after a
digression
• to claim a pause before beginning a new topic
• to indicate that what we are going to say is related to
what we (or someone else) has just said

actually

• to show that we are about to refute or disagree with
something that has been said
• to show that we are refuting or disagreeing with
something that has just been said
• to show that we are initiating a topic that is related to
what we have been talking about

anyway

• to show that we are getting back to the main topic after a
digression
• to introduce an opinion which is held despite reservations
we have expressed or objections that have been made
• to show that we want to end a conversation

Preparatory discourse markers
Preparing for something unwelcome

We use discourse markers to alert people that we're about to tell them
something they may not like (e.g. I'm afraid, (I'm) sorry).
We often use I'm afraid to soften what we are going to say, for example when we
tell people things that we think will be unwelcome or that we think will make
them feel disappointed or angry.

I'm afraid I can't come round tonight after all.
I'm afraid you'll have to take the examination all over again.
We generally don't use sorry to express this 'softening' function.

We use sorry or I'm sorrywhen we are disagreeing with what someone has said
or when we are criticising them.

Discourse markers

Sorry, but I think your attitude is unacceptable.

Learners sometimes misunderstand
as a way of apologising.

this, thinking that sorry always functions

We often use but after sorry (as in the example above), but never after I'm afraid.
Introducing strong points of view

As well as softening the effect of what we want to say, we also sometimes want
to reinforce it. We can use honestly and.frankly for this purpose. 'Gone with the
Wind' illustrates this with one of the most famous lines in any film:

Frankly my dear, I don't give a damn.

Attitude markers
There is an infinite number of words and expressions ('sentence adverbs') we
can use to express our attitude towards or interpretation of what we are saying
or writing.
as luck would have it, clearly, miraculously, naturally, obviously, of course,
preferably, predictably, regrettably, (not) surprisingly, thank God, undoubtedly,
(un)fortunately

The following are all spoken examples except for the last, which is from a
newspaper article.

He obviouslyhadn't had much sleep.

Her story regrettablyfailed to convince us.
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You can of course pay at another time.

Small companies depend on overdrafts and there is little risk capital on offer.
Sadly there is no sign of change and four out of five small businesses which
start up fail within five years.

Sentence position
Textual and attitude discourse markers
We can place most textual and attitude discourse markers in a variety of
positions.
Moreover, I wanted to speak to him beforehe left.

I wanted moreover to speak to him beforehe left.
I wanted to speak to him moreover beforehe left.
I wanted to speak to him beforehe left moreover.
I moreover wanted to speak to him beforehe left.
Surprisingly, the car started.

Thecar surprisingly started.
Thecar started surprisingly.
We can point out the sentence position of discourse markers in texts that learners
read, so that they realise that this is flexible, and we can explore why writers
choose one position rather than another. However, some markers can't be used
in such a wide range of sentence positions, and the safest rule of thumb to give
learners is to put most textual and attitude discourse markers before the point
they introduce (e.g. Moreover,I wanted to speak to him beforehe left.Surprisingly,

the car started.).
We need to point out exceptional cases (e.g. anyway, instead, though, too)which
generally come after the information they refer to.

Conversation management discourse markers
We can divide conversation management discourse markers into those that
invariably come before the clause they refer to, and those which may also come

Discourse markers

at the end. This is a useful rule of thumb, but analysis of real conversation may
reveal examples that contradict this.
Markers which usually come before or at the beginning of what they refer to:
OK. Let's get going.
Right. Who's ready?
So where were you born?

Well, I'm waitingfor an answer.
I mean, I agree with you.
Markers which may come before or after what they refer to:

Actually, he agreed.
I'll go there anyway.

You know, something worries me.
I've done this before, you know.

Preparatory discourse markers
As the name suggests, preparatory discourse markers generally come at the
beginning of what they refer to.
Sorry. You promised me you'd be here.

Frankly we're not interested.

Punctuation
In practice, whether we use commas with most discourse markers depends
both on individual preference and, in any instance, on how integrated we feel
the marker is into its surrounding context. Probably it is more helpful for us
regularly to draw our students' attention to whether or not commas are used
with discourse markers in texts that they read, and to encourage them to read
aloud what they write (is there a pause?) than to give them rules or even rules of
thumb.
We don't use commas after I'm afraid and Thank God.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Discourse markers sometimes underline logical relations or attitudes that are
already apparent in the conversation or text, in which case misunderstanding
them or failing to notice them is not a significant problem. However, we also
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sometimes use discourse markers in order to make these things clear. In this
case it may be crucial that we notice and understand them.
Misunderstanding may also occur because learners are mistaken about the
meanings of certain discourse markers. For example, they may associate sorry
with apologising, and they may misinterpret people using sorry to disagree or
criticise.

Speaking and writing
Meaning
Precise distinctions in meaning between discourse markers are often
extremely subtle, and learners usually build up an awareness of these only
as a result of exposure to the items and noticing how they are used over a
considerable period of time. In the meantime, they may use them in ways
which are misleading or stylistically awkward. The easiest way to identify
problems of this nature is often by analysing written composition. For example,
in the following, the learner has used besidesas though it merely introduces
additional information (like moreover),whereas, in fact, we generally use it to
introduce additional arguments.

The itinerary looks very interesting. We are going to visit six cities in seven days and,
besides, we will have guided tours of the most important sights.

This learner has used on the contrary as though it reinforces the meaning of but,
whereas we generally use it to introduce something which is the opposite of
what has gone before.

People told me to avoid going into the docks areas late at night but on the
contrary I am big and I can run fast so I thought I would be safe there.

In spoken English, it is often more difficult to put our finger on the cause of
awkwardness in using discourse markers. Very advanced learners, for example,
sometimes use by the way to introduce new topics into discussion when you
know would be more appropriate (we generally use by the way to introduce
topics we have been thinking about or have previously discussed, you know for
sudden thoughts, recollections and realisations). We often find it difficult to give
useful instant feedback to learners when they make mistakes of this kind.

Discourse markers

Style
Learners may understand the meaning of a discourse marker, without realising
that it tends to be used only in particular contexts. It sounds very odd when
someone consistently uses discourse markers where a simple conjunction (e.g.
and or but) would do as well. Equally, some of the more colloquial expressions
can seem out of place in formal (e.g. academic) prose, and some of the more
formal markers will seem out of place in casual conversation.

The outbreak of war was due to three main factors. Firstly there was a long history
of trival tension which the removal of strong. central power unleashed. Then, there
was deep dissatisfaction

among military personnel, many of whom had not been paid

for over a year. To top it all, the sacking of the entire cabinet was more than anyone
could bear.

To top it all is inappropriate

in this formal context.

The whole office was in a bloody mess again last night. Thus I had to stay
behind and clear everything up.

Thus is inappropriate

in this informal context.

Word order

While the position of many discourse markers is very flexible, the position
of others is more restricted. Learners may use these in inappropriate
positions.

*Ianyway wanted to speak to him before he left.
*Iby the way wanted to speak to him before he left.
Form

Learners may forget the precise words and form of words in phrases.

*Thanks God I had backed up all the important files.
*I'm afraid but I have had enough.
They may also 'invent' their own discourse markers (we should encourage this
strategy but also seize mistakes such as the following as an opportunity to teach
correct forms):

*The advertising was good and, as effect, sales increased.
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Consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 The following sentencesare all extracted from a transcript of teachersdiscussingtheir
students and deciding which class they should go into after the holiday.Definethe
function of each of the discoursemarkersprinted in italics.

(i) It's not his best composition but I think we should display it anyway.
(ii) She makesa lot of mistakeswhen she speaks.Anyway,her writing has been
considerablybetter this term.
(iii) She'sa bit tearful today.I meanshe's had some bad newsfrom home ...
(iv) Hmm.Yeah,I mean,I don't, I don't think we should necessarilyput her into a
lower class ...
(v) A: She'sworking as a consultant now ...

Right.

B:
A:
(vi) A:
B:
(vii) A:

... she's been doing it for a couple of months.
I think she should pass.
Right.Convinceus.
Right.She expressesherself as well as any of the other students.

(viii) A:
B:
(ix) A:
B:

I don't think we needto say more about Maria.
OK.Carlos.Now,what I want to discussabout Carlos ...
My feeling is that she would be better in a slower group.
OK.I think she maybefeels a bit intimidated.

2 The passagewhich follows compareshow words are stressed in Spanishand English.

Spanish is a syllable-timed language. In general, all syllables take about the same
length of time to pronounce (though extra length may be used for emphasis); to an
English ear, there is therefore not a great difference in prominence between stressed
and unstressed syllables. In English, on the other hand, stressed syllables tend to be
pronounced more slowly and distinctly, while unstressed syllables are reduced and
often pronounced with a neutral vowel/-;,/ or /I/. Since content words (nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs) are stressed in English, they are therefore relatively prominent
as compared with the unstressed grammatical words (articles, pronouns, prepositions,
.rnxiliary wrbs). So the stress and rhythm of an English sentence give a lot of clues
to structure and meaning. When Spanish speakers pronounce English sentences with
even stress and rhythm, the clues are missing, and English listeners find them difficult
to undentand bec;mse they cannot so easily decode the structure. (For example, in
.-11111is ,,/dcr t/1.111
Joe, is and tlz1111
may be as prominent as old.)

a Identify the discoursemarkers.
b What functions are they performing?

Discourse markers

3 The text which follows looks at how private schools should fix course prices. The
following discourse markers have been removed from the text:

furthermore therefore

however similarly

moreover naturally

In advocating market-related pricing the point is correctly made that costs give
you the bottom line only. They should NOT _____ (1) be used alone in determining
prices. The market is a far more powerful instrument in deciding selling prices
than the costs of production.
_____ (2), it is argued that schools should offer something unique which the
competition cannot match.
_____ (3), schools ought to try to develop unique selling propositions (USPs)
which the competition cannot offer, and then price them according to what the
market will bear. This often implies selling at a higher price and if such USPs
can be maintained and are viewed as valuable by the customer, then premium
pricing should apply.
_____ (4), in practice it is difficult for schools to offer something quite unique.
----- (5), their costs are likely to be heavily dependent on staffing quality and
levels. _____ (6), once an edge is achieved the competition will be swift to move
on price.

a Choose the discourse marker that you think is most appropriate for each of the gaps.

b What factors did you have to consider in making your choices? How sure were you
about the general meaning the missing item should express?
c Check your answers. What has this exercise taught you about the amount of
information contained in discourse markers of this type?

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 Answering this question is inevitably a matter of informed speculation. It is rare that we

can be definitive in an exercise like this, but more context and information about tone of
voice and facial expression would make the task easier.
(i) The speaker is indicating that she acknowledges the reservation (not his best) but
is discounting it.
(ii) This indicates the change to a new topic.
(iii) This 'particularises' the information that comes before it, explaining and giving
background to it.
(iv) This is a 'filler' - the speaker gives herself time to think and perhaps fends off the
chance of interruption.
(v) This acknowledges or confirms the information.

(vi) This seems to be preparing the ground for a challenge (Convince us).
(vii) This seems to indicate that the challenge is accepted.
(viii) This seems to close one topic (Maria) and to make way for a new one (Carlos).
(ix) This seems to express agreement. (However, speaker A ignores the new topic Carlos - and they both continue to talk about Maria.)
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2

a, b
In general: this is a generalisation (though introduces cases that don't fit in with the
general rule).
therefore:this introduces a result - a logical consequence.
on the other hand: this introduces contrasting information.
therefore:this introduces a result - a logical consequence.
So: this introduces a result - a logical consequence.
For example:this introduces an exampleof the general rule that has been given.
The passage contains the following conjunctions (See also Chapter 25): though,Since,
When,and, because.These are related to discourse markers in function.

3 a
1 therefore

2 Similarly
3 Naturally

4 However

5 Moreover
6 Furthermore

b You probably tried to work out what the logical relationship was betweenthe
information on either side of the missingdiscourse marker.You probably found it
quite difficult to decide which discourse marker went where.
c We sometimesthink of discourse markersas 'extras', marking more clearly
relationships in the text that are alreadyapparent. However,this is not reallytrue;
often it is only the discourse marker that establisheswhat the logical thread is in a
text. In this instance, it is difficult to identify the correct discourse markersprecisely
because they do carry so much meaning.

2

Ellipsisand
substitution

Yes. Maybe. Don'tknow.
Traindelayedby faultysignals.
Goodone.

Key considerations
The biggest problem that ellipsis and substitution pose for learners is
often one of comprehension. Because they may expect information to be
more explicitly stated than it is, they may be confused when it is left out
(ellipsis) or when a short grammatical word (e.g. one, do) is used in its place
(substitution).
In their own speaking and writing learners may avoid ellipsis and substitution,
using more repetition than is necessary. This usually doesn't lead to
misunderstanding, but it can make the increased effort involved in listening or
reading tedious, and can give an impression of excessive formality, particularly
in speaking.
From the earliest stages of their studies we need to draw learners' attention
to where ellipsis and substitution occur in materials we use, gradually
encouraging them to incorporate these features into their own writing and
speaking.
We usually also teach some of these features explicitly, for example when we
teach 'short answers' to questions such as Yes,I have or phrases like So do f and
Neither can Bob.

Although ellipsis and substitution occur in all languages, the kind of
words we can leave out and use as 'substitutes' varies from language to
language.
Throughout this chapter square brackets ('[ ]') are used to show the
information which has been left out in examples of ellipsis.

Ellipsis
What is ellipsis?
In speaking and writing we generally try to provide only as much information
as is necessary to convey what we want to express, and this involves leaving out
words and phrases that we think form part of the complete grammatical unit.
This 'leaving out' of words and phrases is 'ellipsis'. We can divide ellipsis into
two distinct kinds: 'situational' and 'textual'.
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Situational ellipsis
Situational ellipsis occurs mainly in speaking. In the example which follows,
the pronoun I is left out. This is an example of situational ellipsis because only
the context makes it clear what is missing:
A:

What time is it?

B: Don't know. ([I] Don't know.)

The clearest and simplest examples of situational ellipsis are found in the
answers to questions, where one word (or a few words) stands for a whole
phrase.
A:

Couldyou help me?

A:

When areyou coming back? B: Tuesday.([We are coming back on]

B: Possibly.([I could] Possibly [help you].)
Tuesday.)

In informal conversation we often leave out grammatical words such as
articles, pronouns, prepositions, auxiliary verbs and forms of the verb be used
as a complement verb. We leave these out at the beginning of sentences in
particular.
A:

You OK now? ([Are] You OK now?)

B: Can'tgrumble. Better than this time last year. ([I] Can't grumble. [I'm]
Better than [Iwas] this time last year.)
A:

Yourleg?([Was the problem] Your leg?)

B: Stuck here with my leg.Missed all the parties, Christmasparties. ([I was]
Stuck here with my leg. [IJMissed all the parties, [that is, the] Christmas
parties.)

TI1emore informal the conversation and the more we refer to the immediate
environment in which the conversation is taking place, the more use we make
of situational ellipsis.
Dialogue in novels provides plenty of examples.

'[JPity you had to dash off last night, Trev,'said Al. '{] Goodthing
Airs Swinburne came along.'
Textual ellipsis
Textual ellipsis occurs in both speaking and writing. Words are missed out in
grammatically predictable sentence positions.
After and and but
Textual ellipsis occurs most frequently after and and but, when we leave out
subjects, verbs, articles and nouns if these are already specified in the previous
clause.

Ellipsis and substitution
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You ought to clean your teeth and brush your hair. (You ought to clean your
teeth and [you ought to] brush your hair.)
Nick wanted a strawberry ice cream and Chris a chocolate. (Nick wanted a
strawberry ice cream and Chris [wanted] a chocolate [ice cream].)
I ordered a dozen crates but they only brought ten. (I ordered a dozen crates
but they only brought ten [crates].)
Adverbial and relative clauses

We sometimes leave out the subject and a form of the verb be as an auxiliary
verb after conjunctions such as when, while, after and before in adverbial
clauses.
When matching colours, you should take both items out of the shop and
compare them in natural light. (When [you are] matching colours ...)

subjects p 297
be as auxiliary
verb p 110
conjunctions
p 387

In defining relative clauses we sometimes leave out the relative pronoun and,
again, a form of the verb be as an auxiliary.
The police are interviewing a man seen just after the robbery. (... a man [who
was] seen ...)

We usually refer to these forms as 'reduced' forms of adverbial and relative
clauses respectively. Although grammars don't always consider them as
examples of ellipsis, for teaching it is useful to do so. Unlike situational
ellipsis, which tends to make language use more informal, these are
mainly a feature of formal, written English and can seem stilted in informal
conversation.

Substitution
What is substitution?
Substitution goes hand in hand with ellipsis - substitution refers to the words
we use (e.g. so, one, do, did) as signals indicating that something has been left
out and identifying what kind of information this is.
yes and no

The clearest and simplest instances of substitution are the words yes and no,
both of which can stand in for long sentences or sequences of sentences.
A:

Have you ever thought of trying to get a job abroad?

B: No. ([I have never thought of trying to get a job abroad.])

Not all languages have equivalents to yes and no, or use them in equivalent
contexts.

'reduced'

aclvcrlJt31
ciDUSIJS

r :i,io
'reducc,d'
rel;i\1vc
clauses

pp ,,11 17
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Replacing adverbials of place and time
We use words and expressions like here, there and over thereto replace precise
details of place, and words and expressions like then and at that time to replace

····:=·
adverbs of
time pp 67-8

details of time.

She invited me to her house but I wouldn't go there ifyou paid me. (i.e. go to
her house)

She invited me round last night but I just couldn't spare the time then.
(i.e. spare the time last night)

Replacing longer stretches of text
We use this and that to refer to ideas or information expressed over several
clauses or which can't be precisely related to a specific part of the sentence.

We'vehad afew unexpectedproblems.This/that is why I'vecalledanothermeeting.
When we point to or indicate real objects (Thisis whereI live),we use this for
things near to us and that for things further away. When we use this and that as
substitute forms, they are often interchangeable, but we may also choose:

• this for new, key information: This is what I really want to achieve.
• this to show sympathy
suggest.

01

'ownershjp' towards something: This is all I can

• that to disassociate ourselves from something: That's rubbish.

Ellipsis and substitution combined
Ellipsis and substitution are closely related, and in this section we look at cases
where it makes sense to consider them together rather than separately.

Replacing predicates
A predicate is everything in a clause that follows the subject.

iI Thecat

, A stitch in time

sat on the mat.
saves nine.

I

iL------~----~
He

laughed.

We use auxiliary verbs (including modal verbs), combinations of auxiliary verbs
and forms of the verb be to replace predicates.
When we replace a predicate with a modal verb or 'tense' auxiliary verb we
don't add anything extra to indicate what is missing.
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She'd like to take a Jew days off work but just can't. (can't [take a few days off
work])
She walked all the way here in the snow but she really shouldn't have.
(shouldn't have [walked all the way here in the snow])

Where more than one auxiliary verb is involved we can sometimes choose how
many of them to use in replacing the predicate.
A:

Have you been drinking?

B:

No, I haven't/I haven't been.

However, if we replace a predicate including a verb in the present or past simple
tense we use do, does or did. Since this involves adding an extra word, it is an
example of substitution.
Sue didn't notice anything unusual but everyone else did. (did [notice
something unusual])

Replacing subordinate clauses
We use to or not to to replace infinitive clauses, so or not to replace that noun
clauses after think and hope, and the question word itself to replace noun
clauses derived from questions.
I invited them all to come but they didn't want to [come].
Why did you give me a present when I told you not to [give me a present]?
A:

Is she coming round?

B:

I think so/I don't think so/I hope not. (I think/hope [that she is(n't)
coming round].)

They said they'd ring but I've no idea when [they'll ring).

This use of to, not, not to and question words are instances of ellipsis. The use of
so, however, is an example of substitution.

Replacing nouns and noun phrases with pronouns and possessive
adjectives
We use pronouns and possessive adjectives to avoid specifying or repeating
information that is already clear. Grammars don't always consider the use of
pronouns as an example of substitution, but it is very closely related.
Subject pronouns:
Object pronouns:
Possessive adjectives:
Possessive pronouns:

L you, he, she, it, we, they
me, you, him, her, it, us, them, one, ones
my, your, his, her, its, our, their
mine, yours, his, hers, its, ours, theirs

····:··
infinitive
clauses
pp 419-20
that clauses
p 399
noun clauses
derived from
questions
pp 398-9
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Example

The old man said he (I) was going to take his (2) cat to the vet and ask her(3)
if she (4) could look after him (5)while he(6)was in hospital, but then he (7)
asked me(B) if you (9) could possibly look after it(lO) Withyours(11).

(1), (6), (7) [the old man]

(8) [Martin]

(2) [the old man's]

(9) [Kirsty]

(3), (4) [the vet]

(11) [Kirsty's cat]

(5), (10) [the old man's cat]
Learners are sometimes unsure about the difference between the
following:

one: (indefinite, singular)
ones: (indefinite, plural)
it:

(definite, uncountable and singular)

them: (definite, plural)
Examples

Is this key the right one?
J don't like all your paintings but the last ones you did werebrilliant.

He offeredme some information but I didn't want it.
We consideredrenting mopeds but we werea bitfrightened of them.

····:=·
th,s, that p 370
quantifiers p 36

We also make this, that, these, those and quantifiers (e.g. a few, a little,a lot, any,
much, many) into pronouns.

He offeredme some cake but I didn't want any. (any [cake])
Haven't you got any money?I thoughtyou had plenty. (plenty [of money])
We may want to draw our learners' attention to examples of all these pronouns
and possessive adjectives whenever they occur in texts that they are reading.

Expressing similarity, agreement and disagreement
We use so to express similarity with an affirmative statement, and neitheror nor
to express similarity with a negative statement. In this case we use so/neither/
Nor followed by an auxiliary verb or a form of be as a complement verb and then
the subject of the new sentence.

Ellipsis and substitution

A: My brother can stand on his head.

A:

I'm staying in.

A: I'm not staying in.

B: So can the Prime Minister.
(The Prime Minister can also
[stand on his head].)
B:

So am I. (I am also [staying inJ.)

B: Neither/nor am I. (I am also not
[staying in].)

When we express similarity with something stated in the present simple or past
simple tense we need to use do/does or did.

A: I like Abba.

B: So does Sheila. (Sheila also
[likes Abba].)

A: I got caught up in the traffic.

B:

So did I. (I also [got caught up in
the traffic].)

Comparative structures
We often leave information out in comparative structures.

Paris is big but London is bigger [than Paris].
We also use pronouns to avoid repeating actions.

I can run faster than them. (than (they can runJ.)

Referring forward
We usually leave out information that has already been mentioned or implied
in a text. However, we also sometimes leave something out and refer to it later.
This happens particularly when we use a subordinate clause before a main
clause.

When you want one, help yourself to a cake. (want Ia cakeJ)

If you need to, you can always use our bathroom. (need [to use a bathroom})
Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Learners often have considerable problems in understanding language that
contains a lot of ellipsis and substitution. This is particularly the case with
listening (in reading we can 'go back' and try to sort out the causes of any
misunderstanding), and these features are especially problematic for learners
who don't already know a European language.
We can help our students by exposing them to language in which ellipsis and
substitution take place and by guiding them to recognise and understand these
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features so that they have realistic and informed expectations about authentic
language use (e.g. by asking them What information is missing?What does this
word referto? and encouraging them to explore and discuss the text to find the
answers).
The texts in the Consolidation exercises provide a further example of some of
the difficulties learners of English may face with understanding ellipsis and
substitution.

Speaking and writing
Avoidance

We choose what to leave out and what to substitute according to our
assessment of how much our readers or the people we are talking to
already know. Learners tend to be very cautious about this, and may provide
more information than is necessary. We may choose not to discourage this
caution with learners who have difficulty in expressing themselves, but we
need to recognise this over-explicitness, and at some point we will want
to encourage them to leave more out and to make greater use of substitute
forms.
The following is part of a letter written by a Korean learner of English.
Notice the unnecessary and distracting repetition of letter,experienceand
pop concert.What would help him to produce more coherent text is not
only greater use of ellipsis and substitution but, hand in hand with this,
I was happy to get your letter. I haven't written a letter to you for ages. I'm sorry
about that. In your letter you want to know about my experience at the pop concert.
I'lltell you about my experience helping at the pop concert ...

the ability to combine clauses into complex sentences of different kinds
(see Part D).
Definite and indefinitepronouns
Learners often use definite instead ofindefinite pronouns.

•we have never had a barbecuebut I would love to organise it.
Similarity, agreement and disagreement

( l'.1est1nnt.10s

p;; ! 1 5~Jfi

Rather like question tags, learners often simplify the structure of phrases such
as so do I, neither should she, etc.

*Sheleft earlyand so I did.

Ellipsis and substitution

Consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 The greater the intimacy between participants in conversation and correspondence, and
the greater the mutual familiarity with the topic, the greater the scope for ellipsis. The
following interaction assumes a large amount of common knowledge.
A: Drink?

B: Lager.

A: Pint?
B: Halt
C: My round
A: About time.
8: Pint in that case.

a Identify the context.
b Rewrite the conversation so that there is less ellipsis and the whole conversation
would be more easily understood by an outsider.

2 The following conversation took place between two colleagues who had had an
argument the last time they met. It has been rewritten to include more words than
is strictly necessary. Rewrite it omitting any unnecessary words so that it is more
'conversational'.
A: I didn't see you yesterday.
8: Youprobably didn't want to see me yesterday.
A: I looked for you everywhere.
8: You didn't look for me hard enough.

3 The following is from a crime novel. An unsavoury character named Gillespie is speaking
to his late wife's solicitor (Mr Duggan). Gillespie claims that his late wife (Mathilda) not
only robbed him but boasted of doing so in her diaries. Look at how the author has used
situational ellipsis in the dialogue.

'Read her diaries,' he growled. 'They'll prove she stole them off me. Couldn't
resist boasting to herself, that was Mathilda's trouble. Put every damn thing
on those miserable pages, then read them over and over again to remind
herself how clever she was. Wouldn't have left out a triumph like this. Read
the diaries!'
The younger man kept his face deliberately impassive. 'I will. As a matter
of interest. do you know where she kept them? It'll save me the trouble of
looking for them.'
'Top shelf of the library. Disguised as the works of Willy Shakespeare!' He
took a card from his wallet. 'You're a solicitor, Mr Duggan, so I'm trusting you
to be honest. That's where I'm staying. Expect to hear from you on this in a
couple of days or so. Grateful if you'd treat it as a matter of urgency.'
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a Identify instances of situational ellipsis.

b In this context, how does this situational ellipsis contribute to the characterisation of
the two participants in the conversation?

4 In the following extracts, examples of ellipsis and substitution have been highlighted. In
each case explain and specify what information is left out or implied.
(i) This extract is from an article written by a film critic:

Here's a useful rule of thumb: never
trust those [ J (1) - usually comedians,
entertainers and the like - who say, 'I
love people'. And here's another [ ] (2):
never trust film critics who say. 'I love
movies'.

What keeps a film cnnc going and
enjoying his job is optimism. Each film,
you fervently hope, will be the one [ ] (3)
that makes up for all the dross you saw last
week.
Usually it isn't [ ]. (4)

(ii) A character in a novel pretended to like the river that her father was passionate
about in order to try to win his love.

She yearned for his love and approbation.
She had listened
[ J (6) had
dutifully,
[ J (5) asked the right questions,
instinctively
known that this was an interest
he assumed that
she would share. But she realised
now that the deception had
only added guilt
to her natural
reserve
and timidity,
[ ]
(7) that the river had become the more terrifying
because
she could acknowledge its terrors
and her relationship
with
because
it
[ J (9) was
her father
[ J (8) more distant
founded on a lie.

(iii) A sport psychologist is quoted in an article about addiction to exercise.

'We're all under a tremendous amount of pressure, from the media and from everyone
around us, to fit in with our society's idea of the body beautiful. Unfortunately for many
people the only way they can possibly achieve this ideal is through sustained and rigorous
exercise."
This [ J (10) is especially true for those who live their lives in the public eye ...

L
5 In the following extracts, the examples of ellipsis and substitution have not been
identified. Answer the questions about each extract.

Ellipsis and substitution

(i) On the tables of a cafe:

Every member of our Food Services Team shares one common aim - to
ensure that your visit here today is an enjoyable one.

I
(ii) From an article about the effect of music:

After a study that showed that fast music led to shoppers moving around a supermarket
more quickly than did slow music, a follow-up showed that fast music caused diners to
eat more quickly.
Another study showed a similar effect with fast music in a bar - drinking was quicker than
it was to slow music. In a cafeteria, diners took more bites per minute than they did to slow.
Playing classical music and a selection from the Top 40 in a wine cellar revealed
that people buy more expensive bottles to classical, while sad music in a stationery
shop led to a bigger purchase of greetings cards.
Sad music also led to people being more helpful than did other types.

(iii)

From an interview with ten- and eleven-year-old children:

Usually I forget some capital letters and punctuation, but this time I knew
it really mattered and I mustn't, and didn't.

I
(iv) This is from a book which describes the author's travels in Britain. 'Close' refers to
the houses which surround a cathedral.

I would probably forgive Salisbury anything as long as they never mess with the
Cathedral Close. There is no doubt in my mind that Salisbury Cathedral is the single
most beautiful structure in England and the close around it the most beautiful space.

(v) From an article about the problem of providing a meal for both children and adults.
There are three ways of dealing with the problem. One is to find a bland menu that
children eat happily and grown-ups grudgingly. The second is to cook whatever
you feel like eating and let the children fend for themselves.
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a Identify examplesof ellipsis and substitution (ignore personalpronounslike I and
they, but include the use of impersonalpronouns like one and it).
b Classifythe example(e.g.situationalellipsis;substitution of a that clausewith so).

c Explainand specify what informationis left out or implied.

Analysing course materials
The following is part of a text from an elementary level coursebook,where it is used
in presenting adverbs of frequency. It includes several examplesof ellipsis and
substitution.

LISA:
SADIE:
LISA:
SADIE:
LISA:
SADIE:
LISA:
SADIE:
LISA:
SADIE:
LISA:
SADIE:
LISA:
SADIE:
LISA:

Hey, Sadie, let's do this questionnaire.'Computer games.Are you
addicted?'
OK, then.
First question: Do you play computer games every day?
Not every day, no.
How often do you play?
Five or six times a week, I suppose.
That's nearly every day! Next question: Do you often play for a long time?
Yes, I do.
Do you always try to beat your top score?
Usually, but not always.
And if you can't play, do you feel anxious?
Anxious? No, of course I don't.
Are you sure? Never?
Well, sometimes, perhaps.
I think you've got a problem, Sadie.You're addicted.

I
a Identify the following features:
(i)

Ellipsisof a noun phrase.

(ii)

Ellipsisof an entire clause.

(iii) A word which substitutesan entire clause.
(iv) A questionwhich includesellipsisof an entire clause
b What does the word that stand for in That'snearly everyday?
c What ellipsis is indicated by Usually... always?
d What ellipsis is indicated by Never and sometimes?
e What other features of ellipsisand/or substitutionstrike you in the dialogue?
f

If you were using this text with an elementaryclass,would you drawyour students'
attention to any of these features?Whichones?Givereasonsfor your answers.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 a This conversationtook place betweenthree male friends in an Englishpub.

Among the key areas of common knowledgeare the measuresin which beer is

Ellipsis and substitution

served in pubs, the ritual of buying rounds, and C's habitual avoidance of buying
his round.
b The following is one of many ways in which this conversation might be rewritten:
A: Would you like another drink?

B: Yesplease. I'd like a lager.
A: Would you like a pint?

B: No thank you. I'd like half a pint.
C: I think it's my turn to buy a round.

A: It's about time you bought a round.
B: Since you frequently avoid buying a round /'IIchange my order from half a pint of
lager to a pint of lager.

2

A: Didn't see you yesterday.

B: [You] probably didn't want to.
A: Looked everywhere.

B: Not hard enough.
3 a [She] Couldn't resist boasting to herself, that was Mathilda's trouble.
[She] Put every damn thing on those miserable pages, then 1 read them over and over

again to remind herself how clever she was.
[She] Wouldn't have left out a triumph like this.
[They're on the] Top shelf of the library.
[They're] Disguised as the works of Willy Shakespeare!
[l('IO] Expect to hear from you on this in a couple of days or so.
[I'd be] Grateful if you'd treat it as a matter of urgency.
1

This omission of she is an example of how we often avoid repeating a subject
pronoun and is a case of textual rather than situational ellipsis.
b Only Gillespie uses ellipsis. In this context (i.e. in contrast to the speech of the
lawyer, in which there is no situational ellipsis) this gives an impression of haste and
gruffness.
4

(1) substitution/ellipsis: ... those people ...

(2) substitution/ellipsis: ... another rule of thumb ...
(3) substitution: the one=> the film ...
(4) ellipsis: ... isn't the one (i.e. the film) that makes up for all the dross you
saw last week.

(5) ellipsis: ... she had ...
(6) ellipsis: ... she ...
(7) ellipsis: ... she realised now ...
(8) ellipsis: ... had become ...
(9) substitution: it=> ... her relationship with her father
(10) substitution: This=> the only way they can possibly achieve this ideal is through
sustained and rigorous exercise (it could not be used here, as the first word in a
paragraph referring back to a general point in the previous paragraph).
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5

c

a
(i) an enjoyableone
r--t----------+---------·-------··------.,,----·

(ii) than did slow

substitution of
noun phrase

an enjoyable visit (i.e. this is indefinite
and singular)

substitution of a
predicate

slow music led to shoppersmoving
around a supermarket(note the
inversion: slow music did=> did sl=Jow. /
music)

r--t---------+-------+~

a follow-up [ ] showed ellipsis

a follow-up to this study

a similar effect [ ]

ellipsis

a similar effect to the effect discovered
in the previous study

than it was

substitution of
noun phrase

drinking

they did to

substitution of a
predicate

~

buy more expensive
bottles []

ellipsis

more expensive bottles of wine

to classical [ ]

ellipsis

to classical music

bigger purchase of
greetings cards [ ]

ellipsis

than happy music

than did other types

substitution of a
predicate

=} other types (of music) led to people
being helpful (note the inversion:other
types did=} did other types)

other types [ ]

ellipsis

other types of music

substitution of
noun phrase

One way of analysingthis is: it=>
(remembering)capital letters and
punctuation.Another way of interpreting
this is one that doesn't really involve
substitution; this time it matteredcan be
understood as an expressionwe use to
indicate that an occasion is important.

I mustn't []

ellipsis

forget capital letters and punctuation

and didn't ( ]

ellipsis

forget capital fettersandpunctuation

ellipsis (2)

and there is no doubt in my mind that
the close around it is the ...

ellipsis

in England

r--t---------+--------+--·--------·-------l

(iii) I knew it really

mattered

'

I

----------------,

[Ov)and (]

the close

Ir- around it [ ] the
:.· I the most beautiful

----------~

took

--

!~ace[]

I
--------;----------+-------------~
, (v) I One [ ]
ellipsis
iand[]grown-up_s_[_]__~-e-11-ip-si_s
____

!·

I
r

--,

One wayof dealingwith thisproblem
_,_th_a_t_g_ro_w_n_--up_s_e_a_t_g-ru_d_g-in_g

i grudgingly
Thesecond [ J is

1

ellipsis

The second wayof dealingwith this
problem

'------4-------------··---------+---------+-------------------I
/ and [ ] let
ellipsis
Thesecondway of dealingwith this

I
,

___ 1__________________________

-----------~-p_ro_b_le_m_is_._· ._ro_le_t
_.._.--------~

Ellipsisand substitution

Analysing course materials
a

(i)

How often do you play [computer games]? I Do you often play [computer games] for
a long time? I And if you can't play [computer games] ...

(ii)

[I play computer games] five or six times a week.

(iii)

Yes,I do. [Yes I often play [computer games] for a long time.]

(iv)

Are you sure [you don't feel anxious]?

b [Five or six times a week] is nearly every day.
c I usually try to beat my top score but I don't always try to beat my top score.
d Are you sure you never feel anxious? I sometimes feel anxious.
e Responses to this might include:
Are you addicted [to computer games]?
OK, then: (OK signifies agreement. then suggests 'in that case' - and leads to interesting
speculation about what it is that Sadie is referring to - the suggestion of addiction?)
First question:; Next question: [Here is/prepare yourself for the] first/next question.
Not every day: [I don't play computer games] every day.

I suppose [that I play computer games five or six times a week].
Do you feel anxious [about not being able to play computer games]?
Anxious? [Do I feel] anxious [about not being able to play computer games]?
You're addicted [to computer games].

f Answers to this question will depend on the students you are teaching, and what does
or doesn't cause them difficulty. In each case you could ask them what is 'missing'
(ellipsis) or what a substituted word stands for, teaching through further examples any
features that are not obvious to them. In terms of asking students to use any of these
features, at this level you might choose to focus firstly on short questions and short
answers to questions (e.g. Are you sure? rather than Are you sure [that] you don't feel
anxious?, Five or six times a week rather than I play computer games five or six times a
week or I don't rather than I don't feel anxious).
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Complex

sentences

Introduction
to PartD
Complex sentences generally cause particular problems for learners whose
first language is not closely related to English, and these problems relate to
comprehension as well as production. Teaching materials often neglect these
problems.

Main and subordinate clauses
Complex sentences are those which contain one or more subordinate clauses.
A main clause is a group of words that can stand on its own. It usually contains
at least a subject and a verb. This is sometimes called a 'simple sentence' or a
'finite sentence'.
A subordinate clause is a particular kind of group of words that we attach in
some way to a main clause.
In the previous four sentences:
• these are main clauses:

A main clause is a group of words
It usually contains at least a subject and a verb.
A subordinate clause is a particular kind of group of words
• these are subordinate clauses:

that can stand on its own.
that we attach in some way to a main clause.

Types of subordinate clause
Chapters 25-28 look at types of subordinate clause in isolation from each other.
In reality, not only do clauses of different types frequently occur together, but it
is often only because they are in combination that difficulties for learners arise.
Chapter 29 looks at the defining/non-defining distinction that can apply to a
range of clause types.
Chapter 30 looks at examples where different types of clause are integrated.
The Consolidation exercises for Chapter 30 thus also consolidate the content of
Chapters 25-29.
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We consider clause types under the following headings:

25

Finite adverbial
clauses

Theyleft when we arrived.

Noun clauses

I believe (that) he's coming tomorrow.
I don't know whether/why he's coming.

26

Relative
clauses

Theygave me a book, which I read in one sitting.
Theygaveme a book (that) they found in a
second-hand shop.

27

Non-finite
clauses

Theyfound an old man walking around in the dark.
Theyfound the solution without even thinking about it.

28

Defining
clauses

Mary's the girl (who's) talking to the old woman.

29

Non-defining
clauses

I found the solution, which made me feel much happier.

29

While I agree with you, manypeople don't.

Finite and non-finite clauses
Finite clauses contain a verb which is in a recognisable tense form (see
Chapters 10-17). Main clauses are normally finite. Some subordinate clauses
are also finite.
Non-finite clauses are those in which the verb, if there is one, is in an -ingor
infinitive form. Non-finite clauses are always subordinate (see Chapter28).

2

Finiteadverbial
clauses

asI said
despitethefactthatyou came
whenthe timeis right
sinceyou'rehere

Key considerations
Learners often find it more helpful to learn the meaning of particular
(subordinating) conjunctions and to practise using them appropriately than to
think explicitly in terms of adverbial clauses.
Although we may choose not to use the terms 'coordinating' and 'subordinating'
when we teach, learners need to understand that some conjunctions have a
coordinating function and that others are subordinating conjunctions. Equally,they
need to understand the difference between coordinated and subordinate clauses.
Learners need to know which subordinating conjunctions allow the adverbial
clause to come before the main clause.
Learners often find it easy to carry out exercises in which they have to insert
an appropriate conjunction, and they may find it easy to carry out exercises
where they combine two sentences into one consisting of a main clause and
a subordinate adverbial clause. They may still need a lot of encouragement,
however, to use subordinating conjunctions when they speak or (more
especially) write at greater length and more freely.

What are adverbial clauses?
What do they do?
Adverbial clauses are a category of subordinate clauses. They are linked to a
main clause and tell us something about the information in that main clause.
In this respect they are similar to adverbials.

,.I boughtthe tickets

j

withsome reservations.
1

Adverbial clauses start with a conjunction such as when, althoughor in orderthat.
These are known as subordinating conjunctions because (unlike the coordinating
conjunctions and, but and or)they link two clauses of unequal importance. Some
subordinating conjunctions consist of one word (e.g. after,although,as, before,if,
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once, since, though, when, whereas, while). Others consist of of two or more words
(e.g. as if, as soon as, as long as, in that, in order that, so that, such that).

We usually teach even though as a two-word conjunction, but we can combine
even with other conjunctions too (even if, even when). We can also combine just
with a number of conjunctions (e.g.just as,just as soon as,just when).

Other factors
Meaning
The following shows the main meanings expressed by subordinating
conjunctions (and therefore by the adverbial clauses themselves).

Time

after, as, as long as, as
soon as, before, once,
since, until, when, while

The children ran awayas soon as they heard
the windowsmash.

Place

in the same place as,
where, wherever

He wanted to stay where he had alwayslived.

Reason

as, because,that, since

I teach a lot of pronunciation because I think
it's important.

Manner

as if, as though

We staggeredhome as if we were drunk.

Contrast

although, despite the fact He did what I askedhim although he looked
that, even though, though, very sullen about it.
whereas,while

Condition

as long as, given that, if,
provided that, unless

I don't go out of the house if it's raining.

Purpose

in order that, so that

The teachersarrivedearly in order that they
could decorate the hall before the party.

Result

so, so that

I damagedthe car so that now it's verydifficult
to open the door.

Some conjunctions can express more than one meaning (and so occur in more
than one of the boxes above).

~~ason

I refuse to buy the children presentssince theyget so many from other people.

Some conjunctions are very similar in meaning (e.g. as, because and since).
Others, although generally similar, are not interchangeable. For example, we
can use both while and although to express contrast in the context of expressing
opinions or making reservations, but when we express general contrasts we can
use although but we can't use while.
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While/Although I agree with you up to a point, I do think that thereare other
factors we ought to take into account.

She won the prize, although no one thought she could do it.
The conjunctions of time, in particular, express different kinds of meaning. The
following table shows some of the most important of these .

(1) Simultaneous
events

.(

.(

(2) Non-simultaneous

./

./

(3) Immediate
sequence

./

./

(4) Duration

./

./

(5) No duration

./

./

.(

./

(6) 'Time before'

.(

./

./

./

(7) 'Time after'

./

(8) Extending to the
present

./

(1) Marion watched TV when/as/while I did the ironing.
I did the ironing as/when/while Marion watched TV.

(2) I left as soon as I saw Carla.

She waited until the phone rang.
She has been ecstaticsince the phone rang.
Ihey had finished when we arrived.
(3) left as soon as/when I saw Carla.
(4) Marion watched TV when/as/while I did the ironing.
I did the ironingas/when/while Marion watched TV.

She waited until the phone rang.
She has been ecstaticsince the phone rang.
(5) He left as I arrived.

He left when I arrived.
(6) She waited until the phone rang.

(7) & (8) She has been ecstaticsince the phone rang.
As long as suggests that the duration of the event described lasted only for a
particular period of time.

I'll stay with you as long as you need me - but no longerthan that!
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Once generally suggests completion - the achievement of some kind of goal.
You can start doing gentle exercise once the stitches have been removed.

The order of clauses
Many conjunctions allow us to reverse the order of the main clause and the
adverbial clause. We generally put the clause which contains any information
we can take for granted first. The clause which contains the new or more
important information generally comes second.
Even though they cost more than I wanted to pay, I bought the tickets.
I bought the tickets even though they cost more than I wanted to pay.

Other conjunctions normally only come after the main clause. These include
where, as if, as though, in order that, so that.
He wanted to stay where he had always lived. NOT *Where he had always lived
he wanted to stay.
We staggered home as if we were drunk.
home.

NOT

*As ifwe were drunk we staggered

Punctuation
When the subordinate clause comes before the main clause, it is usually
separated from the main clause by a comma.
Although it's very late, I still want to go home.

Tense and time conjunctions
After time conjunctions we use present tenses to refer to the future.
I'll call you as soon as he arrives.
Before you come in, please take off your shoes.

When we refer to events in the past, the precise information contained in the
conjunction itself can also affect the tenses used. For example, after and before
contain precise information about the sequence of events and so we don't need
to rely on the tenses to provide this information. We can use the past simple
tense in both clauses.
Your daughter left before you woke up.
When doesn't indicate the order in which things happened so we often need
to use the past perfect in order to show that something happened before
something else.
Your daughter had left when you woke up.
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Two-part conjunctions
In English we usually use only one conjunction to link two clauses - for
example, it is necessary to remove since or so from the following sentence:
*Since the weather had turned extremely cold so we decided not to go out.

However, the following conjunctions are exceptions to this: not only ... but
(also), so/such ... that, either ... or.
He not only brought the Christmas tree and all the decorations, but he also
brought a pile of presents for the children.
The players were so excited that they ran round the field hugging each other.
They had such a stressful day that they turned on the TV as soon as they got
home and watched rubbish all night.
You can either bring the report round tonight or I'll pick it up tomorrow.

We sometimes use then after

if to emphasise

the conditional meaning.

If I'd seen the red lights, then I would've stopped, wouldn't I?

'Reduced' adverbial clauses
no11.f1rntc
clJuscs
pp 3B5. t,18

We leave the subject and the verb be (e.g. are, was, have been) out of adverbial
clauses when the subject is the same as the subject of the main clause.
This results in 'reduced' clauses, which are also examples ofnon-finite clauses.
Present participle clause

present
p:i11iciple
C1,lUSeS,

r1s1st
pa1tic1p'e
cl.1usesp 419
~·crb!css
ci..JUSt:S

p ft21

I happened to catch your radio programme while [ Jdriving home. (... while
[I was] drivinghome)
Past participle clause
Even though [ Jbadly damaged in places, the chest fetched £3,500 at
auction. (Even though [it had been] badly damaged ...)
Verbless clause
Once [ Jfinally under way, the ship quickly made up for lost time. (Once
{itwas] finally under way ...)

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Learners sometimes fail to recognise subordinating conjunctions and/or the
relationships that they express (e.g. contrast, reason, purpose), particularly
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when they are listening to English. Their problems may be partly due to
unconscious (and mistaken) expectations about:
• the order of clauses (e.g. they may expect subordinate clauses always to
follow main clauses).
• the position of conjunctions (e.g. they may expect the conjunction to
separate the two clauses or to introduce the main clause).
• pronunciation (e.g. they may eXl)ect conjunctions to be pronounced more
clearly, and may fail to hear weakened forms such as fa/ in /-;;,su:n-;;,z/
- as
soon as).

Speaking and writing
Over-using coordinating conjunctions
Learners sometimes need encouragement and guidance to help them to use
subordinating conjunctions and adverbial clauses. They may play safe, using
a small number of coordinating conjunctions, and ordering clauses in a strict
chronological sequence. The following example of a student's work illustrates this.

We went to Charing Cross Pier at the correct time but the boat didn't come so we
waited but it still didn't come and we went to the station and we caught a train. We
arrived in Greenwich and then we learned that the museum closed at 5.00 and we had

ten minutes in the exhibition and we had some drinks by the river and we took the train
back to Charing Cross Station.

Choosing inappropriate subordinating conjunctions
Learners sometimes choose the wrong conjunction, perhaps influenced by
their own language. In the following, for example, the learner has used in case
as though it meant if:

*In case the new Le Carre novel is published when you're in England, can you
buy me a copy, and I'll pay you back.
Learners may also 'create' conjunctions - the following use of even (in place of
even though or even if) is particularly common:
*I'll do it for him even he can't afford to pay for it.
Leaving out conjunctions
Learners sometimes leave out conjunctions. When this happens, we can
sometimes work out from the context what relationship between the clauses is
intended (e.g. contrast, reason, time). In the following, for example, the context

·.
····:··
complex
sentences
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would help us to understand whether the missing conjunction were if, after, as
soon as or something else:

*Hearrives. We'll eat.
Repeating conjunctions

Although some conjunctions are used in pairs (e.g. not only ... but), we
usually use only one conjunction to link two clauses. Some learners (perhaps
influenced by their own language) may be inclined to use two conjunctions
instead of one.

*Althoughhejoined the class late but he caught up quickly.
*Becausehe arrived at the airport earlyso he took an earlierflight.
Using prepositions as conjunctions

Learners may use linking prepositions as though they were conjunctions.

*1heybrought us a present despite they'vegot no money. (although they've got
no money I despite having no money)
*VeryJew people turned up at the exhibition due to our publicity was so late.
(because our publicity was so late I due to the late publicity)

Finite adverbial clauses

Consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
1 Look at the list of conjunctions which follows.

although, as, as long as, as soon as, even though, since, while, until
a Divide them into groups according to the general meanings they express (e.g. time,
reason, purpose). Some of them can belong to more than one group.
b Within each group, what differences in meaning are there between the different
conjunctions?

c What particular problems would you expect learners to have in using any of these
conjunctions appropriately?
2 Look at the following pairs of sentences.

I

(i) I was terribly hungry. I started eating before you got here.
(ii) My mother left school when she was thirteen. She has had a very successful
career as a writer.

a Join each pair together using as many conjunctions as you can (you can change the
order of the clauses if you wish).
b What differences do the different conjunctions make to the meaning of the
sentences?

Language in context
1 The first extract that follows is from a novel and describes a character called Stephen

spotting someone he knows through a restaurant window. The three sentences
below are all from an article about getting connected to the Internet. Subordinating
conjunctions have been omitted from the extracts.

Stephen was halfway through lunch at a seat in the window __
(1) he saw a
familiar figure bustle past, her head lowered, with a basket on her arm. Her face
was concealed by a scarf but he recognized her by her walk and the tartan sash at
her waist.
(2) he pushed back his
He left some coins spinning on the table __
chair and went out into the street. He saw her disappear from the corner of the
square and go down a narrow side street. He ran to catch her up. He drew level
__
(3) she was pulling the bell handle outside a double door with flaking
green paint.

__
(4) you've got your modem installed, you'll need to open an account with
an Internet service provider.
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_
(5) the sleazy
and the
on the Net,
what is often
content
is simply good fun.

--

outlandish
ignored

is

both have a presence
that
much of its

(6) you can buy modems very cheaplythese days, the key factor is speed.

a Choose the most appropriate conjunction to fill each of the gaps:

although, as,just as, once, when, while
b Briefly justify your choice by referring to the context and the meaning expressed by
the conjunction you have chosen.
2 The following is part of the Introduction to the published diaries of the British actor and
comedian Kenneth Williams, who died in 1988. This passage describes Williams' voice
and discusses his tendency to 'ad lib' or say things that were not in his script. Read the
passage and answer the questions that follow it.

His vocal agility was Williams' outstanding gift, and so dominant that it almost
unbalanced him as a performer. In his early days as a concert-party artist for
Combined Services Entertainments, he specialised in imitations of voices, both
male and female. When he progressed to the 'legitimate' stage, the question
'Which voice shall I use?' continued to determine his approach to each new role.
But once he hit on a vocal register, he did not necessarily stick to it. He might
shift from tone to tone, and from a languorous delivery to an agitated jabber,
much as he did in conversation.
While still a beginner in repertory, he felt he should be given the licence to
let his own qualities as an entertainer show through the allotted part: he called it
'personality playing'. It clearly unnerved some directors, who were apt to take him
aside and question him as to the seriousness of his commitment to the theatre.
Later on, in his West End roles, Williams would become a notorious ad-libber.
As his autobiography shows, he remained proud of his exercise of this privilege,
even when it ruined a scene or a sketch or a working relationship. Naturally he
raged at anyone else who departed from the script, arguing, probably rightly
in many cases, that they were simply no good at it. Williams had many of
the instincts of the music-hall comedian. He knew about laughs. When there
\vere no laughs, or when a director aimed for a straight-faced reading of a scene
where laughs would otherwise have been available, he became troubled and
troublesome.

a Identify a two-part conjunction.
b Identify a 'reduced' adverbial clause. What words have been left out?
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c Identify a sentence which includes two adverbial clauses with subordinating
conjunctions.

d Identify two sentences in which an adverbial clause with a subordinating conjunction
follows the main clause.
e Identify three sentences in which a main clause follows a single finite adverbial clause
with a subordinating conjunction.

f

Which of the conjunctions in the passage are modified in some way (e.g. in just as, as
is modified by just)?

g In all these sentences you have identified, consider whether any alternative
conjunctions could have been used, and whether these would have changed the
meaning of the sentence at all.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
1 a Time:

Contrast:

as, as long as, as soon as, since, until, while
although, even though, while

Reason:

as, since

Condition:

as long as

b Time:
As long as describes something that continued (only) for the same length of time as
something else.

As soon as describes something that happens immediately before something else.
While describes something (with duration) that happened at the same time as
something else.
Since describes the starting point for something that continues until now.
As is similar in meaning to while but doesn't necessarily involve duration.
Until describes something that happened that marked the end of something else.
Contrast:

Eventhough and although are similar in meaning, but even though always expresses a
high degree of contrast, introducing something that we wouldn't normally expect.

Although sometimes expresses a reservation about something. We couldn't use even
though in this context.
While usually introduces an opinion or point of view expressing partial
agreement.
Reason:

Since and as are largely interchangeable as conjunctions of reason.
Condition:
We use as long as to express a strong degree of reservation, suggesting only if ...
c Given the fine distinctions in meaning between conjunctions which express the same
general meaning (e.g. between as, while and as long as), it is not surprising that learners
sometimes confuse them. It is unlikely that their own languages make precisely the
same distinctions, and it is only through repeated noticing of how the conjunctions
are used that learners can really build up a sense of what they can and can't express.
learners may also miss off one or more of the words in rnultiword conjunctions (for
example using eveninstead of eventhough,or as soon instead of as soon as).
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2 a, b The following are possible combinations:
(i) I was terribly hungry and started eating before you got here.

And expressesthe order in which the events happened. The fact that one thing was
the reason for the other is only implied.
I was terriblyhungry so I started eating before you got here.
No distinction is made between the importance of the two events.

I started eating beforeyou got here because/since/as I was terriblyhungry
Here,the clauseexpressingreasonis a justificationof the action (startedeating).Thekey
informationis in the mainclause(I startedeating).
(ii) My mother left school when she was thirteen but has had a verysuccessfulcareer

as a writer.
My mother has had a verysuccessfulcareer as a writer but left school whenshe was
thirteen.
The two clauses in each of these sentencescontain information of equal importance.
We order the clauses so that what we think of as the 'surprising factor' comes
second, after the conjunction.

Although/even though/despite the fact that she has had a verysuccessfulcareer
as a writer,my mother left school whenshe was thirteen.
Although/even though/despite the fact that she left school whenshe was
thirteen, my mother has had a verysuccessfulcareer as a writer.
In these sentences,the conjunctions introduce the 'supporting information'.The key
point is expressed in the main clause.
In these cases,where there is a naturally surprising relationship between the
information in the two clauses,choosing one of these subordinating conjunctions
rather than another makes little difference to the overall meaningof the sentence.
My mother has had a verysuccessfulcareeras a writer although/even though/
despite the fact that she left school whenshe was thirteen.
Choosing one conjunction rather than another makes little difference to meaning.

My mother left school whenshe was thirteenalthough/even though/despite the
fact that she has had a verysuccessfulcareeras a writer.
In this sentence,there is a senseof assertingthe truth about 'when my motherleft
school' - the speaker is talking to someonewho is familiar with this information
but is sceptical about it In this case,eventhoughand despitethe fact that are more
appropriate than the less forceful although.

Language in context
a,b
(1)

when:

(2) as:

(3) just

simultaneousevents. No duration is involvedin saw.As can't be used to
introduce something that interrupts a longer event.
simultaneousevents.No duration is involvedin saw.Whencould also be
used but might suggest that one action followed the other rather than
that they were simultaneous.

as:

just highlights the precisecoincidenceof timings
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(4) Once:

Once suggests that some Kind of achievement is involved. When could
also be used but wouldn't carry this implication.

(5) While:

The first clause expresses a reservation which is effectively discounted
in the second clause. Although could also be used.

(6) Although:

The two clauses suggests a general contrast.

2 a

... and so dominant that ...

b While [he was] still a beginner ...

c When there were no laughs, or when a director aimed for ...
d

... much as he did in conversation ... even when it ruined a scene ...

e When he progressed to the 'legitimate' stage ... But once he hit on a vocal register ...
As his autobiography shows ...

f

much as he did in conversation ... even when it ruined a scene ...

g When he progressed to the 'legitimate' stage ... After or once could be used here,
but both conjunctions are more specific in their meaning, after suggesting that there
might be a time lapse between the two events, and once suggesting some kind of
achievement of a goal.
Similarly, when or after could replace once in once he hit on a vocal register .... The
connotations would be slightly different (as in the previous example).
When could replace while in While still a beginner ... , but this would take away the
suggestion of duration implied in while.

If could replace when in the last three examples where this conjunction occurs.
However, this would take away the sense of these occasions as factual events.

26 Noun clause·s

thatyou didn'tknow
whetheror notyou wantto
whyit didn'twork
whatweall need

Key considerations
Many learners find it easy to construct noun clauses in controlled exercises but
when they speak and write may both over-use them and make mistakes in their
construction.
We often leave out the conjunction that at the beginning of noun clauses or
pronounce it so weakly that learners don't hear it. Some learners may fail to
understand the structure and meaning of sentences when this has been left out
or 'swallowed'. They may welcome a lot of help and guidance in spotting where
it is implied in real conversation and text.

What are noun clauses?
What do they do?
These clauses are known as noun clauses because they can often take the place
of nouns (or noun phrases) in a sentence.

I don't know the time.
I don't know when he's coming.
In some grammars noun clauses are considered as types of direct object. Like
direct objects, they often contain the most important information in the sentence.
In some grammars, infinitive and-ingforms which follow transitive verbs are
considered as noun clauses. In this book they are dealt with separately (in Chapter 12).

.....
.··.
reporteci

One common use of noun clauses is in reporting what someone has said or written .

speech

What do they look like?

pp 257
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Noun clauses are subordinate clauses which generally follow the main clause
and are linked to it by one of the following (kinds of) conjunctions:
Question words:

I don't know when he's coming.

if or whether:

I don't know whether I want to go out.

that:

I don't know that he's here yet.

Types of noun clause
Noun clauses derived from questions
These clauses contain an implicit question and the conjunction we use is either
a question word (where, what, when, etc.) or ifor whether.
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Question words:

I have no idea where I put it.

if:

Do you remember

whether:

They wonder whether you need help.
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if you left it anywhere?

Sentences containing these clauses are sometimes classed as indirect
questions.

That clauses
The term 'that clause' is potentially misleading because we can leave out the
conjunction that and we often do:

indirect
questions
p 264

I'm sure (that) I had it earlier.

When we leave out the conjunction that, we sometimes refer to the clause
as a 'contact (noun) clause'. As in most course materials, we use the term
'that clause' here to refer to the type of clause that can be introduced by that,
whether or not the conjunction is actually used.
We often use that clauses after adjectives and nouns which express:
• feelings, e.g. angry, disappointed(adjectives);/eeling,

sensation (nouns).

• mental states, e.g. convinced, determined (adjectives); conviction, hunch,
idea (nouns).
• necessity, e.g. crucial, essential (adjectives); importance, necessity (nouns).
• some aspect of possibility, fact or truth, e.g. likely, probable, certain, sure,
true (adjectives); possibility, certainty,fact (nouns).
We also use them after verbs which:
• express feelings, e.g.feel, sense.
• express mental states, e.g. believe, learn, think.
• we use to report what someone says or writes, e.g. mention, say, tell.
Adjectives:

I'm pleased (that) you were able to come.

Nouns:

I had a hunch (that) you'd call.

Verbs:

They believe (that) they are right.

We can also use that clauses as complements.
The point I want to make is that we're in trouble.

····:··
main clauses

Sentence position
Although they usually follow the main clause, a noun clause can form part of
the main clause, acting as the subject or complement of a verb.

p 384

SUbJeCtS
p 297
complements
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Whether I want to go out or not needn't concern you.
That you love me is irrelevant.
The issue is what time you're coming back.

····:=·
pseudo~clett
sentences

p 321

We also use noun clauses as complements in pseudo-cleft sentences.
Verbs in that clauses: present simple, base form and
should + bare infinitive
After certain adjectives (e.g. crucial, essential and important) and certain verbs
(e.g. insist, recommend, suggest) we can choose from three forms of the verb
(without significantly altering the meaning).

Present simple:

It is crucial (that} she comes.
I insisted (that) she submits her assignments on time.

Base form:

It is crucial (that} she come.

I insisted (that) she submit her assignments on time.
These examples are sometimes explained in terms of should being left out.
base form
p 170
shouldp 162

should:

It is crucial (that) she should come.

I insisted (that) she should submit her work on time.

Pronunciation of that
When we use that as a conjunction we almost always pronounce it as a
weak form (/O;)t/), i.e. very softly and very rapidly, barely articulating the
consonants.

When we leave that out
We use that more in writing than in speaking, but we only really have
to use that in long, complicated sentences where we need to signal the
structure of the syntax explicitly in order to make our message clear. For
example, the following would be a lot more difficult to understand if we
removed that.

The reason that you are receiving your second warning is because you have
again openly communicated to the staff that you disagree with corporate
policy that you agreed to in a meeting that you attended.

Noun clauses
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Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
Leaving out that
When we leave that out of that noun clauses, learners sometimes fail to

understand the structure and meaning of the sentence. The more often that is
left out, the more problematic it is to understand the sentence. The sentence that
follows, for instance, would be easier to understand if that had been included:
Did you hear [ Jthe boss said [Jsomebody's going to be appointed who doesn't
know [ Jpeople are being made redundant?
Question-word noun clauses

Learners may also associate question words so firmly with questions that they
are confused by what initially appears to them to be a question.
I don't know where he is.

They may also associate if so firmly with conditional sentences that they are
confused by what initially appears to them to be conditional.
I have often wondered ifhe was gay.

Speaking and writing
Over-using noun clauses

In English many different kinds of clause can follow verbs, adjectives and
nouns, and some learners consistently over-use noun clauses in contexts where
some other kind of clause is correct or is more natural:
*They want that we swap our offices around. (instead of want us to swap ...)
(*)ls there any possibility that you get the work finished by this afternoon?
(instead of Can you get ... ?)
Word order

Learners often use the word order of questions (i.e. they put an auxiliary verb
before the subject) in noun clauses which are introduced by a question word.
(*)Doyou know when is he coming? (instead of when he is coming?)

They may also leave out if or whether, and may use the word order of questions.
(*)Ican't remember did he speak to me. (instead of remember if (whether) he
spoke to me.)

We usually teach that we need to use the standard word order of statements in
noun clauses. However, native speakers also sometimes use this word order,
and (at least in speech) most people consider this acceptable. So, many teachers

.....
:.
..
complex
sentences
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ignore such mistakes unless learners make them systematically when they
write. The following (in which learners have placed the subject of the noun
clause at the end of the clause) are, however, more categorically wrong.

*Ican't see what is doing anyone.
*Iwant to know when will begin it.
Stressing that

We normally never stress that when we use the word as a conjunction. Learners,
however, may stress the word and their listeners may be confused, thinking
that the learner is using that as a demonstrative adjective (e.g.I remember THAT
Michael) or as a pronoun (e.g. I remember THAT.).

*Iremember THAT Michael came round to see us very earlyone day.
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Consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 Many of the following sentences contain noun clauses.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Do you know where he is?
I can't believe he said that!
She didn't know if he was coming.
She would meet him if he was coming.
What they did was completely unfair.
I'd like you to prepare me something that is typical of your country.

a Identify the noun clauses.

b Identify any other clauses which resemble noun clauses (e.g. conditional clauses or
relative clauses).
2 Read the following extracts and answer the questions that follow.
(i) Extract from a book describing a journey around Britain using public transport:

I was mildly astounded to discover that many substantial communities had no rail
services at all - Marlborough, Devizes and Amesbury to name but three.

(ii) From an interview in which someone talks about the singer Peter Pears:

That he was a great man, and in a way a great human being, is beyond doubt,
but he had foibles like all of us.

(iii) From an account by the journalist John McCarthy of his imprisonment (he and his
cellmate have just caught a glimpse of McCarthy's girlfriend on TV):

We talked
over the remaining
shots
trying
to tie the words
to the pictures.
The fact
that
the story
should
be on the
news the one night
we'd risked
a look,
was amazing.
It had
to mean something,
had to be a good omen. Yet the hard
fact was that
nobody knew what had happened
to us. We were
excited
that Jill
was getting
something
going and taking
the
Thatcher
government
to task.
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a

Identify noun clauses in these extracts.

b In each case, explain why the noun clauses are used (rather than some other construction).
3 The following is adapted from the diary entry of an actor. The expression 'appear on
boards' refers to acting in the theatre.

Siobhan McKenna told me John Fernald had written to her saying her performance
was a travesty, and he had been greatly hurt by hearing she had adversely criticised his
production. Fernald must be psychopathic I think, to write such things to anyone that
has to appear on boards. She kept saying I must not tell a soul about the Jetter, and I said
I wouldn't. Of course I shall.

a Identify the noun clauses in the text.

b Rewrite these, inserting that wherever it is possible to do so.
c

Consider what difference (if any) this makes to the readability of the text.

d Speculate as to how many of these conjunctions were used in the text as originally written.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 a The following are noun clauses: (i) wherehe is (ii) he said that! (iii) if he wascoming
(v) What they did
b The sentences also contain one conditional clause: (iv) if he was coming and one
relative clause: (vi) that is typical ...

2 a,b
(i)

that many substantialcommunitieshad no rail servicesat all: this follows the verb
discover.

(ii)

That he was a great man: beyonddoubt functions like an adjective. We would generally
say It is beyonddoubt that ... Here the noun clause is fronted. The following is also an
implied noun clause: [that he was] a great human being.

(iii)

that the story should be on the news:this noun clause follows the noun fact and is
embedded within a complex noun phrase.
that nobodyknew:this follows the noun fact.
what had happened to us:the noun clause what had happenedfollows the verb know
and is embedded within another noun clause.
that Jill wasgetting somethinggoing: this follows the adjective excited
The following is also an implied noun clause: [that Jill was] taking the Thatcher

government to task.
3 a

The following are noun clauses:

John Fernaldhad written to her .. .
her performance was a travesty.. .
he had been greatly hurt ...
she had adverselycriticised ...
I must not tell a soul ...
I wouldn't
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Fernaldmust be psychopathic is also a noun clause (I think (that) Fernaldmust be
psychopathic), but can't be introduced by that in this 'fronted' position .
. . . that has to appear on boards is a relative clause, not a noun clause.
b that can be inserted at the beginning of each of these clauses

c The only case in which that seems to make much difference to the readability
of the text is before he had been greatly hurt. This is the only clause that doesn't
immediately follow a reporting verb, and without that it is not immediately apparent
whether this is a fact as reported by the author or whether it is something John
Fernald asserted in his letter.

d that occurs at the beginning of each clause in the original text.

whoarrived
thatmattered
whichI thoughtwouldbreak
who{m)weliked

27 Relative
clauses
Key considerations

Long before we expect or require learners to use relative clauses, we can help
them to recognise and understand them by systematically drawing their
attention to where and why they are used in real conversation and texts. Native
English-speaking teachers often underestimate the difficulty that relative
clauses can pose for comprehension.
Course materials often introduce relative clauses only at late intermediate
or advanced levels, and may expect the students to learn all the important
features together. In fact we can teach relative clauses bit by bit, starting at
quite low levels where, for example, learners can use them to identify people in
response to the question Who ... ?
Who's Mary? - She's the person who's dancing. She's the person who's getting
into a car.

Although course materials often consider the distinction between defining
and non-defining clauses only in the context of relative clauses, this
distinction is fundamental to many types of clause and is dealt with in detail
in Chapter 29.
Indeed, it is easy to confuse learners unnecessarily by teaching general features
of clause construction such as ellipsis and 'defining' versus 'non-defining' at
the same time as teaching relative clauses. Students can learn these general
features beforehand and in simpler grammatical contexts.

What are relative clauses?
What do they do?
Relative clauses describe or provide information about something or someone
that we have usually already specified.
I like working with students who appreciate what I do. (who ... refers to
students)
Her husband died, which was the beginning of her depression. (which ...
refers to Her husband died)

Relative clauses are similar in function to adjectives.
I like working with students who appreciate what I do./with appreciative
students.
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Relative clauses also enable us to combine clauses without repeating things,
e.g. instead of saying:
I tried to help a child. The child was crying her eyes out.

we say:
I tried to help a child who was crying her eyes out.

and instead of saying:
I had to translate the whole text. Translating the whole text was difficultfor me.

we say:
I had to translate the whole text, which was difficult for me.

We sometimes use relative clauses in order to identify things (or people) - to
distinguish them from other, similar things (or people).
Mancunians aren't people who live in Manchester; they're people who were
born there.

We also use relative clauses to define or describe qualities after we have used a
'vague' noun such as thing or stuff.
The thing I liked best was the singing.

What do they look like?
Sometimes we can recognise relative clauses because they begin with a relative
pronoun such as which or that, but often it is only their sentence position and
what the context tells us about their function that enables us to identify them.
Where do they come in sentences?
Relative clauses usually follow whatever they qualify, so they come immediately
after the main clause if they qualify the whole of the clause or the last part of it.
The bus came at last, which was an enormous relief
I like working with students who appreciate what I do.

They are embedded in the main clause if they qualify the subject.
People who know several foreign languages make better language teachers.

Relative clauses are also known as 'adjective' ('adjectival') or 'attributive' clauses.

Relative pronouns
What are relative pronouns?
The following words can act as relative pronouns: that, which, who, what,
whom, whose, where, when, why.
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Learners may be confused by the fact that all the words we can use as relative
pronouns can be used for other purposes too:
• who, whose and which can introduce questions.
• that can refer to specific things (that man) or stand in place of them (give
me that).

When do we have to use a relative pronoun?
Possessive meaning: whose
Whose usually combines with the word or words which follow it to become
the subject of the relative clause, and can't be left out. It stands in place of a
possessive form (e.g. our, Shirley's). Instead of saying:
Relative clauses may create problems for learners. Their first language is not
closely related to English.

we say:
Relative clauses may create problems for learners whose first language is not
closely related to English.

s

If we can use to denote possession, we can also use whose in a relative clause.
However, we use whose as a relative pronoun more widely than we use 's.

a shirt label~ a shirt whose label ...
the roof of the house~ the house whose roof ...
The relative pronoun as subject of the relative clause: who, which, that
The verb in a relative clause needs to have a subject.

i Object

I

•1tried to help

i

II

a child i

Subject
-

i Verb

I, wascrying. I\

A child is the object of help, and can't function also as the subject of the next
clause. We need to use a relative pronoun in order to provide a subject.

Subject

! Verb
I

who (that) I wascrying.

····::·

This rule is generally expressed as 'if a relative pronoun is the subject of a
relative clause we can't leave it out'. When the relative pronoun is the subject
of a clause, we choose between who, which or that. See opposite for further
information about choosing between them.
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When can we leave out a relative pronoun?
We can choose whether or not to use a relative pronoun when the verb in the
relative clause already has a subject. I and we are subjects of the relative clauses
in the following sentences.

I tried to help a child

(that) I found in the street.

Paris is a city

(thaV we always go back to.

This rule is usually expressed as 'we can leave out a relative pronoun if it is the
object of a relative clause'. We often refer to relative clauses where there is no
relative pronoun as 'contact' (relative) clauses.
We leave out optional relative pronouns in speaking more than in writing, and
only when the sentence is simple enough not to need them in order to signpost
the grammar. For example, we would be unlikely to leave out that in the
following report of a telephone message.
He said he had put your keys in a box that you'll find somewhere on a shelf
that you apparently put up for him in the garage.

How do we choose which relative pronoun to use?
General considerations

In choosing which relative pronoun to use we need to ask:
• does the relative pronoun ref er back to a person or to a thing?
• does it refer to a possessive relationship?
• does it refer to or stand in for a place, a time or the reason for something?

who, which and that
If the subject of the relative clause is a person, we can use who but not which.
I'd like to give these blankets to people who really need them.
If the subject of the relative clause is a thing we use which but not who.

Are you going to throw out the food which has gone off?

We can use that in place of who and which in these examples.

that
We can use that in defining clauses to replace any relative pronoun except
whose. This is especially common in American English.

defining

clauses p 433

Was it the day that/when I saw you for the first time?
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whom
We can use whom instead of who to link a relative clause to a main clause when
the relative pronoun is not the subject of the relative clause.
Is that the person who/whom you invited?

We use whom mainly in formal contexts, and in spoken English it may seem
pedantic. We often leave it out or use that instead.

where, when and why
We sometimes use question words as relative pronouns.
Is this the room where the murder happened?
I remember a day when we all went for a picnic.
I want to know the reason why you came here.

We may need to add a preposition if we leave these out or use that instead.
Is that the room [that] the murder happened in?

what
We use what as a relative pronoun to mean 'the thing(s) that'.
Give him what he wants.

Other factors

····;:·
punctuation
pp 437-8

Punctuation
Some relative clauses simply provide information which is additional to the
information in the main clause (non-defining relative clauses). We generally
use a comma to separate these clauses from the main clause.
She gave the uneaten food to the children, who cooed with delight.

Some relative clauses identify something from other, similar things (defining
relative clauses). In this case we don't use a comma to separate the clauses.
Ihe child who was crying eventually found her mother.

We normally use a comma before a relative clause that qualifies the whole of
the main clause and although learners may come across examples where this
comma is missing, it makes sense to teach that it should be there.
11zebus came at last, which was an enormous relief

Position of prepositions
We use particular prepositions with particular verbs and expressions (e.g. listen
to, speak to).

Relative clauses
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When we use these verb/preposition combinations in relative clauses, the
preposition usually comes at the end of the clause.
That's the person I spoke to.
Have you got the weapon she was attacked with?

Some people dislike placing the preposition at the end of a clause and may
avoid this through introducing the relative pronoun and by placing the
preposition before it.
That's the person to whom I spoke.
Have you got the weapon with which she was attacked?

This is particularly common in formal, written English. We use whom after
prepositions rather than who (NOT* ... the person to who I spoke.)
the

We often use the to introduce the information that relative clauses qualify, and
learners generally learn that this is necessary. As in the following example, the
alerts us to expect a relative clause, identifying which person the speaker is
talking about.
Do you know the person who just left the room?

We use the to signal that the clause that follows is going to specify which thing
or person we are referring to.
While the 'rule' that we use the before relative clauses is a useful rule of thumb,
it is not watertight. At some point, we need to ensure that our students
recognise and understand the function of clauses without the. We don't use the,
for example, when the relative clause identifies a category or class of people or
things, or refers to 'one among two or more'.
People who live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones.

This defines a category of people, i.e. those who live in glass houses.
I saw a man who I was once on a course with yesterday.

This identifies one among the several men on my course.

'Reduced' relative clauses
When a relative pronoun is followed by a form of the verb be (e.g. is, was, has
been), we often leave out both the pronoun and this (part of the) verb. The result
is a non-finite verbless or participle clause, and can cause difficulty for learners
in understanding the sentence.

····:··
reduced
relativeclauses
pp 334, 369
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Let's discussonly issues[which are]relevantto the topicon the
agenda.
Participle clause: The house [whichwas]broken into last week has been
boarded up.
We don't speak to the people [who are]living in the cottages.

Verbless clause:
non-finite
clauses p 418
participle
clauses p 419
verbless
clauses p 421

In these cases we make an exception to the rule that we can't leave out a relative
pronoun when it is the subject of a clause.

Typical difficulties for learners

complex
sentences
pp 1142-3

Comprehension
Learners whose first languages are very different from English may have
particular difficulty in recognising and understanding relative clauses.
Comprehension is a problem particularly when relative pronouns are left out.
Learners may not only fail to understand the message, but may be baffled by the
structure of the sentence if they try to analyse it.

Theparcel [ ] somebody left still hasn't been claimed.
Languages [ ] we don't know always seem to be spokenfast.
Problems of comprehension are compounded when the relative clause is
reduced through ellipsis.

Thedrivers of the cars [ J crashed into never got compensation. ([which got])
Theperson [ J arrested escaped. ([who had been])
Speaking and writing
Using unnecessary pronouns

When we use relative clauses we have to leave out subject and object pronouns
that refer back to what we are describing or qualifying. This is because the
relative pronoun itself refers back to this.
Learners sometimes use the pronouns as they would if the two clauses were
separate sentences.

*Isaw a wonderfulfilm which it was a tragicstory.(which was a tragic story)
*Amaralis the name of the man who she married him. (man (who/whom) she
married)

Relative clauses

Using the wrong relative pronoun

The most common mistakes in this category are using:
• what instead of that.
• who to ref er to things.
• which to refer to people.
Many native speakers use what as a relative pronoun instead of that, but this
is not standard English. Learners may use what inappropriately for things by
analogy with the (correct) use of who for people.
*That is the problem what I have to understand.
Some European languages (e.g. French) use a different pronoun according to
whether it is the subject or object of the relative clause, but make no distinction
according to whether the clause qualifies a person or a thing. Speakers of these
languages are particularly prone to make mistakes like the following.
*I want a car who is more reliable than my old one.
*Itis about a boy and girl which fell in love.
Not all mistakes in choosing relative pronouns can be explained by the
influence of the learners' first languages. They may simply result from the fact
that in English we have to choose from a number of relative pronouns.
Whose

Learners often avoid using whose, either finding clumsy but correct
alternatives, not involving relative clauses, or using which in its place.
*I went to the workshop which name was 'Self-discovery'.
Sometimes, in trying to master using whose, learners will over-use it.
*My teacher was a young man whose liked to travel.
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Consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 a Identify the relative pronouns in the following sentences.
b Which ones can be left out?
c In which of these instances could another relative pronoun be used in its place?
Which pronoun?
If you can wait a minute I'll look for the person that you want.
People who park on double yellow lines are a menace.
Nobody who leaves before the end of the concert is eligible for the offer of free
tickets.
(iv) They don't keep the addresses of the people whose letters they've answered.
(v) I don't remember much about her. She had a name which I'd never heard
before.
(vi) I swear that that isn't true. Nothing that she says is true.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

2 An advanced learner saw the following on a noticeboard in the staff room of a university
and she found it particularly difficult to understand. Identify any features related to
relative clauses which might have contributed to this difficulty.

Following suggestions made to the working party elected at the previous
meeting, it has been decided that the proposa\ drawn up in November wi\\ be
redrafted and submitted to members for consideration and further modification.

3 Read the extracts and then answer the following questions.
(i)

From some publicity for 'personal development' seminars:

To follow what moves, excites and inspires us, is to create a life which is joyful and
satisfying.

(ii)

Extract from an interview in which the speaker, Jack Richards, argues that we can
teach language in either an explicit or an implicit way:

'There may be a situation where one teacher presents things explicitly and
very effectively, and students learn from explicit modelling and so on, and that
happens to be the style that that teacher does well and children appreciate from
that particular teacher. The next teacher may set about doing it in a more implicit
way, and again perhaps does that better than he could do the other style of
teaching and so on. So I think the results may be the same - the children may
have learned whatever it was that the teacher set out to teach but in both cases
the teachers took them by a different route.'

I
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(iii)

From a satirical article about smokers and gossip in the work place:

I

I HAVE a serious complaint about smoking,
and may have to sue a tobacco company. It
is this. In offices where smoking has been
banned, smokers have a huge advantage.

For one thing they do not work as much,
because they are no longer allowed to puff
as they work. For another they are the only
people who know what is going on.

a Identify the relative clauses in these extracts.
b Mentally rewrite these texts using no relative clauses.

c In general terms what difference does this make?

d Which of these relative clauses follows an expression that is not introduced by the? In
each of these cases, how would you explain the non-use of the to a learner?

Learners' English
The following was written by an Asian learner of English who was asked to describe his
favourite moment from a film. The learner knew very little grammar and made extensive use
of a bilingual dictionary. Some mistakes have been corrected:

My favourite - or best memorable film scene is from the film Gandhi. It is set in there
was civil war in India one a time. There is one walked along a wearing very tattered

clothes many people thronging avenue. This is my favourite moment.

a Rewrite the sentence Thereis ... avenueso that it reads more naturally, and explain in
general terms what kinds of change you are making to the original.

b What problems is this learner likely to face in learning to use relative clauses?

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
1

(i) a

... person that you want

b You(not that) is the subject of the relative clause, and so that can be left out
and in most circumstances it probably would be.

c Who or whom could replace that.
(ii) a People who park ...
b Who is the subject of the relative clause, so it can't be left out.
c

Thatcould be used in its place.

(iii) a Nobody who leaves ...

b As (ii) above.

c Thatcould be used in its place.
(iv) a ... people whose letters ...

b Only the word whose has this possessive meaning and linking function, and so
it can't be left out or replaced.

c
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(v) a

... a name which I'd never ...

b I (not which) is the subject of the relative clause, and so which can be left out
and in most circumstances it probably would be.

c Thatcould replace which.
(vi) a Nothing that she says ...
b She (not that) is the subject of the relative clause, and so that can be left out
and in most circumstances it probably would be.

c 2 This text contains three reduced relative clauses, none of which the learner 'spotted':

Following suggestions [which were] made to the working party [that was]
elected at the previous meeting, it has been decided that the proposal [which
was] drawn up in November ...

-

I
Making sense of these reduced clauses helps to untangle the meaning of the rest of the
sentence (which includes a great deal of further ellipsis).

3

a (i) which is joyful and satisfying
(ii)

where one teacherpresentsthings explicitly and very effectively
that that teacher does well
[that] children appreciatefrom that particular teacher.
that the teacherset out to teach

(iii)

wheresmoking has been banned
who know what is going on

b (i) could be rewritten as:
Tofollow what moves,excitesand inspiresus is to create a life. Thatlife isjoyful
and satisfying.
(ii) and (iii) may be rewritten following a similar pattern.

c Using relative clauses enables us:
• to avoid repetition (e.g. In offices wheresmokinghas been banned==>
Smokinghas

been bannedin some offices. In theseoffices ...)
• to be very specific (e.g. a life which isjoyful - not just any life).

d (i) a life which isjoyful and satisfying
a life = one of a class of lives
(ii) a situation where one teacherpresentsthings explicitlyand veryeffectively
a situation = one of a class of situations
whatever it was that the teacherset out to teach
whateverit was= the things
(iii) offices where smoking has been banned
offices = a class or category of offices

Relative clauses

Learners' English
a There is no definitive way of rewriting any of this text. The sentence There is ... avenue
may be rewritten in two ways: using full relative clauses or using reduced relative
clauses.
There is an avenue which is thronging with people who are walking along, and who are
wearing very tattered clothes.
There is an avenue [ J thronging with people [] walking along, and [ J wearing very tattered
clothes.

b The learner systematically places information before what it qualifies (also in there was
civil war in India one a time) and needs to learn that in English any information expressed
in a clause comes after what it qualifies. This is likely to feel very strange, and the learner
is probably going to face problems in dividing clauses up and in ordering them.
Speakers of many languages find the arrangement of information in main and relative
clauses unsettling and difficult to grasp. Expectations about where information lies in
sentences are strong and instinctive. When listening, it is particularly difficult to make
the necessary adjustments to inherent expectations.
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At that timein Australia,
Barelyhatchedfromtheireggs,
Althoughwillingto givea hand,
.. , (solutionis) to get up earlier.

Key considerations
Non-finite clauses can bewilder learners and can even distract their attention
from what they do understand. We can help learners to overcome these problems
by systematically drawing their attention to non-finite clauses in texts that
they read, and by encouraging them to develop and use a mental checklist
of functions these clauses frequently have. This, and careful attention to the
contexts they are used in, can help them to work out the precise meaning of a
particular clause.
In order to speak idiomatically and to write in appropriate styles, learners need
not only to recognise and understand non-finite clauses, but also to use them.
We can provide them with controlled exercises which, for example, involve
using non-finite clauses to combine two sentences into one. We can also help
them by monitoring and guiding them during the actual process of writing, and
at a later stage we can show them where they could have used non-finite clauses
in order to express themselves more succinctly and fluently. There are several
different kinds of non-finite clause. Learners may find it helpful if we teach them
separately, and if they concentrate on using different types at different times.
Learners often seek 'rules' to help them decide where to put the non-finite
clause within the sentence. In fact, decisions about sentence position
necessarily depend on context and emphasis, and often need to be made
sentence by sentence.

What are non-finite clauses?
What do they look like?
Non-finite clauses are those in which the only verb is in a participle or infinitive
form, or those which have no verb at all. We call them 'non-finite' clauses
because they don't contain a finite verb (i.e. a verb which has a subject and
a tense form, or is imperative). The main categories of non-finite clause are:
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• Present participle:

Leaping out of bed, he grabbed the bat.

• Past participle:

Barely hatched from their eggs, they started
chirruping.

• Full infinitive:

The solution is to get up earlier.

Non-finite clauses

• Bare infinitive:

I didn't see anyone come into the room.

• Verbless:

At that time in Australia, they missed the news.

I 419

We look at different types of non-finite clause in more detail below and at their
uses in more detail on pp 421-3.
Participle clauses

Present

Breaking into a broad grin, she invited the visitors into her home.

Past

Determined

to win,

they marched onto the field.

We can use a perfect form of a present participle (having+ past participle). This
indicates that the action took place before what is described in the main clause.

Having drunk all their store of water, they started collecting snow.
We can use a passive form of present and past participles (being+ past
participle, having been+ past participle).

Being rejected in this way, I consider I have rights too.
Having been invited for so many years, !felt I couldn't turn them down again.
Participle clauses are usually reduced adverbial or relative clauses.

I met him while living in Egypt. (adverbial: while I was living)
I saw the children huddled against the wall. (relative: children who were
huddled)

We can use present participle clauses as:
• the subject of another clause.

Getting started on the Internet doesn't cost a fortune.
• the complement of another clause.
1he biggest problem in learning a language is remembering all the words.

• after certain verbs and verb, adjective or noun+ preposition combinations.
He recommends leaving after the interval.
1hey'refed up with paying more and more tax.

Present participle clauses are also called' -ing clauses'.
Infinitive clauses

We use both the full infinitive (e.g. to drink) and the bare infinitive (e.g. drink)
to make infinitive clauses.

adverbialand
relativeclauses
p 369
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We use full infinitive clauses:
• as the subject of another clause.
To give up now seems stupid.

• as the complement of another clause.
Our only option is to get up even earlier in the mornings.

• attached to another clause.
I came all the way to find out what had happened.

infinitives
pp 170-4
full infinitive
clauses p 424
bare infinitive
clauses p 424

We can use full infinitive clauses in all the contexts where we can also use a
simple full infinitive. Their most common function is to expand or explain
information in the main clause.
We use bare infinitive clauses:
• after rather than.
Rather than open a new packet, why don't you finish up the remains of this one?

• as the complement of a pseudo-cleft sentence.
What you should do is try to open it with a knife.

• attached to another clause - after 'sense' verbs (e.g. hear, see).
I didn't see anyone come into the room.

We can use a perfect or passive form of an infinitive in non-finite clauses
(to have+ past participle, to be+ past participle).
It would have been rude to have left the party any earlier.
I want to be taken out and given a good time.

The first example above shows how we often use perfect forms of the infinitive, in
combination with conditional forms, for hypothetical speculation about the past.
Non-finite clauses with subjects
Participle and infinitive clauses can have subjects. We normally place these
immediately before the participle or infinitive.

Theold man

havingfinallynoddedoff,

Thehouse

sold at last,

For us1

i to try to find someoneat short notice
I

~ Rather than the team j play in the rain,
1

( everyonebegandiscussing
what he'dsaid.
we wereable to start
planningto moveout.
is askinga lot.
theypostponedthe match.

We usually use for to introduce the subject in full infinitive clauses.

Non-finite clauses
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Non-finite clauses and their subordinate clauses

Non-finite clauses may, themselves, contain subordinate clauses. Moreover,
these subordinate clauses may be finite clauses.

.....:·.
subordinate
clauses
pp 442-3

Finite (relative) clause
Having put the
child

who was crying

to bed,

he began preparing a meal for
the other children.

Finite (adverbial) clause
Can I ask you

to come in and see us

when you have a few moments?

Verbless clauses

When we 'reduce' clauses, we sometimes leave the verb out altogether. These
clauses are known as 'verbless clauses'.
Although willing to lend a hand, he's never around when you actually need
help. (Although [he is] willing)
Without hope, he staggered on. (Without [having] hope)

We often introduce verbless clauses with:
• a conjunction (e.g. although).
• a preposition (e.g. without).
• a prepositional phrase (e.g. at that time).

What do they do?
Defining non-finite clauses

Defining clauses identify something or someone - they say which thing or
person we are talking about. They usually immediately follow the information
they qualify, and are not separated from this by a pause or comma.

Present participle

My sister's the one

wearing a sari.

Past participle

You look like
something

dragged out of a pond.

Infinitive

The guest house

to stay in

Verb less

Don't buy anything

pale or soggy.

I

!is the last one
Iin the row.
I

····:··
defining
clauses
pp 433-8
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Non-defining non-finite clauses
We use non-defining non-finite clauses for a number of purposes, and the
following show examples of some of the more common uses. We use nondefining non-finite clauses mainly in written English.

Things happening simultaneously
She froze, the jar in her hand, as if she had been caught in an act of private
violation.
She pictured the big house happy and lively, with Lord and Lady Rockingdown
giving parties, going off to hunt, choosing ponies for their two small
children ...
1here are a lot of people still queuing up for concert tickets.
Firmly ensconced in her favourite armchair, she simply refused to get up and
open the door.

One thing happening immediately after another
Once away from the city and into the fresh, country lanes, we opened all
the windows and breathed deeply.
Leaping out of bed, he grabbed the baseball bat and began hammering on
the wall.

Cause and effect
With feathers on every surface in the room, it was obvious to everyone what
had happened.
With introduces the meaning of cause and effect into the verbless clause.
Working in a bank, he knew a great deal about how people behave when they
are embarrassed.
Cause and effect are simultaneous.
Having worked in a bank, he knew a great deal about how people behave
when they are embarrassed.
The cause precedes the effect.
Driven to a frenzy by the loud music and flashing lights, the two began
dancing uncontrollably, down the aisle towards the stage.

Descriptive detail
1he eyes in the mirror stared back at her, guilty and a little ashamed.
1he 1930s dressing table with its triple mirror held a plastic tray patterned with
violets containing a jumble of half empty bottles of hand and body lotions ...
All credit to the English cricket team, coolly captained by Atherton.

Non-finite clauses

Making something possible
She believes she got over the fever by eating nothing but spinach and comfrey.
She caught up on her work through staying up till 2.00 in the mornings and
cutting down on her sleep.
By or through express the sense of making something possible.

Expanding information
Satisfaction is a concept impossible to define precisely.
He saw her disappear from the corner of the square and go down a narrow
side street.
I don't want to find you helping yourself to food ever again.
To apply for your Golden Promise Credit Card, simply fill in the attached
form and return it to the address at the bottom of the page.
I would give anything not to have failed the exam.

Where do they come in sentences?
Verbless and participle clauses

When these refer to the whole of the main clause, they can come before it, after
it or in the middle, depending on the emphasis we want to give to different parts
of the sentence. On the whole the further towards the end something occurs,
the more weight it carries as 'new information'. See Chapters 20 and 21 for more
detailed description and illustration of this.
Their eyes burning with passion, they danced from one side of the room
to the other.
They danced, their eyes burning with passion, from one side of the room
to the other.
They danced from one side of the room to the other, their eyes burning with
passion.

When the non-finite clause refers to part of the main clause we normally have
to place it immediately after the information it qualifies. Changing the position
of the non-finite clause changes the meaning of the sentence.
The old woman leaning calmly against the wall looked at Ralph and asked
him what he thought he was doing.
The old woman looked at Ralph leaning calmly against the wall, and asked
him what he thought he was doing.
The old woman looked at Ralph and asked him what he thought he was doing
leaning calmly against the wall.
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If the subject of the main clause is a pronoun (e.g. she in the example below), we
need to put the non-finite clause before rather than after this.

Leaning calmly against the wall, she looked at Ralph and asked him what he
thought he was doing.
Full infinitive clauses
We generally place full infinitive clauses before or after the main clause.
To claim your free gift, just hand this voucher to the cashier at your local shop
or supermarket.
Just hand this voucher to the cashier at your local shop or supermarket to
claim your free gift.

pseudo-cleft
sentences
p 321

Bare infinitive clauses
Bare infinitive clauses usually come after the verb be when they form the
complement in pseudo-cleft sentences.
The thing to do in New York is take one of those boat tours right round
Manhattan Island.
Bare infinitive clauses with rather than can go before or after the main clause.
Rather than pick you up on the way to the school, why don't I collectyou
now?
Why don't I collectyou now rather than pick you up on the way to the
school?

Other factors
Agreement between subject and participle

.......
.·

agreement
pp 107-S

Many people think we shouldn't rely on context alone to make clear what is the
implied subject of a non-finite clause. They think that this implied subject must
be the same as the subject of the main clause, i.e. they 'agree'. So they would
regard the following as acceptable because it is the three conspirators who raise
their glasses, and the child that was seated on the wall.

l Raisingtheir glassesin a gesture the three
I of solidarityand friendship,
I conspirators
I Seatedperilouslyon the edgeof the child
f

i the wall,

I

!___________ I

screamedas she heardthe
resoundingcrack of the branch
breakaboveher.

_J
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They regard the following as unacceptable, arguing that it is not clear respectively
who raised their glasses and who was sitting on the wall.

Raising their glasses in a gesture
of solidarity and friendship,

the door

burst open and the crowd fell into
the room.

Seated perilously on the edge of
the wall,

there

was a resounding crack as the
branch broke above her.

As long as the context makes clear what the implied subject of the non-finite
clause is, in spoken English at least, people rarely notice this, but we would
probably not teach it. The participles in these sentences are sometimes called
'hanging participles'.

Non-finite clauses which stand alone
Course materials generally teach that non-finite clauses need to be attached to a
finite clause, and so far this has been true of all the examples in this chapter.
In fact we do use non-finite clauses as complete sentences. We do this when common
knowledge and assumptions or the context makes it clear what we are referring to.
For example, in cinema, theatre and TV guides the first sentence following the
title of a film, play or TV programme is often a non-finite clause on its own.
Last in the series of the entertaining topical magazine show.
Continuing the second series of the award-winning comedy.
The grand final of the quiz that tests teams on their knowledge of the black
music scene ...

We can also use non-finite clauses as complete sentences for dramatic effect. In
the following, the absence of subjects and verbs allows the descriptive phrases
to make more striking visual impact.

'Hold your noise!' cried a terrible voice, as a man started up from among
the graves at the side of the church porch. 'Keep still, you little devil, or
I'll cut your throat!'
A fearful man, all in coarse grey, with a great iron on his leg. A man with
no hat, and with broken shoes, and with an old rag tied around his head.
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Typical difficulties for learners

....:.·.
complex
sentences
pp 442-3

Comprehension
Comprehension is a problem most of all when non-finite clauses occur in long,
complex sentences, and when other clauses - finite or non-finite - are embedded
within them. Often learners don't recognise and understand the structure of the
sentence. Or they may recognise the structure but have difficulty in locating, for
example, what the non-finite clause refers to or describes.
Past participle clauses often pose a particular problem of recognition, as we see
in the following text. This is about proposals to build a new underground railway
line in London. These proposals are part of what is known as the CrossRail project,
and the text is from a newspaper article describing some problems in relation to
the project. The text contains three past participle clauses which are shown in
italics.

The CrossRail project, designedto speed by the Governmenthas concluded that
millions of travellerson a new East- it is 'a visionary project which may
~st line under London, has suffered be ahead of its time'. It says that the
plannedto openin six
a devastating double blow. A detailed scheme, originally
and authoritative report commissioned years,is now unlikely to be justified.

The problem for many learners is that they tend to read the verbs in each of
these clauses as regular past tense forms. In this text, for example, learners
might understand (at least initially) that it is 'the CrossRail project' which has
designed (something); that it is ~ detailed and authoritative report' which has
commissioned (something) and that it is 'the scheme' which planned to open
(something).
Present participle clauses are usually more easily recognised, although learners
often still need to stop and consciously puzzle out how the information in these
relates to the information in the respective main clauses.
In the following text (the beginning of an article, humorously describing a
church service for clowns) this is true of the three straightforward present
participle clauses which add descriptive detail (2, 3 and 6).

Non-finite clauses

It is Sunday, backstage at Dalston Holy Trinity Church's 49th Clown
Service (1).I am surrounded by 100 clowns, honking their horns (2),Jalling
over banana skins (3), and so on. 100 clowns and 50 photographers,
crowded into a tiny back room (4). It is a media circus (honk! honk!) a
frenzy of organised pathos (5). The vicar, John Willard, is attempting to
smile amiably through the chaos, but the tension on his face is palpable.
'Excuse me,' he announces. 'Um. Excuse me. I have an
announcement to make ...'
'Announcement! Announcement!' yells Fizzy-Lizzy The Clown,
honking her horn (6).
'Announcey-nouncey! Mousey Mousey Mousey!' screams Billy the
Clown, his bow tie flashing (7).

In this text it is the verbless clauses (1) and (5), the past participle clause (4) and
the present participle clause containing a subject (7) which pose the biggest
problem to learners. These also add descriptive detail, but learners may not
appreciate this. In (5) this may partly be because there is no comma before the
clause (a comma would help to make clear its non-defining function).
(1) may confuse learners because the implied ... [and I am] backstage ... may
not be evident to them, and in (4) it is the fact that there is no finite verb in
the sentence at all which may confuse learners. In (7), learners may simply
be unused to finding the subject (his bow tie) with a participle clause and
they may fail to recognise that this is what this clause is. In cases like this,
learners may think that something has been missed out in the printing
process.

Speaking and writing
Avoidance
If we compare a few pages of writing by learners (even those with extremely

high levels of proficiency) and by native speakers, or a few minutes' worth
of their speech, we usually find that learners use non-finite clauses far less
than native speakers. However, when we read and correct our students'
compositions, we often notice mistakes in vocabulary, spelling, word order
or tense construction, and may miss the fact that they are not trying to use
appropriate structures such as non-finite clauses.
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The following, in which only spelling mistakes have been corrected, was written
by a learner of English. It describes a pageant that takes place annually in her
village.

This folkloric spectacle, what it has been watching by over than one million
tourists, is taking its place in a building of the nineteenth century. It has
all kinds of attractions. food service and full bar with alcoholic permit
inclusive. The spectacle is acting by people of the mountains. They are
come into the city two weeks in every year for make spectacle. In case
you are definitely wanting attend this 'spectacle' you have to buying your
tickets as soon possibly.

It would be easy to rewrite this in correct and natural English without the use
of non-finite clauses. However, compositions like this are also an opportunity
for us to point out to learners when they could use non-finite clauses. The
following is a rewritten version of this learner's composition. Non-finite
clauses appear in italics.

This folklore performance, seen by over a milliontourists, takes place in
a nineteenth century building. It has all kinds of attractions, includinga
restaurant service and licensed bar. The performance is given by people
from the mountains who come to the city for two weeks each year in order
to put on the performance. Buy your tickets as soon as possible to make

sure of your place at this event.

Choosing the wrong forms
The following are some of the most common mistakes:

• using/or+ -ing instead of a full infinitive.

*Wewent to Woolworth'sfor buying our spring bulbs.
• using/or+ bare infinitive instead of a full infinitive.

*Goto Englandjor study Englishbetter.
• using a present participle instead of a past participle.

*Thetrain robbery,thinking to be thegreatestof the century,tookplacein 1963.
• using a full infinitive instead of a present participle.

*Iwatched them to dance.
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Consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 The text which follows is a short extract from a novel. A character catches sight of

someone he knows through the window of the restaurant where he is eating. Read the
extract and answer the questions.

Stephen was halfway through lunch at a seat in the window when he saw a familiar
figure bustle past, (1) her head lowered, (2) with a basket on her arm. (3) Her face
was concealed by a scarf but he recognised her by her walk and the tartan sash at
her waist.
He left some coins spinning on the table (4) as he pushed back his chair and
went out into the street.

a What kind of clause is each of the sections written in italics? (e.g. verbless)

b In each instance, explain why the author has chosen this kind of clause.
2 The text which follows is the beginning of an article about the effect of modern

production methods and marketing strategies on the tradition of lager production in the
Czech Republic. Read the text and answer the questions.

Pilsner, the most abused beer style in the world, is in danger of being equally defiled
in its country of origin. The dash to embrace every aspect of free-market capitalism
in the Czech Republic now threatens the noble traditions of Bohemian brewing,
turning some of the finest beers into just a few more international-style lagers.
To most people, the terms Pilsner, Pilsener or plain Pils stand for exceptionally
pale and often rather bland lagers. As a result of the prominence of Holsten
of Hamburg, you could be forgiven for thinking that Pils was a German beer
style. But the origins of Pilsner lie in Bohemia, not Germany, and in the Czech
Republic the term is used as a protected generic style confined to beers brewed in
the industrial city of Pilsen. There are two breweries in the city, Pilsner Urquell
and Gambrinus, now part of the same privatised company, and both have rushed
to modernise in a way that threatens the unique character of the beers.

a

Identify the non-finite clauses which occur in the text.

b Classify each of these clauses, e.g. 'infinitive clause used to explain how to', 'verbless
clause used to express cause and effect' (you may wish to refer to the list of clause
types and functions on PP 421-3).
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3 The following is an adaptation of part of a novel about a trip to the seaside.Christy is
Frankie's father. The original text contains a number of non-finite clauses.Here, however,
some of these have been rewritten and are printed in italics. Answer the questions about
each of these adaptations.

Behind the beach huts there was a winter fair and it was here
on
that Christy
led them next. The winter fair was installed
a piece of vacant ground (1). The place was small and almost
deserted.
Stall-holders
sat on plastic
chairs,
surrounded
by their
litter
of Styrofoam cups and sweet wrappers and
The stall-holders
were blinking
in the
old cigarette
packets.
(2). A sign lay forgotten
and half hidden in the dead
sunlight
Fredda the Fire Eating
weeds of summer. It was advertising
machine was taped up with the message
Fiend (3). The candyfloss
Out of Order. But tinkly music was playing and in the middle
It was set up with
of the ground stood a children's
carousel.
miniature
cars, aeroplanes,
space-ships
and tanks (4). Frankie
ran immediately
to this and Christy
paid for her ride. She
was the only child on the carousel,
but the young attendant
stood watchfully
at the centre
of the machine while, above
it, seagulls
shrieked
in the blue air. He was turning like a
fi911re on a music box (5).

a Rewrite the text to make it more natural. Incorporatea non-finite clausein
rewriting each phrase printed in italics.

b Define the type of clauseyou haveused.
c What other types of non-finite clausemight it be possibleto use here?
d Could the clausebe placedelsewherein the sentence?

Learners' English
The following was written by a student who had been askedto commenton his difficulties
in reading comprehension.The student has tried to use non-finite clauses,but they are not
completelynatural and appropriate.

General cultural knowledgehelps you to understand texts, not mattering
what they are about or whether you have specialised knowledgeof the
subject you have obtained through years of study. Problemswithreadingcan
often be solved you think about what you already knowso that you havean
idea about what youare goingto read. Understandingdifficultvocabularyyou
can use a dictionary or you can try to understand it lookingat the context.

a Identify examplesof unnatural or inappropriateuse of non-finite clausesandalso any
case where he has avoidedusing them.
b Rewrite these portions of text so that they read more naturally.
c How would you explain to the learnerthe natureof his 'mistakes'so that he can use
more appropriatestructures subsequentlyin similarcontexts?

Non-finite clauses

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
1 a, b
(1)

bare infinitive: this clause is attached to the clause saw a familiar figure. This
clause includes the 'sense' verb see (saw).

(2)

past participle (including subject - her head): this adds additional, descriptive
detail. She.has lowered her head herself.

(3) verbless (introduced by a preposition - with): this adds additional, descriptive
detail.
(4)

present participle: this describes a simultaneous action, which also expands
previous information (He left some coins).

2 a, b the most abused beer style in the world: verbless clause used to expand
information (i.e. about Pilsner).
to embrace every aspect of free-market capitalism in the Czech Republic: infinitive
clause used to expand information (i.e. about the 'dash').
turning some of the finest beers into just a few more international-style lagers:
present participle clause. This clause fulfils a range of functions - it describes
something simultaneous, but something which also is both a result and which
expands information (i.e. about the threat to the traditions of Bohemian brewing).
confined to beers (brewed in the industrial city of Pilsen): past participle clause
used to explain/expand information (i.e. use of the term 'Pilsner' in the Czech
Republic).
brewed in the industrial city of Pi/sen: defining past participle clause (i.e. the term
'Pilsen' is confined not to any beers but to those which are brewed in Pilsen).
Pilsner Urque/1and Gambrinus: verbless clause used to expand information (i.e.
naming the two breweries).
now part of the same privatised company: verbless clause used to expand
information (i.e. about the two breweries).

The following prepositional phrase would normally be considered as an adverbial:
As a result of the prominence of Holsten of Hamburg

It might also be interpreted as a verbless clause used to describe a cause (i.e. why
you might think Pils was a German beer in style).
3 The following sentences are extracted from the original text. Answers to a-d are given
for these sentences.
(1)

a Behind the beach huts, installed on a piece of vacant ground, there was a
winter fair and it was here that Christy led them next.

b Past participle clause providing additional information. This is a reduced relative
clause, i.e. [which was] installed ...

c, d A verbless clause would also be possible here (Behind the beach huts, on a
piece of vacant ground), but would contain less information.
(2)

a Stall-holders sat on plastic chairs, blinking in the sunlight, surrounded by their
fitter of Styrofoam cups and sweet wrappers and old cigarette packets.

b Present participle clause providing additional information.
c, d The clause could also be placed immediately after Stall-holders. In this case a
relative clause could also be used, i.e. Stall-holders, [who were] blinking ...
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(3) a A sign advertisingFredda the Fire Eating Fiend lay forgotten and half hiddenin

the deadweedsof summer.
b Presentparticiple clause expandinginformation. This is a reduced relativeclause,

i.e. a sign [which was] advertising...

c, d This clausecould also be placed immediatelyafter the dead weedsof summer.but
would put greater demandson the reader to work out to what it refers.
(4)

a But tinkly music wasplayingand in the middle of the ground stood a children's
carousel,set up with miniature cars, aeroplanes, space-ships and tanks.
b Past participle clauseexpandinginformation.This is a reduced relativeclause,

i.e. a ... carousel[which was] set up with ...

c, d A verblessclausewould also be possiblehere (a ... carouselwith miniature
cars ...) but would contain less information.
(5) a She was the only child on the carousel,but the young attendantstood watchfullyat

the centre of the machine,turninglike a "figureon a music box, while,aboveit,
seagullsshriekedin the blue air.

b Presentparticiple clause providing additional descriptive detail. This is a reduced
relative clause, i.e. [who was] turninglike ...

c, d A verblessclausewould also be possiblehere (the machine,like a figure ...)
but would contain significantly less information.The clause could also be placed
immediatelyafter the young attendantstood.

Learners' English
a-c

not mattering what theyare about ... This present participle (introducingthe
following what clause) is inappropriatehere.The learner has used not matteringas
though it meanssomethinglike regardlessof (or. possibly,no matter).
The problem here is really one of vocabulary- we might respondto this problem
by teaching the appropriateexpressions.
you have obtained... This is completelyacceptable.The learnercould also omit
the subject and auxiliaryverb (you have),making this into a past participle clause
(knowledgeof the subject obtainedthroughyears ...).
Since learners are sometimesreluctantto use ellipsis of this kind, we can help
them by showing them where they could leaveout words in what they write.
you think about ... A present participle clause introduced by by(. .. solvedby
thinking about what ...) establishesthe function of making somethingpossible.
We could help this learner by teachingthat we use by+ presentparticiplefor this
purpose. For the same reasons,the learner needsto add byto lookingat the context
(by looking at ...).
Understandingdifficult vocabularyyou can ... The learner needsto use an infinitive
rather than the present participle (To understanddifficult vocabulary...) in order to
explain 'how to'.
We could help this learner by teaching that we use infinitivesfor this purpose.

29 Definingand nondefiningphrases
and cIauses

(apen)whichworks
(thehouse)witha greendoor

[mybike].whic~ha~apunc~ure.
(theyleft], with Enchurrymg
them out

Key considerations
The basic distinction between defining and non-defining is a simple one,
and we shouldn't exaggerate either its importance or its difficulty. Learners
sometimes feel that there are far more problems associated with this distinction
than is necessarily the case.
One reason for this is that teachers sometimes introduce the distinction
between defining and non-defining clauses when learners are already
grappling with the form and uses of relative clauses. It may be more helpful
in the first instance to introduce the defining/non-defining distinction with
examples that are simpler than relative clauses.

What are defining and non-defining phrases and clauses?
What do they do?
Defining phrases and clauses

Clauses and phrases sometimes single out a particular thing or person from two
or more similar things or people, showing which one or ones we are talking about.
It's the last house on the right.
This is the hotel we stayed in.

The phrase and clause printed in bold are 'defining' (they are sometimes also
known as 'identifying' or 'restrictive').
Non-defining phrases and clauses

Non-defining clauses and phrases are not just clauses and phrases that 'don't
define'. More specifically, they are clauses and phrases which don't define in
that particular context even though the same words in the same place, if spoken
or punctuated differently, might do so.
Defining:
Non-defining:

Our house is the one with the new paint. (The new paint
distinguishes our house from all the other houses.)

non~defining

Our house is the last one in the street, with the new paint.
(Incidentally, it also has new paint.)
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What do they look like?
The following can have either a defining or non-defining function: phrases
in apposition, preposition phrases, participle clauses, infinitive clauses and
relative clauses. We look at each of these in turn below.
Phrases in apposition
'Phrases in apposition' are phrases we use to restate something we have said
immediately before.

Often the two things are equivalent, or one of them is included in the other.
They gave me a bottle of elderflower cordial, my favourite drink.
Someone told me to try paracetamol, a pain reliever.

Often the second phrase simply provides additional information about the first as in both these examples. These phrases are non-defining.
We usually separate non-defining phrases like this from the phrase before. We
use a comma in writing, and when we speak our .intonation makes it clear that
we are thinking of these phrases as separate units.
Phrases in apposition can also have a defining function. In the following, the
phrases the electrician and the politician are each in apposition to GordonBrown,
and they each define or identify which Gordon Brown we are concerned with.
I'm Gordon Brown the electrician, not Gordon Brown the politician.

In the following, the first phrase in apposition is non-defining (there is only one
'Daniel Day-Lewis') whereas the second is defining (people in Britain often
know several John Smiths):
I once saw Daniel Day-Lewis, the actor, walking through LeicesterSquare with
John Smith, the then leader of the Labour Party.
Preposition phrases
Preposition phrases can also have either a defining or a non-defining function.
preposition
phrJses p 296

In the first of the following examples, with the yellow stripe has a defining
function, identifying which of several bags belongs to me. In the second
example, with all the kids is non-defining.
The bag with the yellow stripe is mine.
This is a photo of my sister with all the kids.

participle
clauses p 419

Participle clauses
In the following sentences, the participle clauses identify, respectively, which
woman we gave everything to, and which tree has borne fruit. These defining
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clauses are not usually separated from the rest of the sentence by intonation in
speech, or by commas in writing.
We gave everything to the woman begging on the stairs.
The tree planted in memory of the earthquake victims has finally borne fruit.

In the following, the participle clauses are non-defining. We use intonation (or,
in writing, a comma) to separate them from the rest of the sentence.
They burst into the open, shouting and singing as if they had escaped from jail.
He found the missing watch, buried under a pile

ofrubbish.

Infinitive clauses

The following includes a defining infinitive clause: to renovate the barn.
We abandoned the plan to renovate the barn because we couldn't get
planning permission.

·.
····:··
infinitive
clauses
pp 419-20

In the following, the non-defining clause merely provides additional
information about her intention.
Her original intention, to stay in Paraguay till Christmas, still seems like the
best one to me.
Relative clauses

Defining and non-defining relative clauses are similar to other kinds of defining and
non-defining clauses and phrases in terms of meaning, intonation and punctuation.
The following contains two defining relative clauses; The first identifies which
scarf (the one you liked), and the second identifies the person who received it
(the organiser ofmy stay).

I gave the scarf you liked to the person who organised my stay.

.

The following contains a non-defining clause, providing additional, descriptive detail.

The house, whose doors and windows had been wide open the last time we
had passed it, stood empty and dead-looking in the moonlight.
All relative pronouns can be used in defining clauses. We don't use that in
non-defining clauses.

Other factors
Style
Learners are often taught that we only use non-defining clauses in written
English. Although it may be true that we use them less frequently in speaking,
we certainly do use them in the spoken language. And although there are ways of

relativeclauses
pp 406-12
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saying the following which may be more common in speech (It was an enormous
relief that ...), these sentences are still good examples of spoken English.

The bus came at last, which was an enormous relief.
I gave this vase to my brother, who gave it to Mum, who gave it back to me.
Non-defining relative clauses are rarer in spoken English when they qualify
the subject of the main clause (and are embedded within the main clause),
particularly if they are quite long. This is because these clauses can make the
sentence quite difficult to understand by postponing the important information
that usually follows the subject. The two examples which follow are both from
written texts.

The Borough Council, whose resources have dwindled further in the recent
cutbacks, are now considering closing another of their advice centres.
The house, whose doors and windows had been wide open the last time we
had passed it, stood empty and dead-looking in the moonlight.
However, the following are from informal conversation.

Peter, who's our accountant, is dealing with it.
Ourfridge, which hasn't worked properly for years, has finally packed up.

Ambiguous cases
Teachers as well as learners sometimes feel frustrated because they can't
work out whether a particular phrase or clause is defining or non-defining. In
fact, although (as in all the examples so far in this chapter) the distinction is
sometimes very clear, there are also cases in which phrases and clauses are not
clearly one or the other. This is true of the following.
There'sone on the shelf in the corner.
I saw a play which I'd like to get the script for.

Pronunciation
In speaking we usually make a distinction in whether something is defining or
non-defining by the way we use intonation. A defining phrase is part of a larger
group of words. We use intonation to show that this is all one group (which
hasn't worked properlyfor years is defining).
A: Which TV packed up?
one intonation group

ri:The one which hasn't worked properly for ye~

Defining and non-defining phrases and clauses

Non-defining information usually forms a group on its own (which hasn't
worked properly for years is non-defining). We use intonation to show this, and
we may also pause briefly between each information group.
separate intonation group

The TV,

which hasn't worked properly for years, has finally packed up.

Punctuation
Grammars and course books for learners of English usually suggest that nondefining clauses and phrases are separated from the main clause by commas
(all the examples in Chapter 28 follow this rule).
This is sensible advice to give to learners, and enables them to choose between
defining and non-defining clauses and phrases in writing.
In fact, however, we often leave out the commas where the context makes it
clear that a clause or phrase doesn't have a defining function. As the following
demonstrates, this practice is very widespread, through a range of genres ([ ] shows
· '
.
where a comma could be us~d but wasn't in the original).
Newspaper report:
The Bank of England's huge operation for the pound [ ] which ended in
Britain's humiliating departure from the Exchange Rate Mechanism on
Black Wednesday [ ] left the Government facing losses of up to £5 billion.

Information on packaging:
Hovis Wheatgerm Bread has 4 times as much Germ as 1000/o
WholemealBread l)
which gives it the distinctive taste that all the family enjoys.

I
History:
The London Docks, however, faced increasing pressure from Tilbury [ ]
which could handle larger boats.
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'Literary' fiction:
Oldmeadow shoved the man away [ ] who moved a foot or two then
came back again.

Popular fiction:
She found a crumpled tissue and blew her nose violently. She never
cried. Strong Alice hadn't cried since after Charlie [ ] which was
obviously post-natal.

Formal correspondence:
I enclose a note of my charges [ ] which I would mention I have limited
to the absolute minimum and I look forward to receiving a cheque in
settlement in due course.

-

I
Typical difficulties for learners

····~·
complex
sentences
pp 442-3

Comprehension
The context (as well as punctuation or intonation) generally makes it clear
whether phrases and clauses are defining or non-defining. Learners may 'miss'
this distinction in their reading or listening, but this rarely causes significant
problems of comprehension. If we do identify misunderstanding, we can often
prompt learners to work out whether the words are defining or not by looking at
the context (and punctuation or intonation).
Speaking and writing
Avoidance

Learners often avoid using the kinds of phrase and clause that can be
defining or non-defining, preferring longer but grammatically simpler ways of
expressing themselves. We may need to encourage them to make use of these
constructions and provide them with appropriate practice. In commenting on
their written work, we can usefully point out any missed opportunities.

Defining and non-defining phrases and clauses

Relative clauses

Sometimes we can ignore the defining/non-defining distinction in our
teaching, relying on context to make this clear when necessary. However, in the
case of relative clauses we need at some point to introduce this distinction as
it affects which relative pronouns we choose (we can't use that in non-defining
relative clauses).
Many teachers pay attention to non-defining relative clauses only after students
feel confident about using relative clauses to define. They may also choose to
'slip in' this distinction in the context, say, of phrases in apposition, well before
the students grapple with relative clauses.
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Consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
Look at the following pairs of sentences and consider what difference, if any, there is in
their meanings.
(i) She kept on telling jokes, which made everyone really angry.
She kept on telling jokes which made everyone really angry.
(ii) They said they loved their children, who were obedient and well-behaved.
They said they loved their children who were obedient and well-behaved.
(iii) They all came out of the lecture, chatting and laughing.
They all came out of the lecture chatting and laughing.
(iv) She was a very hard-working student, who made excellent contributions to
group discussion.
She was a very hard-working student who made excellent contributions to
group discussion.

Language in context
In the following passage a doctor writes about asthma in the East End of London. Read the
passage and answer the questions.

It tends to get better at the age of seven, but a lot of East End children with prolonged
childhood asthma go on to suffer from severe teenage bouts and adult lung disease.
Even the ones that don't can lose a lot of schooltime which surprisingly quickly
stunts their education ... And the condition is dangerous. Children can quite rapidly
become distressed and start to get potentially fatal complications. And the aerosol
treatments which are so very effective in adults can't really be used under about
ten years, so inhaled powders to dilate the lungs or oral bronchodilators and antiinflammatory drugs, which are fiddly and need careful dosing, must be used.

a Identify any defining and non-defining clauses or phrases.
b Identify any cases where the comma which often marks non-defining clauses has
been left out.

Answers to consolidation exercises
Differences in meaning
(i) The non-defining clause in the first sentence suggests that it was the fact of her
telling jokes which made everyone angry. The defining clause in the second sentence
identifies that what made everyone angry was the particular jokes she was telling
(i.e. she didn't tell harmless jokes).
(ii) The non-defining clause in the first sentence suggests that they loved all their children
and that their children were all obedient and well-behaved. The defining clause in the
second sentence suggests that among their children they loved some and not others.
Those that they loved were the ones who were obedient and well-behaved.
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(iii) There is no essential difference between these two sentences. Some people might
argue that the comma is necessary since chatting and laughing has no defining
function. However, it is very common to see sentences like this written with no comma.
(iv) The relative clause in these sentences isn't clearly defining or non-defining. It makes
little difference whether we write it with a comma or not.

Language in context
a, b

(a lot of East End children) with prolonged childhood asthma: with prolonged asthma is
a prepositional phrase which defines which children we are concerned with.

This is a defining clause, and so a comma is not used.
(the ones) that don't: that don't is a defining relative clause (don't stands in place of
don't go on to suffer from severe teenage bouts and adult Jung disease).

This is a defining clause, and so a comma is not used.
(schooltime) which surprisingly quickly stunts their education: which surprisingly
quickly stunts their education is a non-defining relative clause.

Although non-defining, this clause is not separated from the main clause by a
comma.
(the aerosol treatments) which are so very effective in adults: it isn't clear whether
which are so ve,y effective in adults is defining or not.

If the clause was separated from the rest of the sentence by commas, this would
make it clear that this is simply additional information. However, the absence of
commas doesn't make the clause defining either - it isn't clear that this clause
singles out certain aerosol treatments as distinct from others.
(inhaled powders ... and anti-inflammatory drugs,) which are fiddly and need careful
dosing: this non-defining relative clause is separated from the main clause by
commas.

The relative clause qualifies the subject of the main clause, and is embedded in it.
Because of its position (qualifying the subject), the clause has to be separated from
the rest of the sentence by commas.
(inhaled powders) to dilate the lungs: to dilate the lungs has a defining function,
specifying what kind of inhaled powders we are concerned with (i.e. not just any).

This is a defining clause, and so a comma is not used.

30 Complexsentences:
integrating
the elements

Thischapterintegrates
elementsprimarilyfrom
Chapters25-29, but alsofrom
Chapters27and24.

Key considerations
Understanding and constructing complex sentences often pose a major challenge
to learners whose first language is not closely related to English. We can help these
learners by systematically paying attention to complex sentence construction, feature
by feature, over a considerable period of time. We can also exploit any texts that they
read, identifying complex sentences and explaining how these are constructed and
what they mean, or guiding learners to work this out for themselves.
Learners whose first languages are closely related to English (i.e. most
European languages) generally have far less difficulty with complex sentences.
They may still, however, have problems of comprehension when sentences are
particularly long or tightly constructed. They may also avoid using features of
c.~m-p\~x<:.entences,or may avoid using them in natural combinations.
The Conso1idation exercises for this chapter explore in detail difficulties which
arise when we combine multiple elements of complex sentences.

What are complex sentences?
Complex sentences contain two or more clauses. One of these is a main
clause, which is finite and can stand on its own. The other clause or clauses
are subordinate to this or in some way dependent on it. Chapter 20 looks at
the structure of main clauses in detail, and Chapters 25-29 look at types of
subordinate clause.

What makes them difficult for learners?
Multiple clauses
In practice, many sentences contain a combination of different kinds of clause.
Learners who can understand and use complex sentences containing one
subordinate clause may have more difficulty when two or more subordinate
clauses or types of subordinate clause are used together.
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Conjunction

If

you see him,

can you let him
know

(thaV I'm on my way.

Conjunction
She used to make
a terrible mess of
everything

she did

until

she learned

that a little
patience doesn't
come amiss.

Embedding
At its most straightforward, embedding refers to phrases slipped into the
middle of clauses either in apposition (restating) or in parenthesis (less
important supporting information).

We stopped off at a small
town,

Canetas,

on our way to the
border.

And finally, on Sunday

- the last day of our
holiday-

we had some decent
weather.

Embedding can also involve using clauses within clauses. In the following, the
relative clause is embedded within the main clause. Although this embedding
is relatively simple, we may already need to slow down a little to work out who
or what went bankrupt.

The company on whose behalf he had
been doing the research

went bankrupt.

Finite clauses can be embedded within non-finite clauses, and these can
contain further clauses. In theory this process of multiple embedding could go
on for ever, but in reality we put a brake on it when we think that the sentence
may be becoming difficult to understand.

Other factors
Ellipsis, substitution and changes to the normal order of words and basic
constituents of clauses are not technically part of complex sentence
construction. However, where these features co-occur with features of complex
sentences they may contribute to making the sentence difficult to understand.

....
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When do we use complex sentences?
Generally, the morn complex the ideas we want to convey, the more complex we
make the sentences we use to convey these ideas. We use complex sentences in
speaking as well as in writing, but it is in writing that we can normally afford to
increase the degree of complexity. This is because the reader may need to look
carefully at different parts of the sentence in order to see how they fit together
and to work out what the sentence as a whole expresses. This is possible when
reading but isn't normally possible in listening.
How much we use complex sentences is also a matter of individual style. For
some people complex syntax is a necessary part of elegant expression and a
sign of linguistic mastery. For other people, the same features of style can seem
over-elaborate and unclear. The trend is towards shorter and simpler sentences
in written English, and this is generally considered 'good style'.

Typical difficulties for learners
Comprehension
For many learners, complex sentences can pose severe problems of
understanding. The problems increase according to how many subordinate
clauses the sentences contain and whether these are embedded or not.
Ellipsis and substitution, and changes to the basic order of words and clause
constituents can compound this problem. So can non-standard language use.
The text below illustrates these difficulties. It is from a journal for English
teachers. Like sentences in most very condensed summaries, the first two
sentences in this paragraph contain a lot of features of complex sentences.
The texts in the Consolidation exercises illustrate and analyse these factors
further.

This paper describes an experiment in which users investigated and
evaluated the resources available in a university self-access centre,
producing leaflets and reports for other potential users and the centre's
staff as a piece of language-learning 'project work'. The involvement of
students in improving the infrastructure, in providing support to other
users, and in publicising the facilities available, creates potential for
more efficient use and more democratic control of the learning resources
which it is the task of such a centre to provide. It also provides additional
opportunities for language learning and for learning-how-to-learn.
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Features of complex sentences contained in this text:
Main clause:

This paper describes an experiment

Relative clause:

in which users investigated and evaluated
the resources

Non-finite verbless clause:

available in a university self access centre

Non-finite (participle) clause:

producing leaflets and reports

Adverbial (prepositional phrase):

for other potential users and the centre's staff

Adverbial (adverbial phrase):

as a piece of language-learning 'project work'.

Main clause, which itself includes:
• ellipsis of the involvement of the
students for the second and third
times
• a relative clause 'reduced' to a
verbless clause (available)

The involvement of students in improving
the infrastructure, in providing support to
other users, and in publicising the facilities
available, creates potential

Adverbial (prepositional phrase):

for more efficient us~ and more democratic
control of the learning resources

Relative clause:

which it is the task of such a centre to provide.

Speaking and writing
Avoiding and simplifying

Some learners avoid using complex sentences and over-depend on simple
sentences composed of one clause or of clauses strung together with
coordinating conjunctions. This may not only be stylistically inappropriate, but
it may also prevent the learners from expressing themselves as effectively as they
would wish. The text which follows was written by a student who was asked to
describe her difficulties in understanding written English. (She uses familiar to
mean something like 'apparently and misleadingly familiar'.)
I don't have any problems with vocabulary in my reading. I just try to find the meaning
through the context. If I can understand the whole idea, I just forget it. I never look a
word up in the dictionary because it just distracts

me. Familiar words always cause

me difficulties. I think that's because I always think in my language.

The text is generally clear. However, the exaggerated simplicity of the style
(apart, perhaps, from the final sentence) also reads oddly. Either she doesn't
know how to construct more complex sentences, or she is being cautious. Her
teacher might want to encourage her to write more naturally using complex
sentences, and would have to teach the relevant features as necessary.
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Over-ambitious construction of sentences

Other learners may attempt to construct complex sentences before they have
sufficient command of the linguistic means to do so. The result of this may be
that they fail to express what they want to express.
The text which follows was written by another student in the same class. The
two students have similar linguistic and educational backgrounds, and had
been set the same task.

I think that the problems with vocabulary are relative, because many
words are possible to understand and find their meaning (1) lookingat the
context. (2) But obviously you can't understand the context if you haven't
assimilated some essential vocabulary.
This vocabulary that I think a reader must know to understand at least
the context it's given (3) by practice only.

The writer of this text is more ambitious than his classmate, and the length and
degree of complexity of his sentences are correspondingly more natural. He
makes extensive use of noun clauses, participle and infinitive clauses and
ellipsis. He also uses adverbial and relative clauses where they are appropriate.
On the other hand, this text isn't easy to read. The difficulties are partly because
the writer lacks a command of vocabulary and idiomatic expression and has
some general problems with grammar (e.g. his use of the), but they also relate to
the way sentences are constructed. Specific problems include:
(1) The learner ambitiously links infinitives (to understand,find) after possible,
but wrongly uses find theirmeaning.After possiblethe infinitives already have
an implied object (many words)and we can't add a new one (theirmeaning).
What the learner perhaps needs here is a preparatory it construction - It is

possibleto understand and find out the meaning of many words....
(2) The learner really needs a preposition here - from the context- or, if he
wants to use the participle clause, by or through {lookingat the context).
(3) This repetition of the subject (it - Thisvocabulary)after the relative clause
is ungrammatical and can give the impression that is given refers to the
context rather than to knowledge of the vocabulary.
In some other languages, the longer and more complex the sentences, the
'better the style'. Learners may be influenced by what is considered 'good style'
in their own language, and may feel that they have to use complex sentences
in English when this isn't appropriate. So, while we have to teach the essential
features of sentence construction, we may also have to discourage our students
from making sentences over-complex.
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Consolidation exercises
Language in context
The three sentences which follow are from different contexts. Each of them was picked
out by an advanced learner of English as being difficult to understand. Study each
sentence in turn and answer the questions.
(i) This sentence summarises a talk given at an international conference for language
teachers.

Ranging over two millennia,
and casting
a glance
Kelly, while concentrating
chiefly on current
times,
and on the whole defended
several
distinct
lines
on foreign-language
learning
and teaching
(English
the example) which are still
regarded
by many as
and impracticable.

or two at
I discussed
of thought
serving
as
unorthodox

(ii) This sentence considers the reaction of an immigrant community to a possible
policy of enforced repatriation.

How disturbing it is for the gainfully employed, and those whose attempts to find work
have been arduous and time-consuming, to discover that enforced repatriation is not
only a possibility but is in danger of becoming an integral part of the policy of the new
government, is slowly becoming apparent throughout the community.

(iii) The third sentence is from a review of a particular restaurant on Barbados.

Only when I'd finished, and offered the remains of my smoked flying fish and fresh tropical
fruits to the local birds - who were threatening to re-enact their roles in the Hitchcock movie
if I didn't leave plenty for them - did I become aware of the blindingly blue stretch of the
Caribbean over-looked by customers from the terrace.

a What is the structure of each sentence? (What clauses are there and how are
they related?)
b How well expressed is each sentence?
c What is there in the construction of each sentence that might pose particular
problems for learners?
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Read these passages and answer the questions that follow.
(i) Extract from a novel which describes part of a wedding from the point of view of a
bridesmaid:

When I walked up the aisle behind Eden, one of a bevy of whom Evelyn who
married Jonathan Durham, Patricia Chatteriss and a Naughton cousin called
Audrey were the others, I saw Chad in a front pew on the bride's side but a long
way from Vera who with Jamie was correctly sandwiched between Helen and my
mother.

(ii) From a book about group dynamics in the classroom:

I have the feeling that a lot of the tensions in groups, particularly at intermediate
level where students are making the difficult transition from a situation where
language can somehow be dealt out in chunks to a situation where language
becomes altogether more insubstantial and progress cannot be measured so
easily, may be due in part to this unsatisfied feeling, that is the need to possess
something that cannot be possessed.

a Both extracts consist of a basic main clause and a basic subordinate clause
(each of these contains several further embedded clauses). Divide each extract
into these two basic clauses.
b Is the basic subordinate clause in (i) an adverbial clause, a relative clause or a
noun clause?
c

Is the basic subordinate clause in (ii) an adverbial clause, a relative clause or a
noun clause?

d The first clause in (i) contains a verbless clause. Identify this.
e This verbless clause contains an embedded relative clause. Identify this.

f This relative clause contains a further embedded relative clause. Identify this.
g Is this further embedded relative clause defining or non-defining?

h Identify a past participle clause in this first basic clause of extract (i).
Extract (ii) has been printed opposite in a different format. Work out and
explain the ·system and rationale that underlies the fact that phrases have been
indented from the margin (to different degrees). Refer to each line of the text.
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2

3

4

5

I have the feeling
2

that a lot of the tensions in groups,
particularly at intermediate level

3

where students are making the difficult transition
from a situation

4

where language can somehow be dealt out in chunks

5

to a situation

4

where languagebecomesaltogethermore insubstantial
and progresscannotbe measuredso easily,

5
2

may be due in part to this unsatisfied feeling,
that is the need

3

to possess something

4

that cannot be possessed.

5

Learners' English
The following texts were written by different learners of English. They had been asked to
comment on their difficulties in learning the language.

(i)
When I read books, newspapers, I don't understand many words. So I sometimes use a
dictionary. But usually I imagine the meanings for words. I find a word many times in a
book or newspaper, I use a dictionary. I don't have familiar words between English and
my language. So it's difficult to memory and use it.

(ii)

s~
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(iii)

My biggest problem is with vocabulary; although a lot of words are the
same as in my language however sometimes the meanings change a little
- or I should say a lot - and this confuses me especially when I am talking
and I don't pay too much attention to the exact words I use for this
purpose so I need to learn a lot of new words and learn to use the old ones
what I know them better. I hope in this class I will have the opportunity
for improve a lot.

a Rewrite each of the texts so that they read naturally, and then examinethe changes
you have made.
b In general terms what strengths and weaknessesdoes each of these learnershavein
constructing English sentences?
c What specific problems do any of these learners have? Is there anything in particular
that you would want to teach this learner?

Answers to consolidation exercises
Language in context
1

(i)

a This sentence begins with three 'fronted' present participle clauses:Ranging
over two millennia,casting a glance or two at Kelly, while concentratingchiefly on
current times.
Theverb phrasecontainsa discoursemarker(on the whole)whichseparatesthe two
verbs (discussed,defended).Thesubjectis not repeatedbeforethe secondverb.
There is a parenthesis,which is itself a non-finite present participle clause
(Englishserving as the example).
The sentenceendswith a relativeclause.It is not easyto identifywhat regardedas
unorthodoxand impracticablerefersto Onfact it refersto linesof thoughton foreignfanguagelearningand teaching).Thisis partly becausethe parenthesisseparates
the relativeclausefrom the group of words it refersto. The placingof by many
betweenregardedand as also makesprocessingand understandingmoredifficult.
b The sentenceis not badlywritten, but it is long and complex,with multiple
embedding- the resultof havingto compressa lot of informationinto a smallspace.
c The difficulty is due to:
• the number of clauses in the sentence.
• the amount of embedding.
• the placing of the subject far into the clause.
• the use of many as a pronoun, referring to manypeople.

(ii) a The basic structure of the sentenceis that somethingis slowlybecoming
apparent.Once we haveworked that out. we still face the problemof
understanding what that something is. The most plausiblemeaningof the
sentence is probably something like:
It is slowfybecomingapparentthroughoutthe communityhow disturbingsomethingis.
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This is disturbing to two groups of people - firstly to people who are 'gainfully
employed', and secondly to people who have spent a lot of time and effort trying
to find work. What is disturbing these people is a discovery.
This discovery is that enforced repatriation is more than just a possibility. Enforced
repatriation is in danger of becoming an integral part of the policy of the new
government.

b Most people would probably agree that this sentence is badly written.
c It is extremely difficult to unravel the meaning, and the writer appears to have
little sense of how much (or how little) embedding readers can process with
ease. Among the specific difficulties posed by this sentence are:
• the extraordinary length of the subject (everything before is slowly becoming).
• the extraordinary complexity of the subject (with multiple embedding of finite
clauses, non-finite clauses and adverbials) e.g.:
ellipsis: and [how disturbing it is for] those [people] whose attempts ... , but
[that enforced repatriation] is in danger ...
relative clause: whose attempts ...
noun clause: to discover that ...
non-finite clauses: to find work ... , to discover that ...
• the fact that all these clauses are embedded in a fronted noun clause (how
. disturbing it is ... ).
It would also be more usual (and clear) to use a preparatory it construction e.g.
It is slowly becoming apparent throughout the community how ...
(iii)

a The basic structure of the first four lines is an adverbial clause introduced by
the conjunction (only) when.
The main clause begins with an inversion (did I become), and the final noun
phrase (the blindingly blue ... ) contains an embedded past participle clause
(over-looked from the terrace). This noun phrase can be analysed in two ways:
as the direct object of aware of or as an adverbial beginning of ...

b In contrast to the previous sentence, most people would consider this to be
clearly and elegantly written. Nonetheless it may pose problems to learners.
c The adverbial clause contains:
• an extremely long direct object (the remains of my smoked flying fish and fresh
tropical fruits).
• a relative clause (who were threatening ... ) which depends on:
• an indirect object (to the local birds), which is widely separated from the verb
(offered) and into which is embedded:
• a further adverbial clause (if I didn't leave).
The main clause contains:
• parenthesis: marked here by dashes (this parenthesis is effectively a nondefining relative clause qualifying the local birds).
• inversion: (did I become). This depends on the 'negative adverb' only with which
the sentence begins. Some learners, however, may not identify this and the
underlying rule, and may be confused by the fact that this appears to them to be
a question. The problem is made worse by the distance in the sentence which
separates the adverb only and the inversion that depends on this (did I become).
• ellipsis: e.g. and [only when I had] offered ... , the blindingly blue stretch of the
Caribbean [Sea which was] over-looked by customers from the terrace [of the
restaurant].
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(i) Subordinate clause: WhenI walked ... cousin called Audrey were the others,

Main clause: I saw Chad ... and my mother.
(ii)

Main clause: I have the feeling
Subordinate clause: that a lot ... cannot be possessed

b

adverbial clause

c

noun clause

d one of a bevy
e of whom ... others
f who marriedJonathan Durham
g non-defining
h called Audrey
Each degree of indentation represents a degree of embedding:
• The basic subordinate clause is marked 2 (that a lot of the tensionsin groups ...

may be due in part to this unsatisfiedfeeling).
• particularly at intermediatelevel is a phrase which qualifies the kinds of groups we
are concerned with.

• wherestudentsare making ... is a relative clause, which qualifies intermediatelevel.
• where languagecan somehowbe dealt out in chunks qualifies a situation.
• that is the need introduces a relative clause restating and expanding this
unsatisfiedfeeling.
• to possesssomething is an infinitive clause which qualifies the need
• that cannot be possessedis a relative clause that qualifies something.

Learners' English
(i)

a

The following is one of many ways the first text might be rewritten:

When I read books and newspapers, if I don't understand

some of the words, I try to

imagine what they mean. However, if the word comes up again and again, then I use a
dictionary.
different

b, c

It is difficult

to remember and use new words in English as they are quite

from words in my own language.

The learner who wrote the first text writes in short, very simple sentences. She
uses some discourse markers to signpost logical relationships (e.g. so), but
the structure of what she writes would be clearer if she made greater use of
conjunctions (e.g. If I find a word many times in a book or newspaper(then)

I use a dictionary).
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(ii)

a

The following is one of many ways the second text might be rewritten:
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b

The learner who wrote this text writes less simply than the writer of (i). The first
sentence includes a well-formed contact relative clause (about the things []
I don't know ... ) and, although the first three sentences seem rather unnatural
because they are not combined, the logical connections are clear (helped by
the use of then, appropriately to indicate a logical consequence). The last two
sentences in the text are very well formed.

c

The learner's problems
than with the grammar
the use of articles (the
a two-part conjunction

a

The following is one of many ways the third text might be rewritten:

are generally less with clause and sentence construction
of particular words (educated that, beg something to) and
things). Her writing would also be more natural if she used
such as either ... or in the final sentence.

My biggest problem is with vocabulary. Although a lot of words are the
same as in my language, sometimes the meanings change a little - or I
should say a lot - and this confuses me, especially when I am talking, and I
don't pay too much attention to the exact words I use. So, I need to learn
a lot of new words and I also need to learn to use the words I already know
better. I hope in this class I will have the opportunity to improve a lot.

b

The learner who wrote the third text writes fluently and with no hint of trying to
avoid complexity. In fact, many of what at first sight may be considered 'mistakes'
(e.g. the use of however in a sentence with although) seem far more natural if this
is read aloud. Added punctuation also helps to make the structure of this text
clearer.

c

Many of the changes one might make in rewriting this text have more to do with
converting it from an acceptable spoken style to a more formal written style
rather than 'correcting' it. The key exception in terms of sentence construction is
*use the old ones what I know them better. Here she has used what wrongly as a
relative pronoun. A contact relative clause would be most natural here (e.g. use
the ones [] I know better), but that could also be used in place of what.
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Researchactivities
These extension activities help you to become more aware of issues that affect
grammatical choices, more aware of difficulties your own learners have with
grammar, and more constructively critical of how grammar is treated in
published materials.
These activities extend the content of any of the chapters. Each time you use one of
them, you need to decide which grammatical feature you wish to research/explore.
More detailed extension exercises/research activities for each of the chapters in
this book can be found on the Cambridge University Press Website: http://www.
cambridge.org/elt/gelt/extension/.

Exploring variation from text to text
Obtain two or more short texts from different sources. These can be written
(e.g. a letter from a friend; a serious newspaper article; a recipe) or transcribed
spoken English (e.g. a magazine interview or your own transcription of a
recording of friends talking or of an unscripted radio discussion).
You can:
• count the number of times your chosen grammar feature occurs, and
for each text work out a ratio between this and some related feature (for
example, you might compare the frequency of a and the or of two tenses).
• explain why this feature is used each time it occurs.
• sub-classify the feature (for example, you might divide adverbs into
adverbs of frequency, attitude markers, etc.).
• look at how the speaker's/writer's tone or message would be affected if
other choices had been made.
• identify and account for any non-standard features (e.g.conditionals: Ifl'd have
had; past tense forms: didn't used to;relative pronouns: Thegirl what I saw).
• compare the occurrence of this grammar feature between the two texts,
and account for any differences (e.g. some features are assumed to occur
more frequently in written text than in spoken, or in formal contexts than
informal). This activity enables you to begin testing this out.

Exploring variation from person to person
Choose a grammar feature where use varies from person to person, e.g.
comparatives, prepositions, modal verbs or singular/plural agreement.
456
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If you have access to a corpus of English and a concordancing programme (this is
a piece of software which enables you to see a large number of examples of how a
word is actually used), you can call up words and see what words they occur with
(e.g. how often comparative forms are followed by than; how often than is followed
by a subject pronoun such as I as opposed to an object pronoun such as me).
If you don't have this access, you can interview proficient users of English from
different regional and social backgrounds. For example, you can read them or
show them a list of sentences and ask them to rate each as 'correct; 'incorrect' or
'dubious'. Insist on a rapid, spontaneous response. For example, for comparatives:
Correct

Incorrect

Dubious

(i) He runs quickerthan me.

(ii) He runs fasterthan I.
(iii) He's more old than me.
(iv) He's pleasanterthan me.
(v) He runs fasterthan me.
(vi) He's more pleasantthan me.
(vii) He's o/derthan me.
(viii) He runs faster than me.

Record their answers, and then ask them to explain any which are not correct.
Try to account for any disagreement between them, or between their answers
and your own.

Researching the effectiveness of teaching
These activities help you to evaluate the effect your teaching has on your
learners' awareness, understanding and speaking or writing. You can carry
out any of them both before and after teaching a particular grammar feature.
Choose two or three learners to focus on.

Comprehension
Ask your students to listen to or read something in which your chosen grammar
feature is used prominently. Focus_initially only on general understanding.
You can then:
• isolate the instances of your chosen grammar feature and ask specific
questions to test their understanding of this.
• isolate the instances of your chosen grammar feature and ask students to
explain why this has been used (where feasible, they might do this in their
own language).
• ask your students to underline or pick out anything they don't understand.
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Speaking and/or writing
You can use learners' written compositions of different kinds or can transcribe
a short recording of them speaking. In some cases, the choice of topic
may be important. For example, if you want to explore their use of passive
constructions, asking them to describe some kind of process (e.g. What happens
to letters when you post them?) should create opportunities for using the passive.
You can:
• count how often they use your target grammar feature in contexts where
its use would be natural.
• count how often they use it in inappropriate contexts.
• count how frequently they construct its form correctly or make mistakes
in this.
• underline problems in their writing, and ask them to correct this and to
explain their basis for doing this.
After teaching the feature, you can ask them how easy or difficult they have
found it to:
• understand the use and meaning of these forms.
• understand the construction of these forms.
• remember these forms.
• use these forms in speaking and in writing.
You can also ask them to compare the use of these in English with any
equivalent forms in their own language(s).

Researching course materials
You may decide to look at one coursebook, or may choose to compare two or
more. In comparing course material it is useful to look at:
• materials intended for two different types of learners (e.g. adults versus
adolescents; elementary versus upper intermediate).
, materials produced by different publishers for similar markets.
Consider the following.
• How easy is it to find the grammar feature by looking in the contents
section or index of the book?
• How accurate, comprehensive, clear and useful are the rules provided?
• How clearly does the material clarify the difference between closely related
forms (e.g. each and every; past perfect simple and past perfect continuous)?

Researching language

• Are learners guided to work out the meaning of the language for
themselves?
• What opportunities are provided for learners to practise the grammar
feature in controlled exercises and to use it more freely? Do they provide
opportunities for students to work together?
• What kinds of texts are provided? Are these real or are they specially
constructed to provide examples of a particular rule? If they are specially
constructed, how natural are they?
• How much attention does the book pay to this grammar feature compared
to others? Do you think this degree of attention is appropriate?
• How much attention is paid to the meaning(s) of this feature?
• How much attention is paid to relevant aspects of spelling?
• How much attention is paid to relevant aspects of pronunciation?
• Does the book cover the feature in one section, or is attention to it divided
between different sections of the book (or different books in a series)?
At what levels is it considered and at what levels are more complex or
exceptional forms introduced?

Comparing reference materials
Select two dictionaries or two grammars intended for learners. Choose one or
two grammar features and compare how they are treated in the two books. You
may choose a general heading such as 'Type 2 conditionals' or 'relative clauses'
to research in the grammars, using the contents section or the index to find
what you are looking for. In a dictionary you can simply look up a number of
words in a particular class, e.g. either and neither (quantifiers) and whom, whose
and which (relative pronouns).
Consider:
• How much information is given?
• How comprehensive and accurate is this?
• How clearly is this expressed?
• How much use is made of examples?
• How much attention is paid, respectively, to form, meaning, collocation,
style factors, ordering of sentence constituents and words, pronunciation
and spelling?
• Which of the dictionaries or grammars would you recommend to students
who wanted to buy one for their own study? Why?
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Phonemic symbols
Consonants

Vowels
symbol

example

Ii:/

eat /i:t/
happy /'hrepi/
it !It/
when /wen/
cat /kret/
hard /ha:d/
not /not/
sort /s'J:t/;all /J:11
look/Iuk/
too /tu:/
cup lkApl
first /fast/; turn /t3:n/
about /-;)'baut/;
mother /'mAOJ(r)/
day /dc1/

Iii
III
/c/

/re/
/a:/
/o/
b:/
Jui
lu:I
IA!

13:/
/-;)/

/e1/
/a1/
l'J1!
/au/
/Jui
/i;J/
/c;J/
Ju;;,/
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my/mail

boy /b'J1/
now/nau/
go /gJu!
here /h1~(r)/
chair /tJeJ(r)/
tourist /'tvJnst/

symbol
/p/

lb/
It/
Id/
/k/

lg/
ltfl
ld3f
If/
Iv/
/0/
101

Is/
lz/

!JI

131
/h/
Im!
In/
ITJI
/1/
/r/
/j/
/w/

example
pen/pen/
big /big/
two /tu:/
do /du:/
look /luk/; cup /kAp/
get /get/
China /'tJamJ/
Japan /d3;,'pren/
fall /fall
very /'veri/
think /011Jkl
then /oen/
see /si:/
zoo /zu:/; is !Izl
shoe /Ju:/
measure /'me3J(r)/;
decision /d11s13n/
who /hu:/; how /haul
meet/mi:t/
no /n::,u/
sing /s1)J/
long/loJJI
right /rmt/
yes /jes/
will /wII/

Index
Note: Page references in bold type refer to key definitions of terms.

a 6, 10, 25, 27, 29
or one33
pronunciation 31
in the sense of every 29
to introduce new
information 27
abit85-6
afew 6, 36, 372, 421
+ more/less 44
a great deal 86
a little 36, 40-1, 70, 86, 372
+ more/less 44
a lot 70-1. 372
(quite) 85-6
alotof36
general use 39-40
or much/many 45
in questions and negative
statements 40
a number ofl3
a rangeofl3
a variety ofl3
ability 156, 157, 161, 162-3
infinitives after adjectives or
nouns 171, 172
able to 153, 156, 161
about 97, 129
absolutely 69
accuse260
achievement 333, 336, 389
action
completed 181, 219, 239-42,
389
habitual 193, 224
momentary and extended
181
past and present
consequences 280
present continuous for
temporary 192-3
present simple for 189
in progress 181
repeated 251
uncompleted 237-8
unexpected 333
action verb 106
active construction 330
actually 350, 356, 358, 361
add259
adding something 348-9
additionally 348
adjectival clause see relative
clause
adjective 7, 51-60
adverb formed from 62-3
adverbs of manner before 55
comparative 6, 53, 79-93
consolidation exercises
59-60
derived from multiword
verbs52
derived from past
participles 334-5
endings81
followed by prepositions,
infinitives and that 55,
128

gradable 56, 69
key considerations 51
linking with and 54-5
multiword52
in multiword expressions
126
nouns which follow 10
participle forms 52
and passive constructions
334-5
in place of comparative
adverb88
position in sentences 53-5,
56-7
predicative use of 53-4, 55
qualifying nouns 6
related to nouns or verbs
51-2
with same form as adverb 63
suffixes 52
superlative 53, 79-93
typical difficulties 57-8
ungradable 56, 69, 80
using more than one 54-5
wordorder6
see also demonstrative
adjective; possessive
adjective
adjective phrase 57, 296
adjunct346
adverb 7, 8, 61-78
comparative 79-93
consolidation exercises 76-8
discourse marker 346
with formal and informal
forms63
formed from adjective 62-3
fonning 62-3
key considerations 61
in multiword expressions
126
negative and word order 67
position in sentence 63-4,
306
and prepositions 99
prepositions used as 67
pronunciation and spelling
73
with same form as adjective
63
superlative 79-93
types of 64- 72
typical difficulties 74-5
see also attitude marker;
degree, adverb of;
focusing adverb;
frequency, adverb of;
manner, adverb of; place,
adverb of; quantity,
adverb of; relative time,
adverb of; time, adverb of
adverb phrase 296, 302
discourse markers 346
adverbial 8, 301-2
adverb oftime in place of
67,370
adverb phrase 302

changes to word order after
negative318
fronting 317-18, 322
limiting318
necessary with certain
verbs304
negative318
noun phrase 302
position in sentence 306,
317-18, 322
preposition phrase 302
adverbial clause 386-7
ellipsis in 369
orderof389
see also finite adverbial
clause
advise260
with Infinitive or -ing form
179, 260
advising
bare infinitive 180
conditional clause 275
imperatives 304
modal verbs for 153, 157
affirmative
present simple 188
quantifiers in 37, 40
after 96, 204, 221, 280, 369,
386, 387, 389
afterwards 68
agent, in passive constructions
331, 332, 335
ago219
agreement 107-8, 372-3
ali36,4I-2,46
with the 42, 44
all the same 346, 350, 351
all the time 193
allege 260
allow, with infinitive or -ing
form 179
already 68-9, 239
also 71, 72, 345, 348
alternatively 348
although 99, 386, 387, 421
and while 387-8
altogether 86
always 66, 193, 252
amllo
am/is/are+ infinitive 204-5
American English
answer to have you got
to?J56
didn't need to 159
go see 181
infinitive preferred to -ing
form 179
past simple used instead of
present perfect simple
239
should rather than ought
to 157
that in defining clauses 409
use of prepositions 98
use of regular -£d wrb
forms 114
would in if clause 275

amounto/14
an 6, 10, 25, 27, 29
or one33
pronunciation 31
and 221, 278, 294, 302, 386
between comparatives 86
textual ellipsis after 368-9
to separate adjectives 54-5
another 36, 43
and other45
answer259
any 6, 10,36, 45, 86, 372
general use 39
or some39
stressed 39, 45
unrestricted or unlimited
quantity39
anything57
anyway 346, 350, 351, 356,
358,361
apart from 97
apostrophe 15
position in writing 15-16
possession 15-16
apparently 72
appearance verb 190
apposition, phrases in 434,
443
are 204-5
arrangements 335
future 201 -2
article 6, 8, 25-35, 295
absence of 28, 30
choice of 26-30
consolidation exercises 31-5
definite25
in idioms and fixed
expressions 26, 29
indefinite 25
key considerations 25
position in sentence 26
pronunciation 3 I
or quantifier 37
rules of thumb 28
to use or not 26-30
!)'Pica! difficulties 31-3
zero25
as 386, 387, 388
• adjective, for fractions 86
as if 387, 389
as long as 277, 280, 387, 388
as luck would ha1,e it 359
as a maurr offact I 27, 350
as a result 35.3
as a result o/96
as soon as 204, 280, 387, 388,
389
as though 387, 389
aswell~tS
11.1k259
a~pect 139
a.ssessment. medals for 152
al

and in96
place95
al that time 370, 421
at thR $<lmetime 350
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attitude
infinitives after adjectives or
nouns 171, 172
modals for expressing 152
attitude marker 61, 72, 345,
346,359-60
position in sentence 72,
360
attitude verb, reported speech
259-60
attribution, 's 15
attributive clause see relative
clause
Australian English, use of
prepositions 98
auxiliary verb 107, 110-12
adverbs of frequency with
two66
choosing between be and
get for the passive 333
'dummy' in questions 316
emphasis and contrast
111-12
negative forms 111
question forms 111, 316
in question tags 116
substitution 112
tense auxiliaries 110
see also modal verb
awfu/ly70
back shift rules 261, 262-3
backward reference, use of
the27
bare infinitive 154, 179-81
choosing between -ing form
and 181
non-finite clauses 419-20,
424
position in sentences 180-1
uses 179-80
will ('II)+ 194
barely86
base form of verb 170
be
adverbs of frequency before
the complement 66
as a complement verb
299,315
ellipsis of 57
forming tenses with 110
negatives with 114
passive constructions with
113, 322
past participle 114, 182
past simple 219
past tense 114
present tense 114
questions with 114
with the ·ing form 176,
182.192
with there 305
be able to 153, 156, 161
and have to 156
be going to as a tense auxiliary
110
because 99, 221. 387
because of96, 99
become301
been 110
andgonell4-15
before 96, 204, 221, 239, 280,
369, 386, 387, 389
beg260
being+ past participle 182,
419
believe 333, 399
beneath98

besides348
best 53
better53
hadl55, 157
between95
biographies, present perfect
simple 239, 240
blame260
blindly72
both 36, 37, 42
with the 42, 44
but 294, 302, 350, 386
textual ellipsis after 368-9
buy301
by96, 128
after passive construction
332, 334, 335
byfar86
by far and away 86
by and large 354
by the time 204
by the way 356
Cambridge International
Corpus2
Cambridge Leamer Corpus 2
can 112, 153, 154, 161
change in reported speech
161
with perception verbs 190
can't 157, 190
and mustn't 160
capitalletter 9-10, 18
category, 's 15
causative passive construction
330, 335--6
cause and effect
non-defining non-finite
clauses 422
prepositions for 96
causes and results 353-4
certainty, logical deduction
and 159-60
Chinese 139
chunks 124, 125
and fluency 129-30
claim 259-60
clause 293, 303, 385, 406, 421,
433-41
adverbial 369, 386, 389
basic pattern 294
in conditional sentences 272
constituents 293
contact 399, 409
coordinated 386
defining 385, 406, 421,
433-41
embedded 407, 443
finite 346, 385, 443
infinitive 143, 260, 419-20,
435
multiple 442-3
non-defining 385, 406, 410,
422, 433-41
non-finite 175, 385, 385,
390, 411, 418-32
in parenthesis 443
participle 175, 411, 412,419,
423-4, 434-5
passive333
that can follow reporting
verbs260
types303
verbless 390, 411, 412, 419,
421
which end in a particle
142-3
within clauses 443

see also main clause; noun
clause; relative clause;
subordinate clause
clearly 72, 359
clefting 320-1
collective noun 14
collocation 125-6
adjective-noun 125-6
adverb-adjective 126
noun-verb 126
verb-noun 126
colloquial context 145
colon, in direct speech 265
combining words 124-35
choosing 128
consolidation exercises
132-5
frames 126-7
key considerations 124
multiword expressions 126
patterns 127-9
typical difficulties 129-31
see also fixed expressions
come and go 202, 263
comeand!Bl
comma
in conditional sentences 272
in direct speech 265
with discourse markers 361
with phrases in apposition
434
to separate adjectives 54
to separate main clause
from non-defining clause
437-8
to separate main from
relative clause 410
to separate main from
subordinate clause 389
comparative structures,
leaving out information
373
comparatives 7, 79-93
adjectives 6, 53, 79-93
adverbs 79-93
consolidation exercises 90-3
expressions of quantity
81-2, 86
fixed expressions after 86
form oflong adjectives 6,
53, 79
form of short adjectives 6,
53, 79
intensifying and
downtoning forms 85-6
irregular 53, 81
key considerations 79
with more 6, 53, 79
position in sentences 83-4
pronunciation and spelling
82-3
rules of thumb 87-8
separated by and 86
stylistic choices 88
with the same as 28
to compare 84-5
two-syllable adjectives and
advetbs80
typical difficulties 88-9
complain 259-60
complement
adjective as 56
and complement verbs
298-9
differences from object 301
fronted 318
infinitive as 173
-ing forms of verbs 175

noun as 10
noun clause as 400
and object-complement
verb300-l
that clause as 399
complement verb 109-10,
298-9, 301
+ adjective 53
to be 299, 315
completely 69
complex noun phrase 295
complex sentence 383-453,
442
consolidation exercises
447-53
embedding 443
integrating the elements
442-53
key considerations 442
multiple clauses 442-3
typical difficulties 442-3,
444-6
uses444
complex transitive verb see
object-complement verbs
compound adjective 52
compound noun 15
pronunciation 15
comprehension, researching
the effectiveness of
teaching 457
concerning94
concord see agreement
condition, subordinating
conjunctions for 387
conditional sentence 272-88
conjunctions in 277-8
consolidation exercises
284-8
key considerations 272
mixed 279-80
modal verbs 278-9
punctuation 272
single clauses 279
teaching considerations 280
Type 1 273-4, 275
Type 2 274-5, 280
Type 3 276, 280
typical difficulties 281-3
variants on 277-80
verbs in continuous form
278
with would ... if ...159
zero 277, 279
confirm260
conjunction 54-5
in adverbial clauses 386-7
in conditional sentence
277-8
coordinating 294, 302, 386
linking noun clauses 398
omitting in conditional
meaning278
and past perfect simple
221
and prepositions 99
present tense for the future
after time 204
subordinating 386-9
of time 280, 387-9
two-part 127, 390
consequently 353
consider 333
considerably 86
consonants
phonemic symbols 460
voiceless 17
constantly 193

Index I 463
contact clause 399, 409
continually 193
continuous aspect 139
continuous tenses
be+ -ingforms 176
in conditionals 278
state verbs not to be used
with 108
contrast
auxiliaries for l ll-12
prepositions for 97
subordinating conjunctions
for387
conversation
direct speech 265-6
functional expressions
124-5
management 355-8
conversation management
discourse marker 346,
355-8
position in sentence 360-1
coordinated clause 386
coordinating conjunction 294,
302, 386
copular verb see complement
verb
could U2, 154, 157, 160
conditional 278
and might 159, 160
In reported speech 161
orwould278
countable noun 9, 10-12, 19
plural forms 12
related to uncountable 11
or uncountable nouns in
context 11-12, 21-2, 23
which can also be
uncountable 11
words which come before
and after 12
course materials, researching
458-9
creation, 's 15, 16
crucia/400
currently 67, 68

dare 154
defining407
defining clause 385, 406, 421,
433-41
ambiguous cases 436
consolidation exercises
440-1
forms434-5
key considerations 433
pronunciation 436- 7
punctuation 437-8
style factors 435-6
typical difficulties 438-9
defining phrase 433-41
defining relative clause 28,
369, 409, 435
with the 28, 411
definite article 25
degree, adverb of61,69-70
position in sentence 70
delexicalised verb 144
demand260
demonstrative adjective 26,
263, 295
deny260
dependent preposition 97
describing 407, 422
describing word see adjective
desire, infinitive after verb to
express 171
despite 97, 99

despite the fact that 387
determiner 8, 25, 36, 295
see also article;
demonstrative adjective;
numbers; possessive
adjective; quantifier
dialogue 265-6
ellipsis in 368
dictionaries
for clauses that can follow
reporting verbs 260
comparing 459
for irregular verbs 113
to check singular and plural
forms of nouns 13, 17, 18
to check what can follow
particular adjectives 55
did 111, 112, ll6, 180
in questions 316
substitution signal 369, 371
didn't 111, 112, 116, 180
didn't have ( need) to, and
needn't have 158-9
direct object 141-2
fronting319
infinitives after 172-3
noun clause as type of 398
and object verbs 297-8
direct speech 257- 71, 264
changing into reported
speech 257, 262-3
consolidation exercises
268-71
conversation 265-6
key considerations 257
news265
typical difficulties 266-8
uses 258, 264-6
written language 264-5
disagreement 372-3
disapproval 156, 161-2
discourse marker 71, 127,
290-1, 345-66
attitude marker 61, 72, 345,
346, 359-60
consolidation exercises
364-6
conversation management
346, 355-8
focusing adverb as 61
forms346
key considerations 345
position in sentences 360-1
preparatory 346, 358-9,
361
punctuation 361
terminology 346
textual 346, 347-55
types 347-61
typical difficulties 361-3
uses346
discuss259
ditransitive verb see two-object
verb
do/does 111, 112, 116, 180
in questions 316
substitution signal 369, 371
doesn't/don't lll
don't have (need) to and
needn't 158
don't have to and mustn't 159
double object verb 109, 300,
301
downtoner 56, 69-70, 85-6
dramatisation 258, 264-5, 425
dueto96
'dummy' auxiliary in questions
316

'dummy' subjects, it and there
305, 317, 319-20
duration 237, 251-2, 388
during 96, 99
dynamic verb see event verb

each 36, 41-2, 46
easily86
-ed
past participle 52, ll2
pronunciation 116-17
spelling forms ll7-18
either 10, 36, 37, 42, 71
+ofthe44
either ... or 390
elder81
eldest81
elect301
ellipsis 56-7, 367-81, 443
in adverbial and relative
clauses 369
consolidation exercises
375-81
key considerations 367
situational 368
and substitution combined
370-3
textual 368-9
typical difficulties 373-4
embedding 407, 443
emphasis
auxiliaries for 111-12
discourse markers 348
and position of adverb in
sentence 65, 67
of superlatives 86
empty verb see delexicalised
verb
enough 36, 42, 172
equally350
-er comparative form 6, 53, 79
especially 71
essential 400
-est superlative form 53, 79
even 63, 71, 72
evenif387
even though 387, 389
even when 387
event verb 108-9
events
completed 181, 219, 239-42
completed and actions in
progress 181
different tenses for different
kindsof220
future as a matter of course
205-6, 207
future in progress 205
inevitable 204-5
present continuous for
temporary 192
present simple for 189
sequence of220-l, 223,
224-5, 389, 422
simultaneous 422
speculation about past 276
uncompleted 237-8
ever239
every 6, 36, 41-2
+few44
followed by singular forms
41, 46
everybody 46
everyone46
everything 46
except97
excuses, making 276
exemplifying 97, 354

existence verb 106, 190, 305
expectations, introducing
something that contrasts
with350-2
explain 257, 259
extension exercises 456-9
external reference, use of
the27
extremely 69
facts
present simple for 189-90
timeless 190
fairly 56, 69, 70
family relationships 15, 16
far85-6
feelings
infinitives after adjectives or
nouns 171, 172
that clauses after 399
few 36, 41
+enough44
fewer 36, 41, 81-2
fewest8l-2
fiction
direct speech 258, 264-5
non-defining clauses 438
finally 346, 347
finite adverbial clause 385,
386-97
consolidation exercises
393-7
key considerations 386
meaning 387-9
orderof389
punctuation 389
reduced390
tense and time conjunctions
389
two-part conjunctions 390
typical difficulties 390-2
finite clause 385
adverbial 385, 386-97
as discourse marker 346
embedded within non-finite
clause443
finite sentence see main clause
finite verb 418
first conditional 273
first/firstly/first of all 347
fixed expressions 124-6
after co.mparatives and
superlatives 86
with articles 26, 29
collocations 125-6
conversation management
discourse markers 356
functional expressions
124-5
idiomatic expressions 125
multiword verbal
expressions 144-5
preposition phrases 98
without articles 30
flashbacks 221
focusing adverb 61, 71-2
position in sentence 71-2
focusing devices 317, 320-1
for97, 172
distance95
function with+ -ing 173
with indirect object 300
length of time 206, 225, 237
for example 354
for instance 354
forbid, with infinitive or -ing
form 179
Joreverl93
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forget, with infinitive or -ing
forms 178
formality
academic written discourse,
what is+ adjective is
127
choice of determiner 37
multiword verbs 145-6
reduction of continuous
tense form 176
use of passive 331
use of prepositions 95, 98
will 202, 209
fortunately 72, 346, 359
forward reference
leaving out information
373
use ofthe27
fractions, with as+ adjective
86
frames 126- 7
patterns with a gap 127
sentence stems 126-7
frankly 72, 359, 361
frequency, adverb of 61, 66-7
and past continuous 224
position in sentence 66
with two auxiliary verbs 66
with would 252
from, dependent preposition
97, 128
from time to time 67
fronting317-19
adverbials 317-18
complements 318-19
direct object 319
full infinitive 154, 170
non-finite clause 418,
419-20, 424
function, grammatical 7
further346
furthermore 345, 346, 348
future 200-17
am/is/are+ infinitive
204-5
'arranged' 201-2
choosing tenses 207-10
conditional 273
consolidation exercises
213-17
continuous form be+ -ing
176, 205-6
events in progress 205
go and come 202
going to 174, 201
key considerations 200
as a matter of course 205-6,
207

in the past, would for 161
perfect continuous form
206-7
perfect form 206
present continuous for the
194, 201-2
present simple 204, 389
shall (shan't} 203
state verbs in future tenses
207
typical difficulties 210-12
will ('II/won't) 202-3
future time
modal reference 161
prepositions referring to 95
generalising 28, 354
generally 354
gerund 176
and present participle 176

get
or have as auxiliaries in
passives 336
with passive constructions
332, 335
give30I
given94
given that 387
go
and come 202, 263
followed by to or into 96
past participle 114
past tense 114
presenttense ll 4
goandl81
go on, with infinitive or -ing
forms 178
going to
+ infinitive 174, 20 l
be+ going to + bare infinitive
for future time 201
if clauses 274
gone and been ll 4-15
gradable adjective 56, 69
grammar
orlexis 124
use of term I
varieties of English 2
grammars
comparing 459
theoretical or academic 8
grammatical structures 124
guessing 203
habitual action, past
continuous 224
had 110
had+ subject+ past participle
276
had better 155, 157
had have+ past participle 276
had to 161
hanging participle 425
hardly any 86
hardly ever 66, 67
hate, with infinitive or -ing
form 179
have 110
witha/an26
followed by object and past
participle for causative
passive335
or get as auxiliaries in
passives 336
or have got 190
with past participle 113, 160,
181, 206, 235-6, 420
have been+ -ing 206-7, 236
have got
with a/an 28
or have 190
have (got) to 155
have to 153, 155
and be able to l 56
and must156
and need to 158-9
havingllO
with past participle 181, 419
having been+ past participle
419
he304
help333-4
hence 345, 353
her304
here 67, 263, 370
him304
historic present 190-J
honestly 359

hopefully72.
howl73,316
How do you do? 124-5
howlong ... ?237
how much/many 40
however 130, 345, 346, 350, 351
hyphen
adjectives combined with
a52
nouns combined with a 15
hypothetical conditional 274-5
hypothetical meaning 159
choosing between infinitive
and-ingforms 177-8
I 304

I mean 354, 356, 358, 361
I want ... 127-8
lwish278
identifying 407, 411, 421
identifying clause see defining
clause
idioml25
with article 26
multiword verbal expression
144-5
preposition phrase 98
if204, 264, 386, 387, 443
conditional clause 272,
273-7
introducing noun clause
398, 399
patterns 128
and should 162
or should274
use of would ... 159
see also conditional
sentence
ifonly278
if ...not, and unless 277
I'm afraid 345, 346, 358
I'm sorry 358-9
imperative 304
implied subject 424-5
important 400
in
+ verb ending in -ing 128
andat96
dependent preposition 97
with superlatives 87
time95-6
in a ... context 127
in addition 348
in case 162, 277
in conclusion 355
in contrast 350, 351
in fact 346, 350
in the first place 347
in general 354
in order that 366, 387, 389
in order to 172
in other words 354
in a sense 355
in spite of97
in summary 355
in that387
in that case 353
indefinite article 25
indirect object 299-300
position in sentence
299-300
and two-object ('double
object') verb 299-300
indirect question 264, 399
Infinitive after question
word 173
indirect speech see reported
speech

inert perception verb, and
bare infinitive 180, 181
infinitive 170-87
adjective followed by 55
after adjective+ enough or
enough+ noun 172
after auxiliary verb in tense
forms 174
after certain adjectives 171
after certain nouns and
noun expressions 172
after certain verb + object
combinations 171
after a direct object 172-3
after question word in
Indirect question 173
after too+ adjective/much/
many+ noun 172
choosing between -ing form
and 177-9
as complement 173
complex forms 181-2
consolidation exercises
184-7
continuous forms 182
forms 112, 420
key considerations 170
negative 182
pairs connected by and 181
passive form 182, 420
perfect form 181, 420
position in sentences
171-4
split by adverb 65
as subject 173, 297
with to see full infinitive
typical difficulties 182-3
uses 170, 173
see also bare infinitive; full
infinitive
infinitive clause 419-20
defining and non-defining
435
ending in a particle 143
in reported speech 260
informality
choice of determiner 37
direct speech 266
ellipsis 368
'll202
multiword expressions 145
see also colloquial context
information
changing the order of
316-21
expanding 423
fronting317-19
new and familiar 294, 423
ordering using the passive
332
organisation of 294
orientating 317
pushing back 319-20
spotlighting 320-1
use of a/ an for new 27
which can be left out 7
which needs to be stated
explicitly7
-ing clause 419
in reported speech 260
-ing forms, not verbs 176
-ingforms of verb 112, 174-7
for additional information
175
after certain verb + object
combinations 174-5
after certain verbs 174
after prepositions l 75

Index
choosing between bare
infinitives and 181
choosing between
infinitives and 177-9
complex 181-2
consolidation exercises
184-7
continuous forms 176
gerunds and present
participles 176
in lists of activities 175
negative 182
passive 182
perfect 181
position in sentences 174-5
present participle 52, 176
spelling 176-7
as subjects and
complements 175
typical difficulties 182-3
uses 174-6
innitll6
innovations 3
inseparable multiword verb
141
insinuate 260
insist 260, 400
instead348
intensifier 56, 69-70, 85-6
intensive verb see complement
verb
intention
premeditated 201
unpremeditated 203
interpretation verb, reported
speech 259-60
into96
intonation
for non-defining clauses
435
for phrases in apposition
434
to clarify meaning 68, 156,
157
intonation group, question
tags 115
intransitive verb see no-object
verb
inversion 318
of adverbs of frequency for
emphasis67
inverted commas, single or
double264
inviting
bare infinitive 180
imperatives 304
modal verbs for 153
irregular verbs ll2
past tense and past
participle forms 113-14
see also be, to; go, to
isllO
is it? 116
isn't it? 116
it
+be+ spotlighted
information + that or who
320-1
beginning a sentence with
173
'dummy' subject 305, 320
preparatory 320
as subject of passive
construction 334
and them372
judgement, modals for
expressing 152

just 67, 68, 71, 239, 387
justas387
just when 387
language change 2-3, 24
plural forms used as
singular 3, 13, 22, 24
language varieties 2, 98-9
largely69
last of all 34 7
last/lastly 347
Latin root, one-word
equivalent for multiword
verbs and verbal
expressions 145-6
least 79, 81-2
less 36, 41, 79, 81-2
let, bare infinitive after 180
lexico-granunar 124
lexis 124
like 97, 190
with infinitive or -ing form
179
likewise 350
'linking discourse marker
346, 350
linking verb see complement
verb
literalness, multiword verbs
143-4, 145
little 36, 41
+ enough44
'llseewill
logical deduction, modals for
156, 158, 159-60
logical relationships 345, 346
love, with infinitive or -ing
form 179
-ly ending for adverbs 62, 73
main clause 293, 384
conditional 272
main verb 107-10
majority ofl4
make 304, 333-4
bare infinitive after 180
manner, adverb of 61, 64-6
before adjectives 55
position in sentence 65
subordinating conjunction
for387
which qualifies an adjective
65-6
many 8, 10, 36, 172, 372
in affirmative sentences 40
after so/too/how 40
general use 39-40
mass noun see uncountable
noun
may 112, 153, 154, 156, 157
change in reported speech
161
conditional 278
and might 162
me304
meaning
choice of future tenses
based on 207-10
complement verbs 299
hypothetical 159
intonation to clarify 156, 157
literal 143-4, 145
metaphorical 145
modal 156-7, 162-3
social and individual
variation in conversation
management discourse
markers 356-8

measurements, comparative
86
mental state verb 106, 190
mental states, that clauses
after 399
mention 259, 399

merely71
might 112, 154, 157
conditional 278
and could 159, 160
andmayl62
in reported speech 161
or would278
miraculously 359
mitigator see downtoner
mixed conditional 279-80
modal auxiliary see modal
verb
modal verb 112, 152-69
be+ -ingform for future
arrangements 161
communicative functions
152-3
conditional sentence 278-9
consolidation exercises
166-9
different verbs with similar
meaning 157-60
forms 153
key considerations 152
multiple meanings 156-7
negative 153
non-modal meaning 161-2
past form in narrative 261
position in sentence 153
pronunciation 163
pure 153, 154, 161, 180
in questions 153
in reported speech 161
semi-modal 153, 154-6
time reference 160-l
typical difficulties 163-5
useofl52-3
in zero conditionals 279
modifier295
modifying noun 14-15
monotransitive verb see object
verb
more
for comparatives 6, 53,
79,81
quantifier 36, 41
moreover 348, 360
most 53, 79, 81
much 36, 70-1, 86, 172, 372
in affirmative sentences 40
after so/too/how 40
general use 39-40
multiple clauses 442-3
multiword adjective 52
multiword expressions 126
adjectives 126
adverbs 126
nouns 126
prepositions 126
multiword item 8
multiword verb 140-51
adjectives derived from 52
consolidation exercises
149-51
examples in context 141
formality 145-6
key considerations 140
literalness 143-4
meanings 143-4
one-word equivalent from
Latin 145-6
other types 142

separated parts 306
Type 1: no object
(intransitive) 141
Type 2: object (transitive)
inseparable 141
Type 3: object (transitive)
separable 141-2
Type 4: object (transitive)
with two particles 142
typical difficulties 146-8
multiword verbal expressions
144-5
literalness 145
mustl54
certainty 160
and have to 158, 161
mustn't

and can'tl60
and don't have to 159
names
of institutions: no article
with30
in reported speech 263, 264
see also proper noun
narrative

choice of past tenses 218,
261
direct speech in oral 258
past continuous 224, 261
past perfect simple 221-2,
261
naturally 72, 346, 359
necessary adverbial 304
necessity
infinitives after adjectives or
nouns 171, 172
that clauses after 399
need 154, 158
needn'tl54
and don't have (need)
to 158
needn't have, and didn't have
(need) to 158-9
negative adverb/adverbial
67,318
negative sentence, quantifiers
in 37, 40
negatives
auxiliary forms 111
with be 114
present continuous 192
present simple 188
neither 36, 37, 42
neither/nor 372-3
neutral style see informality
never 64, 66, 67
nevertheless 350
newspaper headlines
present simple for 191
use of more than two
nounsl5
newspaper reports
direct and reported speech
258, 265
non-defining 437
past simple in 219
present perfect simple 219,
239, 240
next347
no369
or not. .. any 39
no (quantifier) 8, 36
no-object verb 109-10, 141,
303
and fronting adverbials 318
and pushing information
back319
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non-attitude verb, reported
speech259
non-defining clause 385, 406,
410, 422-3, 433-41
ambiguous cases 436
consolidation exercises
440-1
forms434-5
key considerations 433
pronunciation 436-7
punctuation 437 -8
style factors 435-6
typical difficulties 438-9
non-defining phrase 433-41
non-finite clause 175, 385,
385, 390, 411, 418-32
agreement between subject
and participle 424-5
as complete sentence 425
consolidation exercises
429-32
defining 421
forms 418-21
infinitive clause 419-20
and its subordinate clause
421
key considerations 418
non-defining 422-3
participle clause 419
position in sentences 423-4
as subject 297
with subjects 420
typical difficulties 426-8
uses421-3
verbless clause 419, 421
which stands alone 425
nonetheless 345, 350
nor372-3
not
with-ing form 182
before adverbs of frequency
67
with infinitive 182
for negative sentences 111
'ntlll
not. .. any39
not only ... but(also) 127, 390
notably354
notwithstanding 98
noun 6, 7, 9-24
abstract 9, 16
and adjective 51
withcapitalletter9-I0,
18
choice of quantifier with
36-7
combining 14-15
consolidation exercises 21-4
dictionary use to check
plural spelling and
pronunciation 13, 17, 18
endings 9, 18
from other languages with
original plural forms
12, 13
key considerations 9
meanings 9, 18
in multiword expressions
126
originally plural becoming
uncountable 11
plural forms 3, 6, 9, 12-13,
16-18
position of apostrophe
15-16
position in sentence 10
possessive forms 9, 15-16,
19
pronunciation 13, 16-18

quantifying phrase 13-14,
20
replacing with pronoun
or possessive adjective
371-2
with the same singular and
plural forms 12
with singular verb 12, 13,
14
spelling 13, 16-18
typical difficulties 18-20
using to modify other nouns
9, 14-15, 19
which follows an adjective
10
see also collective noun;
countable noun; plural
noun; proper noun;
uncountable noun
noun clause 385, 398-405
adjectives in 51
consolidation exercises
403-5
contact399
derived from questions
398-9
key considerations 398
leaving that out 400
position in sentence
399-400
pronunciation of that in 400
in pseudo-cleft sentence
400
question-word in reported
speech260
as subject 297
that clause 399
with that in reported speech
260
as type of direct object 398
types398-9
typical difficulties 401-2
noun phrase
adjectives in 51
adverbials 302
after reporting verbs 259
article in 26
complex295
containers 13
form295
grouping 13
quantifiers in 36- 7
quantifying 13-14
replacing with pronouns
or possessive adjectives
371-2
now 67, 194, 239, 263, 356
now and again 67
numbering, and ordering
points347
numbers295
object 7, 56, 109-10, 301
differences from
complement 301
noun as 10
as recipient of action in
passive constructions
335-6
verbs followed by 109-10
see also direct object;
indirect object
object complement 301
object complement verb 56,
109-10, 300-1
in passive constructions
332
object pronoun 88, 371

object question 316
object verb 109-10, 141-2,
297-8, 301
in causative constructions
335
and direct object 297-8
in passive constructions
298, 332
object-object verb 109, 300,
301
obligation 157-9
absence of 159
internal or external 158
negative 159
past 161
obviously 72, 346, 359
occasionally 66
of
dependent preposition 16,
97, 128
with superlatives 88
of course 346, 359
off. colloquial phrases 145
offers
modal verbs for 153, 156
with shall 203
somein38
with would 126-7
often 63, 66
OK346, 356, 357, 361
on96, 128
on behalf of97
on condition {that) 277
on the contrary 346, 350,
351
ondown67
on the other hand 350
on top of this/that 348
on the whole 346, 354
once 387, 389
once in a while 67
one
ora/an33
or ones 372
substitution signal 369
only 71, 72
onlyif277
or 278, 302, 348, 386
orders, giving 180, 304
organisations, names of 14
ostensibly 72
other and another 45
ought154-5
ought to 153, 154, 156, 157
in reported speech 161
and should 157, 160
over there 370
owingto96
pairof14
parenthesis, clauses in 443
part of speech see word class
participle
agreement of subject with
424-5
hanging425
used as preposition 94
see also past participle;
present participle
participle clause
defining 434-5
non-defining 435
non-finite 175, 411, 412
past 419
position in sentence 423-4
present 419
participle forms, adjectives
52,80

particle 140
clauses ending in a 142-3
in multiword verbs 140-4
used as adverb or
preposition 140-4
particularly 71
parts of the body, 's 15
passive constructions 330-44
and adjectives 334-5
with be 113, 332, 333
by and other prepositions
after 334
causative 330, 335-6
with clause ending in a
particle 143
comparison of causative
and standard 336
consolidation exercises
340-4
and differences between
objects and complements
301
forms332-5
full infinitive form 179,
180, 182
with get 332, 333, 336
with have 335, 336
key considerations 330
object verbs in 298
participle clauses 419
rules of thumb 331-2
standard 330-5
typical difficulties 336-9
uses 330-2
passive voice 330
past
choosing between tenses
226-7
consolidation exercises
230-4
key considerations 218
past continuous 222-4
past perfect continuous
224-5
past perfect simple 220-2
past simple 218-20
tenses 218-34
typical difficulties 227-9
used to 250-6
would250-6
past conditional 276
past continuous 222-4
be + -ing forms 176,222
complete periods oftime
223
habitual action 224
interrupted 223
narrative 224, 261
or past perfect 226
question and negative 222
sequence of events 223
past narrative, with the
present simple 190-1
past participle 113
adjectives 52, 80
adjectives derived from
334-5
forms 112-14
irregularll3-14
non-finite clause 418
in passive constructions
334-5
regular ll2, 113
past participle clause 390, 419
past perfect continuous 224-5
or past perfect simple 226-7
question and negative 224
sequence of events 224-5
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past perfect simple 220-2
narrative 221-2, 261
or past continuous 226
or past perfect continuous
226-7
or past simple 226, 262
question and negative 220
for sequence of events
220-1, 389
state verbs 221
past simple 218-20
compared with present
perfect simple 240-1
form 218
or past perfect simple 226,
262
questions and negatives
Ill, 218
time anchor in narrative
220, 261
tobe219
past tense
forms 112-14
irregular 113-14
regular 112, 113
past time
historic present 190-1
modal reference 160-1
patterns 125, 127-9
people 12
perception verb
with can/can't 190
with present simple 190
perfect (perfective) aspect
139
performative verb 191
present simple 191
perhaps 162
permission, modal verbs for
153, 156, 157
permit, with infinitive or -ing
form 179
person 12
personal pronoun
as object and complement
304
as subject 304
persuasion 273
phonemic symbols 460
phrasal verb 142
phrasal-prepositional verb
142
phrase
in apposition 434
as discourse marker 346
embedded 443
use of term 293
see also adjective phrase;
adverb phrase; noun
phrase; preposition
phrase; verb phrase
place
adverb of 61, 67, 370
choosing expressions for
reported speech 263
preposition of 95-6
subordinating conjunction
for387
places, names of 15, 16
plural noun
adjectives with 52
article with 26-30
choosing the correct 19
irregular 12-13, 15, 20
possessives 15
quantifiers with 37, 40, 43
quantifying phrases before
13-14, 20

regular 12-13, 16-18
spelling and pronunciation
16-18, 21, 23
plural verb 13
politics 13
polywords see multiword
expressions
position, expressions of 16
possession verb 190
possessive adjective 295, 371
witha/142
replaces article 26
in reported speech 263
possessive forms
nouns 9, 15-16, 19-20
nouns which already end
insl6
relative pronoun 408
's 15-16
something of something
structure 16
possessive pronoun 371
possibility 162-3
infinitives after adjectives or
nouns 171, 172
modals for 156, 157
non-defining non-finite
clauses 423
that clauses after 399
predicate 297, 303
kinds of303
replacing 370-1
predicative use of adjectives
53-4, 55
predictably 359
predictions 201, 207, 209
preferably 359
prefix52
preparatory discourse marker
346, 358-9, 361
preparatory it 320
preposition 7, 94-105
+ -ing clause in reported
speech260
adjectives followed by
55, 128
and adverb 99
after passive constructions
334, 336
after a verb, adjective or
noun95,336
before a noun or -ing
form94
before a verb with -ing
form 95
and conjunction 99
conjunction equivalent 99
consolidation exercises
102-5
dependent 97
ending sentences with
142-3
logical relationships 96-7
multiple meanings 97
participle used as a 94
of place 95-6
position in relative clause
410-11
position in sentence 94-5
pronunciation 99-100
with question words 95, 410
with relative pronouns 95,
410, 411
stylistic choices 98-9
of time 95-6
typical difficulties 100-1
used as adverb 67
variation 98-9

preposition phrase 296, 434
adverbials 302
in complex noun phrase 295
discourse marker 346
idiomatic98
prepositional verb 142
present continuous 192-4
be+ -ing forms 176, 192
changing and developing
states 193
choosing between present
simple and 193, 195
for future time 194, 201-2,
204
habitual action 193
if clauses 273, 274
negative 192
questions 192
state verbs 193
for temporary events and
actions 192-3
things happening now 194
uses 192-4
present participle
adjectives 52, 80
and gerunds 176
non-finite clause 418
present participle clause
390, 419
present perfect 235-49
choice of tenses 237-42
consolidation exercises
246-9
form235-6
if clauses 274
key considerations 235
meaning236
present perfect continuous
236-7
present perfect simple
235-6
to refer to the future 204
typical difficulties 242-5
uncompleted actions or
events237
present perfect continuous
236-7,241
compared with present
perfect simple 238, 241-2
question and negative 236
uses 237, 241
present perfect simple 235-6
compared with past simple
240-1
compared with present
perfect continuous 238,
241-2
question and negative 236
rules of thumb 239-40
uses 237-8, 239-40
present progressive see present

continuous
present simple 188-92
choosing between present
continuous and 193, 195
form 188-9
historic present 190-1
negative 188
for past narrative 190-1
with perception verbs 190
with performative verbs 191
pronunciation and spelling
191-2
questions 188
questions and negatives 111
running commentary 190
with state verbs 190
in that clauses 400

to refer to the future 204,
389
uses 189-91
in verbs with other subjects
189
in verbs with third person
singular subjects 188
present tenses 188-99
consolidation exercises
197-9
key considerations 188
typical difficulties 195-6
presently 68
probability, infinitives after
adjectives 171
progressive aspect see
continuous aspect
pronoun371
object after comparative
with than88
quantifiers which function
as8
in reported speech 263
subject after comparative
with than+ auxiliary or a
form of be88
subject of main clause with
non-finite clause 424
in substitution 371-2
see also object pronoun;
personal pronoun;
possessive pronoun;
relative pronoun; subject
pronoun
pronunciation
adverbs 73
articles 31
defining and non-defining
phrases 436-7
of noun-noun
combinations 15
of plural forms of nouns
13,16-17
present simple 191
strong and weak modal
verbs 163
used to and would 252
varieties of English 2
verbs 116-17
proper noun 9
no article 30
with the 29-30
proportion of14
provided 277
provided that 387
pseudo-cleft sentence 127,
321
-Ing form as a complement
175
infinitive as a complement
173,424
noun clause as complement
400
in reported speech 260
to spotlight information
321
punctuation
conditional sentences 272
direct speech 264-5
discourse markers 361
finite adverbial clauses 389
non-defining clauses and
phrases 437-8
see also apostrophe; colon;
comma; invertedcommas
purely71
purpose, subordinating
conjunctions for 387
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quantifier 6, 8, 36-50, 295
or article 37
choosing the correct 36-7,
43
consolidation exercises
47-50
in conversation 44
examples 7, 37-43
leaving out a 45
made into a pronoun 372
with of+ possessive
adjective+ noun 44
with of+ pronoun 44
with of+ the+ noun 44
over-use45
position in sentence 36
replaces article 26
typical difficulties 44-6
using with other
determiners 44
which functions as a
pronouns8
quantifying phrase, before
nouns 13-14, 20
quantity
adverb of 61, 70-1
expressions of 16
expressions of comparative
81-2
expressions with a/an in the
sense of 'every' 29

quantity ofl4
question tag 115-16

did155
forming 115-16
intonation group 115
should 154
question word 316, 408
+ information +be+
spotlighted information
321
clauses in reported speech
259, 260
infinitive after in indirect
question 173, 259
introducing noun clause
398, 399
prepositions with 95, 410
as relative pronoun 410
as subject 316
questions
with adverbs of relative
time68
auxilary forms 111
with be 114
forms 315--16
inversion 67
present continuous 192
present simple 188
quantifiers in 37, 40
with shall/shan't203
short answers 367, 368
social function 127
verb phrases in 306
l'.ith will {'ll!won't)202
yes/no 264, 316
see also indirect question
quite 56, 69, 70, 86
quite a /ot 85-6

rarely66, 67
rather 56, 69, 350, 351
rather than 424
re-stating 354-5
really69, 70, 72
reason
infinitive after direct object
to explain 172

infinitive after verb to
explain 171
subordinating conjunctions
for 387

recently68
recipient (of an action) 331
recommend 260, 400
reduced adverbial clause
390,419
reduced clause seeverbless
clause
reduced relative clause 334,
369, 411-12, 419
reference materials,
comparing 459
regret276
regret,with infinitive or -ing
forms 178
regrettably359
regular verbs 112
relationship verb 106
relative clause 385, 406-17
consolidation exercises
414-17
defining 28, 369, 409, 411,
435
ellipsis in 369
embedded 407
ending in a particle 143
form407
key considerations 406
non-defining 435, 436
position of prepositions
410-11
position in sentence 407
punctuation 410
reduced 334, 369, 411-12,
419
relative pronoun as subject
of408
superlatives before88
typical difficulties 412-13
uses406-7
relative pronoun 57, 407-10
choice of 409-10
ellipsis of 36!1
leaving out 409
prepositions before 95, 411
question word as 410
uses408
relative time, adverb of 61,
67-8, 69
position in sentence 68
remember,with infinitive or
-ing forms 178
repetition 238, 251

reply259
reported speech 257- 71
choosing reporting verbs
258-60
choosing tense forms 261-3
clause types 260
consolidation exercises
268-71
key considerations 257
modal verbs in 161
question 259, 260
transformation rules 261,
262-4
typical difficulties 266- 7
uses258
word order 264
reporting verb 258-60
clauses that can follow 260
reproach 276
request
bare infinitive 180
modal verbs for 152

someina38
researching language 455-9
responsibility, passive to
avoid331
restrictive clause see defining
clause
result, subordinating
conjunctions for 387
right346,356, 357, 361
rounding off a discussion 355
rules of thumb and 'sub-rules'
28-9
running commentary 190

or if274
in if clause 274, 275
and ifor incasel62
non-modal meaning 162
and ought to 157, 160
in reported speech 161
similarity 372-3
similarly350
simple past seepast simple
simple present see present
simple
simple sentence see main
clause

simply86
simultaneous event 422
attribution 15
category 15
creation 15
family relationships 15
parts of the body 15
places 15
position in writing 15-16
possessive 15-16
time 15

said266
say 257, 258-9, 333, 354, 399
scarcely67, 86

u~n

schwa
31, 163, 460
second conditional 274-5
secondly346, 34 7
seldom 66, 67
semi-modal verb 153, 154-6
senses verb 190
sentence 292
simple 292, 293, 384
see also affirmative; complex
sentence; negative
sentence; questions
sentence adverb seeattitude
marker
sentence constituents 292-3
additional factors and
related issues 303-7
basic principles 292-314
consolidation exercises
310-14, 325-9
form295-6
function 297-303
key considerations 292,
315
major variants 315-29
order 303
organisation of information
294
types of 295-303
typical difficulties 307-9,
322-4
which don't form part of
clauses 294
word order 306- 7
sentence stem 126-7
separable multiword verb
141-2
sequence of events 220-1, 223,
224-5, 389, 422
service, prepositions for 97
several8, 36, 40-1

shall
modal 154, 156
as a tense auxiliary 11O
or will for the future 203

shan't203
she304
should 112, 154, 157, 159-60,
162
+ bare infinitive in that
clause400
future 161

since96, 225, 237, 387, 388
singular noun
article with 26-30
endings 17, U\
quantifiers with 37
which adds -esin the plural
16, 17, 18
which ends in voiceless
consonants 17
which ends in y 18
singular verb 12, 13, 14
situational ellipsis 368

slightly86
'slot and filler' view of
language 292

so 64, 69, 221, 345, 353, 356,
358,361
substitution signal 369,
372-3
so much/many 40, 64
so that 387, 389, 390
some 6, 36
orany39
in offers and requests 38
(stressed) 38, 45
(unstressed) 37-8, 45

someone57
something57
somethingof something16
sometime57
sometimes66, 252
somewhere57
soon67,68

sorry... but 359
southeast English 2
speaking, researching the
effectiveness of teaching
458
specifically71
speculation, about past events
276
spelling
adverbs 73
-edverbs 117-18
-ingforms of verbs 176-7
of nouns 17-18
plural forms of nouns 13,
17-18
present simple 191-2
spoken English
ftontingin318-19
sentence constituents in
306
sports commentary, present
simple 190
spotlighting seefocusing
devices
state verb 108-9
in future tenses 207
not in continuous tenses
108
past perfect simple 221
present continuous 193

Index
present perfect continuous
238
with present simple 190
states
present simple for 189, 190
repeated 251
stative verb see state verb
still 68-9, 350
stop, with infinitive or -ing
forms 178-9
stress 3 I, 38, 45
stupidly72
style 145, 435-6, 444
subject 7, 294, 297, 303
agreement with participle
424-5
certain kinds of clauses 297
gerund as 176
implied 424-5
infinitive as 173, 297
-ing forms of verbs 175, 297
non-finite clause with 420
noun as 10
in passive constructions 331
see also 'dummy' subjects
subject complement 298
subject pronoun 88, 371
subject question, and object
question316
subordinate clause 384
in complex noun phrases
295
conditional 272
non-finite clause with a 421
replacing 371
types385
with will210
see also adverbial clause
subordinating conjunction
386-7
meaning 387-9
substitution 369-70, 443
auxiliary use 112
consolidation exercises
375-81
and ellipsis combined 370-3
key considerations 367
typical difficulties 373-4
suchas97
such that 387, 390
suffix52
suggest 257, 260, 400
suggesting
bare infinitive 180
imperatives 304
modal verbs for 153, 156,
203
superlatives 7, 79-93
adjectives 53, 79
adverbs 79
before a relative clause 88
consolidation exercises 90-3
expressions of quantity
81-2, 86
fixed expressions after 86
with in and o/87
irregular 53, 81
key considerations 79
with most 53, 79
position in sentences 83-4
pronunciation and spelling
82-3
rules of thumb 87-8
stylistic choices 88
with the 28, 84
to single out something 84-5
typical difficulties 88-9
ways of emphasising 86

supposing 277
surprisingly 72, 359, 360
syllable79
tag question 115
talk about 259
teaching, researching the
effectiveness of 457-8
tell 257, 258-9, 399
clause types after 259, 399
temporariness
continuous form 182, 193,
278
modal verbs 161
tense, use of term 138
tense auxiliaries 110
tenses

after time conjunctions 389
choosing between 226- 7
choosing forms in reported
speech 261-3
comparing new and familiar
225
forming with auxiliaries 110
in passive constructions
336
see also future; past tense;
present tense etc.
terribly 56, 70
textual discourse marker 346,
347-55, 360
textual ellipsis 368-9
after and and but 368-9
than, comparative 83, 88, 89
thank God 359
that 221, 408, 409
conjunction 221
demonstrative adjective 26
demonstrative pronoun
263
introducing noun clause
398, 399
leaving out 400, 409, 435
pronunciation 400
relative pronoun 407-8
and this 263, 370
that clause 399
adjectives followed by 55
as complement 399
in reported speech 259,
260, 399
uses399
verbsin400
that is 354-5
the 6, 25
with all 42, 44
with both 42, 44
with comparatives 87
with defining relative
clauses 28, 411
for leisure activities/
forms of entertainment/
travel 29
with particular adjectives
28
pronunciation 31
with proper nouns 29-30
with superlatives 28, 84, 87
uses 27-8
the first/second ..time, with
present perfect simple
238
the least 81, 82
the more ... the more 87
themost81
the same as 28
them304
andit372

then 67, 263, 347, 353, 370
there370
adverb of place 67, 263
'dummy' subject 305, 317,
319
there is
witha/an28
or there are 305
therefore 345, 346, 353
these, and those 263
they304
think/thought 260, 333, 399
third conditional 276
third person 191
s form of present simple 188
this, and that 263, 370, 372
those, and these 263, 372
though 350, 387
threat 273
threaten 260
thus 345, 353
till 96, 204
time
adverb of 61, 67
choosing expressions for
reported speech 263
complete periods of with
past continuous 223
conjunction of 204, 280,
387-9
expressions with al an in the
sense of 'every' 29
expressions with no article
30
expressions v,,ith present
continuous 193
finished periods with past
simple219
prepositions of 95-6
reference and new topics
with used to or would 251
reference in modal verbs
160-1
's 15
subordinating conjunctions
for 387
unfinished periods with
present perfect simple
239
time anchor,in narrative
220, 261
timetables 204
to96
dependent preposition 97,
410-11
with indirect object 300
with the infinitive 154, 170
to conclude 355
to sum up355
to summarise 355
today 219, 239, 263
told258-9
tone of voice see intonation
too 71, 172, 345, 348
too much/many 40
topic verb, in reported speech
259
totally 69, 70
towards95
transformation rules, in
reported speech 26 I,
262-3
transitive verb see object verb

two-object verb 109, 300, 301
in passive constructions
332
two-part conjunction 127, 390
uncompleted action or event
237-8
uncountable noun 9, 10-12, 19
article with 26-7
or countable noun in
context 11-12, 21-2, 23
or plural noun 13
quantifiers with 37, 40,
43,45
related to countable nouns
11
use of particular words to
itemise 11
which can also be countable
11
words which come before
and after 12
under ... conditions 127
understand 333
undoubtedly 359
unfortunately 72, 359
ungradable adjective 56, 69, 80
unit noun see countable noun
unless 204, 277, 387
and if ...not 277
umeal conditional 274-5
until 96, 204, 280, 387, 388, 443
us304
used to 174, 250-6
consolidation exercises
254-6
differences from would
251-2
key considerations 250
meaning 250-1
pronunciation 252
question and negative 250
teaching considerations 252
typical difficulties 252-3
usually 66, 252
variation
exploring from person to
person 456- 7
exploring from text to text
456
varieties of English
grammar2
pronunciation 2
social or geographical 2,
98-9
vocabulary 2
verb 7, 106-23
agreement 107-8
consolidation exercises
121-3
followed by an adverb or
preposition 143, 336
followed by a full infinitive
in the passive 333-4
forms 107, 112-15
identifying 106-7
infinitive and -ing forms
170-87
key considerations 106
main 107-10
objects and complements
109-10

transitive verb, complex see

position in sentence 107

object-complement verb
try, with infinitive or -ing
forms 178, 181
try and 181

pronunciation and spelling
116-18
types 107-12,303
typical difficulties 118-20
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verb (cont.)
which belongs to more than
onetype304
which can be both auxiliary
and main verb 111
which functions as both
state and event verb
108-9
see also auxiliary verb;
be; complement verb;
event verb; finite verb;
intransitive verb; modal
verb; multiword verb;
no-object verb; object
verb; object-complement
verb; question tag;
reporting verb; state verb;
tenses; two-object verb
verb phrase 1, 296, 303
question forms 315-16
separated 306
verbal expressions 140-51
multiword 126, 144-5
verbless clause 390, 411, 412,
419,421
introduced with
conjunction 421
introduced with preposition
421
introduced with a
prepositional phrase 421
position in sentence 423
see also adjective phrase
very 56, 63, 64, 69
vocabulary 124
varieties of English 2
voiceless consonants 17
vowels, phonemic symbols
460

want 127-8, 129, 190, 260
wam260
waming273
was 110
we304
weather forecasts 209
well 63, 356, 357, 361

wentll4
were 110
+ infinitive in if clause 275
+ subject in if clause 275
in if clause 275
what
question word 173, 398
relative pronoun 407, 410
what is+ adjective is 127
clause with that 129
what is more 346, 348
whatever 162
when
conjunction 204, 221, 280,
369, 386, 387, 388, 389,
398
question word 173, 180, 316
relative pronoun 407, 410
where
conjunction 389
question word 173, 316, 398
relative pronoun 407, 410
whereas367
wherever 162, 387
whetherl26-9, 173, 264
introducing noun clause
398, 399
which
question word 173
relative pronoun 407, 410
orwho409
while 99, 204, 369, 387, 388
and although 387-8
who 173, 406, 408
orwhich409
whoeverl62
wholly69
whom 407, 410
whose 407, 408
why 173, 316, 410
why/why not ...?, bare
infinitive after 180
will
+ bare infinitive 194, 202-3
in conditionals 272, 279
logical deduction 159
modal 154

non-modal meaning 161-2
or shall for the future 203
subordinate clauses with
210
as a tense auxiliary 110
with, dependent preposition
97, 411
with difficulty 63
without421
won't202-3
word class 1, 6
prepositions and adverbs
99
recognising 7
words belonging to more
thanone8
word grammar 6
word order 306-7, 443
adjectives 6, 53-4
adverbs 63-4, 65, 66-7, 68,
69, 70, 71-2
articles 26
fronting information 317-19
inversion in questions 67
modal verbs 153
nounslO
object and particle in
multiword verbs 142
in passive constructions
336
pushing information back
319-20
questions with auxiliaries
111
reported speech 264
and sentence constituents
292-314
words6, 135
combining see combining
words
from different grammatical
classes combining in use
125-6
grammatical classes 6
grouping with similar
characteristics 129
groups of see chunks

and meaning 356-8
meaning and form 8
worse53,81
worst53,81
would
in conditionals 159, 272,
275, 279
consolidation exercises
254-6
differences from used to
251-2
for future in the past 161
hypothetical meaning 159
key considerations 250
meaning 250-1
modal 154, 159
non-modal meaning 161-2
for the past 250-6
pronunciation 252
for repeated actions in the
past 194
in reported speech 161
teaching considerations
252,280
typical difficulties 252-3
would like 179, 279
would you like a/some ..?
126-7
writing
position of apostrophe
15-16
researching the
effectiveness of teaching
458

yes356,369
yes/no questions 264, 316
yesterday 240, 263
yet
adverb 68-9, 239
discourse marker 350
you know 346, 356, 357, 361
yousee356
zero article 25
zero conditional 277, 279
modal verb in 279
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